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Message from the Board

Since the Northeast Regional _ siange, Inc. (NEREX) was
founded ;11 1981, educational R&D services in the region have
increased dramatically. NEREX services concentrate on
regional priorities determined annuaiiy by the Board of
Directors to meet the most pressing needs in our seveti
Northeast states in curriculum, instru _tonal technology, and
leadership. This year, priorities focus on writing, mathematics.
scieuc, computer technology, leadership for effective scnnols,
and teacher education.

The results of NEREX activities arc evident, as can he seen
in this 1984 Annual Report which covers the period from
October 1, 1983 through September 30, 1984. The entire
Board of Directors is proud of the accomplishments of
NEREX and take this opportunity to acknowledge the strong
leadership of Dr. J. Lynn Griesemer, Executive Director, and
her highly qualified s aff who have managed and carried out
the work described in this report.

athioi,ieL
Robert L. Brunelle
Chair, Board of Directors

The Northeast Regional Exchange, Inc (NEREX) is an educational research,
service, and communications organization serving Connecticut, Massa( husetts.
Maine, New Hampshire, New York, Rhode Island, and Vermont
The NEREX mission is to improve elementary and secondary schools
Focusing primarily on regional priorities, 1'TEREX brings additional resources
to the region through links to national organizations These include a national
network of regional laboratories, centers, and other R&D agencies, as well as
private educational organizations.
NEREX services and research projects are supported by contracts and grants
from the federal and state departments of education and from private
foundations. NEREX is an educacional nonprofit organization
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NEREX: providing services to Northeast educators

by J. Lynu Griesemer, Executive Director

The Northeast Regional Exchange specializes in three
types of services: communications, assistaneP, and
research. This Annual Report presents highlights of
these activities during the past year.
Through collaboration with state departments of
education, intermediate service agencies, institutions
of higher education, local schools, and professional
organizations, NEREX is able to link services and
resources across the Northeast. In serving the region,
NEREX relies on diverse strategies--providing
extensive opportunities for educators in different
states to work together, capitalizing on regional
strengths and resources, and responding to emerging
educational trends and issues. A major characteristic
of NEREX activities is the involvement of potential
users or clients in the planning, development, and
delivery of products and services. We are grateful to
the organizations and educators who have assisted
NE REX for their many and varied contributions. We
are proud of our success in meeting the goals set for
NEREX by our Board of Directors and commend our
Board members for their support, attention, and
commitment to the work of NE REX.
We continue to build upon the foundation established
in preceding years in our regional and state priority
areas of curriculum, instructional technology, and
leadership. One of several examples of the spiraling
improvement effect in the area of curriculum is shown
by the refinement of NEREX priorities to meet needs
in mathematics and science education. In 1981, the
Board established the broad area of curriculum as one
of three regional priorities and focused the work on
basic skills in writing. In 1982, the Board expanded
this priority area to include mathematics and science.
Subsequently, in late 1982 NEREX was awarded a
contract for a two-year research study of exemplary
mathematics programs. This project complements
other work of NEREX including a mathematics and
science educators' roundtable held in 1983, a
conference on "Applications of Thchnology in leaching
Mathematics and Science" in January 1984, and a
Guide to Software Selection Resources: Science and
Mathematics, to be published jointly by NEREX and
the New York State Education Department's Center
for Learning technologies. Future involvement in

mathematics end. science is assured by a new
technology grant from the U.S. Department of
Education's Center for Libraries and Education
Improvement. In October 1984, NEREX will conduct
a major workshop on computer education, featuring
classroom applications in science, mathematics,
language arts, and using the computer as a manager
of the educational environm( nt. Three national
teleconferences will follow t' e workshop in 198b.

Since 1981, NEREX has grown steadily as a valued
resource for educators in the region. Our gi awth is
accompanied by more federal funds now available to
the region and a marked increase in collaborative
ventures among states. NEREX resources include
growing financial support, significant inkind
contributions, an outstandiAg staff, and our new
headquarters in Chelmsfom, Massachusetts.
With a sense of accomplishment, we look ahead to the
educational challenges of the future.

,J
J. Lynn Griesemer, Ed.D.
October 1984



NEREX highlights in

Ti communications
Search for Excellence in Secondary Schools Conference
In May 1984, U.S. Secretary of Educaticn Thrrei H. Bell and the Region 1
Office of Education selected the Northeast Regional Exchange to organize
and present a regional conference to share knowledge from the national
secondary schools recognition program, in which twenty-five schools in the
Northeast had been recognized. The major purpose of the event was to
promote sharing of successful programs and practices for school
;mprovement between the twenty-five schools and conference attendees.
NEREX Staff developed a resource guide, Profiles in Excelcence, which
contained descriptions of each of the twenty-five schools. Over 600 New
England educators attended the two-day event, held at the Il ling Junior
High School in Manchester, Connecticut.

\C.C1114CisC11
4i

A Series of Roundtables on Excellence
During the past summer, NEREX hosted a series of five roundtable
meetings on topics related to state excellence plans. The roundtables were
designed to support the seven Northeast states in their implementation of
new initiatives and reforms. The topics, selected by the commissioners of
education, were: teaching and teacher certification, curriculum standards
and graduation requirements, accountability of local schools, early
childhood education, and testing and assessment. The roundtables, which
were attended by state education department managers, provided
opportunities to share progress by each state in developing and
implementing major initiatives. Issues and problems were discussed, and
ways in which the issues can be addressed on a regional basis were
identified. Several roundtable groups planned regional projects which
NEREX will support during filo coming year.



Task Forces
NEREX task forces identify educational problems and
plan appropriate courses of action and share
information a)-out programs, practices, and policies.
Further, NEREX task forces assist educators in the
Northeast by identifying resources available in the
region. Under the guidance of our task forces,
NEREX develops major cenf.erences and publications.
During the past year NEREX convened task forces on
writing and technology. Task force members represert
state departments of education, local schools, colleges
and universities, teacher training institutions, and
R&D agencies.

Links with other Educational Organizations
As the Regional Exchange in the Northeast, NEREX
actively links a large variety of educational
organizations across the nation to exchange and
disseminate information, as we'll as develop products
and provide training. For example, during the past
year, NEREX staff have worked with numerous local
schools and intermediate service agencies, federal
offices and agencies, national and regional professional
associations, representatives from business or industry,
other education R&D organizations, and state
education agency divisions. As a Regional Exchange,
NEREX regularly links with the federally funded
regional laboratories and national centers. During the
past year NEREX has developed links with the
Education Technology Center, v. hose staff made
presentations at. a NEREX Board meeting and two
NEREX conferences and took part in planning joint
dissemination efforts. We enjoy ongoing collaboration
with the Research Development Interpretation Service
(RDIS), at the Appalachia Educational Laboratory, in
publishing the Research Within Reach series. By
maintaining links with national education resources to
exchange and disseminate information and collabot atr
in product development and training, NEREX is able
to provide highly cost-effective services to educators in
the Northeast.

Major Regional Conferences
October 19,3 "Developing Student Writers

K-12"for classroom teachers
K-12; a conference planned with
writing project staff at the
University of Massachusetts
University of New Hampshire,
and University of Vermont.

January 1984 "More Effective Secondary
Schools " for principals, super-
intendents, university professors,
and local and district school
board members.

January 1984 "Applications of Technology in
Teaching Mathematics and
Science" for all educators.
"Improving Writing Instruction"
fc,r teacher trainers and state
department of education
pecsonnel.

May ,;84 "Search for Excellence in Second-
ary Schools" for principals,
superintendents, teachers, univer-
sity professors, and local and
district school board members.

April 1984

Publications
NE REX develops and distributes resource guides and
publications for local school districts, state education
agencies, and otI.r special audiences. These materials

-0-
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are written and developed by leaders in their
respective disciplines and reflect the latest
developments in educational improvement. Initially
NEREX distributes free copies of all publications
through state departments of education. When the
products prove to be particularly useful, additional
printings are sold at cost. In the past year, tLe
following publications were developed.

Profiles in Excellence is a resource guide that
desci ibes the twenty-five schools in the Northeast
that were recognized in the 1982-83 Department of
Education's Secondary Schoo's Recognition
Prograr.. The guide is P. valuable resource to
teachers, researchers, and other educators through
its detailed profiles of each of the twenty-five
nationally recognized schools. Each profile contains
information about the school; the community it
serves; selected programs, policies, or practices;
resources available for sharing; and names of
contact persons.

Guide to Software Selection Resources: Parts I-IV.
NEREX is developing this multipart resource
series in collaboration vzith the New York State
Education Department's Center for Learning
Technologies. Part I, an overview for the series,
includes a comprehensive glossary and information
about New York State and other regional resources
for software selection. Part II covers overall
software evaluation issues, review procedures, and
resources. (This section was previously published by

e

Shown here are many of
the NEREX publications
currently available for
educators.

NEREX as The Evalu&tion of Educational ao)
Soil itare: A Guide to Guides.) Part III focuses
spec tfically on software fcr reading and
communications skills. Part IV, to be published in
December, focuses on mathematics and science.

Research Within Reach: Science Education. This
latest release in the Research Within Reach series
is edited by David Holdzkom and Pamela E. Lutz.
The authors look at the curriculum development
projects of the 1960s and the goals of science
education. Issues of instruction are discussed in
four chapters on teaching and learning. School and
home factors that affect learning and teacher
preservice and inservice training are discussed in
the context of science education. As in the
complete Research Within Reach series, each
chapter opens with a question posed by a teacher.
A discussion of research and practice is then given,
a well as examples and implications for teachers
and classrooms.

O Research Within Reach: Oral and Written
Communication. Reprinted in 1984, this publication
is written by David Holdzkom, Linda J. Reed, E.
Jane Porter, and Donald L. Rubin. This book
concerns the "why" and "how" of communication.
Classroom activities are discussed in detail. There
is a chapter on evaluation, and the document
concludes with a section that describes the ways in
which teachers can foster effective communication.
Equal attention is given to both written and oral
communication.

Education Under Study: An 4nalysis of Recent
Major Reports on Education. This publication was
developed by J. Lynn Griesemer and Cornelius
Butler. First released in September 1983, an
enlarged second edition was developed for
distribution at the Secretary of Education's
National Forum on Excellence in Education. This
document provides synopses of the following nine
major reports and a cross-examination of the
recommendations presented in these reports:
Academic Preparation for College, Action for
Excellence, America's Competitive Challenge, High
.5( pool: A Report on Secondary Education in
America, Making the Grade, A Nation at Risk, The
Paideia Proposal, A Place Called School, and A
Study of High Schoots. The Christian Science
Monitor called Education Under Study "one of the
best summations under a single cover of these nine
reports."

1 0



The Northeast Perspective
NEREX publishes a newsletter three times a year,
which is sent to over 4,000 educators. The Northeast
Perspective contains information on regional
educational activities and events sponsored by
NEREX. In recent issues, the newsletter published
articles of special interest by noted experts. Robert
Tinker of Technical Education Research Centers wrote
about "Science and Mathematics: Software
Opportunities and Needs" Mark Driscoll, Principal
Investigato. of A Study of Exemplary Mathematics
Programs, wrote "About Mathematics" and the
importance of having a K-12 focus in mathematics,
rather than the split elementary-secondary focus that
is the norm in most schools. Gene Hall and Shirley M.

NEREX highlights in

1141.

..c-k /NORTHEAST
PERSPECTIVE
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A Study of
ExemPlary
Mathematics
Programs
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Bordial hinU nt Approach?
or Hote gestaura

Hord of the Research and Development Center for
Teacher Evaluation at the University of Texas,
an article entitled, "Higll School Change: Boarding
House or Hotel Restaurant Approach?" This article
discussed the role of leadership in educational change
efforts and the actions or strategies that are used to
manage and support change. "Conducting Classroom
Research: Tech-Equity" was written by Joy Wallace,
Director of New England EQUALS. She described the
importance of access to computer courses by women,
minorities, and the disabled.
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Training
One of the major activities of NEREX is providing
training and development for teachers, administratars,
state education department personnel, and other
educators in areas of management, leadership, or
effective school practices. NE REX staff also provide
assistance in planning projects, designing seminars,
product development, and staff development programs.
In addition, NEREX delivers training and develop-
ment activities designed to assist individuals and
groups in communication and problem solving skills

The Northeast Regional School Effectiveness Project
has been developed by NE REX in collaboration with
the U.S. Department of Education programs for
Region I. A training and support program to promote
more effective leadership in secondary schools, this

project began in early 1982 in response to a request 10
from the Secretary of Education. A pilot
demonstration project involved special training for
state education agency staff to serve as facilitators to
the individual scnool-based teams selected for
participation. A three-day seminar provided
participants with information on school effectiveness
reseal. h and methods of developing school action
plans in the critical areas selected for focu3ing efforts.

Currently thirty high schools throughout the region
are involved in school improvement programs initiated
through the Northeast Regional School Effectiveness
Project. School-based teams have received training in
self-assessment, data gathering and analysis, action
planning, and change strategies for school
improvement. Now there is evidence that local change
is happening. Several school-based teams have
implemented short-term changes that may be first
steps toward more pervasive school improvement.
NEREX staff and other experts, both regional and
national, are providing the training to the school
teams. Plans call for continuation of the network and
the ;nvolvement of additional schools in 1985.

Individual State Priorities
As a way of encouraging work which addresses
individual state priority needs from a particular state'
perspective, the NEREX Board of Directors adopted
policy of awarding small grants to state education
agencies within the region to conduct one-year
projects. In the past year NEREX has funded a
variety of projects.

11



Currently Connecticut is developing model policies and
guidelines related to school attendance, homework,
promotion and retention. As a product, Connecticut
will develop a manual containing policy models. In
addition, as a second project, the Connecticut State
Department of Education will develop a handbook for
teachers on how to conduct analytical scoring of
writing samples.

Through a NEREX grant, the Maine Principals'
Assessment Center will continue to expand its
services. The Center serves to improve the quality of
leadership at the principal level within Maine public
schools through training and assessment activities.

.

In Massachuset. NEREX grants are supporting, in
part, the development of a "kind of community"
classification scheme that will be used to analyze
education in Massachusetts communities, a set of
proposed educational indicators that will be used to
measure and evaluate education reform efforts, and a
policy information system to identify critical
information sources and establish a reporting format
for staff.

The New Hampshire state priority grant supported an
inservice education program for superintendents,
assistant superintendents, business administrators,
teacher consultants, and department management
staff. The inservice workshop featured r. presentation
by Dr. Ernest Boyer, President of the Carnegie
Foundation for Advancement of 'leaching, on the
improvement of quality education in public schools.

The New York State Education Department's priority
grant is supporting the development of summer
rograms for intensive study for middle school

lirstudents. The Department will establish pilot
programs in mathematics, sciences, and languages.
The summer programs will provide students with
extensive learning experiences, promote educational

equity, offer experiences to students which will
increase their commitment to responsible community
participation, and encourage teachers to learn new
teaching techniques.

The Rhode Island Department of Education has
identified the implementation of "effective schools"
research as a state priority. NEREX supported the
Department which, in cooperation with the Rhode
Island Education Leadership Academy, conducted a
series of workshops focusing c,n key school
effectiveness findings. Principals and superintendents
participated in these workshops; further plans call for
development and implementation of a school
effectiveness plan for each school.

\Ty lont's state priority grant supported training of
state education department staff members who will
serve on public school approval teams. Vermont's new
standards for approving public schools were adopted
by the State Department of Education in August
1984. The department has begun to implemei,t the
new approval pro'ess with volunteer schools during
the 1984-85 school year.

Each of these state projects relates to NEREX
objectives in different ways and provides a variety ol
strategies in which NEREX can impact school
improvement efforts. Each project also helps meet
individual state priorities and further encourages state
efforts in these areas.

In addition to state priority grants, NEREX also
supports cross-state sharing of educational resources
within the region. NEREX funds cross-state sharing
projects through grants to individual states which in
turn make a commitment to involve other Northeast-
ern states in their program. The grants serve as seed
money; the individual state contributes inkind
resources that average twice the size of the grant.

One example of support for cross-state sharing this
p. ,,t year was a meeting convened by the Vermont
Department of Education. Department staff, local
administrators, and guests from other Northeast
states met to learn how to effectively develop
administrative leadership academies. Staff members of
other state departments of education shared ideas
about columon evaluation sys;?,ms to assess the
characteristics of leadership and school climate.

Another cross-state sharing grant was awarded to the
Massachusetts Department of Education to convene
other Northeast states to share resources, ideas, and
information on early childhood education programs
with an emphasis on state policy development.

12



NEPEX highlights in

Li research
A Study of Exeoulary
Mathematics Programs
Teachers, with the sup-
port of leaders, have it
within their power to
make their mathematics
programs exemplary. This
is an overriding theme of
the research from a
national two-year study
that examined a large
pool of exemplary mathe-
matics programs in
grades 4-12 across the
country. Eight site
visit ms, in teams of one
and visited twenty-
eight of these mathemat-

ics programs in sixteen states and the District of
Columbia. After the schools were visited, the team of
tight site visitors met to identify factors associated
with exemplariness. Eleven hypotheses were developed
which fit into four categories: the background and
community support of the program, the curriculum
and how it was implemented, teaching and staffing,
and leadership. The presence or absence of the
hypothesized factors and conditions in a second pool
of schools was rated by an oxpert The data are
being analyzed to determine which factors have the
greater " impact on ,exemplary programs. Case studies
of several of the exemplary progi ams have been
written, and a final report summarizing the findings
cf this study will be released in January, 1985. This
research study is funded by the National Institute of
Education.

Compendium of Federal Assistance to Education in
the Northeast: 1980 to PresentThird Edition.
The Compendium is a resource document providing
information to state and federe policymakers on
federal funding for education in Connecticut, Maine,
Massachusetts, New Hampshire, New York, Rhode
Island, and Vermont for 1983-84. The Compendium
displays Congressional appropriations and individual
state allocations for each federal education program.
It documents funding, by state, for all specific
programs which receive appropriations under the
general funding areas, including information on state
allocations provided by the Comrrehensive
Employment and Training Act and the Job Training

Reuoartal 9ta t,15t '

MI

COMPENDIUM OF
FEDERAL
ASSISTANCE
TO EDUCATION
IN THE NORTHEAST

1980 - present
THIRD FDITION

Jrruery 1904
Ncrtheast Pecptarvol Fm.herge
Chelmsford, Memesochunetta

Partnership Act. Updated this year, the Compendium
has been useful in demonstrating the impact of
federal legislation on the region as a whole. And
working as a region, Congressional delegations from
the Northeast can use the information to support
actions on appropriations or legislation with greater
knowledge of how this impacts the Northeast.

Regional Databases
In March 1984, NEREX held a regonal roundtable
meeting on computerized educational resource
databases Twenty-five educators representing state
education departments, universities, and other
organizations attended tie twc-day meeting. The
participants discussed existing and planned computer
databases, regional needs, and preliminary planning

cooperative projects. Representatives from the
Resource and Referral System at Ohio State University
and the ERIC Clearinghouse on Information
Resources at Syracuse University served as resources
for the group discussion. The roundtable participants
will provide information to NEREX for regionwide
dissemination and cooperative planning. Already
several states have paired in collaborative efforts,
visiting and sharing resources. Two additional regional
roundtables held in June and September focused on
noninstructional education databases used in policy
analysis and planning. The June meeting convened
twenty-two experts from the seven Northeast states;
discussion forused on cooperative data pooling and
planning for common databases regionwide. As a
result, NEREX has sponsored a census study of the
Northeast states. The September meeting was held i
order to refine research questions for tL° "ensus
study, which is planned for completior in 1985.
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JEREX highlights The Future

As NEREX continues its rapid growth, our services
to the region expand in many dimensions. The
organization's goal is to continue to enrich the
resources of the region's educators and youth by
providing services in curt iculum, instructional
te..thnolc,y, and leadershipthrough communications,
assistance, and research. As in the past, NEREX
activities will be based on our working model of
cooperation and collaboration with other organizations
and educator; throughout the region.

Specifically in 1985, NEREX will continue to work to
establish a regional educational laboratory and a

commitment of fully-funded educational R&D services
for the Northeast. The Department of Education has
announced that one new regional educational
laboratory will serve the seven Northeast states,
Puerto Rico, and the U.S. Virgin Islands. The Board
of Directors, NEREX staff, and friends of the
Northeast Regional Exchange are pleased that the
seven states will continue to work together toward the
improvement of education in the region, and we
welcome P .erto Rico and the U.S. Virgin Islands to
this endeavor.

For information on obtaining NEREX services in the coming year, please call our office:
617/256-3987

SI

Regional

Menge k_

photos by Elsa Martz
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THE NATIONAL CHILDREN'S DTRECTORY An organizational Directory .-nd Reference

Guide for Changing Conditions for Children and Youth. Edited by Mary Lee

Bundy and Rebecca Glen Whaley. College Park, MD., Urban Information

Interpreters, 1977. $39.95. (UTSP Pub. No. 16.) From: P.O. Box AH, College

Park, MO 20740

A competent directory that lists alphabetically 204 national organizations

dealing with children and 464 local organizations arranged by state. The

editors perceive children -- especially poor and minority children -- as a

powerless and victimized group. The organizations listed here are engaged in

institutional reform and are lobbying for legislation. They are also involved

in publishing, litigations, research, conferences and meetings, and

information dissemination. Hence, although this directory duplicates others

in part, the perspective and emphasis in the descriptions differ.

Categories cover reform activities as well as objectives, publications, and

organizational information. Items are framed by a collection r,f essays on

children's rights and issues. This book includes Erika Teal s 300-item

annotated bibliography "Reference Sources for Citizen Action," which includes

34 items on educational reform and students' rights, as well as items on the

handicapped. Child abuse, day care, educational al ternatives, heal th care,

foster care, housing, mental health, public schools, and legal rights are also

covered. There is a separate listing of approximately 225 children and youth

affairs periodicals, mostly published by groups in this directory.

I

INFORMATION CENTER ON CHILDREN'S CULTURES United States Curl ttee for

UNICEF, 331 E. 38th St., New York, NY 10016. (212) 686-5522

A UNICEF-sponsored center dealing with children around the world, especially

in developing countries. It is used primarily by teachers, writers, UNICEF

personnel , and media people, but is open to the public. Its library contains

10,000 books; 10,000 photographs; 100 periodical titles; 500 toys; and

pamphlets, films, filmstrips, games, and the like. It prepares excellent

information sheets and bibliographies of well-chosen children's 1 iterature for

almost all countries and areas of the world. These lists will be sent free to

requesters who enclose a self-addressed stamped legal-size envelope.
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Other 1 ists cover international mul ti cul tural topics l ike Arts and Crafts

Around the World, Songs and Dances of the World, Sources of Children's Books

from Other Countries, and Spanish and Spanish-English Books. Typically, these

lists are updated every year or two. The center cooperates with committee's

School Service Division, which develops and distributes educational materials

for global and intercultural education programs. Publication lists and

brochures of these two groups can be obtained on request.

NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF CHILD HEALTH AND HUMAN DEVELOPMENT (NICHD) National

Institutes of Health, Bldg. 31, Room 2A-34, Bethesda, MD 20205. (301) 496-5133

NICHD funds a national multimillion dollar research program in the areas of

maternal and child health, human development, and population /reproduction,

with the focus on continuing growth and development (behavioral and

biological ) from the prenatal period to maturity. The program is carried out

at its headquarters, at universites nd medical schools, and in 12 Mental

ktardation Research Centers across the country. Research areas include

speech, language and reading, and mental retardation. There are many

publications in the areas of speech/language and reading; for example,

Development Dyslexia and Related Reading Disorders. Other areas of interest

to educators include adolescence, adol escenl sexuality, and adolescent

pregnancy.

TESTS AND MEASUREMENTS IN CHILD DEVELOPMENT: Handbook II San Francisco,

Jossey-Bass, 1976. 2 Vols. $55/set. (Jossey-Bass Behaviorial Science Series)

This is the second volume in a two- volume series. The first volume, Handbook

I, covers the literature from 1956 through 1965 on 300 measures of child

hehavior. The second volume, Hanobook II, covers 900 measures from 1966

through 1974. Together, they constitute a central source of information on

published and unpublished measures suitable for children. They were compiled

by thorough research of professional journals in psychology, psychiatry,

education, exceptionality, and sociolo3y. Handbook II, for example, is based

on a survey of 148 journals.
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F ThE materials in Handbook II are arranged in 11 broad categories: cognition,

personality and emotional characteristics, perceptions of environment,

self-concept, qualities of care giving and home environment, motor skills and

sensory perception, physical attributes, attitudes and interests, social

behavior, vocational tests, and "unclassified test". Within these categories,

tests are arranged al phabeti cal ly by ti tl e.

For each test, information is given on author, title, variable(s) studied,

type of measure, description of measure, reliability and validity, source, and

bibliography. The book also includes an index of authors and measures, a

subject index, and a list of journals searched.

U.S. ADMINIS7RATION FOR CHILDREN, YOUTH, AND FAMILIES (ACYF) 200

Independence Ave., SW, P.O. Box 1182, Washington, DC 20013 (202) 755-7762

ACYF, part of the Office of Human Development Services in the U.S. Department

of Health and Human Services, is the focal agency within the Federal

Government serving children and families. it is a continuation of the Office

of Child Development, and provides information and assistance to parents,

administers national programs for children and youth, and works with states

and communities to develop services that support and strengthen family life.

ACYF is concerned with all chil di-en from birth to adolescence and places

particular emphasis on the needs of children who are "at risk" because of

special probl ems: children from I ow-income families; children and youths

needing foster care, adoption, or other services; handicapped children; abused

or neglected children; runaway youths; and children from native American or

migrant families.

The Head Start Bureau, the Children's Bureau, and the Youth Development

Bureau, all part of ACYF, serve children and families. The Day Care Division;

the Office on Domestic Violence; the Research, Demonstration and Evaluation

Division; and the Office of Public Information and Education provide special

services to professionals and the public.
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CHILD WELFARE LEAGUE OF AMERICA (CWLA) Dorothy L. Bernhard Library,

67 Irving P1., New York, NY 10003. (212) 254-7410

A membership organization of public and private welfare agencies in the United
States and Canada organized to promote improved services to deprived,

neglected, or dependent chil dren. One of its many publications, Child Welfare
(monthly), attempts a multidisciplinary approach to the problems of children.

CWLA's well-staffed special library deals with chil d wel fare, social work,

social welfare, and child development. It houses approximately 3,000 books,

600 documents, 147 periodicals, and 60 vertical file drawers, and is open

during business hours to professionals, researchers, and graduate students.

One interesting recent project is CWLA's Children and Youth Centered

Information Systems (CYCIS), an automated data information system created to

track the progress of youngsters through chil el fare and juvenile justice

sectors. Contact CWLA for information on this system.

Other publications of possible value to educators are the excellent series of

manuals by William Copeland ($6 each): Finding Federal Money for Children's

Services (1976), Obtaining Federal Money for Children's Services (1976), and

Managing Federal Money for Children's Services (1978), all of which

incorporate concepts, sources, and practical details.

CWLA has issued several helpful guides and standards for day-care service that

should be especially wortiihile for early chil dhood educators. Ti tl es include

Guidelines for Day Care Service (1972, $2.50, paperback, with a glossary and
selected references; Guide for the Care of Infants in Groups, by Sally

Provence (1967, $4.95, paperback); and A Guide for Teacher Recording in Day

Care Agencies (1965, $2.25), which offers valuable checklists for

observations. Their Preschool Behavior Rating Scale (K22) and An Infant

Rating Scale (K12) are also annotated in this guide.
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CHILD DEVELOPMENT ABSTRACTS AND BIBLIOGRAPHIES Chi cago, Society for
Research in Child Development, 1927 - 3 issues/year; 12 5/year.

A two-part journal that provides abstracts of articles from approximately 140
journals, as well as book reviews. It also lists books received but not yet
reviewed. Covers biology; medicine; health; cognition; learning; perception;
psychology; personality; sociology; educational processes; psychiatry; and
counseling history, method, and theory. Format is good, citations are
complete, and article summaries are clear and concise, although uneval uative.
This tool covers approximately 1,300 articles per year and provides some
author addresses. Each issue includes author and subject indexes that are
cumulated annually in the October/December issue. This issue also lists
periodicals regularly searched. Book notices give the intent of each book and
the reviewer's evaluation. Issues from Volume 33 to present are available on
microfilm from University Microfilms International. Reprinted volumes 1-45
are available from Kraus Reprints, Route 100, Millwood, NY 10546.

CATALOG OF THE RESEARCH LIBRARY OF THE REISS -DAYIS CHILD STUDY CENTER

Boston, G.K. Hall, 1978. 2 Vols. 1175.

Reproduces the dictionary (author, title, subject) catalog of a library
collection that reflects an interdisciplinary approach to the emotional
problems of children. Includes approximately 12,000 volumes.

REVIEW OF CHILD DEVELOPMENT RESEARCH Chicago, University of Chicago Press,
1964-1976. 5 Vols. (Vols. I and 2 published by Russell Sage Foundation.)
Vols. 1 and 2: $10.95 each; Vol. 3: $25.00; paperback, $7.95; Vol 4:
$20.00; Vol. 5: $20.00.

A review of child development research for practitioners and researchers that
is interesting, informative, and comprehensive. It makes a conscientious
attempt to minimize professional jargon and unnecessary methodological
details. The 1976 issue (Vo. 5), for example, provides an excellent history
and outline of child development theory, with articles -n social cognition
that deal with such topics as cooperation, the impact of television of
children, children's attention, learning disabilities, and the 'development of
deaf children. Author and subject indexes.



ANNUAL PRWRESS IN CHILD PSYCHIATRY AND CHILD DEVELOPMENT New York,
Brunner -Mazel , 1968- . 1978 and 1979, $20 each; 1980, $25; 1981, $30.

A convenient, well recommended series for keeping up with trends and thinking
in child development. The 1978 issue, for example, is a stimulating
collection of 31 articles in 11 major areas (reprints of items published in
1977) covering developmental issues, genetics ana biochemistry, language
development, temperament, parent-child interactions, the hyperactive child,
mental retardation, childhood psychoses, clinical issues, child abuse, and
child advocacy. Good section introductions, but no index.

SOURCE: A GUIDE TO SOURCES OF EDUCATIONAL 'NFORMAT1ON by MARDA WOODBURY

ARLINGTON, VA: Information Resources Press, 1982
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EARLY CHILDHOOD CURRICULUM BOOKS

Baratta-Lorton, Mary Workjobs. Reading, MA: Addison-Wesley
Publishing Co., 1972.

Broad, Laura Peabody and Nancy Towner Butterworth. The Playgroup
Handbook. New York: St. Martin's Press, 1974.

.Brown, Janet ed. CurriculmilailllillLIMIQunz Children.
Washington, D.C.: National Association for the Education of Young Children,1982.

Chenfield, Mimi B. Creative Activities for Young Children. New York:Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, 1983.

Cherry. Clare. Creative Art for the Developing Chi lit, Belmoi.t, CA:
Fearon Publishers, Inc.

Cratty, Bryant J. Active Learning. Gaines to Enhance Academic
Abilities. Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1971.

Croft, Doreen J. and Robert D. Hess. An Activities Handbook iurTeachers of Young Children. Boston, MA: Houghton Mifflin Co., 1980.

Eliason, Claudia Fuhriman and Loa Thomson Jenkins. A Practical Guide toEarly Childhood Curriculum. St. Louis, Missouri: The C.V. Mosby
Company, 1981.

Flemming, Bonnie Mack; Darlene Soft ley Hamilton: and JoAnne Deal Hicks.Resources for Creative Teaching in Early Childhood Education. NewYork: Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, Inc., 1977.

Glazer, Tom. Eye Winker. Tom Tinker. Chin-Chopper. Garden City, NewYork: Doubleday & Company, Inc.: 1973.

Harlan, Jean Durgin. Science Experiences for the Early ChildhoodYears. Columbus, Ohio: Charles E. Merrill Publishing Company, 1976.

Hill, Dorothy M. Mud. Sand and Water. Washington, D.C.: National
Association for the Education of Young Children, 1977
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Hirsch. Elizabeth S. ed. The Block Book. Washington D.C.. National
Association for the Education of Young Children, 1c)74.

Kamii, Constance. Young Children Reinvent Arithmetic. Columbia
University, N.Y.: Teachers College Press, 1985.

Kaplan, Sandra Nina, et al. A Young Child Experiences. Pacific Palisades,
CA: Goodyear Publishing Company, Inc., 1975.

Lavatelli, Celia Stendler. Piaeet's Theory Applied to an Early
Childhr,od Curriculum. Cambridge, MA. A Center for Media Development,
1970.

Marzolla, Jean and Janice Lloyd. Learning ahrough Play. New York:
Harper & Row Publishers, 1972.

McIntyre, Margaret. Early Childhood and Science. Washington. D.C.:
National Science Teachers Association, 1984.

Nelson, Esther L. The Silly Sons Book. New York: Sterling Publishing
Company, 1982.

Pitcher, Evelyn Goodenough, et al. Helping Young Children Learn.
Columbus, Ohio: Charles E. Merrill Publishing Company, 1974.

Red leaf, Rhoda. Pm The Door. Let's Exolore - Neigorhood FieldTrips for TOWN Children. Mt. Rainier, Maryland: Gryphon House, 1983.

Robison, Helen F. and Sydney L. Schwartz. Detigniin
Early Childhood Boston, MA: Allyn and Bacon, Inc., 1982.

Rockwell, Robert E., Elizabeth A. Sherwood, ,:nd Robert A. Williams. Hug ATree and Other Things to do Outdoors with Young Children. Mt.
Rainier, Maryland: Gryphon House, 1983.

Russell, Helen Ross. T ute Field Tries. Chicago, Illinois: J.G
Furguson Publishing Company, 1973.

Seefeldt, Carol ed. Curriculum for the Pre- School- Primary AReview of the Research. Columbus, Ohio: Charles E. Merrill PublishingCo., 1976.
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Taylor Barbara J. A Child Goes Forth. Provo. Utah: Brigham Young
University Press, 1972.

Weikart, David P., et al. The Cognitively Oriented Curriculum.
Washington, D.C.: National Association for the Education of Young Children,
1971.

Wiseman. Ann. Making Thinks. The Rand Book of Creative
Di)covery. Boston. MA: Little. Brown & Company. 1973.
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CHILD DEVELOPMENT AND
EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION JOURNALS

Northeast Regional Exchange, Inc.
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CHILD DEVELOPMENT AND
EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION JOURNALS

1. Journal of the American Academy of Child Psychiatry
428 E. Preston Street
Baltimore, MD 21202

2. Child and Family
P.O. Box 508

Oak Park, Illinois 60303

3. Child Care Quarterly
Human Sciences Press
72 Fifth Avenue
New York, New Yorie. 10011

Child Development
The University of Chicago Press
P.O. Box 37005

Chicago, Illinois 60637

5. Child Education
Scholastic Publications
141-143 Drury Lane
London, WC2B 5TG, England

6. '-i I . a :. II. O- it-1
Human Sciences Press
72 Fifth Avenue
New York, New York 10011

7. Child Study Journal
Department of Behavioral and Humanistic Studies
State University of New York College at Buffalo
1300 Elmwood Avenue
Buffalo, New York 14222

8. Child Welfare

Child Welfare League of America, Inc.
67 Irving Place
New York, New York 10003
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9. Childhood fclucation
rAssociation For Childhood Education International
11121 Georgia Avenue
Suite 200
Wheaton, MD 20902

10. CIA IcIrsinloilay
Room 356-G

200 Independence Ave., SW
Washington, D.C. 20201
Subscription Orders:

Superintendent of Documents
U.S. Government Printing Office
Washington, D.C. 20402

11. Children's Environment Quarterly
Center for Human Environments
The Graduate Center of the City University of New York
33 West 42nd Street
New York, New York 10036

12. Day Care & Early Education
Human Sciences Press
72 Fifth Avenue
New York, New York 10011

13. Developmental Psychology
American Psychological Association, Inc.
1200 Seventeenth Street, NW
Washington, D.C. 20036

14. Developmental Review
Academic Press, Inc.
111 Fifth Avenue
New York, New York 10003

15. Early ChtldDevelopment and Care
Gordon and 3reach Science Publishers
c/o SIBS Ltd.
1 Bedford Street
London, WC2E 9PP, England
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16. Early Years.
Allen Raymond Inc.
P.O. Box 1266

Darien, CT 06820

17. international Journal of Early Childhood
World Organization for Early Childhood Education
c/o Dr. Margaret Devine
8 i Irving Place
Apt. 16
New York, New York 10003

18. 6 ii. S so III 1511.'1 . ' is oh
Ablax Publ; ,hing Corporation
355 Chestnut Street
Norwood, New Jersey 07648

19. Merri 11-Palmer Quarterly
Wayne State University Press
5959 Woodward
Detroit, MI 48202

20. Report on Preschool Education
Capitol Publications
Suite 0-12
2430 Pennsylvania Ave., NW

Washington, D.C. 20037

21. Topics in Early Childhood Special Education
PRO-ED

5341 Industrial Oaks Boulevard
Austin, Texas 78735

22. Young Chi ilren

National Association for the Education of Young Children
1834 Connecticut Ave., NW

Washington, D.C. 20009

23. Young Viewers
Media Center For Children
3 West 29th Street
New York, New York 10001
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THE NATIONAL COMMISSION ON
RESOURCES FOR YOUTH (NCRY)
36 West 44th Street
New York, New York 10036
Telephone (212) 840-2844
Contact Joan Schine, Senior Program Associate

The National Commission on Resources for Youth is a non
profit oroznization whose purpose is to identify and promote
programs of Youth Participation A demonstration program Day
Care Youth Helper provides opportunities for junior and senior
high ,hool students to apply what they learn in child care and
parenting classes by working in day care centers NCRY offers
technical ass.stance to schools and otter organizations
interested in adopting this program Some materials developed
in the demonstration program are available

CHILD WELFARE LEAGUE OF AMERICA
(CWLA)
67 Irving Place
New York. New York 10003
Telephone (212) 254-7410
Contacts Jeanne Hunzeker, Director

Informational Resource Services
Gwendolyn Davis, Information Specialist

The Child Welfare League of America (CWLA) is a federation of
child welfare agencies in the United Stales and Canada ctekuted
to the improvement of care and services for deprived negler fed
and dependent Children youth and their families The league
has developed standards for services provides consultaticn to
agencies conducts surveys and research sponsors
conferences publishes professional materials and administer,
special projects A catalog of CWLA publications and services
availai 'e upon request

Parenting Curriculum by Grace C Cooper a set of six
individualized s'udent booklets produced by CWLA in 197
designed especially for adolescent mothers The set r ()Mains
information on Child care and development fOctising on the
prenatal period through the end of the first year Much of the
material relates to the mother s mental physical and emotional

owlh The booklets are intended for school .age parent, i,,

variety Of CirCumstances and settings including homebound
students school-age motners witn no program or ' r1001
( ontart students in large classes and students entering or
leaving COurSeS at varied times The booklets can also he 4)4..4,1
by those who have not previously received sufficient parenting
information because of age lack of exposure education oi
other reasons Available only as a set IN booklets ( ost `,0

order number 010-0005

A packet of materials Resources for Young Parents containing
two annotated bibliographies program models and interpret,...
,,amphlets on the health educational and social services that
are available for teacnerS social workers and health personnel
is available for a 3-week loan for $10 00 The annotated
bibliographies can be purchased separately for $3 00 each

NATIONAL DIFFUSION NI ;WORK (NON)
(mot I( t Your ',loth I ,ir

List p hiloandlion

The NDN is designed to help loal Sch)ol diStri( is adopt hqh
duality educational programs which have been develppeit
loderal funds A special panel review pro( ass has appro,,ect
xemplary programs for national diSSerninatron SOrTlf4 of 'hr-,,

programs are designed to involve parents direr fly in the earl,
du( ation of their children and cs provide for parent ',it,
hid the development of parenting skill, rim on quart, th,
Parent Readiness Education Proi« t developed al (:) unit
M,. !Loan includes a component for high school
`,indents work dire( by with pre ,choolers and p.irri it, It, 4r,

,f1r1i,r',1,4-, on child dewlopmeru and the re ,
I arenthood

hook interested in adopting or ailaplino par, 4,i ,4

pforlr,11,15 who fl have 41t41`1Or1Sfrafed ff44'1, eff, fi.404r, 4.. 114,i,,

r (140.4 to( hror ii assistarir f, rr the r14 ,110,4 ta,

pr qI rr Funded spec ifa an,. by NDN state la It
,chool districts Select ,xempl tr program, whir h be.1 nu .44
(-11 rtihed lo( al needs 1, some in Stances financial i
,alp detr,, SOrrie fit the ( nst, Of training ,t ir

mplernentation requirement, I, a,,aliabie

t dcdt,ondi Progra,c rhdt it ,K4

programs is updated annually The lair 51 edihr,n r iii I.

purr hosed for S4 50 from

Far West Laboratory for Fdiir anima'
Research and Deveiopment
18",, f °Isom 'street
San Francisco Caidornia 941(11
Temphone (415) 56') 3100
Contact Ann SeIrMer11)

A 11-,1 rd N1)N state fac Ihtator is 4r1,, ,r,

into If .11,1 ,r,(10.0d4r.tir., n,ay ot-o,r,r, ,4 4 444,,,t r, r .iv ,r 4444

4,, 41,4,,,irtmer114, lf edur mon

1111 44 ,,,11 44 I/14 .4,111, n Iy II. /14 444 1

111, 4111114 WI') 11,, Nahrio ri'
,)(( h In \irk nal I dru ono') T) 1'11f,

'8001 848 481r, ni Oho , 16141 486 3f,Yi

The Resource & Referral Service is part of the
Research & Development Exchange vvIiir
sponsored by the National Institute of
Education, Washington, D C 20208

THE NATIONAL CENTER

FOR RESEARCH IN VOCATIONAL E0IICATIONrI otii ','AI I 1,0,f 14'.,1
' 4 MI "0,1 F1,1A(.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

RRS MllNll-L115'

Resources
for

PARENT EDUCATION

THE NATIONAL PTA
700 Forth Rush Street
Chicago. Illinois 60611
Telephone (312) 787-0977
Contact Melitta J Cutright,

Director of Communications

The ',TA 's a volunteer organization whose Inissfon
is to improve the eel cation and welfare of children
and youth Organized on the local state and
national levels the PTA !unctions as an advocacy
,intaruzation a service organization and a parent
edur ation organi/ation to fulfill its broad mission

The PTA and the National F oundat)On March of
Dimes (MOD) have united their efforts in a project on
1, 11411'414; the ()0,11 is .0 make pareras and 'ducat ors
aware, of 1-1(, import once Of education for parenthood
Ind family If in the curriculum of public schools
I he Finn Act of Parenting A PTA Priority (single
opy S OS 10(1 ( opis $4 00) explains what a
ornploti parenthood education program should

in, hide discusses how to promote an effective
parenting program and presents supporting tacit, .1
inlorrna,:on on teenage pr?gnancies and family
pressures in today s society

RESOURCE & REFERRAL SERVICE
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The two organizations have also developed a resource kit How
to Help Children Become Better Parents (S5 00) The kit
contains nine brochures designed to be used by parents and
educators to develop or maintain parent education and/or
school-age parent programs in their communities The
brochures address a variety of concerns, including strategies
for implemerting parent education references to existing
school-age parent programs, and sources of information on
curriculum materials for parent education

The PTA has developed Today s Family in Focus ($3 00), a
packet of eight brochures written especially for parents of
elementary school children to assist them in reaching children
Brochures include brief syntheses of research on topics of
interest to parents in order to pn..eke discussion and stimulate
parent involvement in PTA activities Sample topics include
parent education, parents and the rights of children the family
in today's educational world, values education and children s
social development

APPALACHIA EDUCATIONAL
LABORATORY, INC. (AEL)
Division of Childhood and Parenting
P 0 Box 1348
Charleston. West Virginia 25325
Tolephone (304) 347 0430
Contacts Edward Gotts or Alice Spriggs

The Appalachia Educational i_aboratory (AEL) is a private
nonprofit research and develohinent laboratory whose mission is
to improve education and educational opportunities

The Division of Childhood and Parenting focuses on research
related to parenting and childhood ewrcation Some products
related to parentins that are available from AEL are

VIDEO MATERIALS ON EFFECTIVE PARENTING includes
three half-hour shows to assist parents in becoming more
effective in helping their children develop The shows It s
Never Tao Late' Mixed Emotions and Guess What deal
with .....pectively, discipline children s emotions and
parents teaching their children The tapes can be previewed
by sending a request to AP_ at the above address

PARENTING MATERIALS AN EVALUATIVE ANNOTATION
OF AUDIOVISUAL; FOR EFFECTIVE PARENTING is a

,ontaining evaluations of 154 audiovisual materials
It is available from AEL for $5 00 per copy

AEL VISITS MISTER ROGERSPARENT'S GUIDE is a
wee:1y supplement to the Mister Rogers' Neighborhood
television series It contains parent messages and activities
tc he conducted in the home Presently, this free
supplement is available only to parent groups through
special arrangement with AEL

HOME VISITOR'c KIT includes three volumes designed for
potential family workers to develop the entry level skills
knowledge and orientations needed to Conduct home-based
Pluglems serving families with Children fiont bent thiptigh

tight years of age The kit is available for $19 95 from
Human Sciences Press 72 Fifth Avenue New York NY
10010 (212) 243-6000 Audio-visuals to accompany the
Home Visitor s are available directly from AEL

DAY CARE AND HOME LEARNING ACTIVITIES PLANS is
a three-volume set of more than 900 activities designed for
use by paraprofessionals and parents in day care centers or
homes The set contains an instructional 1,1anual with
modifications for special Children and weekly lesson plans
The plans are available for $25 00 per volume from
Educational Communications Inc 9240 S W 124th Street
Miami Florida 33176 Additional information and d _hurt,
are available from AEL or the publisher

SOUTHWEST EDUCATIONAL
DEVELOPMENT LABORATORY (SEDL)
The Division of Community and
Family Education (DCAFE)
211 East 7th Street
Austin, Texas 78701
Telephone (512) 476-6861
Contact David L Williams, Jr

SEDL is a private nonprofit iesearch and development
laboratory that works with local regional state and federal
agencies to conduct research on the needs of multicultural
populations to develop programs to meet these needs and to
provide technical services and training

The Division of Community and Family Education is conducting
research in the area of parent education parent-child
socialization parent involvement evo-parent working famila s
and school desegregation Maters Is related to these studies
which can be obtained froriSEDL include the following

Helevance of Parent Education Prograi is to Changing
Family Structures Executive Summary

Parent Involvement Training in the Undergraduate
Preparation of Elementary Teachers E ecutive Summary

Parent Models of Child Socialization Executive Son), or,

TV Public Sc'vice Parenting AIIIIOWICefilatitS and Pn,oh,e,
Parent Booklets

F or !tether into malign please contact the address above

ERIC CLEARINGHOUSE ON ELEMENTARY
AND EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION
(ERIC/EECE)
College of Education
University of Illinois
1310 South Sixth Street
Champaign, Illinois 61820
Telephone (217) 333-1386
Ccltacts Mima Spencer, Associate D'rector
Nowt.' Howard, User Services Coordinator

ERIC EECE one of 16 ERIC Clearinghouses sponsored by the
National institute of Education (NIE) is responsible for
abstracting and indexing documents relating to the total care of
children from birth through age 12 This Clearinghouse also
offers computer search services and information analysis
papers in the areas of early childhood education and general
aspects of elementary education

The Family Living Series )s 2 set of 24 loose -feat bulletins
(Catalog No 188 $3 50 per set) dealing with topics related to
child development parenting and family relations Titles
include Talking With Your Child Coping With Pz ental
Stress and Helping Children Develop Interests Eacn bulletin
is 1-3 pages long

ERICIECE als3 has a regular publication the ERIC EECE
Newsletter which contains articles on early childhood education
and often cites recent publications and bibliographies relevant
to parent education The newsletter is bimonthly and costs
$4 00 per year

HI1H/SCOPE EDUCATIONAL
RESEARCH FOUNDATION
Family Programs Department
600 North River Street
Ypsilanti, Michigan 4E197
Telephone (313) 48f,-2000
Contact Judith L Evans

The High Scope Educational Research Foundation is an
independent nonprofit organization The Foundation engages
in curriculum development for infants and children through

,niereary school operates a laboratory school and conducts
workshops and seminars for the training of teachers conducts
professional conferences and products multimedia training
packages to supplement face -to -'ace ti.acher training T'ie
Farni:y Programs Department of High/Scope has several
protects and programs in the area or parent education

the Parent to-Parent Model was developed during the last ten
years ?rem the re ognition ul (It the impact ul orients on the
child development (2) the parents need to be supported in
child rearing (3) the need for an educ3tional service delivery
model for families with infants and (4) the need for a cost
iitliiCtive model for national dissemination The model leakaes a

mourn training materials for home visitors to use with
parents a framework for establishing a community-based
program and procedures for evalua'ion

A School-Age Parents protect is gathering information on the
nature of the child development knowledge needed by young
parents and on the relationship between these needs and the
parenting skills of teenagers with infants In addition the
protect is developing evaluahon procedures that could be used
by r fogramS serving teenage parents

Hap Sc ope also offers training models and cflisultation for
rentiliunit , organizations and others interested in adopting
their programs



The National PTA publishes a variety of brochures booklets
and pamphlets A journal PTA Today ($4 00/year for seven
issues) provides information on research and development in
education and other areas related to the welfare of children and
youth A brochure The Role of Collective Bargaining in Public
Education ($2 00 each 100 copies $160 00) provides basic
information on the collective bargaining process and how it
affects public education The School Board and the PTA
Partners in Education and The Principal and the PTA, Partners
in Education ($0 10 each. 100 copies, $8 00) describe the school
board's, the principal's, and the PTA's responsibilities in
providing parental involvement in school decision making A
publications catalog is available upon request

COUNCIL FOR BASIC EDUCATION (CBE)
725 Fifteenth Street, N.W
Washington, D.C. 20005
Telephone: (202) 347-4171

Contact: A. Graham Down, Executive Director

CBE is a nonprofit, educational organization whose primary
prupose is the strengthening of teaching and learning in
American schools The Council maintains an information
service program and an educational studies program The
infooration service program provides information and advice to
interested parents. teachers. administrators, citizens
committees. media representatives, and public officials A
monthly newsletter. Basic Education (815 00/year for 10 issues)
*pert of the information service program Materials of the
educational Oodles program include a series of occasional
papers ($1 00 -S2 00 each) Other avaiIr.:41e publications include
Whore Can I Go tor Help, (SO 50). a resource guide for
improving schools which lists national, regional and some local
nonpro!it Organizations devoted to the support and
improvement of schools, A Citizen's Manual for Public Schools
(81 45), and A COnsunter's Guide to Educational Innovations
(5250) Twenty dollars annual membership includes newsletter
occasional papers as issued, and a 20% discount on other
publications

INSTITUTE FOR RESPONSIVE EDUCATION (IRE)
704 Commonwealth Avenue
Boston, Massachusetts 02215
Telephone (617) 353-3309

Contact Don Davies

The Institute for Responsive Education studies and facilitates
citizen participation in educational decision-making IRE
Operates the Citizen ActiOn in Education Clearinghouse A
quarterly towns', Citizen Action in Education ($5 00/year)
publicizes and explores promising models as well as barriers to
effective Citizen participation Major IRE concerns include
school/community councils, citizen roles in educational
collective bargaining, federal and state policies affecting citizen
participation, citizen-initiated organizations and citizen action
research for school improvement Publications range from
research studies On the sta us Of citizen participation to

3 /

( .1'.4 arid a/ bon manuals Inn the list
pillir abons air ( (1)/((11/1/; III( 00(), Cofilt(ll ibis', in

I am Minna, Collective Bargaining (54 50) and Patterns of
mien Participation in I ducation Decision Making two

,riornes $6 0(1 eaCh, A publications list is available from ME

CENTER FOR THE STUDY OF PAREMT
INVOi_VEMENT (CSPI)
College Avenue
Oakland, California 94618
Telephone (415) 652-4968

Contact Daniel Safran, Director

CSPI is an organization of volunteers which provides
i onsultatiOn and training opportunities through workshops and
conferences for community workers teachers administrators
and involved parents

Cr-3N publishes and distiibutes Issue Papers ($2 50 each) on
topics such as Preparing leachers 'or Parent Involvement and
Evaluating Parent lnvolvem .'nt CSPI sponsors local and
regional conferences on parent involvement

Other l'PS011rr es can thi,, top( may be obtained by
COntactino 005 at The NaOnal Center to/
Research in VOCational Education ,elephoni
18001 848 481-, ir, Ohio (CM 480 365',------ -----
The Resource & Referral Service is part of the
Research & Development Exchange which is
sponsored by the National Institute of
Education, Washington, O C 20208
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NATIONAL SCHOOL VOLUNTEER
PROGRAM, INC. (NSVP)
300 North Washington Street
Alexandria, Virginia 22314
Telephone (703) 836-4880

Contact Sandra Gray, Executive
Director

NSVP is a national organization of volunteer
programs which helps School districts organize and
Implement volunteer programs The organization
facilitates sharing of materials, information, ano
ideas on various member programs

The national staff serve* the member program
needs by coordinating national, regional, and state
conferences, providing a monthly newsletter, and
providing technical assistance on a cost-recovery
bars NSVP maintains an Information Bank which
contains descriptions of successful volunteer
efforts Participants in local programs include
parents, senior citizens, retired educators. business
people, and high school and college students

NSVP produces numerous publications and
multimedia products including Guidelines for
Involving Older Volunteers ($300) Helping
Children LearnAt School and At Home ($3 50).
Partners for the Eighties Business and Education
(55 00) Volunteers and Children with Specral
Needs ($3 75) and a Teacher Training Kit ($150 00)
which includes enough materials to conduct an in-
sewice workShop for up to 25 teacher/volunteer
participants

One of NSVP s slide -tape presentations
Kindergarten Screening by Volunteers (14 minutes)
shows how 2 000 volunteers in Houston are trained

RESOURCE & REFERRAL SERVICE
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to screen 15,000 children each year, testing them for distant
vision heenng, eye -hand coordination, gross motor skills, and

iguage Levektoment, in order to detect possible learning
problems Slide-tspe presentations may be rented for $1500 for
One month, or purchased for $150 00

Prices do not include postage or shipping NSVP members
receive a 20% discount

NSVP provides administrative support to the NATIONAL
COAUTION FOR PARENT INVOLVEMENT IN EDUCATION
(NCPIE). a coalition of motor educational associations, civil
rights organizations, and citizen groups at the national Novel
The oblsctives of the coalition are to work th)ough nations,
orgenizetions' affiliates to develop state coalitions, to raise
public awareness of the need for parent/citizen participation
and to Increase the number and quality of parent/citizen
Involvement programs in local public schools More information
about NCPIF. Y available from NSVP

NATIONAL COMMITTEE FOR CITIZENS IN
EDUCATION (NCCE)
Suite 410
Wilde Lake Village Green
Columbia, Maryland 21044
Telephone: (800) 838-9875 (toll free)

(301) 997-9300
Contact J. William Rioux, Senior Associate

NCCE is rational membership organization for citizen
perticipation In public schools The monitory newsletter,
Nsiwork (91100war), contains resources for parents and
articles on current education topics Publications and filmstrips
available from NCCE include Developing Leadership for Parent
Clasen 010141e ($3.50), Parents ()mewing fo improve Schools
(g310). MI Parent Involvement in Collective Bargaining (sound
Illonwrip.13516).

FeCCE provides assistance to Involve parents In decisions
alkiCting the quality of public education and conducts Budge,
damn training IncIttUtes which are tailored to the needs of the
apaizdfiC oormattnIty or region A publications list is available
upon

PIE DELTA KAPPA (POK)
Eighth and Union Avenue
Box 789
Bloomington, Indiana 47402
Telephone (812) 339-1158

Contact Derek L. Burleson, Editor
Special Publications

PM Doles Kama an honorary membership organization for
iiducalors, develops and dIseerninales ma eriale on topics of
Interest to eduCalote and the general public. POWs Fastor
lawbacks" (Geey-to-reed Mold*, written by specialists)

.ncludes several booklets on citizen involvement with public
education The People and Their Schools Community
Participation (No 62) and Varshalling Community Leadership
to Support the Public Schools (No 35) are two fastbacks
relevant to citizen involvement PDK has more than 160
fastbacks available Fastbacks cost $0 75 each for nonmembers
and $0 60 each for members Quantity discounts are also
available A publications list is available upon request

THE HOME AND SCHOOL INSTITUTE (HSI)
Trinity College
Washington, D C 20017
Telephone (202) 466-3633

Contact Dorothy Rich, President

The Home and School Institute, a nonprofit organization,
develops programs and publications i.. help build
horne/zchool/commundy partnerships in education HSI
conducts onsde training programs nationwide, engages in
rcsearch, and publish-1s a variety of educational materials
Some mirtenals in the area of citizen involvement include the
following

Bright Idea ($16 00) is a new comic book revision of HSI's
methods and activities It cortains 30 comic strips, each
dealing with a different typical family problem Each
introduces the problem, provides a solution and suggests
other possible solutions Each is then followed bya partially
blank and a totally blank strip on which parents and
children work together to identify problems of their own and
find solutions to them

Families Learning Together ($14 30 hardback, $20 00)
contains 48 learning activities that include an adult learning
component (e g , law or const.mer economics) as well as
components that provide basic skills to children K-6

101 Activities for Building Mote Effective School Community
Involvement ($8 00)

The Three R's Plus Teaminj Families and Schools for
Student Achievement ($12 00) contains recipe-type learning
activities Ti'.. recipes offer learning experiences that use
resources of the ordinary home .o build children's basic
skills

A Family Affair Education ($1000) is designed to help
educators, community leaders, and parents reach out to the
home and community to build more creative, positive
educational partnerships

Take Homes Skill Building Astivitios For Home Learning
($7 95 sad) The "Take Homes" are packets of lama,'
activities designed to provide in:ucatars with ready-made
programs to help parents work with their children at horns
Packets are available nor kindergarten through gride three,
and each one contains ten activities

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

The cost of al. HSl plblications is tax deductible as a
contribution to HSI HSI materials and training programs meet
the iederal mandate of Title I and Right to Read Basic Skills
Improvement Programs A publications list can be obtained by
writing or calling HSI

NATIONAL SCHOOL PUBLIC RELATIONS
ASSOCIATION (NSPRA)
1801 North Moore Street
Arlington, Virginia 22209
Telephone (703) 528-5840

Contact. John H Wherry, Executive Director

The National School Public Relations Association rs a nonprofit
association whose primary concern is school/community
relations NSPRA publications which address citizen
pariripation in tie public school include

The Basic School PR Kit ($96 00) contains specific
techniques to be used at bJilding level or systemwide in
developing a communications program

Building Public Confidence Kit ($13500) is designed to help
the administrator involve all the public, especially the media,
in positive reinforcement of the educational communications
program

Good Schools What Makes Them Work ($13 95)

- Good Teachers What to Look For ($1395)

School Communication Workshop Leader's Kit ($8900)
contains all the information and materials needed to
conduct inservice workshops designed to build a total
communications program at the building level Internal
communications for the school staff and external
communications for parents and community involvement are
also described Participant workboOks. $3 00 each. minimum
order 10 cornea for $30 00

Addit anal information may be obtained by writing or call
NSPRA

NATIONAL CONGRESS OF PAREh rs AND
TEACHERS (PTA)
700 North Rush Street
Chicago, Minos 60611
Telephone' (312) 787-0977

Contact Melilla Cutright
Division of Communication

Operating at the local, state, and national levels, the National
PTA is the largest volunteer organization in the nation devoted
to impro,,ng the quality of education and the well-being of
children and youth The National PTA unites parents, teachers,
students, and other interested citizens In an effort to realize this
goal



NATIONAL CENTER ON CHILD ABUSE
AND NEGLECT (NCCAN)
Department of Health and Hums, Services (HHS)
P OBox 1182
Washington, DC 20013
Telephone (202) 245-2856
Contact Joe Wechsler

The National Center on Child Abuse and Neglect's
(NCCAN) primary responsibility is to administer federal
HHS funds for the identification, prevention, and treat-
ment of child abuse. NCCAN funds over 80 demonstra.
Lion projects that test the effectiveness of different
child abuse service projects.

The National Center also operates the NCCAN Informa
lion Clearinghouse. The Clearinghouse was created in
1975 and collects information on several aspects of
child abuse and neglect, incouding ongoing programs that
offer services direct' or indirectly to children, adults, and
families; publishes- documents, journal articles, books,
reports, and dissertations; current research projects,
public awareness posters and television and radio spots,
state-wide abuse and neglect programs; training materials
for improving skills of professional and paraprofessional
workers; and state legal references and identifying
statutes

The files of the NCCAN database are avtlilable through
the commercial search services of Lockheed DIALOG or
by calling NCCAN.

Several publications are available free from NCCAN as
long as the supply lasts. These publications include
Volunteers in Child Abuse and Neglect Programs and
Child Abuse and Neglect Helplines. A publications cata-
log is available In addition, NCCAN publications are
available from the National Technical Information
Service. 5285 Port Royal Road, Springfield, Virginia
22161
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PREVENTING CHILD ABUSE
AND NEGLECT

NATIONAL COMMITTEE FOR
PREVENTION OF CHILD ABUSE
Suite 1250
332 South Michigan Avenue
Chicago, Illinois 60604
Telephone (3121 663-3520
Contact Peter Coolsen

Associate Director

The National Committee for Prevention of
Choir.; Abuse seeks to stimulate greater public
awareness of the incidence, origins, and nature
and effects of child abuse; serves as a national
advocate to prevent the neglect and nonacci-
dental physical, sexual, and emotional abuse
of children, facilitates communications about
program activities, public policy, and research
related to the prevention of child abuse, and
fosters greater cooperation between existing
and developing resources in the area of preven-
tion. The Committee has over 40 state and local
chapters throughout the country. Each chapter
provides programs in child abuse and neglect.

Publications of the Committee include. The
Educator and Child Abuse (8-77.102, 53.00)
a booklet to help educators meet their legal
responsibilities as well as suggestions for a
model-school polictr, What Every Parent Should
Know (8-75, 52 50. also available i Spani.
and Understanding Sexual Child Abuse
(8-78-101, 53 501, and its companion, Dealing
With Sexual Child Abuse (53.50) geared to
individual teachers, guidance coonselors, and
school authorities. Other publications include
An Approach to Preventing Child Abuse
(8-81-313, $4 001, which discusses a number
of programs that can be used in communities,
and The Disabled Child and Child Abuse
(P-82-407, $1.25 Multiple copies of publica-
tions are discounted A publications catalog
is available free of charge. No t, *phone orders
are accepted, and shipping a handling costs
are not included in the prices.

RESOURCE 8/, REFERRAL SERVICE



PARENTS ANONYMOUS (PA)
22330 Hawthorne Blvd., Suits 208
Torrance, Caafornie 90606
Telephone: UM 421-0353 or (213) 371-3501
Contact: Margot Fritz, Associate Director

Parents Arooymous (PA) has over 1,500 affiliated
parents' groups and 200 children's groups across the
country. Its aim is to rehabilitate child abusers and to
ensure the physical and emotion& well-being of their
children. The orogrern includes voluntary group and
intragroup panicipation. Resources are mailable to
help parents in setting up chapters in their community.
Publications include a quarterly newsletter Frontiers
(frail an! several booklets on chilc. abuse. Those inter.
sated car, be put on PA's mailing list free of charge.

THE AMERICAN HUMANE ASSOCIATION (AHA)
Post Office Box 1266
Denver, Colorado 80201
Telephone: (303) 896-0611
Contact: Wayne Holder, Director, Children's Division

The American Humane Association (AHA) Children's
Division has consistently focused on the protection of
children and the strengthening of families through
support and development of direct service providers A,HA
seeks to improve the child protective service system
through a variety of research programs, evaluation, train.
ing, consultation, public education, end advocacy
activities. Information is shakable uron request.

A leaflet, Guidelines for Schools, designed for teachers
and school personnel, lists signs of a child's need for
protection that can be identified in the child's behavior
and apneerance and in pecans' attitudes es they navy be
°bar ssy school personnel (Order No. CP-L5, $5.00
per 1, 1, discounts for larger quantities). Understanding
Child Neglect and Abuse 1:P.65, $1.00) answers Week,
commonly asked questions about the phenomena of child
neglect and abuse. Stop! Don't Hurt Mel gives answers
to basic questions asked by children about child neglect
end abuse. Pamphlets will los adapted for any state or
locality, with your local hotline number end protective
services information added upon request. Other publica-
tions of interest to educatois include Highlights of
Official Child Neglect and Abuse Reporting, 1381 (Order
No. NSA.81, $3.60), and The Dilemma of Child Neglect
(Order No. 65, $4.501. A complete publications brochure
is evaileble.
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COUNCIL FOR EXCEPTIONAL CHILDREN
ERIC Clearinghouse on Handicapped and

Gif ted Children (CEO /ERIC)
1920 Association Drive
Reston, Virginia 22091
Telephone: 1703) 620,1060
Contact Publication Sales

The Council for Exceptional Children's resources on
child abuse and neglect include a sound/filmstrip and
discussion guide on the identification of children who
have been physically abused, neglected, sexually abused,
or emotionally maltreated titled Child Abuse and Neglect:
'Wet the Educator Sees (Order No. 153, $16 to nonmem-
bers, $13.60 to members). Children Alone: Whet Can U.
Done About Abuse and Neglect is a 128 pegs pubhcenor.
that describes signs and symptoms of physical and emo-
tional neglect and sexual abuse in schooleige children
(Order No. 166, $3.75).11se Can Help: Seecialked Train-
ing for Educators on the identifkation, Reporting,
Reform!, and Case Management of Child Abuse end
Neglect is a curriculum guide and two filmstrips ($68
to nonmembers, $57.80 to CEC members). CEC an
run ERIC searches on various topics, including child
abuse and neglect.

CHILDREN'S DEFENSE FUND (CDF)
122 C Street, NW
Wallington, D.C. 20001
Telephone: 1202) 828.8787
Contact: Publications Department

The Children's Defense Fund (CDF) provides systematic
Tong -range advocacy on behalf of the nation's children.
CDF engages in research, public education, monitoring of
federal agencies, litigetion, legislative dueling and
testimony, assistance to state and local groups, and corn.
munity orgeniss-1 in areas of: child welfare, child Health,
child are and tavelopment, education, family wises,
and child mental health. CDF works with indivick..Ais
end groups to change policies and practices resulting in
neglect and mistreatment of millions of children, It
advocates access to existing programs and services,
creation of new programs and services where necessary,
as well as adequate funding of essential programs for
children.

; publication of interest to educators is the Chiform's
Defense Budget: An Analysis of the Prestdent's FY 85
Budget and Children ($12.68), This is a comprehensive
analysis of the federal budget and its effect on child
welfare.

INTERNATIONAL SOCIETY FOR PREVENTION OF
CHILD MOUSE AND NEGLECT OMANI
Kemp. National Center for Child Abuse end Neglect
1206 Onside Stria!
Denver, Colorado 80220
Telephone: (303) 321.3983
Contact: Moment Oserryhonses

The gnu/motions' Society for Prevention of Chad Abuse
and Neglect (ISPCAN) provides a forum for sharing
knowledge end experience through discussions and con-
gresses on the subiect of child abuse. ISPCAN publishes
a quarterly journal, Child Abut* and **act: Wiener
tional Journal ($50, included with membership). Journal
subscriptions muv be sent to Pereernon Press, Fairview
Park, Elmsford, New York 10623. ISPCAN conducts
a biennial international congress.

CHILD WELFARE LEAGUE OF AMERICA ICWLA)
Information Resource Services
67 Irving Place
New York, New York 10003
Telephone: (212) 256-7410
Contact: Emily A. GP-diner, information Consultant

The Child Welfare League of America ICVILA) is a iodis-
ation of child welfare agencies in the United States and
Canada. It is the only privately supported North
American, standardeetting agency in the child welfare
field. Its efforts ars devoted to the improvement of are
and services for deprived. neolected. and dependent
children, youth, and their families. The lops has
developed standards for services, provides 008111tatiOn
to agencies, conducts surveys, sponsors COMOIOn0011,
publishes professional materiels, conducts research, and
administers special projects. Membership is available to
agencies and advocates ($25). A catalog of materials and
information, Including audiovisual materials, is availed'
upon request.

Publications avellabie from CWLA include: Child Nefleet:
Understanding Ord Reel 4 the Forest a 949ep g ads
for child welfare workers for copal with difficult case
situatium Mock No. 0-111, $5.45); CIttA Sileadads for
r, ofd Protective Smirks, (Stock No. 0-15, $7.50); Cyr
Worker and Judge in Neglect Cam (Stock No. 0.14,
$2.00); Child Abuse (Stock No. K0-1110, $4.910;
Parents and Nonfarm: A Study fw CARO Abuse and
Neglect, whs:si analyses the Impact of protective services
on the single parent and female heeds of families (Stock
No. G-19, $7.95); end The Neglestedifsetyrop Opp
Syndrome: Role Reversal In Parents (Stock No. 0.17,
$3.15). MLA's journal, Child Welfare (subscription
rates' $16 individual; $26 institutional; $12 students;
6 issues yearly) often contains articles on child abuse
that would interest educators.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Parents, Teachers & Discipline
Are parents of preschoolers likely to disa-
gree with their young children's caregivers
and teachers on discipline"

In Parents' View of Discipline in the Pre-
school and the Home (ED 210 117 13p ),
researchers Roy T Tamashiro and Maxine
B Markson suggest that, while both
teachers and parents see classroom disci-
pline as a major problem, little agreement
exists as to what is the "best approach

In their study of 143 parents of children
ages 3 to 5, Tamashiro and Markson first
classified discipline styles according to
three major theoretical schools. the inter-
ventionist approach, the noninterventionist
approach, and the interactionist approach

interventionist Approach

According to this theory, students' mis-
behavior is a result of inadequate direc-
tions, rewards, or approval. Since the inter-
ventionist approach draws its rationale from
the belief that human behavior is based on
external supports, conditioning, or rewards,
resulting disciplinary actions tend to be di-
rective and authoritative. (The teacner who
witholds a desired treat or activity from e
misbehaving child is, for example, making
use of interventionist methods )

Noninterventionist Approach
In contrast, the noninterventionist ap-
proach assumes that misbehavior is a re-
sult of students' unresolved inner conflicts
Proponents of this approach do not impose
their rules, but instead tend to allow ch,.
dren to solve their own problems ano take
the initiative for making and enforcing t' eir
own rules (The caregiver who does not
take sides, but rather lets two youngsters
resolve their own argument, is thus empiov-
ing a noninterventionist strategy.)

interactionist Approach

Finally, the interactionist approach
suggests that children learn appropriate be-
havior by encountering others' ideas and
then formulating their own ideas about what
constitutes good and bad behavior. Accord-
ing to this orientation, a reciprocal relation-
ship with the teacher is the 'Nest way to
prevent misbehavior. (For example, the
teacher who explains his or her own con-
cerns about safety on the playground in
order to encourage children to think about
such issues is approaching discipline from
the interactionist perspective.)

Parent Responses

While the researchers point out that it is
possible to endorse and practice more than
one of these three approaches, inventory
responses by parents did suggest that they
disciplined their children in particular ways
In addition, findings shed light on parents'
expectations about ways teachers or child
care workers should solve classroom dis-
cipline problems

Specifically, results showed that a major-
ity (61 5 percent) of parents surveyed en-
dorsed the interventionist approach in dis-
ciplining their own child at home Thirty-two
percent and 6.3 percent chose the interac-
tionist and noninterventionist approaches,
respectively Parents' belief patterns were
found to be significantly related to their edu-
cational background, with the interven-
tionist strategy being less likely to be en-
dorsed by those with higher educational
levels In addition, parents who had girls
only were less likely to eidorse the inter-
ventionist vproach that I were families with
boys only or both boys and girls

A test et the interdependence of parents'
discipline endorsement and the approach
they expert -4 teachers to use showed that
parents T generally consistent in their
beliefs Vitt,- Il.ey did have a "oouble stan-
dard," exp.c.ing teachers to act differently
or 4) way they themselvtis did, parents

mop., frequently wanted teachers to be
stricter In other words, in some cases even
parents who themselves used interactionist
or noninterventionist approaches expected
teachers to employ al. interventionist strat-
egy

Issues and Questions

As Tamashiro and Markson note, the major-
ity of parents in the study disciplined their
children in an authoritative, interventionist
styleand they expected their children's
teachers to do the same If this trend is
indeed the case, the teacher whose per-
sonal orientation differs might expectocca-
sional conflicts with parents to arise.

In addition, study findings may imply a
conflict broader than that occurring be-
tween individual teacher and individual par-
ent that between the fundamentally child-
centered philosophy of most early child-
hood educators and the primarily interven-
tionist orientations of most parents From

43 (continued on p 3)



Early Adolescence

Three research and resource summaries
foci. sing on issues in middle-grade educa-
tion are available free from the Center for
Early Adolescence in North Carolina

D'scipline and Young Adolescents, The
Learning-Disabled Student, and Girls,
Math, and Science summarize current re-
search and suggest books, audiovisual
materials, and other resources

For each summary desired, send one
self-addressed, business-size envelope
with 37 cents postage to Center for Early
Adolescence, University of North Carolina
at Chapel Hill, Suite 223, Carr Mill Mall,
Carboro, NC 27510 (Please write the title
of the summary in the lower left-hand
corner of the envelope.)

NAEYC Center
Accreditation Project

After almost three years of work, the Na-
tional Association for the Education of
Young Children has completed field testing
its Center Accreditation Project (CAP). The
CAP is a national, voluntary accreditation
system for early childhood centers and
schools serving children from birth through
age 5 and school-age children before and
after school.

Specifically, the system provides for
self-evaluation involving parents, staff
members, and the director of the child care
program. Results of this evaluation, re-
ported to NAEYC, will be verified by on-site
visitors selectad from the cnmmunity A
three-person team of early childhood ex-
perts will thin consider program compo-
nents and decide for or against program
accreditation

For more details about the project,
scheduled for implementation 'n 1985, write
to Dr. Marilyn M. Smith, Executive Director,
NAEYC, 1834 Connecticut Ave , N W ,
Washington, DC 20009.

School-Age Child Care

School-Age Child Care A Policy Report,
by Michelle Seligson, Andre, Censer, Ellen
Gannett, and Wendy Gray, is now available
from ERIC

Designed for program initiators such as
policy makers and advisory committees,
the report specifically addresses school-
age child care policy and focuses attention
on programs offering children a predictable
and safe environment

Available on ERIC microfiche as ED 242
433 (85p.), the 1983 report can also be
ordered in booklet form from the School-
Age Child Care Project, Wellesley College
Center for Research on Women, Wellesley,
MA 02181 ($10 00 each)
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Parent/Teacher
Communication
The Children's World Staff Newsletter (Sep-
tember 1984) reports one teacher's simple
but effective system for communicating
with the parents of children in her preschool
class.

Mary McHugh and her assistant keep a
log in which they daily write at least a small
comment about each child. Sometimes the
comments are very brief ("Kevin loved mak-
ing cookies today --he enjoyed making
balls from the dough to put on the pan")
In other cases, the comments are more
elaborate, recording progress on a specific
area on which McHugh and parents have
been collaborating

The logbook is left at the sign-out
counter in the lobby each afternoon, and
as mothers and fathers come by, they stop
to read the remarks about their children
Parents value the communication, and the
system also serves to point up children's
individual developmental progress

For further information about subscrip-
tions to the Children's World Staff Newslet-
ter or about Children's World programs,
write Karen Miller, National Education Di-
recto , Children's World, Inc , PO Box 2290,
Evergreen 00 80439
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Master Learners

With so much recent talk about the cate-
gory of "Master Teachers," Arkansas Gov-
ernor William Clinton has introduced a state
award for "Master Learners

The award is meant to encourage all
students, riot just those whose achieve-
ment is superior. As quoted in Education
Daily (September 13, 1984), Brenda Mat-
thews, administrative advisor for the pro-
gram, reports that the award goes to the
five students in the state who make "the
most significant academic gains during the
school year

This year, all five slots are filled by
elementary school students, although sec-
ondary-level students are also eligible The
winnir'i students receive a plaque and rec-
ognition of the* efforts. It is hoped the pro-
gram will encourage other students to test
their own limits as well

Cats and Dogs?

Grown-ups use figurative tang sage con-
stantly, but expressions like "It's raining
cats and dogs" or "He's gone bananas"
can puzzle young children.

As Elissa L. 7isher, June Miller White,
and James H. Fisher point out in a recent
issue of Academic Therapy (March 1984),
most children gradually figure out that not
311 expressions can be understood literally
However, children with specific leaning
problems may need a little extra help

The researchers suggest that adults try
to explain the meaning of one figurative
expression and then remind the child of
that example each time he or she encoun-
ters another baffling example

Eventually, note the wnters, children will
begin to understand that one needs to think
differently to understand figurative
speechand even the most literal-minded
child will learn not to rush to the window to
see the animals falling from the sky

Telephone Facts

Even children who cannot yet read can use
the telephone, and the Children's
Emergency Phone Book can help them
learn how The 14-page booklet contains
line drawings of the operator, police, doctor,
family members, and other important
people. There's also space for the chid to
list the numbers of his or her friendsand
even to glue in their pictures

Several major corporations (among
them Pacific Bell Telephone) have offered
a softcover edition of the booklet as a com-
plimentary sponsorship item In addition,
the publication is available in a hardback
version for $2 95 each from Mother Goose,
512 Winston Ave. Pasadena, CA 91007
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this point of view, individual clasnes be-
tween teacher and parent may be less per-
sonal than philosophical

MORE IN ERIC

Classroom Management By Robin Porter
(ED 243 577, 25p , 1083)

Competency in Classroom Management
Conflict: in Assessment 6yAnnD Hunger-
man (ED 244 951, 61p , 1984)

Do Rules By Beth K Berghoff and Paul J
Berghoff. (ED 243 810, 5p , 1984)

Parental Attitudes Concerning the Use,
Ethics and Legality of Corporal Punishment
and Rewards in the Elementary Class-
room By Joan C Carson and Scottie
Owen (ED 228 721, 9p , 1982)

An Innovative Approach to Discipline and
Management. By Anne Yenchko and Mar-
shall Kirk DeBeal (ED 246019, 9p ,1983)

3

Candidates
for Your Bookshelf

Birth to One Year, by Marilyn Segal
Mailman Family Press, 707
Westchester Avenue, White Plains,
NY 10604 (1983)

Contains over 300 photographs
and present lundreds of games and
activities that capitalize on the learn-
ing potential of babies and add to the
fun of parent-baby play

Child Abuse and Neglect:
Everyone's Problem, by Shirley
O'Brien Association fo1 Childhood
Education International, 11141 Geor-
gia Avenue, Suite 200, Wheaton, MD
20902 (1984)

Provides basic facts for those who
know very little about the problem of
child abuse, including discussion of
the definition and extent of abuse,
types of abuse, abusers and abused
children, possible individual interven-
tions, and potential long-term solu-
tions

On My Own, by Lynnette Long Ac-
ropolis Books, Ltd , Colortone Build-
ing, 2400 17th Street, NW,
Washington, DC. (1984)

Written for children of working par-
ents, this book offers self-care
strategies parents and children can
use in their own situations Discus-
ses getting ready for school, using
the telephone, outside and inside ac-
tivity, play, safety, emergencies, and
other topics

Employer-Supported Child Care:
Investing in Human Resources, by
Sandra L Burud, Pamela R Asch-
bacher, and Jacquelyn McCroskey
Auburn House Publishing Company,
14 Dednam Street, Dover, MA 02030-
0658 (1984)

Based on the operating experi-
ence of 415 active programs, as de-
tailed in the National Employer-Sup-
ported Child Care Project, this report
gives employers guidelines and mod-
els for deciding whether and how to
become involved in child care

The Social Life of Britain's Five-
Year-Olds: A Report of the Child
Health and Education Study, by
A.F Osborn and others. Routiedge
and Kegan Paul, Inc., 9 Park Street,
Boston, KA 02108 (1984)

Reports the third national lon-
gitudinal study of child development
undertaken in Britain, which de-
scribed patterns of social inequality
and aspects of education and care
in the lives of children born during a
single week in April 1970

Successful Schools for Young
Adolescents, by Joan Upsitz Trans-
action Books, RutgersThe State
University, New Brunswick, NJ
08903 (1984)

Provides in-depth case studies of
four effective middle-grade schools,
speculeting on characteristics
shared by good schools for young
adolescents

** Introducing ERIC Digests Online **
ERIC Digests Online, a full-text database
of short reports being developed by ERIC,
is designed to provide online users with
current information on education Although
originally intended for policymakers, the Di-
gest file is likely to interest anyone involved
in education

Information on a Range of Topics

Digests are short reports, appro:imately
1,500 words in length, that provide intorma-
tion on a range of topics such as educa-
tional quality, the use of technology in edu-
cation, and many other issues. Among the
40 titles soon to be available are Academic
Freedom. Dismissing Incompetent Tenured
Teachers, The Effects of Corporate Involve-

ment in Education, and Improving the
Mathematical Skills of Minority Students

In addition to providing a concise text
discussion, Digests cite references from
ERIC documents, magazine and news-
paper articles, books, or other publications
for reader 'nterested in studying the topics
in greater depth

Easy Access by Computer

ERIC Digests Online will be available
through an online information delivery ser-
vice such as CompuServe or The Source
Anyone who has access to the online ser-
vice carrying the file and to the appropriate
equipment (a microcomputer, communica-
tions software, and a modem) will be able
to use the Digest file The file will be search

4)

able by menus and or key words Digest
project staff anticipate that the file will be
available by the end of 1985

For More Information

Funded by the National Institute of Edu-
cation, ERIC Digests Online is a coopera-
tive effort by Central ERIC and the 16
clearinghouses of the ERIC system The
project is being coordinated by ERIC
EECE For furthei information, contact
Alma Spencer, ERIC Digests Online Pro-
ject Manager, in care of the ERIC EECE
Newsletter



ED 243 567
Creating School-Business Partnerships
(1983, 76p )

Six chapters describe an investigation
into the scope of schcol-business partner-
ship activity in Massachusetts Data were
gathered on six partnersf ip efforts

ED 243 579
Anne T Marchionne
The Hospitalized Child (1981, 20p )

Discusses ways hospitals Can promote
the psychological and social well-being of
young patients, describing the importance
of familiarizing the child with the hospital
and methods for reducing anxiety

ED 243 582
Ma-tha Pauly end Ann Soldz
Fun for One: Facilitating Solitary Play
(1981, 34p.)

Provides a series of activities adapted
for children's solitary play, list.ng eight differ-
ent categories of play and organizing each
activity according to materials needed, kit
construction, and kit use

ED 243 592
Barry E Herman
The Case for the All-Day Kindergarten.
Fastback 205 (1984, 38o )

Outlines argumen!s for and against all-
day kindergarten, citing relevant supportive
research, describing procedures for pre-
screening and postscreening of children,
and °tering a checklist for establishing an
all-day program.

ED 243 607
Robert E Nida and others
Introdming a Microcomputer to a Pre-
school Classroom: The Effects on Chil-
dren's Social Interaction 1984, 35p )
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Now to Order ELIC Documents

Complete copies of the r.D-numbered docu-
ments cited in this no, Ater are available
in ERIC microfiche code. Ions in more than
650 libraries For a list of collections in your
area, write ERIC/EECE

EF,IC documents also may be ordered, in
either paper copy or microfiche, from the
ERIC Document Reproduction Service Order
by ED number Spacify either paper copy
(PC), a photocopy of the original. or micro-
fiche (MF), a tansparent fi',-n card contarang
up to 98 pages of text Prices are as follows

Paper Copy (per ED number) 1-25 pp ,

$215, 26-50 pp , $3 90, 51-75 pp , $5 65, 76-
100 pp , $740 Add $1 75 for every additionai
25 pp or traction thereof

Microfiche (per ED number) 1-480 pp ,

$ 97
Prices shown do not include mading, which

must be added to all orders First class pos-
tage (for all MF orders up to 32 MF) $ 20
for 1-3 MF, $ 37 for 4-8 MF. $ 54 for 9-14
MF, $ 71 for 15-18 MF, 188 for 19-21 MF,
$1 35 for 22-27 MF, $1 22 for 28-32 MF UPS
charges (for 33 or more MF and all PC
orders) $1 55 for 1 lb. $1 93 for 2 I, %2 32
for 3 lbs, $2 70 for 4 lbs (Each pound ix,.
75 PC pages or 75 MF)

Send order and check to
ERIC Document Reproduction Service
Computer Microfilm International
PO Box 190
Anington, VA 22210

Describes two studies investigating the
effect of microcomputers on children's so-
cial behavior in preschool classrooms
Findings suggested few differences in so-
cial interaction patterns between a micrr
computer and other free-play choice areas

ED 244 719
Roger B Burton
Two Dimensions of Parental W2rmth
(1983, 11p )

Discusses three studies investigating af-
fective warmth of parents Finaings gener-
ally supported the hypothesis that global
measures of warmth should be divided into
at least two dimensions thie reflecting the
parent-child relationship over time and the
other reflecting an immediate resource par-
ent use to shape child behavior

ED 244 742
Karen Stone and others
Bibliography of Nonsexist Supplemen-
tary Books (K-12) (1984, 109p MF only
available from EDRS )

Intended to help educators identify ma-
terials that offset the influence of sex-
biased texts, this bibliography lists and an-
notates over 550 books assessed for sex-
bias and reading level

ED 244 744
Karen Stone and others
Guide to Nonsexist Teaching Activities
(K-12) (1983, 108p MF only available from
EDRS )

Lists available nonsexist instructional re-
sources in the following categories general
awareness, counseling and career gui-
dance, fine arts, health and physical educa-
tion, language arts, math and science, and
sex equity organizations Lesson plans,
course outlines, and other materials are in-
cluded

The ERIC EECE Newsletter (ISSN 0740-1132) is published by the ERIC Clearinghouse on Elementary and Early Childhood Education Urbana Editor KarenSteiner Artist Cyrthia Carlson, Stall Contributor Ren Hutchison Any part of this newsletter may be reproduced without permission please credit ERIC EECEThe opinions expressed in this publication uo not necessarily reflect the position or policy of the National Institute of Education
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$6.00 in all other countries (check must be payable
in U.S. dollars through a U.S. bank)

Name

Street

City State Zip

I enclose $ Check ( ) Money Order ( )

Check or money order, made payable to the Uni-
versity of Illinois, must accompany order. Address
order to Publications Office, ERIC/EE:.',E, College
of Education, University of Illinois, 805 W Pennsyl-
vania Ave , Urbana, IL 61801
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MicroNotes Volume 2, Number 2

STATE REPORT: Computing in Alaska's Schools

A recent survey by the U. S. Department of Education's Office
of Instructional Services shows that Alaska leads the nation
in the number of computers per student available in public
schools.

In 1984, Alaska's 4,585 school computers providc3 a ratio of
one computer to every 21.8 students in both rural and urban
school districts. By contrast, South Dakota currently has
the second highest computer-student ratio: one computer forevery 42.9 students.

Does the high computer-student ra mean that computer usagepatterns are different in Alaska's .chools? Alaska Education
News (February 1985) reports that school districts use
computers most often for drill and practice, tutorial
instruction, simulation experiences, pnd educational games.The second most popular use of... computers is for word
processing, even in the primary grades. The most common
languages taught are BASIC and Logo.

The rapid increase in the number of computers available in
Alaska's schools (from 526 in 1982 to 4,585 in 1984) created
a need for inservice teacher training on computer use.
Previously identified by school districts as an urgent
priority, training needs are now being met in a variety of
ways:

. a nucleus of computer center ,..00rdinato-s and
resource people offer training in school districts

. universities and colleges provide extens,on
courses in educational computing

. a self-contained, multi-media training system
called the Alaska Computer Training Series is
available to teachers in the state.

In addition, workshops sponsored by the Department of
Education have provided training for more than 2,000 Alaskan
educators during the past three years.
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New school district priorities focus on state licensing of
software, assistance in software selection and evaluation,
and development of a computer network. The Alaska Department
of Education is presently working on these new priorities.

Paul Berg, U. S. Department of Education computing
specialist, describes the Alaska experience as moving into
the next phase of educational computing: demonstrating the
effectiveness of the computer as an educational tool by
improving student achievement.

RESEARCH REPORT

New Attitudes Study

A New York study conducted in the summer of 1984 introduced
microcomputers to 46 low-income minority students aged 7 to
14. Approximately half the students worked on computers in
the summer program and also took computers home to use.
Students who used them both at home and at school showed a
"dramatic change in attitude towards learning." For a copy of
the study, write to researcher Helen Kelley at NYU, School of
Education, Health, Nursing and Arts Professions, 51 Press
Building, Washington Square, New York NY 10003.

Computer Programming and CAI

A study of the effects of computer programming on young
children's cognition involved 18 six-year-old children
randomly assigned to one of two groups: one learning
programming or one using CAI.

Posttesting re "ealed that children learning to program scored
significantly higher on measures of reflectivity and
divergent thinking than children taking part in CAI. Research
results are discussed in "Effects of Computer Programming" by
Douglas Clements and Dominic Gullo. (Journal of Educational
Psychology Vol. 76, No. 6, 1051-1058)

NEWS/NOTES

Microquests is a new newsletter for Logo enthusiasts.
Intended for teachers looking for ideas for using Logo with
children (and who are interested in exploring Logo
themselves), the 16-page newsletter is produced by co-editors
Donna Bearden and Kathleen Martin. Ask for a sample issue
from Martin-Bearden, Inc., P.O. Box 337, Grapevine, TX 76051.
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Computer Education: A Catalog of Projects Sponsored by the
U. S. Department of Education 1983 is available from the
National Institute of Education. It contains descriptions of
77 million dollars' worth of federally-funded projects
concerning microcomputers in educational settings. A copy of
the catalog costs $9.00 from the Superintendent of Documents,
U. S. Government Printing Office, Washington, DC, 20402.
Request stock number 065-000-00202-7.

A. J. Obrist's 1983 book, titled The Microcomputer and the
Primary School, presents an interesting look at the
introduction of microcomputers into British homes and primary
schools. According to Obrist, Britain is believed to have the
largest proportion of home computers per individual of any
country in the world. Descriptions of hardware and software
in use in England are interspersed with very basic
information on computers in education. Available from Hodder
and Stoughton Educational Publishers, Mill Road, Dunton
Green, Sevenoaks, Kent TN13 2YD.

The Council for Exceptional Children has announced that CEC
has a 3-year contract with JWK International, a firm which
provides technical assistance to developers of special
education software, and with LINC Resources to develop an
information database of special education software. The
purpose of this project is to provide a National exchange for
the collection and dissemination of information about
technological applications useful in the education of
handicapped children and youth. LINC may be reached at 800-
327 -5892.

Learning Magazine's January 1985 issue contains a succinct
one-page article titled "Cautions About Copying" by Thorne D.
Harris, III. He is the author of The Legal Guide to Computer
Software Protection, published by Prentice-Hall. Of most
interest is the section on "Working within the Law."

The ERIC Clearinghouse on Reading and Communication Skills
has prepared two brief annotated bibliographies listing ERIC
documents related to computers: "Computers and Composition"
and "Prewriting." Also available are ERIC Digests (2-page
short reports) titled "Software Evaluation for the Teacher of
the English Language Arts" and "How to Find Good Computer
Software in English and Language Arts." Order free copies of
resource lists or Digests from the Clearinghouse at 1111
Kenyon Road, Urbana, IL 61801

*********
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ERIC DOCUMENTS ON COMPUTERS

Focus on Early Childhood Education

1. Microcomputers: A Close Look at What Happens When
Preschool Children Interact-771-1-h Age-Appropriate Software.
Daniel D. Shade and Others. (1983) Describes experiments with
two different populations of preschool children, aged 4 to 5
years, conducted over a period of several weeks. Concludes
that preschool children are capable of working with
microcomputers and that they can use the standard keyboard,
change software, and work together at the computer station
with minimal instruction. (ED 243 608, 27p.)

2. Competence, Gender and Preschoolers' Free Play Choices
When a Microcomputer is Present in the Classroom. Judith M.
Lipinski and Others. (1983) Examines the concern that
children will interact with the computer to the exclusion of
other important free-play activities. The stidy concludes
that the presence of the computer only temporarily disrupted
children's free play choices. No significant sex differences
were found in children's preferences for using the computer.
(ED 243 609, 22p.)

3. Children's Computer Drawings. David Alexander. (1983)
Briefly describes computer drawing programs, which allow
children to create pictures, store them on disk or print them
out. Suggests that using these programs is an activity that
preschool children at all developmental levels of graphic
ability can enjoy as an introduction to computing.
Preliminary studies indiciate that computer drawing
activities may be appropriate for children as young as three
years of age. (ED 238 562, 8p.)

4. A Study of the Effect of Computers on the Preschool
Environment. Ruth Ann Nieboer. (1983) Assesses the effect of
establishing a computer activity center in a preschool by
reporting data gathered by continuous observation and
audiotaping of children's verbal interactions. Results
indicated that the computer center did not dominate classroomactivity and created no unique management problems. (ED 234898, 49p.)

5. Early Childhood Education and Microcomputers. Marjorie W.
Lee. (1983) As families, classrooms and schools obtain
microcompurs in increasing numbers, acquisition of computerskills may help young black children close the gap betweenhome/community and classroom/school cultures. Despite thispotential, several questions relating to teachers, theinstruction of young children, and computer use, especially
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with regard to the computer's influence on black culture and
on the individual's creative thinking and expressive
language, need to be investigated. (ED 231 503, 9p.)

6. Microcomputers in the Early Childhood Llassroom. Helen
Taylor. (1983) Briefly describes P. preschool computer
literacy curriculum which includes basic computer terminology
and the mechanics of operating the machine and using a
particular rrogram. CentE.'- supervisors concluded that
microcomputers could be introduced as playthings and as a
means of adding an extra dimension to a child's learning
experience. (ED 234 845, 11p.)

7. Microcomputers in Early Childhood Education. Linda Baskin
and Mima Spencer. (1983) Responding to the increasing use of
computers in schools by young children, the authors provide
definitions of concepts and discussions of topics related to
computers and young children. Examined are the concepts of
computer literacy, effects of microcomputers on young
children, computer assisted instruction, programming
(including Logo), and word processing. Also discussed is the
importance of training early childhood educators and actively
involving them in integrating computer use into the
curriculum. (ED 227 967, 33p.)

The ERIC documents (ED's) listed above may be read on
microfiche in many libraries and information centers. In
addition, they can be ordered in paper copy and/or microfiche
from the ERIC Document Reproduction Service (EDRS), PO Box
190, Arlington, VA 22210. MicroNotes subscribers may write to
the Clearinghouse for a listing of the locations of ERIC
document collections in their states, or for an order form to
obtain the documents from EDRS.
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Digest

Full-Day or Half-Day Kindergarten?

According to educator Barry Herman (1984) and others,
the majority cf 5-year-olds in the United States today
already are morn accustomed to being away from home
much of the da, , more aware of the world around them,
and more likely to spend a large part of the day with
peers than were children of previous generations.
These factors, plus the demonstrated ability of children
to cope with a longer day away from home, have created
a demand in many communities for full-day kindergar-
ten programs.

This Digest examines how changing family patterns
have affected Vie full-day/half-day kindergarten issue,
discussing why schools are currently considering alter-
native scheduling and describing the advantages and
disadvantages of each type of program.

Changes in Family Patterns

Among the changes occurring in American society
that make full-day kindergarten attractive to families are

An increase in the number of working parents. As
reported Ly the National Center for Education Statistics
(Grant and Snyder 198'4, the number o' mothers of
chi; 2ren under 6 who work outside the home increased
34 percent from ".970 to 1980. The Nationa: Commission
on Working Women t 1985) reports that, in 1984, 48 per-
cent of children under 6 had mothers in the labor fo, ce.

An increase in the number of ,hildren who have had
preschool or day care experience. Since the mid-1970s,
the majority of children have had some kind of pre-
school experienc either in Head Start, day care, pri-
vate preschools, r early childhood programs in the
public schools. These early group experiences have pro-
vided children's first encounters with daily organized
instructional and social activities before kindergarten
(Herman 1984).

An increase in the influen -e of television and family
mobility on children. These two factors have produced
':-year-olds who are more knowledgable about their
world and who are apparently more ready for a full -d3,
school experi ,ce than the children of previous gener-
ations.

Renewed interest in academic preparation for later
school success. Even in families without both parents

working outside the home, there is great interest .1. the
contribution of early childhood programs (including
full-day kindergarten) to later school succe

Schools and Full-Day Kindergarten

School systems have become interested in alterna-
tive scheduling for kindergarten partly because of the
reasons listed above and partly for reasons related to
finances and school space availability. Some of these
reasons concern

State school funding formulas. Some states provide
more state aid for all-day students, although seldom
enough to completely pay the extra costs of full-day
kindergarten programs. Other states allow only half-day
aid; in these states, funding formulas would have to
change in order for schools to bervsfit LnanciaEv from
all-day kindergarten attendance.

Busing and other transportation costs. Eliminating
the need for noon bus trips and crossing guards saves
the school system money.

Availability of classroom space and teachers. As
school enrollment declines, some districts find that
they have extra classroom spare and qualified teat hers
available to offer full-day kindergarten

In addition, school districts are interested in respond-
ing to parents' requests for full-day kindergarten. In
New York City, for example, parents who were offered
die option of full-day kindergarten responded over-
whelmingh, in favor of the plan ("Woes Plague New
York's All-Day Kindergarten!" 1983).

Advantages of Full-Day Program;

Herman (1984) describes in detail the advantages of
full-day kindergarten He and others believe full-day
programs provide a relaxed, unhurried school day with
more time for a variety of experiences, greater opportu-
nity for screening and assessment to detect and deal
with potential learning problems, and more occasions
tur good quality interaction between adults and stu-
dents.

While the long term e, "ects of full-day kindergarten
are yei io he determined, Thomas Stinard's (1982) review
of 10 research studies comparing half-day and full-day
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kindergarten indicates that students taking part in full-
day programs demonstrate strong academicadvantages
as much as a year after the kindergarten experience.
Stinard found that full-day students performed at least
as well as ha4-day students in every study (and better
in many studies) with no significant adverse effects.

A recent longitudinal study of full-day kindergarten
in the Evansville-Vanderburgh, Ohio, School District in-
dicates that fourth graders maintained the academic
advantage gained during full-day kindergarten (Hum-
phrey 1983).

Despite often-expressed fears that full-day kinder-
gartners would experience fatigue and stress, school
districts that have taken care to plan a developmentally
appropriate, nonacademic curriculum with carefully
paced activities have reported few problems (Evans and
Marken 1983; Stinard 1982).

Disadvantages of Full-Day Programs

Critics of full-day kindergarten point out that such
programs are expensive because they require addi-
tional teaching staff and aides to maintain an acceptable
child-adult ratio. These costs may or may not be offset
L,/ transportation savings and, in some cases, additional
state aid.

Other requirements of full-day kindergarten, includ-
ing more classroom space, may be difficult to satisfy in
districts where kindergarten or primary grade enroll-
ment is increasing and/or where school buildings have
been sold.

In addition to citing added expense and space re-
quirements as problems, those in disagreement claim
that full-day programs may become too academic, con -

'ntrating on basic skills be,ore children are ready for
,iem. In addition, they are concerned that half of the

day's programming in an all-day kindergarten setting
may become merely child care.

Advantages of Half-Day Programs

Many educators still prefer half-day, everyday kinder-
garten. They argue that a half-day program can provide
high quality educational and social experience for
young children white orienting them adequately to
school.

specifically, half-day programs are viewed as provid-
ing continuity and systematic experience with less prob-
ability of stress than full-day programs. Proponents of
the half-day approach believe that, given the 5-year-
old s attention span, level of interest, and home ties, a
half day offers ample time in school and allows more
time for the young child to play and interact with adults
and other children in less-structured home or child care
settings (Finkelstein 1983).

Disadvantages of Half-Day Programs

Dtc'dvantages of half-day programs include midday
disruption for children who move from one program
to another and, if busing is not provided by the sc;,00l,
difficulty tor parents in making transportation arrange-
ments. Even if busing is provt led and the child spends
the other half day at home, schools may find providing
the extra trip expensive. In addition, the half-daykinder-
gartner may have little opportunity to benefit from ac-
tivities such as assemblies or field trips.

Conclusion

While both full day and half-day programs have ad-
vantages and disadvantages, it is worth nothing that
length of the school day is only one dimension of the
kindergarten experience. Other important issues in-
clude the nature of the kindergarten curriculum and
the quality of teaching. In general, research suggests
that, as long as the curriculum is developmentally ap-
propriate and intellectually stimulating, either type of
scheduling can provide an adequate introduction to
school.
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ERIC Clearinghouse on
Elementary and Early Childhood Education Short Report

Assessing Preschoolers' Development
PARENTS OFTEN ASK how they can tell if thur children's development is proceeding "normally Preschool teachers and day care
workers also ask for guidelines to help assess their pupils' progress -T.- address ths problem. Dr Lilian G Katz and her coauthors
suggest that one way of getting a good picture of +4 hethev a child's development is going well is by looking carefullyat his or her behavior
along the eleven dimensions outlined below * One word of caution, however ',he authors urge that any jud,-nents about a child's progress
should he made not on the basis of c,ic or two days of observation, but rather on a longer period A good general rule is that one week of
observation for each year of the child's life will be sufficient for making an man.' assessment For example, if the child is three years old,
observations should be conducted over a period of three weeks, four years old, for four weeks, and so forth

Sleeping
Does the child fall asleep and wake up rested, ready to get on

with life? While occasional restlessness, nightmares, or grouchy
nornings are normal, an average pattern of deep sleep resulting in
morning eagerness is a good sign that the child finds life satis-
fying

Eating
Does the child eat with appetite'' Skipping meals or refusing

food on occasion is normal, sometimes the child is too busy with
other activities to welcome mealtime or perhaps is more thirsty
than hungry at a given moment. However, a child who over a
period of weeks eats compu!sively or who constantly fusses about
the menu is likely to have "got off on the wrong foot The
purpose of eating should be to fuel the system adequately in ovder
to be able to get on with life; food should not dominate adult/chile
interaction Keep in mind that children, like many adults, may eat
a lot at one meal and hardly anything at the next These fluctua-
tions do not warrant comment or concern as long as there is
reasonable balance in the nutrition obtained

Toilet Habits
On the average, over a number of weeks, does the child have

bowel and bladder control"' The random "accident" is no cause
for alarm, especially if there are obvious mitigating circum-
stances, such as excessive intake of liquids, intestinal upset, or
simply absorbtion in ongoing activities to the point of disregard-
ing such "irrelevancies Persistent lack of control, on the other
hand. may suggest the need for adult intervention

Range of Affect
Does the child exhibit a range of emotions. joy. anger sorrow .

excitement, and so forth? A child whose emotions are of low
intensity or whose affect is "flat" or unfluctuatingalways
angry, always sour, always cheerful and enthusi;,,sticmay be
having difficulties Within a range of emotions, the capacity for
sadness, to use one example, indicates the ability' to make use of

correlate emotions attachment and caring Both are important
signs of healthy development, the iability to experience them
may signal the beginning of depression

Variations in ray
Does the child's play vary over a period of weeks, with the

addition of some new elements even though he or she may play
with many of the same toys or materials') Increasing elaboration
of the sarac play activities or engagement in a wide variety of
activities indicates sufficient inner security to manipulate (literal-
ly. to "play with") the environment. If a child stereotypically
engage., in the same sequence of play, using the same elements in
the same ways, he or she ,nay be emotionally "stuck ne'itrar
and may be in need of temporary help

Curiosity
Does the child occasionally exhibit curiosity and even mis-

chief" A child who never pokes at the environment or never
snoops into new territoryperhaps in fear of punishment or as a
result of the over-development of consciencemay not he de-
veloping optInally Curiosity signals a healthy search for bound-
aries

Acceptance of Authority
Does the child usually accept adult authority.' Although the

inabi,:ty to yield to adults may constitute a problem. occasional
resistance, assertion of personaldesires, or expression of objec-
tions indicates healthy socialization Always accepting adult de-
mands and restrictions without a word may suggest excessive
anxiety, fear, or perhaps a weakening of self-confidence

Friendship
Can the child initiate, maintain, and eny a relationship with

one or more other children? Playing alone some of the time is fine
as long as the child is not doing o because of nsufficient
competence in relating to others However. chronic reticence IT`,

making fneruls may creek; difficulties in the development of

*NA, ritten while Dr Katz was Fulbright Visiting Professor, the paper "Assessint.: Dcclopment' is c' authored by stall members of theDepartment of Child Development. Faculty of Home Science, M S Uni cis* of e.aioda, Gujarat, India f he full too of the paper from which thisshort report has been derived is available in ERIC as El) 226 837

ERIC/EECE, College of Education, University of Illirefittif 805 W. Pennsylvania Ave., Urbana, IL 61801



social co,,ipetence or i-Jationship building later on, and is cause
for concein

Interest
Is the -held capable of sustained involvement and interest in

something outside of himself or herself9 Does the child's capacity
for interest seem to be increasing to allow ,onger periods of
involvement in activity, games, or play? The emphasis here Is on
"act 'ties" rather than "passivities," such as television watch-
ing A tendency toward increasing involvement in activities re-
quiring a passive role or the persistent inability to see a project to
completion may signal difficulties requiring adult intervention.

Spontaneous Affection
Does the child express spontaneous affection for one or more

of those with whom he or she spends time ? While demonstrations
of affection vary among families and cultures, a zhi:d whose
development is going well is likely on occasion to let others know
that they are loved and to express the feeling that the world is a
gratifying place. Excessive expressions of this kind, Lowever,
may signal doubts about the strength of attachment between adult
and child, and may call for consideration

Enjoyment of the "Good Things of Life"
Is the child capable of enjoying the pott..;itially "good things of

such as playing with others, going or picnics. exploring
new places, and so forth? A child may have a specific problem
fear of insects or food dislikes, for example--but if the problem
does not prevent the child from participating in and enjoying life,
then it is reasonable to assume it will be outgrown

The first toree dimensions of development sleeping, eating.
and toilet habitsare particularly sensitive indicators of the
child's development, since these the child alone controls The
remaining dimensions, more culture -hound and ,:tuationally de-
termined, are still of great value in evaluation, since tney are
likely to represent important goals iicid for the child by both
parents and teac6.ers.

While the dimensions outlined above provide a useful place to
begin in evaluating preschoolers' development, it is important to
note that difficulties in any one of these categories, or even in
several, are not automatic cause for alarm Such problems ,hould
not be inte:preted as signaling an irr..versible trend, in&
temporary difficulties often help those close to the child to 9nder-
staud when the child's situation does not match his or her emerg-
ing needs, thus assisting in the process of helping the child "get
back on the right foot

RELATED ERIC DOCUMENTS
bagbahn, Marcia Language Development and Early Encounters with Written Language (ED 211 975 24p ) i')81
Blevins, Belinda, and Cob, er, Robert G , Jr The Development of the Ability to Make Transitive Inferences (ED 218 919.

lip) 1981

Burke, Julie, and Clark, Ruth Anne Construct System Development. Understanding of Strategii Choices, aml the Quail t of
Persuasive Messages in Childhood and At'f_,Iescence (ED 210 727, 19p ) 1981

Katz, Phyllis A Development of Children's Racial Awareness and Intergroup Attitudes (ED 207 675, 55p I 1(381

Proctor, Adele Linguistic Input A Comprehensive Bibliography (EE' 222 282. 37p ) 1982

Wagner, Betty S Developmental A<,Lssimnt of Infants and Toddlers in Child Care Piograms (El) 221 s65, 21p I 1982

Short Reports arc produced by the ERIC Clearinghouse on Elementary and Early Childhood LuuLaton pursuant to Contrail No 4(81 -78 -0(8)8 is oh the
National Institute of Education, Department of Education Points of view or opinions do not necessarily represent the position or policy of the
Clcaringh ,use or NIE Readers arc welcome to reproduce this report, please credit ERIC/EECE.
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CLEARINGHOUSES (and Other Network Components)

The ERIC Clearinghouses have responsibility within the network for acquiring the significant educational
literature within their particular areas, selecting the highest quality and most relevant material, processing (i.e,
cataloging, indexing, abstracting) the selected items for input to the data base, and also for providing
information analysis products and various user services based on the data base.

The exact number of Clearinghouses has fluctuated over time in response to the shifting needs of the
educational community. There are currently 16 Clearinghouses. These are listed below, tugether with full
addresses, telephone numbers, and brief scope notes describing the areas they cover.

ERIC Clearinghouse on Adult, Career, and Vocational
Education (CE)

Ohio state University
National Center for Research in Vocational Education
1960 Kenny Road
Columbus, Ohio 43210
Telephone: (614) 486-3655

All levels and settii.js of adult and continuing, career, and voca-
tionaVtechnical education. Adult education, from basic literacy training
through prof-ssional skill upgr: ding. Career education, including career
awareness, career decision making, career development,career change,
and expenence-based education. Vocational and technical education,
including newsubprof6ssionalfielda industrial arts, correctionseducation,
employment and training programs, youth employment, work experience
programs, education/business painerships, entrepreneurship, adult
retraining, and vocational rehabilitation for the hanc%capped

ERIC Clearinghouse on Counseling and Personnel
Services (CG)

University of Michigan
School of Education, Room 2108
Ann Athc -, Michigan 48109
Telephone: (313) 754-9492
Preparation, practice, and supervision of counselors at all educational
levels and in all settincs theoretical develoment of counseling and
guicance, personnel procedures such as testing and intery 'wing and
the analysis and dissemination of the resultant information, group work
and case work, nature of pupil, student, and adult characteristics,
personnel workers and their relation to career planning, family con-
sultations, and student one ntstion activities.

ERIC Clearinghouse onEducational Management (EA)
University of Oregon
1787 Agate Street
Eugene, Oregon 97403
Telephone: (503) 686-5043

The leadership, management, and structure of public and private
educational organizations, practice and theory of administration, pre
service and inservice preparation of administrators, tasks and processes
o: administration, motho, Is and varieties of organization and organi-
zational change, and the social context of educational organizations.

Sites, buildings, and equipment for education, plcnning, financing,
constructing, renovating, equipping, maintaining, operating, insuring,
utilizing, and evaluating educational facilities.

ERIC Clearinghouse on Elementary and Early Childhood
Education (PS)

University of Illinois
College of Education
805 W. Pennsylvania Ave.
Urbana, Illinois 61801
Telephone: (217) 333-1386
The physical, cognitive, social, educational, and cultural development of
children from birth through earlyadolescence, prenatal factors, parental
behavior factors, learning theory research and practice related to the
development of young children, including the preparation of teaches for
this educational level, educational programs and community services for
children, and theoretical and philosophical issues pertaining to children's
development and education 5 3

ERIC Clearinghouse on Handicapped and Gifted
Children (EC)

Council for E:.ceptional Children
1920 Association Drive
Reston, Virginia 22091
Telephone: (703) 620-3660

All aspects of the education and development of the handicapped and
gifted, including prevention, identification and assessment, intervention,
and enrichment, both in special settings and within the mainstream

ERIC Clearinghouse on Higher Education (HE)
George Washington University
One Dupont Circle, N.W., Suite 630
Washington, D.C. 20036
I elephone: (202) 296-2597

Topics relating to college and university conditions, problems, programa,
and students. Curricular and instructional programs and institutional
research at ci college or university level rederal programs, professional
edvation (medicine, law, etc 1, professional continuing education,
c, nate computer-assisted learning and management, graduate ed-
u university extension programs, teaching-learning, legal issues
and legislation, planning, governance, finance, evaluation, intennstitu-
tonal arrangements, management of institutioris of higher education,
and business or industry educational programs leading to a degree

LAIC Clearinghouse on Information Resources (IR)
Syracuse University
Scliool of Education
Huntington Hall, Room 030
150 Marshall St.
Syracuse, New York 13210
Telephone: (315) 423-3640

Educational technology and library and information science at all levels.
Instructional design, dew 1,4 ment, and evaluation are the emphases
within educational technology, along with the media of educational
communication computer ar d microcomputers, telecommunications
(:able, broadcast, satellite), dio and video recordings, film and other
audiovisual materialS, as the% pertain to teachin'j and learning. Within
library anr: information science the focus is o,i the operation and
manndment of information services foreducation-related organizations
All aspects of information technology related to education are considered
within the scope

ERIC Clearinghouse for Junior Colleges (JC)
Univasity of California at Los Angeles (UCLA)
Mathematical Scicnces Building, Room 8118
405 Hilgard Avenue
Los Angeles, Californi.. 9w24
Telephone: (213) 825-3931

Development, administration, and evaluation of two-year public and
private community and Junior colleges, technical instiiutes, and two-year
branch university campuses. Two-year college students, faculty, staff,
curricula, programs, support services, libraries, and comm unity services
Linkages between two-year colleges and business/industrial organi-
zations Articulation of two-year colleges with secondary and four-year
postsecondary institutions



ERIC Clearinghouse on Languages and Linguistics (FL)
Center for Applied Linguistics
3520 Prospect Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20007
Telephone: (202) 298-9292

Languages and language sciences, theoretics' and applied linguistics,
all areas of foreign language, second language, and linguistics in-
struction, pedagogy, or methodology, psycholinguistics and the psychol-
ogy of language learning, cultural and intercultural context of languages,
application of linguistics in language teaching, bilingualism and biting ual
education, sociolinguistics, study abroad and international exchanges,
teacher training and qualifications specific to the teaching of foreign
languages and second languages, commonly and uncommonly taugnt
languages, including English as a seam,: language, related curriculum
developments and problems.

ERIC Clearinghouse on Reading and Communication
Skills (CS)

National Council of Teachers of English
1111 Kenyon Road
Urbana, Illinois 61801
Telepho:Ae: (217) 328-3870

Reeding, English, and communication skills (verbal and nonverbal), pre-
school through college, educational research and instruction develop-
ment in reading, wnti ng, speaking, and listening; identification, diagnosis,
and remediation of reading problems; speech communicatinn (irc;odir%
forensics), masa communication, interpersonal and small group inter-
action, interpretation, rhetorical and communication theory, speech
sciences, and theater Preparation of instructional staff and related
personnel in these areas

All aspects of reading behavior with emphasis on physivogy, peychology,
sociology, and teaching; instructional maienals, curricula, tesWmeasure-
ment, and methodology at all levels of reading; the role of libranos and
other agencies in fostering and guiding reading; Cs:agnostics and remedial
reading services in schools and clinical settings. Preparation of rr acting
teachers and specialists

ERIC Clearinghouse on Rural Education and Small
Schools (RC)

New Mexico State University
Box 3AP
Las Cruces, New Mexico 88003
Telephone: (505) 646-2623

Economic, cultural, social, or other factors related to educational
programs and practices for rural residents, American Indians/Alaska
Natives, Mexican Americans, and migrants, educational practices and
programs in all small schools, outdoor education

ERIC Clearinghouse for Science Mathematics, and
Environmental Education (SE)

Ohio State University
1200 Chambers Road, kloom 310
Columbus, Ohio 43212
Telephone: (614) 422-6717

Scie-ce, mathematics, and environmental education at r 'I levels, and
withi tna.gc three broad subject areas, the following topics development
of curl .culum and instructional materials, teachers and teacher education,
learning theory/outcomes (including the impact of parameters such as
interest level, intelligence, values, and concept development upon
learning in these fields) educational programs, research and evaluative
studies, media applications, computer applications

ERIC Clearinghouse for Social Studies/Social Science
Education (SO)

Social Sc ; ?nce Educatiu,. Consortium, Inc.
855 Broadway
Boulder, Colorado 80302
Telephone: (1(11) 492-8434

All levels of social studies and social science education, content of the
social science disciplines, applications of theory and research to social
science education, contributions of social science disciplines (anthro-
pology, economics, geography, history, sociology, social psychology,
political science), education as a social science, comparative education
(K-12), content and curriculum materials on "social" topics such as law
related education, ethnic studies, bias and discrimination, aging, adoption.
women's equity, and sex education.

ERIC Clearinghouse. on Teacher Education (SP)
American Association of Colleges for Teacher

Education
One Dupont Circle, N.W., Suite 610
Washington, D.C. 20036
Telephone: (202) 293-2450

School personnel at all levels, teacher selection and training, preservice
and inservice preparation, and retirement, the theory, philosophy, and
practice of teaching, curricula and general education not specifically
covered by other clearinghouses, all aspects of physical education,
health education, and recreation education

ERIC Clearinghouse on Tests, Measuremen4 and
Evaluation (TM)

Educational Testing Service
Rosedale Road
Princeton, New Jersey 0854!
Telephone: (609) 734-5176

Tests and other measurement devices; methodology of measurement
and evaluation, aoplication of tests, measurement, or evaluation in
educational projects or programs, research drsign and methodology in
the area of testing and measurement/evaluation, learning theory in
general

ERIC Clearinghouse on Urban Education (UD)
Teachers College, Columbia University
Institute for Urban aid Minority Education
Box 40
525 W. 120th Street
New York, New York 10027
Telephone: (212) 678-3433

Programs and practices in public, pa,ochial, and private suhools in urban
areas and the education of particular racial/ethnic minonty children and
youth in various settings local, national, and international, the theory
and practice of educational &way urban and rr,, onty experiences, and
urban and minority social institutions and seances

Educational Resources Information Center
(Central ERIC)
National Institute of Education
Washington, D.C. 20208
Telephone: (202) 254-5500

ERIC Processing & Reference Facility
ORI, Inc., Informatior, Systems Program Office
4833 Rugby Avenue, Suite 301
Bethesda, Maryland 20814
Telephone: (301) 656-9723

ERIC Document Reproduction Service
Computer Microfilm International Corporation (CMIC)
3900 Wheeler Avenue
Alexandria, Virginia 22304
Telephone: (703) 823-0500

Oryx Press
2214 North Central Avenue at Encanto
Phoenix, Arizona 85004
Telephone- (602) 254-6156
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The ERIC System
Whac is ERIC?

ERIC is a nationwide information system funded by the National Institute of
Education. ERIC is designed to make information on all aspects of education
readily available. ERIC covers such subjects as child development, classroom
techniques, reading, science, social studies, counseling, career education,
adult education, rural and urban education, teacher education, higher education,
testing, educational administration, and special education.

Who can use ERIC?

You can--whether you are a teacher, researcher, librarian, student, legislator,
parent, or anyone else who is interested in information related to education.

Where is ERIC?

More than 700 libraries and other institutions in the U.S. and other countries
have the ERIC document collection on microfiche. Write to ERIC/EECE* for a
list of th.. ERIC collections in your state. Many more institutions subscribe
to the printed indexes for the ERIC collection.

What is in ERIC?

When you use ERIC, you can find citations to:

ERIC Documents - primarily unpublished cr "f-Igitive" materials, including
more than 220,000 research studies, program descriptions
and evaluations, conference proceedings, curriculum
materials, bibliographies, and other documents.

ERIC Journals articles in more than 750 education-related Journals.

How do I use ERIC to find citations?

ERIC Documents Use ERIC's monthly abstract journal Resources in Education
(RIE). RIE includes subject, author, and institution
indexes and gives you an abstract of each cited document.

LRIC Journals Use ERIC's other monthly publication Current index to
Journals in Education (CIJE). CIJE lists about 1800 new
Journal citations each month and includes a short annotation
for most articles cited.

Prepared by the ERIC Clearinghouse on Elementary and Early Childhood Education
(ER1C/EECE). *ERIC/EECE addr.ms and phone number are on the hack of this page.
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What if I want to read a document or journal article cited in RIE or CIJE?

ERIC Documents The complete text of most ERIC documents is available on
"microfiche" (a 4 x 6 inch card of microfilm) which nist be
read on a microfiche reader. Libraries and other institutions
which have the ERIC collection have microfiche readers. Many
institutions also have microfiche reader-printers that can
make paper copies from the microfiche.

ERIC Journal- To read tho' article from a CIJE citation, you look up the
journal in your library or ask your librarian to borrow it
for you. (Articles cited in CIJE are not available on
microfiche.)

How can ERIC materials be ordered?

ERIC Documents Most ERIC documents can be ordered from the ERIC Documei Repro-
duction Service (EDKS) in Alexandria, Virginia. You can write
ERIC/EECE for an order form or use the one in each RIE issue.

ERIC Journals - About 75. of the journal articles cited in CIJE can be ordered
from University Microfilms in Ann Arbor, Michigan. 'rite U.AC/
EECE for an order form or use the order information in CIJE.

How can I search ERIC by computer?

One -f the most efficient ways to use ERIC is to order a computer search of t1
ERIC data base on a particular topic. There are computer search services in many
libraries and other institutions as well as at most ERIC Clearinghouses. To get a
cemiluter search, describe your topic to the person who will do the search; the
search will then be designed and run through a computer. You will receive a print-
out with citations from RIE and from CIJE: a fee is usually charged for computer
searches. Write any ERIC Clearinghouce for more information on search services in
your state.

How does information get into ERIC?

Sixteen ERIC Clearinghouses, in various locations across the U.S., collect and
process ERIC documents for RIE and prepare citations for CUT.. Each Clearinghouse
is responsible for a diffe-fent subject area, such as elementary and early childhood
education or teacher education.

Do the Clearinghouses offer any other services?

The ERIC Clearinghouses offer various services including answering questions,
searching ERIC by computer, and distributing mini-bibliographies, newsletters,
and other publications. Check with individual Clearinghouses for details.

How do I find out more about ERIC?

Contact the ERIC Clearinghouse on Elementary and Early Childhood Education or any
other ERIC Clearinghouse. We will be happy to send you additional information
on ERIC, RIE, CIJE, other ERIC Clearinghouses, computer searches, or document
ordering. We can also send you a list of ERIC collections and institutions offer-
ing computer searches of ERIC in your geographical area.

ERIC Clearinghouse on Elementary and Early Childhood Education
College of Education
University of Illinois 62
805 W. Pennsylv 'ia Ave.
Urbana, IL 61801 (217) 333-1386
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ORDER

Please send the items checked to

Name

Street

City

State Zip

Title/Occupation

For the COST ITEMS requested, I enclese
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Check or money order, made payable to the
University of Illinois, must accompany all
orders. Prices include postage and handling
Please allow 4 to 6 weeks for delivery of cos;
items.

Checks from outside the United States must
be payable in U.S. dollars through a U.S.
bank. Overseas orders are sent surface mail

Mail to: ERICEECE
University of Illinois
College of Education
805 W. Pennsylvania Ave.
Urbana, IL 61801
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Available upon Request

Information about ERIC

1:1 The ERIC System
ERIC Clearinghouses
ERIC Microfiche Collection Locations
Be an ERIC Author

ERIC Digests
Brief discussions of current issues.

Full-Day or Half-Day Kindergarten?
Developing Homework Polic;es
The Only Child
Assessing Preschoolers' Development

Annotated Reference Lists

Recent ERIC document citations on
specific topics

Child Sexual Abuse
Children's Cognition and Learning
Computers in Early Childhood Education
Computers in Elementary Education
Effects of Preschoc.' Education
Infant Day Care
Kindergarten Issues
Latchkey Children
Parent Involvement in Children's Learning
Professionalism in Early Childhood
Educatio 1

Also Available

Sample issue of the ERIC /EECE Bulletin*
Sample issue of MicroNotes on Children
& Computers
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Other Products & Services

ERIC/EECE Buletin*
4 issues per year. $5.00 ;n the U. S.;

$6.00 in all other countries.

I would like to subscribe.

MicroNctes on Children &
Computers
4 issues per year. $6 011 in the U.S.,

$10.00 in all other co intries.

I could like to subscrit e.

ReadySearches

Recent computer searches of ERIC,
containing at lea. t 35 citations to ERIC
documents and journal articles. Includes
abstracts. $7.00 each.

Day Care Staff Training (Cat.
#1600.004)
Effects of Divorce on Childrt n (Cat.
#1600.005)
Infants and Their Caregivers (Cat.
#1600.006)
Kindergarten: Current Issues (Cat.
#1600.;:ut)
N..,trition and Nutrition Education (Cat.
#1600.008)
Research on Child en's Play (Cat.
#1600.016)

Research on Preschu 'I Children (Cat
#1600.017)

Employer-Supported Day Care (Cat
#1600.020)
Computers in the Preschool and
Elementary School (Cat. #1600.021)

Publications

1 More Talks with Teachers, by Lilian G
Katz. (1984, ED 250 099) Cat #198, 96p.,
$5.45.

[ What's Happening in Elementary School
Classrooms? Research on Time Use,
Classroom Operations, and Activity
Management, -)y Rhonda .. Ross. (1983,
ED 222 248) Ca . #197, 108p., $6.00.

ralks with Parents: On Living with
Preschoolers, by Lilian G. Katz. (1983, ED
231 314) Cat. #196, 128p. ct6.95.

Infant /coddler Caregiving: An Annotated
Bibliography, compiled by Alice S. Honig
and Doona Sasse Wittmer. (1982, ED 215
781) C, C. #195, 56p., $6.00

Effects of Teacher Behavior on Preschool
Children: A Review of Research, by
Elizabeth Phyfe-Perkins. (198 i, ED 211 176)
Cat. #194, 58p., $3.00.

FRIC /EECE Clearinghouse staff
members will also answer telephone or
mail requests for information.

*Formerly the ERIC fl ('f Nett s/errer
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5e an
eB\G
Author

ERIngi Clearinghouse on Elementary
and Early Childhood Education
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Have you recently written

a research report?
a program description or evaluation?
a review of the literature?
a curriculum guide?
a conference paper?
any other unpublished document of tie
or more pages on the education or
development of children from birth
through early adolescence?

ERIC /EECE invites you

to submit your document for possible
inclusion in ERIC, one of the largest full-text
microfiche document collections and
datP1;ases oil education. Funded by the
Nat'onal Institute of Education, ERIC is used
widely by teachers, students, policymakers,
and others interested in education.

Cataloging information and abstracts of all
ERIC documents, plus citations and
annotations of selected journal articles, are
computer searchable through most database
vendors. The monthly abstract journals
Resources in Education (RIE) and Curt-Hit
Index to Journals in Education (CUE) contain
this information in print form.

If your document is selected

you will be asked to sign an ERIC document
reproduction release form permitting your
paper to be reproduced in paper copy and/or
microfiche. ERIC microfiche collections can
be found in more than 650 libraries and
information centers. Individual microfiche

71

and paper copies may also be ordered from
the ERIC Doc ument Reproduction Service.

Approximately six months afteryour paper
is accepted, . ou will receive a complimentary
microfiche of you document and a r_eoy of
the entry appearing in RIE.

To submit

please send two copies to.

ERIC/EECE Acquisitions
University of Illinois
805 W. Pennsylvania Ave.
Urbana, IL 61801

Be sure to include your name, address, and
telephone number. If you do not ha.te an
ERIC reproduction release form, we be
glad to send you one when we receive your
document.

For further information, please write us at
the above address or call 12171 333-1386.

Authors retain opyright of documents
suLmitted to ERIC and may publish
them elsewhere Previou,ly published
documents are usuaily not accepted for
the ERK: document collection.



EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION

NATIONAL ASSOCIATIONS AND ORSANIZATIONS

Northeast Regional Exchange, Inc.
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NATIONAL EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION ASSOCIATIONS

Association for Childhood Education International (ACEI)
3615 Wisconsin Avenue, NW
Washington, D.C. 20016

Child Study Association of America
9 East 89th Street
New York, New York 10028

National Wad Start Association
P.O. Box 52528

Tulsa, Oklahoma 74152

National Association for the Education of Young Children
1834 Connecticut Avenue, NW

Washington, D.C. 20009

Play Schools Association
120 W. 57th Street
New York, New York 10019

Society for Research in Child Development
Institute of Child Study
45 Walmer Road

ronto, Ontario, Canada M5R 2X2

Scuthern Association Or _hi ldren Under Six
Box 5403
Brady Station
Little Rock, Arkansas 72215



NATIONAL EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCA1 ION ORGANIZATIONS

Action For Children's Television
46 Austin Street.
Newtonville, MA 02160

American Academy of Pediatrics
Committee on Infant and Preschool Children
1801 Hinman Avenue

Evanston, Illinois 60204

Child Care Information Exchange
C-44
Redmond, WA 98052

Child Welfare League of America
67 Irving Place
New York, New York 10003

Children's Bureau
0!fice of Child Development
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare
Washington, D.C. 20201

Children's Defense Fund
P.O. Box 7584

Washington. D.C. 20044

children's Television Workshop
One Lincoln Plaza
New York, New York 10023

Day Care and Child Development Council of America, Inc.
1401 K Street, NW
Washington, D.C. 20005

Day Care Information Service
8701 Georgia Avenue
Suite 800
Silver Springs, MD 20910

7!



Delta Phi Upsilon
National Honorary Fraternity of Early Childhood Education
c/o Thelma Provines
2920 Midweek Drive
Alhambra, California

Foundation For Child Development
Carnegie International Center
345 East 46th Street
Suite 700
New York, New York 10017
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REGION ONE

EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION ASSOCIATIONS

Northeast Regional Exchange, Inc.
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Name: [American Montessori Society
Address1:1150 Fifth Avenue

Address 2: I

City:

Zip:

New York State: NY

10011 Phone: 212-924-3209
Contact: j Type: IECE

2 Name:1008ton Assoc for the Education of Young Children
Address 1: 289 Summer Street

Address 2:

City: (Somerville

I

State: MA

Zip: 02160 Phone: I

Contact: Sandy Ruben ] Type: [ECE
3 Name:

Adams
Address

Early Childhood Educators
1: (Lesley College

2: 129 Everett Street

City: Cambridge State: 'MA
Zip:

Contact:

(02141 Phone: 617-668-9600
Professor Mary Mindess J Type: FETE

4 Name:

Address1:

Address

City:

Zip:

Contact:

!Kindergarten Assoc of CT
(Columbus School

2: IConcord Street

[Norwalk I State: CT

06854 Phone: 1203 852 -9615

(Susan Slama _.1 Type: (ECE

5 Name:

Address1:

Address

City:

N E Assoc for the Education of Young Children
14 Richard Road

2: I

(Vernon 1 State: CT

Zip: 060o6 I Phone:

Contact: (Maureen Staggenborg J Type: (ECE



6 Name: 'New York Assoc for the Education of Young Children
Address 1: 361 South Kilburn Road

Address 2:

City: !Garden

I

City State: NY

Zip: 111530 J Phone: L
Contact: 'Alice Brown I Type: IECE

7 Name: Western 11A Assoc for the Education of Young Children
Address1:180

Address 2:

City: 'South

Pearl Street

1

Hadley State: MA
Zip: 01075 Phone: 7
Contact: Jan Stetson Type: IECE

a Name:Fmthwestern
Address

Address

CT Assoc for the Ed of Young Children
1: 29 Terrace Place Ext.

2: 1

City: Meer Milford i State: itt

Zip:

Contact:

L06776 Phone: I
I

Judy Better I Type: IECE

9 Name:

Address1:172

Address

Southern PIE Assoc for the Ed of Young Children

2:

Bannybank Rd

I

City: South Portland State: ME

Zip:

Contact:

104106 Phone:

.)11112!)cl<ford Type: IECE

10 Name:

Address

Address

City:

(Hartford Aficoc fa' the Education of Young Children
1: 60 Tiffany Prive

2:1

(Windsor
1

State:
1CT

Zip: 06905 Phone:

Contact: Carol Kuszik Type: ECE



11 Name:INortheastern CT Assoc for the Ed of Young Children
Address 1: 604 Brown's Road

Address 2: r
City: 'Mansfield 7 State: CT
Zip: 106268 Phone: I

Contact: Terry Derso Tips: I ECE

Name: Southeastern CT Assoc for the Ed of Young Children
Address1:19

Address 2:

City: INinantic

Lake Avenue

I

State: CT
Zip: 06357 Phone: I

Contact: Anne Rock Type: ECE

13 Name:ISMreline
Address1:103

Address

Millie for the Education at Young Children
Williams Drive

2: I

City:

Zip:

Guilford State: ICT
06437 Phone:

Contact:

Name:INew

Address1:

Address

Sue Shultz 'i ype: IECE

14 Haven Assoc for the Education of Young Children
60 Hobart Street

2: L
City:

Zip:

New Haven State: CT

06511 Phone:

Contact: [Carla Horwitz Type: ECE

15 Name:Itlid
Mot -ss1:161

Address

Fairfield Assoc for the Education of Young Children
Wade Street

2: I

City: Bridgeport State: CT
Zip: 06604 Phone: I

Contact: Patsy Kohout Type: [ECE



16 Name: (South Fairfiell Assoc for the Ed of Young Children
Address 1: Noroton Presbyterian N.S.

Addrt-s 2: IP. 0. Box 340

City:

Zip:

Darien J State: (CT I
06821) I Phone:

Contact: Carol McGee Type: (ECE

17 Name:

Address

Address

City:

CT Association for the Education of Young Children
1: !Child

2;

'Norwalk

Work Center

ti_ Bartlett Ave

7 State: CT

Zip: 0050 Phone: L
Contact: 'Karin Salzmann I Type: FECE

10 Name:

Address

Address

(Southeastern MA Assoc for the Ed of Young Children
1: 235 North main Street

2: I

City: Acushnet I State: MA
Zip:

Contact:

[02143 Phone:

'Andrea St. Germain J Type: (ECE

19 Name:

Address1:111

Address

City:

I flentachusetts Assoc for the Ed of Young Children
Bruce Street

2: I

rLittleton I State: MA

zip: 01460 Phone: 1 J
Contact: (Diane Winhelma Type: (ECE

20 Name:

Addi ess1:

Address

NH Association for the Education of Young Children
18 Rumford Street

2:

City: Concord 7 State: NH

Zip: 03301 Phone: I

Contact: Sue Rowe Type: FECE
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21 Name: IVT Association for the Education of Young Children
Address1: Champlain College

Address 2: I

City: Burlington i State: {yr
Zip: .105401

Contact:

Phone:

Jim Squires Type: ECE

22 Name:

Address1:127

Address

City: (Portland

(Maine Association for the Education of Young Children

2:

Coyle Street

I State: ME

Zip: 04105 Phone: I

Contact: !Linda Rogoff Type: ECE

23 Name:

Address

Address

Eastern ME Assoc for the Ed of Young Children
1:

2:

12 a 7 French Street

I

City:

Zip:

Bangor State: ME

04401 Phone: I

Contact: (Nancy Jeffers I Type: [e.C.E

24 Name:

Address

Address

City:

[York Countg Assoc for the Ed of Young Children
1:

2:

(Limerick

(RFD *2

Oak 1095

i State: ME

Zip: 04048 Phone: (

Contact: Marsha Hodgkins Type: (ECE

25 Name: (Central ME Assoc for the Ed of Young Children
Address1:131 Prospect Street
Address 2: I

City: (Gardiner State: ME

Zip: 04345 Phone:

Contact: Mary Jane Grey Type: (ECE



26 Name: ILtl Assoc for the Education of Young Chi 'urea
Address 1:124 Humphreys Rd

At drass 2: E
City: !Barrington

I State:
Zip: 02806 1 Phone: r---
Contact: Police Butler 1 Type: IECE

RI

27 Name: lb' Association for Human Services
Address 1: IMO Asylum Ave

Address 2: I

City: Hanford State: [CT
Zip: r06105 1Ft:1e:1203-522-7762 1
Contact: IMei:hew Melned I Type: IECE

Mt:au:Montessori Association of CT
Address!: 'Montessori School of Greater Hartfora
Address 2. 1-7077;mington Ave

City: [West He rford 7 State:
Zip: .06119 Phone: L203-236-4565
Contact: Carol Kuszik 7 Type: IECE

CT
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....cfieginner's cfiiifiograriti?ig84
The nractical and readable materials listed here are especially caloable

for parents. teachers. and others who want to learn more about how
uung children grow and learn This samphrig of recent and classic

books, pamphlets, and perodwals represents our burgeoning knowledge
about early childhood education anci child development Order should

he plc,red with the publisher listed

A .'aiinistering Programs for Young Children. J F Brown
ed Washington 1' ; National \ssol t,rtton ;01 the f du. anonof Young (hildrei: l'+8 7 no

Addresses Issues directors face in pikAlding ht t wain.;
programs for ( etas; children staft health 1' es program.
and working with famil.

Before the Basics' Creating Conversat'- 4". Children
B Bo: Turn the Page Press 2t13 Baldest isosie Ole CA
95678 1983 $12 54I

resses that the child-centered pros ess is the key to Oil-
drett's iearnint, through everience

Birth to 0,7e "fear: Vonth 1)$ Month Descriptions of the
Baby's Development with S .ggestions for Games and Ac-
tivities, :.1 Segal The lailmati Fam,h, Pres:: 707 Westchester
Ave , 1 'bite Plains NY 10604 1984 s14 95. 57 05 pager

Ideas for parents and teachers to match d( tls;:t1,'S with the
child's development

Bfack Child CareHow to Pring 1.'p a Healthy Black
Child in America: A Guide to Emotional awl Psycholog-
ical Development. 1 P onier an.' 1 F Potissaint lurk
Simon & Sch.ter 19T,', 53 95

An exceptionalk supportt%e for it detstanding the
Black c hid from Infant thr..14. <Widest etu e

The Block Book, Rer . Ed. E s Hirc h k,ashington DC
National Asstwiatton for the Education of t oung hilc1ren.
1984 $7 00

Children learn with blot ks' See wh they are one of the
hest investments for children from toddlerhood through the
eiementary year

Hut Won't Granny Need Her Socks? Dealing Effectively
with Children's Concerns about Death and Dying. D W
Knowles ano N Reeves Dubuque, Iowa Kendall Hunt '383
$5 25

Helps adults respond appropriately to children':; questions
and concrns about death and dying

S3

"Careers in Earl} Childhood Education." kashington
C National Acsoc 'anon f 01, 1 do, AtiIn of tuung (1)11-

(ken, 1981 Single «ipv tree M,Ittl selt-addressed. stamped en-
velope

by teat h young children' F \piore. careers in the profe,-
,00n

Caring for Infants and .1 oddlers: What Works, What
Doesn't. Vol II R ,';reiigehauer gold R Lone. eds Child Cure
Information Exchange, PO Roy 2840, Redmond, WA 98073
1982 510 00

How to plan and operate good group progra, .; for infants
and toddlers

"Chocsing Good Toys for Young Children." S Feeney and
M Magarick Washington D( N anal Association for the
Education for Young Children, 108 1 Single copy free with self-
addressed, stamped envelope

Tips ior selecting and maloul the bes rys

Constructive Play: Applying Piaget in the Preschool, Rev.
Ed. CI F. Forman and F Hull, eds Menlo Park, Calif Addison-

e3ley, 1984 $12 50

()pen-ended at Lfities and , for children to learn
aoont the phvsical and sot arid es self a.; themselces

Creative Activities for Young r bildren. Chenfeld 7Necs
York Harcourt Brace Jos anovic h 198 1 5'20 95

A humanistic approach to child des elopment through
learning activities that appeal h < hildren

A Curriculum for Preschools. i Seefeldt Colurnims, Ohio
Merril., 1980 $13 95

Outlines a basic and sound approach for teaching young
chilo.en in gr.,ups

Curriculum Planning for Young Children, I F Brown, cu
Washington, DC National Assns iation for the Education of
Young Cniidren, 1982 $650

Practical curriculum activitiff and techniques presented
experienced teachers Includes many 01 the best articles

from Young Children

k;1 rOV`i lAVikilABLE



The Develonment of Lank rage and Reading in YoungChildren. 2nd ed S Nauru Columbus, Ohio Merrill 1978$1645

Describes how langrage develops through theory re-seire tad attrntion io the prerequisites for learning to read

Educating Special Learners. G P Cartwright C A C art
wright, and M E NA a rd Belmont, (uhf Wadst.)olth 1981
$18 (05

A comprehensive introductory text about handl( appedgifted, and other spec ial needs ( hildren

E-Icouraging Emph-yer Support to Working Parents:
Co'iimunity Strategies for Change. D Friedman I enter for
Public -Vivo( acy Resear( h 12 11 .i7th St New lurk
10018 198 i ;if 00

strategies and re, nirt for hurlcflnti good programs kir
%omit, ( hildren clot, emplot ..r support

Futhevhood Lr.S .1. 1) hllnn,.ul it Kohl and The I-attar-hood
( t land m X\ Nets lark'001t; 14'05

Nacional ;nide to pro4ranis s, n1( P.; and other re,oin (kir and about fathers

4 Good Beginning for Babies. Guidelines for Group Care.ints and Ii 1-21((u.ti .t-tunt.;ton D C National \-,,,(a
ation for the hdticatioo of `r (aim; ( hildren 197; $h 50

Prot tit.,11 ideas for ir iplenie,Itini., a high quality program i.,rintaiits ln( hides srit.lzestions t,,r program ,..lariring pl,. rum-' staff Ladd\ and health

Good Beginnings: Parenting in the Eari Yeats. I Ft,insand Meld High scope boo \ Rn er st l p ilanti MI ),-,197
1982 89 95

Sens,ble advict) or all areas of c hild develop' len', b.,- pmHit, of (1111(1R. . from birth throligh three

"Guidelines for Selecting Bias-Free Textbooks andStorybooks win( on r ,i(giac 1,11 Book-, for I hll(ir 'nIsll Broad\ av, Nen 1 ark lf" '1 't.5
sl.arns f a t hoo,nigh((,.,, free (); :clrreatypes

IN.H

Growing Grou ing Wonder: Jlelping Your ( budLearn from birth Through Fief ((r-gg and I I)
Knobs Nen lark Ma( ttttllan -(1

pr at lit al resourc e intert- a in helping their
hildren learn through re

Grnicing Up Free: Raising Four Child in the 80's. L
Pogrebm New York Bantam 1"81 $9

How to (1% Old the pitfalls in gender faecritistu and _''thanes
the tather's role

A C . p to Discipline. 1 (' sh kkasluh;ton D C National
A'.m)ciation for the Fden atton of \ ()ling hildren, 1-1,8 $2 00

What adults can do to avoid problems, how to help children
learn self-control, and shined nays to talk with children

"Helping Children Irarn about Reading." I A s( he ke-
clan? Washington D National \ssite lation for th, I din abon of lining Children, 1983 Single copy free ifh ,lt
addressed, stamped envelope

Rea' .f wits to ourage children s niterest and skill firreading u isolated lessons Suggests good 1,, (oks
( hildren from i ,fancy trough the early elemental-1, ,l',1",

"How to C'ioose a Good Early Chillhocd Pr% ,train
\kashingtor, D C National Assoc l ,tion for the Edo( , tioil
Young (Jill lren 1983 `incfle ,opy free vita self-aalt ,cu
stamped envelope Also aeatlable in Spanish

What b look for when selecting or altering 14h (
pnrgrarn for Young children

How to Generate Values in Young Children: It tegrit3,Honesty. Intl! :duality, Self-Confidence, and 14 isdom.
" Riley V8 ash igton 1) Nano ial sasso( ....tam for the F 0
,411(11 at 1u11ng I hildren )981 -I its
Dellionst,cltes 'ion adult,. treat riiclkt chiIf rent (' Ott t arlt, leading 1>la1, toilet (11n Kph iiapar orb( r (1.111 at 1/1,

"How to Pian and Start a eiood Fad) :baldhood t-ro-
grain." 1 , ,t t :ion I): NO, ft, Aff,' Ian. 11 )r thoatjuii cf tour1g !Wit( ti 1'481 ';14:( (ape :re) st
irfilressed stampeo lope

steps and ra ,our ( (1-,'loping (; r\for tnung children

Hon To Folk So Kith Will Listen and Usti,' So het, It illTalk \ Faber .,(lei ork \sof, I I 1";

entlithiasha (i4pr(1,1a, 01

411,,Ircii and ht ipnig them .uhf Oh, (r , , t ,hlt

1,0;01 Caregicing: A Disign for Ire ung. \ -
I 1 alit sir a usa I ni\ er,at\
stray uzw NI 1 i'OH "1

Gtr as ono trenui,.; ,ligge-tion, for hat lf lilt. at'A1,6.1;ers

' iff of ///.$ ('ore ;or. Re: tAt I I I' r'
( "e,; ,,,,t 11,

teldieis t

al girl', PflItf\,1, Ilai dl
It WI

1, _

.1u.st f'reteisilinglie.rs to Help Chi/then :,ran' flo-ouigh
!Ring-it:Wire Fla; wi 8( gin i;iel

0 0 tiff -N I Pret.tir. 1'081 impel
hinque lor pars its and tea( f( 1( ,,iirao hit-clf en's pr end pi iv

Managing the Dar ('ore l)ollurs: A Financial Handbook,
G 0, Morgan 1982 clighodge Mass steam .1061,from r,r plum (rti I'O B,\ '77, ` -It
'41i1 20712 or Toys n things i'ress 914, N I Lilt' foilMN 55103 1.7 95

A pro( tic al Imam al management ,'nude for (111111.a-, of
progralris for young t hddren

8 4 BEST GOPY AVAILABLE



More Than Graham Cr ackers: Nutrition Education and
Food Preparation with Young Children. N Wanainaker, K
Hearn, and S Richarz Washington, DC Nat,_ ^al Association
for the Education of Young Children, 1979 $4 (10

Recipes, finger plays, and teaming ideas- to help riuldren
learn to select and r :_pare nutritious footle

Music in Our Lives: The arly Years.. D maid
Washington. D C National ,- ,sociation for the Education of
Young Children. 1979 $3 Sh

You can teach children ,o _sing. listen and play instruments
even if your own skills are limited'

Number in Preschool and Kindergarten: Fducational Im-
plications of Piaget's Theory. C Kann' Washington, D C
Natiocal Association for the Educ ation of Young l hildren,
198) ;;;S tilt

Demonstrates lac;%% et e mist titities not workshe ets
help children learn about mitilieniahcs

Autrition for the Whole Family. I ( latqua and P M.
Clenahan I itgle.teltod CJHfis \ J Prenbt s595

Includes basic nutritional information and a wade variety
ideas for teaching children about nutrition

Oneness and Separatcrwss. i Kaplan New York Simon &
Schuster 1178

Poti ewkes the ;let elopment of an infant and ',tiddler
in her or l'.s priman relationstap with the mothering
nY

Pla: time Learning Games for Young Children. A S Honig
s1,-.cuse niversity Pres.," II)0) Ave -"yr a use NY
1 I21,- ';)S2 11

Eer- c at ways to ercrir h a c learning from ages 2 to
h for parents and family day care prodders

Quality Day Care: .4 Handbook of Choices for Parents
and Caregivers. R C F ndslet, and M R Bradbaro ngle-
wood c. litis N I Pt< nt.te-Hall s5

Pt hid < are trends aspet is of good programs and
for ..0-Ick miss and monitoring c bild c are

Kriciis 600d Children: Helping }our rhild Through the
Stow s os %fora! Deret,pment. 1 1 olo)I1,h Net. York ban-
tam PIS(

11,,,s to nelp r hildreo be«ane responsible and docent
people

Schoo -Age Child Care- An Action Manual. R K Paden, A(wri , J Levine an, M Seligson 'album House 1.1 Ded-
ham St , Dowr, r,1% 02030 1982 X15 (N

Comprehensive guide for starting .iii managing a program
for school-age children Includes sample to-ms

Stakes of Reading Development. I S Ntiw York
McGraw-Hill. 1 1M $1895

For pare nts, teca hr rs, and hoards of educatiod who want
to make informed des.isions about teach' g children to read

Strategies for Teaching Young Children. ed A
Schickedanz, M E York. I S Stewart and 1) White Engle-
wood cliffs, N.1 Prentice-Hall, l'i413 ';24'6

VI introduction to c urriculum deelop: lent fir young chil-
dren based on a whore t hilti approm h

Teaching: What Its All ,About. I \A \ ngla R (4 ;dawn
and 15 Anglin New York Harper & Row Pis2 $11 (in

Introduces prospectie teachers to ,he pr cession through
ei munterc with he real world

To Listen to a Child: Understanding the Normal Prob-
lems of Growing T 13 Brazelton Reading, Mass
Addison-Wesley, '984 $15 (I5

A positive approach to help adults uoderstano how chit-
dren's developmental needs are revealed through common
behaviors such ac fears and tantrums

Toward Understanding Children. "( tut kedani, D
hickedanz, ,ad P Forsyth Boston I ittle, Brown, I982

$19 95

A contemporary approach to learning about human devel-
opment from infancy through adolescence

85
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Traits of a Healthy Family. D Curran Winston Press, 430
Oak Grove, Minneapolis, M 4 55403 1983 $14 J5. $; 95 paps r

A refreshing approach to how families function well and
ways in which adults and children can build upon their
strengths.

Understanding the Multicultural Experience in Early
Childhood Education. 0 N. Saracho and B Spodek, eds
Washington, D C National Association for the Education of
Young Children, 1983 $5 50.

Suggests classroom p.Cctices and materials to celebrate
the unique contributions of many cultural groups

What Is Quality Child Care? B. M. Caldwell and A G HO-
hard III Washington, D C National Association le- the Edu-
cation of Young Children, 1935. Call NAEYC for price

Two perspectiv on professional child care--essential if
children are to become healthy and productive adults

Who Am I in the Lives of Children? 2nd ed S Feeney, D
Christensen, and F Moravcik Columbus, Ohio Merrill, 1983
$219;

A comprehensite introduction to the field of early child-
hood education for prospective teachers.

The Whole Child: Early Education for the Eighties. 3rd
ed J Hendrick St Louis Mosby, 1984 $24 95

I balanced and upbeat approach to teaching young chil-
dren through attention to learning and child development

Your Baby and Child: From Birth to Age Five. P Leach
New York Knopf, 1981 $15.95, $995 paper

A splendid self-help book abc it child development and
childrearing for all parents and teaci.;rs

Periodicals

Beginnings. P 0 Box 2890, Redmond, WA 94073 $20 00 per
year

A new quarter!), magazine on practical tope s of interest to
teachers of young c htldren

The Black Child Advocate. National BI,ck Child Develop-
ment Institute, 1 161 Rhode lid Aye N Washing on DC
20005 $12 50 per year

Quarterly newsletter advocating for Black chiluren and
their families

!I'M Care Information Exchange. P 0 Box 2890, Red-
mond, WA 9f2J73 $20 00 per year

Excelleta bimonthly management magazine for administra-
tors of child care programs

Childhood Eduratioa. Association for Childhood Education
International, 11141 Georgia Ate, Suite 200, Wheaton, MD
20902 $32 00 per year

Journal for teachers of childre!i from birth through adoles-
cence

Dimensions. Southern, Association on t hildren Under Six,
Box ,;403, Bret)/ Station, Little Roc k, AR 72215 $8 00 per year

Journal fo,' teache -s, directors, researchers, teacher edu-
cators, and others interested in young children

interracial stooks for Children Bulletin. C,ancil on Inter-
racial Books for Children, 1841 Broadway, New York, NY
10023. $1200 per year

A valuable newsletter for selecting children's books and
activities that fairly represent sex, age, culture, handicaps,
and other human qualities

Nurturing News. 187 Caselli Ave , San Francisco. CA 94114
$15 09 per year

Newsletter focusing on the role of men as teachers and
fathers of young children

School Age NOTES. P 0 Box 120674, N,-.shville, IN 37212
$12 95 per year

Birm athly newsletter for teachers and directors of pro-
grams i r school-age children

Young Children. National Association for die Lducation of
Young Children, 1834 cohnec tic ut Ave , N W , Washington, DC
20 '19 $2000 per year

Birnontoly journal corers practical ideas, research, theory,
new books, children's books and recordsall aspect of early
childhood education

Single copies of this brochure are tree with a self-
addressed, stamped, business-size envelope, 2-24 copies
251 each, 25-99 copies 10c each 100 or more copies 51
each from

National Association for the Education of Young
Children

1834 Connecticut Avenue, N.W.
Washington, DC 20009

202-232-8777 800-424-2460

Copyright ' 1984 by the National Association for the
Education of Young Children

Please inform VAEYC if you make copies to share with
parents, teachers, or students, for library reserve, or for
perronal use so that we will know which articles are most
valuable to our readers

Permission to reprint is required only if this material is
to be reprinted in another form such as a hook, newsletter,
or journal Request permission from NALYC in writing
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Resources for Early Childhood Professionals
National Asso-iation for the Education of Young Children

1834 Connecticut Avenue, N.W., Washington, DC 20909

NAEVC books!

#307
Administering Programs for Young

Children
Janet F. Browr Editor. Today's prog- Ina director faces many
demands: staff development, health protection, financial man-
agemtnt, program building, strengthening families, and ad-
vocating for high quality programs! Quite a task, but these
ideas, compiled from Young Children, will help you lead the
way! ISBN #0-912674-90.3. 1984 224 pp. $7.00

#132
The Block Book
Revised Edition
Elisabeth S Hirsch, Editor. Why are blocks one of thr hest
Laming materials for children from ages 2 through 12? Explore
how blocks contribute to every curriculum area, enjoy an-
ecdotes about how children's play is expanded with blocks, see
what masterful builders young children can be! Now with more
photos, an index, and a chapter on the elementary grades!
Order your new edition torlay to replace the worn one on your
shelf! ISBN #0-912674-86-5. 1984 215 pp. 87.00

#110
The Child's Construction of Knowledge
Meet for Teaching Children
George E Forman and David S Kirschner. Improve the quality
of your teaching with this exciting and understandable discus-
sion of bow Piaget's thanty can be applied every day In your
classroom! Offers unique learning encounters to intrigue chil-
dren between the ages of 2 and 5. Recommended for teachers
and upper-level students. ISBN #0-8185-0231-2. 1983 244

$6.09

#202
Now to Generate Values in Young

Children
Integrity, Honesty, Individuality, Self- Confident and

Wisdom
Sue Spayth Riley. Early reading, play, security blankets, art

Lac xcrnwc
1111114'S

nov I

(Jr- ht

,

I

activities, toilet learning, toy selection, disciplinehow adults
treat children does make a difference! Illustrated with real-lite
situations, this enticing book is filled with promise for parents
and teachers. ISBN #0- 912674 -88-I. 1984 54 pp. $4.50

#201
The Infants We < ,ire For
Revised Edition
Lat. L Dittman, Editor. How can we provide the 4t for
babies? Whether you work in some- or center-based programs,
you need this practical guide on ;RofessionaJ rare of infants
and toddlers. Identifies key questions em admission policies,
budgets, health precautions, staff training, legal respon-
sibilities, and more ... Contributors include T. Berry Brazelton
cnd Burton 1.. White. ISBN #0-9I267447-3. 1984 119 pp.

$3.50

#117
What Is Quality Child Care?
Bettye M Caldwell and Asa G. Hilliard III. Professional child
care is essential is children are to become healthy and produc-
tive adults. Caldwell and Hilliard challenge ear'y childhood
educo.ors and the nation to give future generations ttr.. best
care possible. The first 1984-85 NAEYC Comprehensive Mem-
bership Benefit! Call NAEYC for ordering information. ISBN
#0-912674-89-X. 1984

4 122
Woodworking for Young Child' ,a
Patsy Skeen, Anita Payne Tyner, and Sally Cartwright. What
woods are easiest to fork with? What kinds of hammers and
nails are best? How can you teach children woodworking ...
even U you ....et know a thing about carpent-y? This practical
guide answers your questions and suggests how to conduce a
woodworking wonoshop for parents, too. Give yourself a chance
to learn a new skill! The final 1983-84 NAEYC Compreharsive
Memborp Benefit. ISBN #0-912674-85-7. 1984 104 pp.

85.00



Color posters!
NAEYC proudly introduces four dazzling color posters to add to your
collection! Every caption proclaims your professional commitment to
young children. Great for classrooms, gifts, offices, children's rooms,

... wherever children and adults gather! 16" x 22". $4.00 each,
specify any four for $15.00, all eight for $25.00.

libm: our investroest in who'

I
*475 Children: our investment in the future

.

. I

t.

*478 Childhood's challenge:
mastering skills

*481 Discovry is learning

*476 Art: children's reflection
of their world

*479 Playnatural for
childrea

See p. iq for NAEYC's striking black and
white posters and your Commitment to

Young Children poster.

88

*477 Children learn to love
when they are loved

*180 In our hands ...

1

if 182 Begin with books!



Teaching ideas
#214
Activities for School-Age Child Care
Rosalie Blois, Elizabeth H Brady, Ida Bucher,
Betsy Hiteshew, Ann Zavitkovsky, and Docia Za-
vitkovsky. Children from 3 to 10 will relish these
terrific ideas for puppets, dramatic play, dance,
g,ardeaing, cookingand hundreds more! ISBN
00-912674-57-1. 1977 85 pp. $4.00

#106
Art
Basle for Young Children

Lila Lasky and Rose Mukerjz Throw out those
patterns and cols ring booksembark on some
realty good art adventures with children from
ages 2 through 10! Children love to weave, dr

,

mold, make prints, sew, and explore the world of
color. 'ibis NAEYC classic eAplains the impor-
tance of art for young children's learning. ISBN
#0-912674-73-3. 1980 164 pp. $5.00

#132
The Block Book
Too good to miss! Check out NAEYC- new books
oc p. 1 for details. $7.00

#127
The Cognitively Oriented Curriculum
A Framework for Preschool Teachers

David P. Weikart Linda Rogers, Carolyn Adcock,
and Donna McClelland. Classroom examples are
used to interpret and apply Piaget's theory of
cognitive development. ISBN #0-912674-07-5.
1971 196 pp. $5.5

#113
Curriculum Planninp for Young

Children
Janet F Brown, Editor What is the basic cur-
riculum for young children? What teaching tech-
niques arc most effective? Sec how what we
know about young children is put into practice!
Through play children leun to communicate.
explore the world, and crtate. Gleaned from the
best of Young Children. A terrific yet affordable
introduction to the profession! ISBN #0-
912674-d3-0. 1982 776 pp. $6.50

#131
Language in Early Childhood

Education
Revised Edifier'

Courtney B. Cazden, Editor. How does the early
childhood curriculum help young children learn
language? What kinds of experiences are best for
children who speak a dialect or a language other

Are you a new teacher? Experienced but tired of the
same activities year after year? A creative teacher ready to
rekindle your imagination? These books are just what you
need to put some zest in your teaching!

than English? How are language and rearming re-
lated? Practical suggestions for home and
schoolall based on research. ISBN #0-
912674 -74-1. 1981 170 pp. $6.00

#316
More Than Graham Crackers
Nutrition Education and Food Preparation with

Young Children

Nancy Wanamaker, Kristin Hearn, end Sherrill
Richarz Help children leas to select, prepare,
and enjoy nutritious foods. Yummy recipes,
tinge; plays, and teaching ideas. What are your
children fixing for snack today? ISBN #0-
912674-69-5 1979 100 pp $4.00

Music in Our Lives
The Early Years

Dorothy T. McDonald Go beyond rhythm sue--
and a record player! And out how you can teau,
children to sing, listen, and play instruments--
even if your own skills are limited. Music ranges
from silly songs to classical. ISBN #0-
912674 -65-2. 1979 76 pp. $3.50

#103
Number in Prer-hool and

Kindergarten
Educational Implicatic of Piaget's Theory

Constance Kamii What activities are better than
counting and worksheets for teaching number?
Hundreds of opportunities can be used every day
to help children learn about number: voting, di-
viding its, playing games, even cleanup! ISBN
#0-912674-81-6. 1982 92 pp. $3.50

#301
Science with Young Children
Bess-Gene Holt. Science is a way of doing things
and solving problemswhen we repair broken
toys, grow pants, examine a chicken bone ...
Build children's enthusiasm for learning about
science with this practical guide. ISBN #0-
9126A-53-9. 1977 142 pp. $5.00

#122
Woodworking for Young Children
Add this new dimension to your curriculum. See
p. 1 for details. $5.00
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elf-Discipline
How can you help young children to be

responsible, to care about others, and to
control themselves? These methods
work, and they respect the child's dignity
while preserving your own.

#213
Caring
Supporting Chit trews Growth

Rita M Warren. Sensitive but sound advice on
how to build chilizen's self-esteem, help them
handle harsh realities, deal with separation,
and comrryJnicate. ISIN #0- 912674-
54-7 1977 47 pp. $3.00

f.

#302
A Guide to Discipline
Revised Edition

Jeannette Galambos Stone. What can you do
in advance to avoid problems? What ao you
do when children spit, hit, kick, scratch, or
bite? Do you ever prnish a child? Your words
and manner helr ruldren discipline them-
selves. ISBN #0-912674-62-8. 1978 32 pp.

$2.00

#202
How to Generate Values in Young

Children
How we treat children do ts make a difference.
See p. for details. $4.50

tiNe
vaovel

-

Learning is activerunning through sprinklers, riding
tricycles, or playing games. Add variety to the cur-
ricuiLm with these refreshing ideas.

#100
Feeling Strong, Feeling Free
Movement Exploration for Young children

Molly SullipBnng your group together, warm up, and you
are ready for another exciting session. A step-by-step approach
for setting up a movement program for children from 3 to 8.
When did you last do The Tunnel or play Gibberish? ISBN
#0-912674-82-2. 1982 174 pp. $5.50

#317
Group Games in r Illy Education
Implications of Mager* aeory

Constance Kama and Rheta DeVries Foreword by lean Piaget
What are good group games? Why use group games? How do
competitive games contribute to children's development? In-
cludes directions for playing many new and favorite games.
ISBN #0-912674-71-7. 1980 272 pp. $8.50

4
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#101
Let's Play Outdoors
Kath' ,e Read Baker Suggest:, components of a good play
area, ..ecommends ef:lipment and experiences, and shows how
teachers make outdoor play valuable. ISBN #0-
912674-23-7 1966 45 pp. $2.50

#308
Mud, Sand, and Water
Dorothy M Hill What a glorious time children have with these
natural materialsso much better than a concrete playground!
The mess is worth it for children's learning. ISBN #0-
912674-52-0. 1977 35 pp. $2.50

#128
The Significance of the Young Child's Motor

Development
Georgianna Engstrom, Editor. Why is physical activity important
in early childhood? Relates all areas of development and gives
ideas to improve movement. ISBN #0-912674-32-6.
1971 55 pp. $3.00

,till



Getting to krow children
Sometimes in our rush to plan activities for the

next day we don't take time to really think about
children, their families, and all the factors in-
volved in their learning. But without this under-
standing we can't offer a meaningful curriculum.
As a professional, you nave a responsibility to
learn, too.

#318

The American Family
Myth and Really,

A Eugene Howard A powertul staf.ement on what families have been
and what they ran mean to us now ISBN #0-912674-75-X
1980 33 pp $2.00

AI'

ri 116 iporr
the Child's Constriik tion of Knowledge
Nagel for leaching htIctrn
Don't be intimidated by the title' See p I and you will be convinced
this book is for you' $6.00

129

Play
ihe Child Strives iovvard self-Reahlation

Georgiaina Engstrom, Editor A brief glimpse into the values of play
and how it affects child development By leading authorities includ-
3.1g Brian Sutton-Smith. Nancy Curry, and Sara Smilansky ISBN
#0-912674-30-X. 1971 72 pp $3.50

#125

Understanding the Multicultural Experience in
Early Childhood Education

Ohuta N Suract.o and t3ernard Sodek, Editors How can we cele-
brate the unique contributions of each cultural group while tos-
ttring children's competence and flexibility' Also reviews class-
room practices and materials a,:d tames issues about the
preparation of teachers ISBN #0-912674-84-9 1983 168 pp.

$5.50

#206

The Young Child
Reviews of Research. Volume 3

Shirley Moore and Catherine R Cooper, Editors Reviews recent
work in socioemoConal development, language and thinking, bio-
logical factors, and special needs. Filled with implications for teach-
ers An excellent graduate text. ISBN #0-912674-78-4 1982 304
pp. $7.00

Infants,
and toddlers

91

The first two years are so critical for children's de-
velopment, yet so much is still to be learned about
group care for infants and toddlers. Based on the best
research and theory, these books will help you pi ovide
the best possible professional care.

#212
A Good Beginning far Babies

for (soup t are

Anne Willis and Henry Maws What policies and procedures
are necessary when providing the best care for babies') Ad-
dresses relationships with families, groupirg. play. routines
staff. setting. and health Designed for centers or family day
care providers ISBN #0-912674-43-1 1975 213 pp $6.50

#319

Infants
Their Social Environments

Bernice Weissbourd and Judith Musick, Editors What do we
know about infants') !!ow can we apply that research in pro-
grams for children and families') Includes contributions from
Alice Honig, Magda Gerber, Rose Bromwich. Laura Dittmann.
and Diani Slaughter. ISBN #0-912674-76-8 1981 213 pp,

$7.00

#201-10.
The Infants We Care For
The latest guide lor high-quality care See p 1 for details

$3.50



Program planningmommillsommirdsms.e44 4 v._

#607 ?Ne"
Administering Programs for Young

Children
The latest for program directors See p. l for
details $7.00

#315

Administration
Making Programs Work for Children and Families
Dorothy W Hewes, Editor Covers topics as di-
verse as program objectives, nutrition and safety,
staff supervision, working with parents, and pro-
gram evaluation Written by successful admin-
istrators for Young Children Limited quantities
available. ISBN #0-912674-67-9 1979 248 pp

$6.00

120

Fundraising for Early Childhood
Programs

elting Started and Getting Results

Matta Finn What program doesn't deed ad-
ditional financial resources? Try these new and

proven ideas for new sources of fundingyour
small investment will be well worth the results!
ISBN #0-912674-81-4 !982 88 pp $3.50

#135

Parent Involvement in Early
Childhood Education

Revised Edition

Alice S Honig How have other programs suc-
cessfully promoted parent involvement? he ap-
proaches described here really work' ISBN
#0-912374-70-9. 1979 i20 pp $4.50

#115

Planning Environmeats for Young
Children

Physical Spat e, '-)et and F dition

Sybil Kruchevsky and Elizabeth Prescott with Lee
Walling Are traffic jams or aimless wandering
frequent in your classroom or playground? They
may because the space isn't organized as well as
it can be See how much more productive
childrenand teacherscan be in the right en-
vironment! ISBN #0-912674-28-8. 1977 56 pp.

$2.50

Children with special needsmimmammem
#121

Developme:..al Screening in Early
Childhood

A Guide

Samuel J Meisels What is the difference between
screening. evaluut:un. and readiness testing' What
can communities do to identify young children
who will benefit from special attention to their
needs before kindergarten' ISBN # 0-
912674-63-6 1979 60 pp $2.50

The pr,"essional

#114

Mainstreaming
Ideas for reaching loung Children

Judith Sobweine, Sheila Crimmins, and Carolyn
Mazel How ct..n ctivities accommodate children
with varying needs and abilities' These teachers
offer concrete suggestions for nlanning the day,
dealing with negative behavior, setting up the
classroom, and educating parents ISBN #0-
912b74 -77.6 1981 98 pp $5.00

early childhood educator
#200

Cireers with Young Children
Making Your Decision

Judith W Seaver, Carol A Cartwright, Cecelia B
Ward, and C Annette Heasley Student' Teacher?
Parent? If you are considering a career with or for
young children, this is the hoof for you! Explore
all the ways in which you can sei re Laildren or
their families. Includes a personal decison sur-
vey ISBN #0-912674-64-4 1979 96 pp. $5.00

r6n 92

#211

Early Childhood Teacher Education
Guidelines for Four- and Five-
Year Programs

Developed by '1AEYC and endorsed by NAEYC and
NCATE, these guidelines establish a Mandan, al
excellence for early childhood teackr education
programs ISBN #0- 912674- 7c. 2 1982
20 PP $3.00

117N rc
What Is Q.iality Child Care?
Two of the field's leaders discuss the essence of
NA-quality care for all young children See p I
to: details



Free brochure
for parents . . . reporters . . . business . . . policy makers . .

Let's publici-c. the value of high-qu:dity programs for young chil-
dren, their families, your community, and our nation! Distribute
these readable brochures at centers, schools. health facilities,
libraries, and tairsanywhere people gather. Promote them
through newsletters. magazines, the media Spread the word
about professional child (are'

4 4.-di 4e-
_ lieW;

# 302 If 0,14*.r

Beginner c Bil)hog aph%. Lists the newest and
best readings on hew young children grow and
learn Available November 1984

.tY 303

linsini.s. In, 1.fin% for Pro%idiog Child
( are a% .1 Benefit ti. 1 inidosees. ',our( fur
I tirthr Itiformatims Where tc find infor-
mation about tax incentives for employers who
s, ort child care i982

#505
Careers in Earh Childhood Education Why
is working with young children important" What
are some iareer opportunitizs" Lists resources
on careers, education, and credentialing 1983

t508
( [loosing Good loss for loung Children.
Guidelines for making or buying toys for chil-
dren from ages 2 to 6 Based on developmental
characteristics and the value of play for learn-
ing By Stephanie Feeney and Marion Maganck
1983

Vitt-

P41eW#510 it
Ccnio Escoger un Buen Programa de Edu-
acion Pre-Escolar que se deben filar

los padres para la selecciOn %;. una buena
escuela o centro para sus nifios" Este pam-
fleto enumera trete basicos indicadores
due se deben ercontrar en toda programa
de Education Pre-Escolar como tambien su-
guiere preguntas de como asistir y evaluar
cada una de as diferentes areas en el pro
grama 1984

fiwis Good
Toys

for wet Cligidm

#520
Helping Children Learn about Reading.
What can adults do to encourage children's in-
terest and skills in reading? Avoid isolated les-
sons on letters or sounds. These lively real-life
experiences will appeal to children from infancy
through the elementary years' By Judith A Schi-
ckedanz. 1983

#525
How to Choose a Good Earl!, Childhood
Program What should you look for in a good
center - young children" Make sure your chil-
dre cared for by professionals Use these 13
indicators to look for high-quality prorams
1983

#515 .."IrVe°2
Now to Plan and Start a Good Earl) Child-
hood Program Thinking about starting a pro-
gram for young children" Tots brief brochure is
packed with the steps you need to take and
resources to consult so you can offer a hie-
quality program 1984

4 540
What Are the Benefits of Quality Child Care
for Preschot. Children? Documents the val-
ues of early childhood education 1982

Single copies are FREE!
Just send a self-addressed, stamped business

envelope to NAEYC. 1834 Connecticut Avenue.
N W, Washington, DC 20009 Don't forget to 1.st
the titles at the brochures you want Attach 401
postage for two or more brochures

Esen large quantities are AFFORDABLE,
Bulk orders are welcome
2-24 opt?, 'Sc t tit tt

lo< ea, 11

rt 1111)T, i ti), ''1,

Place your order today'

We Love You Buckle Up! Ao-
#546

ChM safeb restraints sate lives and they a, e required by
lava in most states Ear,v childhood teachers can influence
hddren and their parents to take a few extri sec unds to buckle

up for every ride with this new eas-to-unp/ement and afford-
able c urriculur, the curriculum uses real experiences that are
n"Ingful to Children and their pare its The ado, Ines can be

,porated into ). our turn( ilium without renting eepensite
films or making specal materials

NAL\ Cs trl c Lore you Buckle 'p' curriculum contains an
8 -page teacher's guide. a book to read to children handouts to
copy for parents a sheet of 35 stickers for children and infor-

'nation about child passenger
safety All ior only $.3 IN, chile
supplies last' Additional sheets of '35
suckers 3 #547 are a. enable

1 -10 sheets of stickers $1 00 eat h
11 or more shec (S of stir kers 500 eat h
We IA we )au Buckle i p' µas developed in cooperation

with the 11 S Lepartment of 1 ransportation, !National Highway
Traffic Safety Administration Offn e of (h cupant Protection
The Washington State Trani( Safety Commission and the Ma-
zer Corporation

7 93
BEST COPY AVAILABLE



"Our Association used to be small, and now we are large. We used to betimid, and now we are becoming bolder. We used to be quiet, but nowwe speak with a loud voice. We used to have a poor self-concept, andnow we are becoming proud and confident ... [Our members] provide
one of the most vital services possible in any societythe care, nurture,and education of the young, who represent the future of the society."

Bettye M. Caldwell, NAEYC Presteent 1982-1984.

The National Association for the Edu-
cation of Young Children offers pro-
fessional development opportunities to
early childhood educators designed to im-
prove the quality of services to children
from birth through age 8the critical
years of development. Among the oppor-
tunities for professional growth are
NAEYC's

Annual Conference
refereed journal Young Children
books and brochures
Week of the Young Child
Membership Action Group grants, and
the new National Accreditation Proj-
ect for Early Childhood Programs.

NAEYC, a respected and growing net-
work of nearly 43,000 members in almost
300 local and state Affiliate Groups, was
founded in 1926. Our commitment to good
programs for children and professional de-
velopment has been demonstrated through
support of major efforts such as Head Start,
the Child Development Associate Creden-
tialing and Training Program, and adoption
of Early Childhood Education
Guidelines for Four- and Five-Year Pro-
grams (see p. 6).

Annual Conference
Network with other professionals at

NAEYC's exciting Annual Conference! Each
year about 12,000 early childhood edu-
cators gather to exchange ideas and make
contacts with others who share similar
goals and concerns about young childrei
and their families.

Every facet of the conference is desigr
to stimulate your professional growth.

hear leading authorities address
issues of broad concern

attend preconference sessions for in-
depth study

select from hundreds of conference

sessions on diverse topics ranging from
make- and -take to research

-7.onvene with related organizations
and groups

preview films for adults and children
tour local early childhood programs
view the latest materials from edu-

cation suppliers
Join the bustle with thousands of other

early childhood educators in an incredibly
moving professional experience! NAEYC's
spirited conference builds camaraderie
and professionial re! Ationships that re-
affirm our commitment to young children.
See you there!

November 8-11, 1984
Los Angeles, Cellfornia

November 14-17, 1985
New Orleans, Louisiana

For further information, contact NAEYC.
202-232-877'7 800-424-2460

How to join NAEYC
Any interested person committed to fos-

tering the growth and development chil-
dren from birth through age eight may join
NAEYC. Regular, Student, and Com-
prehensive NAEYC members receive six
issues of Young Children, reduced
NAEYC Conference registration tees, v )ting
privileges, and opportunities to participate
in several insurance plans. Life members
receive these benefits for life.

Comprehensive members receive a vol-
uble additional servicenew NAEYC
books are automatically mailed to them
immediately atter they are printed! No
waiting for new book announcements, no
extra orders to fill out, no additional
checks to write.

CT) 94

Membership Caiegor) Dues

Independent

Comprehensive 5 45 00
Foreign S 55 00

Regular or Student S 20 00
Foreign S 25 00

Comprehensive Life $500.00*

Life
5250 OW

Affiltate

Affiliate Group dues vary based on the ser-
vices provided National dues are reduced
for Affiliate Group members. Call NAEYC for
information about your nearest group

*Life memberships may be paid in 5 equal
annual installments Call NAEYC for details

To join NAEYC, complete the form
on p. 11

NAEt'C's membership year begins
October 1.

e9202-232-8777 800-424-2460

Young Children
Keep abreast of the latest developments

in early chilC sod education with Young
Children, NAEYC's professional refereed
journal! Teachers, teacher educators, re-
searchers, and others rely on Young Chil-
dren's unique readable yet scholarly ap-
proach. Articles, book reviews, children's
book and record reviews, public policy in-
formation, and Association information
appear in each issue tc prc vide a well-
rounded view of the field. Request a
sample copyyou'll see why Young Chil-
dren is considered THE journal for all
early childhood educators.
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Reprints

Reprints of articles are available for
$2.00 each. Single issues may be purchased
for $2.75 for the current volume year, $1.10
for previous issues. Please indicate specific
volume and issue when ordering. ,

Young Children is available in mi-
croform from these distributors. Orders
should be placed directly with these
firms, not with NAEYC.

NCR

Source Document
Services Division

3100 Valleywood Dr.
Dayton, OH 45421
513-445-5445

University Microfilms
international

310 N. Zeeb Rd.
n Arbor, MI 48106

313-761-4700
8011 - 521.3044

la° Microform
Route 100
Mitwood, NY 10344
212. 823-5940
914.762-2200

Micro Photo Division
Bell & Howell
Old Mansfield Rd.
Wooster, OH 44691
716-264-6666

Subscriptions
Libraries, schools, and agencies may

subscribe to irntmg Children at any time
for $20.00 per year. F, ',reign subscriptions
are $25.00 (US. funds).

Comprehensive subscriptions that in-
clude Young Children and automatic re-
ceipt of Newly released NAEYC books are
available for 145.00 per year. Foreign com-
prehensive subscriptions are $55.00 (US.
funds).

Introduce a colleague to Young t.7!til-
dren with a gift subscription! Send your
name and address, and the name and ad-
dress of the person to receive the sub-
scnptton, with your check to NAEYC The
recipient will receive a gift ce;i1 in your
name

To subscribe to Young Children com-
plete the form on p. 11
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New larger

4

size'
These sk.dy library files and binders

made expressly for Young Children will
complement your professional library' They
are bound in handsome burgundy library
fabric and stamped with the new Young
Children logo in gold leaf Each holds 18
issues of the NEW larger Journal which be
gins with November 1984 See p 13 of Jul%
:984 Young Children to order the smaller
size for past issues Do not send checks to
NAEYC.

Each 3 6

Files $695 $?0 00 $3600

Binders $8 50 $24 75 $48 00

Add $2.50 per unit ordered for orders outside
the Uniteo States

p______-

Order from Jesse Jones Industry
PO. Box 5120
Dept. VC
Philadelphia, PA 19141

Week of the Young Child \
Children: Our Investment In the Future

Sparkling r.ew colorsturquoise and 311Vefi
Plan now for your community's celebration of the Week of

the Young Child with balloons. posters, flyers, buttons, andartwork.
flyers point out to parents, business, and the media why

goof programs for young children are important 05.00 for
160

artwork of the WOYC logo can be reproduced to highlight
your local promotion 01.00 for 2 sheets of 7 different
logos

posters proclaim it is the Week of the Young
Child! 05.00 for 10

BLS I COPY AVAILABLE

Contribute t-
NAEVC's
Development Fund . .

receive this
portfolio

Contribute to the future of your pro-
fessional association and publicize your
commitment to young children by
carrying this attractive blue NAEYC
portfolio containing a note pad and
pocket for papers This gift will be sent
to each person who contributes $50 or
more to NAEYC's Development Fund.
NAEYC is growing rapidly in size and

in scope. Contributions to the NAEYC
Development Fund are deposited in a
savings account to bear interest for fu-
ture expansion and to replace funds
used for new projects

Contributions to NAEYC's Develop-
ment Fund are tax deductible and will
be acknowledged by mail Ma!te checks
payable to NAEYC Development Fund
and mail to 1834 Connecticut Avenue,
N W., Washington. DC 20009

(
i Air siv"..-stinent
lit die him:

multicolored balloons brighten displays, open houses.
and balloon launches across the country $5.00 for package
of 50

buttons proclaim your commitment to young children
throughout the yez (r diameter) $12.00 for 50

All items sold in sets as indicated. No shipping charges for
prepaid orders. Order earlysupplies are limited! For further
information about cel,brating the Week of the Young Child,
check The Affiliate or aik your local NAEYC Affiliate Croup
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Posters
great for gifts!

#151
Commitment to Children. 8W x 11" poster
in brown on ivory. Suitable for framing. Makes a
perfect gift for professional% in the field. $2.00

Black and white
posters

Covers from Young Children make a clear
statement about your commiThent to your
profession, too. All are available ; limited
quantities while supplies last. 1. x 23".

$1.50 each. 10 or more $1.00 each.
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NAM order form 9 membership application subscription request
Quantity NAEYC # Title/description Unit price Total price

$

$

$

$

$

# $ $

Publications subtotal

II 0} C' flyers sets of X) $ 5 00 $

Ii (WC logo 2 sheet set $ 1 00 $

ROC posters set of 10 $ 5 00 $

WOYC balloons pRgs of 50 $ 5 00 $

WOW buttons pkgs of 30 $12 00 $

--,1- 4

w-,
..,

NAEYC Membership. Check here and add your dues
to your order See p 8 for details

Comprehensive $450( ($5500 foreign. US funds )

Regular or Student $2000 ($25 00 foreign, US funds)

Comprehensive Life $500 00

__ _Regular Life $250 00

_CHECK HERE TO JOIN THROUGH AN AFFILIATE
GROUP ENCLOSE NO MONEY

Young Children subscription
( omprehensive $45 00 ($55 110 foreign, US funds)

Regular $20 00 ($25 00 for -ign, U S funds)

WOYC subtotal

(aua shaded areas' TOTAL

NAE\ C 1984-85 Membership Dues
or journal subscription

Contribution to
NAEYC Development Fund

PAY THIS AMOUNT
(U.S. funds only)

'

$

$

Save money with dscounts for orders for the same tale 10%
discount- 10 -4:) copies. 20% discount-50-99 copies. 25%
discountmore than 100 copies

Name

Street

City

State ZIP_ ___

Mail to NAEYC, 1834 Connecticut Avenue, N.W.
Washington, DC 20009

No shipping charges for prepaid orders! Shipping
will be added to billed orders.

Make checks payable to NAEYC (U.S. funds on/y).
Orders of more than $20.00 may be billed. Call

NAEYC for fast service on billed orders:
202-232-8777 800-424-2460

For NAEXC use

Date Ck # Amt
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Coming soon!
More great NAEYC books will be released throughout

the next year, including these topics:
Early Reading and Writing by Judith Schickedanz.

The book all early childhood educators and parents have
been waiting forsee NAEYC's brochure "Helping Chil-
dren Learn about Reading" for a preview of what to
expect.

Sale! Limited quantities!
Order now%

#111

Brain end Learning: Directions in EU.. Are you teaching for
both sides of the brain? !Cs eas:er than you think! $2.00

#300

Early t. hildhood Education: An Introduction to the Pro-
fession. Discover the joys and challenges of working with
young children. $1.00

#1134

English Primar Schools. How can programs here be as
successful as those in England? $1.50

#112

Ethical Behavior in Early Childhood Education. A code of
ethics for dealing with professional dilemmas. $1.00

prole.mionais frnin
-o

=
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Helping Children 1 nderstand Peace, War, and the
Nuclear Threat by Nancy Carlsson-Paige and Diane E.
Levin. A difficult subject, but one that must be dealt with
by teachers and young children if peace is to be
achieved.

Teaching Child Development by Elizabeth Jones.
This lively approach for adult education developed a..
Pacific Oaks will revolutionize your classes and work-
shops!

And more. Watch Young Children for NAEYC's new
book announcements. Or join as a Comprehensive Mem-
ber and watch your mailbox for your books!

#215
A Festival of Films. Descriptions and ordering information for
films shown at N.AEYC Conferences. $1 00

It 109

One Child Indivisible. A stimulating potpourri of topics in
early childhood education. $2.75

#208
Perspectives on Child Care. Marian Edelman, Edward Zigler,
Walter Mondale, Evelyn Moore, and others. $.75

#311

Teaching Practices: Reexamining Assumptions. Do we al-
ways apply what we know about young children? $1.75

#207
Young Child: Reviews of Research, Vol. 2. Research
about how children grow and lean. $3 00

National Association for the Education of Young Children
1834 Connecticut Avenue, N.!. ,Ar Washington, DC 20009

es 202-232-8777 8004244411
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word to
parents

Parents often think that children learn about
reading in elementary school. The truth of the
matter is that many children already know a lot
about reading when they enter kindergarten be-
cause parents have been teaching their children
about reading from the time the children were
born.

The methods parents use to teach children read-
ing differ from those typically used in elementary
school. Parents help .:hildren learn about reading
every daywhen thq take them to the grocery
store or when they point out street signs, for ex-
ample. This kind of experience with print gives
children a broad and meaningful introduction to
reading. Reading really cannot be learned very
well if we start only with lessons on isolated letters
and sounds. If reading is to make sense to chil-
dren, they must see how it is used in life.

Think how silly it would be to give a baby talking
lessons, to make sounds out of context and then
expect the baby to repeat these! The baby might
learn to make sounds and say words, but might
never learn to use words to communicate with
others. While children enjoy playing with lan-
guage, they need much more to learn how to read.

Children who become good readers are those
who have had many experiences with print during
their early years. They probably have seen their
parents reading for pleasure or ti obtain infor-
mation. Reading becomes a part of their lives long
before elementary school. Even after children en-
ter elementary school, families can provide a vari-
ety of experiences that will help children make the
best of their activities in a larger group. Although
schools may have capable and dedicated teachers,
schools are by their nature isolated from the larger
world. Children learn from everythirg they see and
doat home, at school, anti everywhere else. Here
are some ideas for families who want to help their
children learn about reading.



Language Is the cornerstone of reading development.

How parents can help

Infants

Talk to your babyduring bathtime, at play,
when changing clothes or a diaper, at feeding
times Language is the cornerstone of reading de-
velopment.

Sing to your babychildren's songs or anything
that you enjoy.

Prop up a cardboard book for the 2 to 4 month
old baby in the crib or on the floor. Select books
with simple, bright pictures.

Read or recite nursery rhymes to your baby.
Babies from 6 to 12 months will look at, chew,

pound on, or toss books. Cardboard or cloth books
can be part of a child's toy selection. Paper books
can be reserved for lap reading times.

Name and point to the pictures in books when

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

your baby seems interested.
After you have been naming pictures for a few

weeks, begin to ask "Where's the teddy bear?"
Soon your baby will bat at or put a finger on the
picture of the teddy bear.

Babies can ask "What is that?" by pointing to
pictures and battling. This question-and-answer
game is fun and helps increase your baby's vocab-
ulary.

Before the age of 1 year, most babies like to
handle books more than they like to listen to you
read. Your baby's behavior will make it clear which
is more interesting at the time.

Babies who laugh and smile when you play Pat-
a-Cake, Peek-a-Boo, or This Little Piggy are old
enough to play these games.

When your baby is old enough to sit up easily in
a grocery cart, give her or him small unbreakable
items to hold, such as a little box of raisins or
crackers. Talk with your baby about the box and
what is inside.

If you go to a restaurant that uses paper place-
Mats, point out the pictures on the placemat. Bab-
ies also enjoy holding plastic-covered menus.

Take your baby to the park, the zoo. the library,
the store. Babies learn from everything they see.

Babies can sit on your lap, in an infant seat, or
in a 'nigh chair while you write letters or make
grocery lists. Talk to your baby about what you are
doing. Offer toys to younger babies. Children from
about age 1 can begin to use blunt writing instru-
ments such as watercolor markers to write on their
own paper.

Junk mail is Weal reading material for your baby
while you read the other mail. Just make sure baby
doesn't eat the mail!

At about 1 year of age children may begin to
notice the letters on wooden blocks or other toys.
Talk about the letters or words and what they
mean.

Toddlers

Toddlers will continue to ask questions about
pictures or print. You can help your /toddler make

1 Q (she transition from "Dat?" or "Whassat?" to "What's
that?" by repeating "What's that?" befOre answer-



ing the question.
Stories can be used occasionally to help a child

make a transition between active play and more
restful activities Reading books at bedtime has
been a favorite of children for generations.

Toddlers who have been read to since babyhood
sometimes ask you to read their favorites repeat-
edly. Sometimes you may want to encourage your
toddler to read the book alone while you are close
by to comment. Other times when you read
together you may want to pause before a famlar
word to give your child a chance to point to the
picture or say the missing word. Rhyming books
are a good way to introduce this game.

Toddlers love to write and draw. Shelf paper or
discarded computer paper makes inexpensive
large sheets. Offer wide- and thin-tipped water-
color markers to your child. Establish a place for
drawing to help your toddler understAnd that walls
are not for drawing on. Drawing materials should
be kept out of the toddler's reach. but offered
often.

Children enjoy sticking magnetic letters on the
refrigerator Soon you can spell the child's name,
or the names of other family members. You can
name the letters as you would any other object.
Sometimes, just for fun, make your child's name
and leave a few other letters as well. Ask your child
to find her or his Paine. Increase the number of
extra letters as the toddler's skills grow.

Take your child to the library or bookstore to
choose books. Some libraries have story hours for
toddlers.

Continue to encourage your child to write shop-
ping lists with you. Give your child coupons for a
few favorite grocery items, and ask her or him to
show you the coupon for a specific item.

Expand your child's horizons by taking short
trips to interesting new placesa street festival, a
sheep-shearingand talk about what is hap-
pening. Read posters or programs for the event.
Before you go, prepare your child by discussing
what you will do. Read about similar functions if
possible.

Letters or thank you notes drawn by toddlers
may be treasured by friends and relatives. Be sure
to read letters aloud when they arrive from others. I 0

Preschoolers
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Your child is ?robably saying familiar stone:
along with yi t,y now, or perhaps insists on read-
ing to you sometimes. If you are reading and skip
a word, you will surely be corrected. This is an
extremely important step in learning about read-
ing. Add some nev' books to your child's col-
Intion, of course, but keep reading old favorites.

At this age, shopping is still a marvelous way to
help your child see how print works. Preschoolers
can select items from the shelf. Cocking together
is a terrific way to demonstrate how reading can be
used to follow a recipe. Children can assemble the
ingredients, stir, and pour while you read the di-
rections.

When eating out, read napkins, placemats, and
other printed items with your child. Some of the
games printed on placemats are for older children,
but younger ones may enjoy drawing on the
paper

Take books with you on long rides or for times
when you must wait quietly.

Play games such as Go Fish, Hi-Ho! Cherry-0, or
picture dominoes. Read the directions aloud and
point out print on the materials. Don't expect pre-
schoolers to play games perfectlythey have dif-
ferent ideas about what it means to follow rules.

Children ages 4 or 5 may begin to ask about
print in books. You also might want to call atten-
tion to the print by asking questions such as
"Where does it say Max on the boat?" Books with
labeled pictures make it possible for children to
use their knowledge of pictures to read the words.

Help your child make greeting cards. Older chil-
dren might want to copy some words, or may ask
for spellings. Give one letter at a time. Now writing
materials can be made freely accessible to chil-
dren. Typewriters or home computers might also
be a way to encourage emerging writing skills.

Use magnetic or wooden letters to spell impor-
tant words for your child. You might make a few
cards with these words written on the,a so that the
child can select letters to form the words.

Cooking together is a terrific way to demonstrate how
reading an be used to follow a recipe.
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School-age children

Continue to read to and with your child, espe-
daily at bedtime, even if your child has learned to
read. You can read one page and then your child
can read one page.

Regular stops at the library are still important.
Many libraries issue cards to children who can
write their own names.

Control the amount of TV that the family
watches. Have a family quiet hour every night for
reading, writing, or doing homework

Purchase stationery or paper, pens, and stickers
for making stationery so your child can write
thank you notes or greeting cards.

Encourage story writing by listening to the
stories your child writes Typewriters or home
computers are excellent helps for story writing

Join in when your child tells jokes or riddles
Language play helps your child think about
sounds, words, and meanings.

Play word games such as Scrabble or Boggle
with your child. Purchase inexpensive books of
crossword puzzles and other word games that are
convenient for taking in the car.

Books for parents
Butler, D. Babies Need Books. Ne' York: Ath-

eneum, 1982. Lots of good ideas and _mime strong
opinions about how and what to read to very
young children.

Butler, D. Cush la and Her Books. Boston: The
Horn Book, 1979. A case study of a handicapped
child and how books played an important role
from infancy.

Butler, D.; and Clay, M. Reading Begins at
Home. Exeter, N.H.: Heinemann, 1979. Gives sen-
sible information about what reading really is.
Provides many ideas for parents.

Chan, ). S. Stages of Reading Development. New
York: McGraw-Hill, 1983. Gives a thorough
description of each stage a child goes through in
learning to read. Differentiates prereading from
initial reading stage.

Larrick, N. A Parent's Guide to Children's Read-
ing. 5th ed. New York: Bantam Books, 1982. Good
lists of books for children.

Rossi, M. J. M. Recd to Me: Teach Me. Wau-
watosa, Wisc.. American Baby Books, 1982. Good
descriptions of many books for children from birth
to age 5.

Books for children
These are some of the many good books for

young children. The children's librarian can help
you find others of interest to your child.

2 to 6 months

Baby's First Golden Book Series. Little Animal
Friends, What Does Baby See?, Play with Me,
Winnie the Pooh's Rhymes (by A. A. Milne, 1967).
Racine, Wisc.: Western Publishing, 1977. A set of
four books with content related to a baby's life:
animals. toys, games, and rhymes. Plastic coated
paper that can be m ,u thed.

Bruna. Dick. My Toys. New York: Methueh,
1980. A zig-zag book. Good for propping up and
naming pictures.

Clorao. Kay. The Baby's Lap Book. New York:
Dutton, 1977. Rhymes and verses to read while

102



baby is in your lap
Looking at Animals. Los Angeles: Price/Stem

Sloan, 1981. Stiff cardboard and colorful. Good
for looking at and naming pictures

6 to 12 months
All those listed above, and these:
Baby's First Book. New York. Platt & Munk,

1960. Stiff cardboard pages with many familiar
objects to name.

Bruna, Dick. B Is for Bear. New York: Methuen,
1967. A colorful alphabet book.

Gillham, Bill. The First Words Picture Book. New
York: Coward, McCann, & Geoghegan, 1982.
Color photographs of familiar objects. Paper
pages.

Miller, John P. The Cow Says Moo. New York:
Random House, 1979. A :loth book with farm
animals and their sounds.

My House. New York: Golden, 1978. Stiff card-
board book with colorful pictures of everyday
things. Rounded corners make it safe for the be-
ginning sitter.

Sesame Street. Ernie and Bert Can . . . Can You?
New York: Random House, 1982. A little Chubby
Book with cardboard pages that spring up to ease
page turning.

12 to 24 months
Brown, Margaret Wise. Goodnight Moon New

York. Harper & Row, 1975. Lovely simple story in
which many things are told goodnight.

Burningham, John The Blanket. New York.
Crowell, 1975 A little boy can't find his blanket so
everyone looks for it.

Freeman, Don. Corduroy New York. Penguin,
1968. Your child may not yet have enough
patience to listen to the story, but many toddlers
love to find Corduroy on each page

Fuiikawa, Gyo. Baby Animals. New York: Gros-
set & Dunlap, 1975. A lovely stiff cardboard book
with simple text and charming pictures.

Scarry, Richard. Best Word Book Ever. New
York: Golden, 1980. A book virtually filled with
pictures to name and talk about.

in3
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2 to 3 years
Carle, Eric. The Very Hungry Caterpillar. New

York: Philomel, 1972. A tiny caterpillar grows fat
from eating all kinds of things The repetitive and
predictable verse and delightful illustrations will
charm children.

Keats, Ezra Jack. The Snowy Day. New York:
Penguin, 1962. Children will identify with Peter
who has fun playing in the snow.

Spier, Peter. Gobble, Growl, Grunt. Nei York:
Doubleday, 1971. Pictures of dozens of animals
and their sounds.

3 to 5 years
These plus the 2 to 3 years list:
Heller, Ruth. Chickens Aren't the Only Ones.

New York. Grosset & Dunlap, 1981. A beautiful
book about animals who lay eggs. Informativ' and
delightful.

Kredenser, Gail, and Mack, Stanley. One Danc-
ing Drum. New York: S. G. Phillips, 1971. A count-
ing book with wonderful alliteration and ten inter-
esting instruments.

McCloskey, Robert. Blueberries for Sal New
York: \ king, 1948; New York: Penguin, Picture
Puffins, 1982. A little bear and a little girl mix up
their mothers while gathering blueberries.

Wildsmith, Brian. Brian Wildsmith's ABC. New
York: Franklin Watts, 1962. Beautifully illus-
trated, as are all Wildsmith's books.

Single copies of this brochure are free with a self-
addressed, stamped, business-size envelope. 2 24
copies 25C each, 25 99 copies 10C each. 100 or more
copies 5C each.

National Association for
the Education of You' ij Children

1834 Connecticut Avenue, N.W.
Washington, DC 20009
202-232-8777 800-424-2460

Copyright ID 1983, by the National Association for the
Education of Young Children. All rights reserved. Re-
production in whole or part without written permission
is strictly prohibited.



For further information
Ifyou have remaining questions about how to

select a good program, consult an NAEYC Affili-
ate Group, the early childhood department of a
local college, your state licensing agency, the
resources listed here, or others knowledgeable
about early childhood education.

Choosing Child Care: A Guide for Parents, by S.
Auerbach. Institute for Childhood Resources, 1169
Howard St., San Francisco, CA 94103, or from E. P.
Dutton through any bookstore Paper $7 25, hard-
cover $15.00. 1982.

The Day Care Book: A Guide for Working Parents to
Help Them Find the Best Possible Day Care for Their
Children, by G. Mitchell Stein and Di;:, Scarborough
House, Briarcliff Manor, NY 10510. $10.00. 1979

A Parent's Guide to Day Care. U S Department of
Health and Human Services, Administration for Chil-
dren, Youth and Families, Day Care Division.
Gryphon House, 3706 Otis St , P.O. Box 217, Mt.
Rainier, MD 20712. Paper $4.45 1981.

Quality Day Care: A Handbook of Choices for Par-
ents and Caregivers. by R. G. Endsley and M. R. Brad-
bard Prentice-Hall Gemral Book Marketing, Special
Sales Division, Fhglewood Cliffs, NJ 07632 $5.95.
1981

Single copies of this brochure are free with a self-
addressed, stamped, business-size envelope, 2-24
copies 25C eat h; 25-99 copies IOC each; 100 or more
copies 5C each. Address orders to

National Association for the Education of
Young Children

1834 Connecticut Avenue, N.W.
Washington, DC 20009
202-232-8777 800-424-2460

Copyright 1984, by the National Association for the
Education of Young Children. All rights reserved. Re-
production in whole or part without writtan per-
mission is strictly prohibited.

Cotter photograph by Robert Settles
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Agood early childhood program can benefit
your child, your family, and your community.
Your child's educational, physical, personal,
and social development will be nurtured in a
well - planned program. As a parent. you will feel
more confident when your child is enrolled in a
suitable program, and the time your family
spends together will be more satisfying as a re-
sult. Early childhood education plays an impor-
tant role in supporting families. and strong fam-
ilies are the basis of a thriving community.

If you are thinking about enrolling your child
in an early childhood program, you probably
have already decided upon some of your basic
prionties, such as location, number of hours.
cost. and type of care that best suits your child.
If you feel that a group program is appropriate.
you can obtain a list of licensed programs for
young children from your local licensing
agency. Then you can call several programs for
further information, and rrrange to visit the
programs that seem best for you and your child
so you can talk with teachers, directors, and
other parents.

What should you look for in a good early
childhood program? Professionals in early
childhood education and child developmert
have found several indicators of good quality
care for preschool children. You will especially
want to meet the adults who will care for your
childthey are resporsible for every aspect of
the program's operation.

I

1fl5

Who will care for your child?
1. The adults enjoy and understand how

young children learn and grow.
Are the staff members friendly and con-

siderate to each child?
Do adult expectations vary appropriateU for

children of differing ages and interests?
Do the staff members consider themselves to

be professionals? Do they read or attend meet-
ings to continue to learn more about how young
children grow and develop?

Do the staff work toward improving the qual-
ity of the program, obtaining better equipment,
and making better use of the space?

2. The staff view themselves positively and
therefore can continually foster children's
emotional and social development.

Do the staff help children feel good about
themselves, their activities, and other people?

Do the adults listen to children and talk with
them?

Are the adults gentle while being firm, con-
sistent and yet flexible in their guidance of chil-
dren?

Do the staff members help children learn
gradually how to consider others' rights and
feelings, to take turns and share, yet also to
stand up for personal rights when necessary?

When children are angry or fearful are they
helped to deal with their feelings con-
structively?

3. There are enough adults to work with a
group and to care for the individual needs of
children.

Are infants in groups of no more than 8 chil-
dren with at least 2 adults?

Are two- and three-year-old children in
groups of no more than 16 with at least 2
adults?

Are four- and five-year-olds in groups of no
more than 20 children with at least 2 adults?

4. All staff members work together co-
operatively.



Do the staff meet regularly to plan and el alu-
die the program?

Are they willing to adjust the daily activities
for children's individual needs and interests?

5. Staff observe and record each child's
progress and development.

Do the staff stress children's strengths_ and
show pride in their accomplishments'?

Are records used to help parents qnd staff
better understand the child?

Are the staff responsive to parents' concerns
about their child's development?

1/11/7hot program activities and
equipment are offered?

1. The environment fosters the growth and
development of young children working and
playing together.

Do the staff have realistic goals for children?
Are activities balanced between vigorous out-

door play and quiet indoor play? Are children
given opportunities to select activities of inter-
est to them?

Are children encouraged to work alone as well
as in small groups?

Are self-help ski,ls such as dressing, toileung,
resting, washing, and eating encouraged as
children are ready?

Are transition times approached as pleasant
learning opportunities?

2. A good center provides appropriate and
sufficient equipment and play materials and
makes them readily available.

Is there large climbing equipment? Is there
an ample supply of blocks of all sizes, wheel
toys, balls, and dramatic play props to foster
physical development as well as imaginative
plV?

Are there ample tools and hands-on materials
such as sand, clay, water, wood, and paint to
stimulate creativity?

Is there a variety of sturdy puzzles, construc-
tion sets, and other small manipulative items
available to children?

Are children's picture books age-appropriate,
attractive, and of good literary quality?

Are there plants, animals, or other natural
science objects for children to care for or ob-
serve?

Are there onportunities for music and move-
ment experiences?

3. Children are helped to increase their
language skills and to expand their under-
standing of the world.

Do the children freely talk with each other
and the adults?

Do the adults provide positive language mod-
els in describing objects, feelings, and experi-
ences?
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Do the staff plan for visitors or trips to
broaden children's understandings through
firsthand contacts with people and places?

Are the children encouraged to solve their
own problems, to think independently, and to
respond to open-ended questions?

How do the staff relate to your
family and the community?

1. A good program considers and supports
the needs of the entire family.

Are parents welcome to observe, discuss
policies, make s iggestions, and partic pate in
the work of the center?

Do the staff members share with parents the
highlights of their child's experiences?

Are the staff alert to matters affecting any
member of the family which may also affect the
child?

Do the staff respect families from varying cul-
tures or backgrounds?

Does the center have written policies about
fees, hours, holidays, _Ilness, and other con-
siderations?

2. Staff in a good center are aware of and
contribute to community resources.

Do the staff share information about com-
munity recreational and learning opportunities
with families?

Do the staff refer family members to a suit-
able agency when the need arises?

Are volunteers from the community en-
couraged to participate in the center's activi-
ties?

Does the center collaborate with other pro-
fessional groups to provide the best care pos-
sible for children in the community?

Are the facility and program
designed to meet the varied demands
of young children, their families, and
the staff?

1. The health of children, staff, and parents
is protected and nromoted.

Are the staff alert to the health and safety of

each child and of themselves?
Are meals and snacks nutritious, varied, at-

tractive, and served at appropriate times?
Do the staff wash hands with soap and water

before handling food and after changing dia-
pers? Are children's hands washed before eat-
ing and after toileting?

Are surfaces, equipment, and toys cleaned
daily? Are they in good repair?

Does each child have an individual cot, mat,
or crib?

Are current medical records and emergency
:nfrrmation maintained for each chrld and staff
rn,,,nber? Is adequate sick leave provided for
staff so they can remain at home when they are
ill?

Is at least one staff member trained in first
aid? Does the center have a health consultant?

Is the building comfortably warm in cold
weather? Are the rooms ventilated with fresh air
daily?

2. The facility is safe for children and
adtilts.

Are the building and grounds well lighted and
free of hazards?

Are furnishings, sinks, and toilets safely ac-
cessible to children?

Are toxic materials stored in a locked cabi-
net?

Are smoke detectors installed in appropriate
locations?

Are indoo- and outdoor surfaces cushioned
with materials such as carpet or wood chips in
areas with climbers, slides, or swings?

Does every staff member know what to do in
an emergency? Are emergency numbers posted
by the telephone?

3. The environment is spacious enough to
accommodate a variety of activities and
equipment.

Are there at least 35 sr uare feet or usable
playroom floor space indoors per child and 7
square feet of plat/ space outdoors per child? 4

Is there a place for each chiO's personal be- t,
longings such as a change of clothes?

Is there enough space so that adults can walk
between sleeping children's cots?
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C D F ' s n e w e s t p u b l icat i ons mean . .

MILflloNiUUMM.
Preventing Children
Having Children
Clearinghouse Paper No. 1

This special 14-page overview will
help you understand why children be-
come parents and how we can develop
workable strategies to combat teen
pregnancy and give our youth oppor-
tunities for fulfilling, self-sufficient
futures

Preventing Children Having Chil-
dren refutes some common myths
about teens wh9 get pregnant, shows
how adolescent pArenthood makes eco-
nomic success almost impossible, and
outlines the essential building blocks we
must use for preventing children from
having children.

This report also covers issues of spe-
cial concern such as adolescent preg-
nancy in the black community, out-of-
wedlock births, births to very young
teens, and reaching male teens. Statisti-
cal tables include states an.' large cities
ranked by percentage of births to teens.

14 pp., 1985
1-9 copies $2.50 ea
10-19 copies: $2 25 ea.-Save 10%
20-99 copies $2.00 ea -Save 20%
100 copies or more: $1.25 ea -Save 50%

The Impact of Federal
Taxes on Poor Families '-

Federal taxes cn poo. working fami-
lies with ,:bildren have skyrocketed in
recent years.

Singh: parents--primarily women
, truggling to support their children on
poverty level wages bear an even heavier
federal tax burden than two-parent
families in poverty.

Large poor families also dispropor-
tionately suffer from the federal tax
system.

Simple methods exist to bring tax
fairness to poor working families with
children. Read The Impact of Federal
Taxes on Poor Families to learn more.

46 pp., 1985, $4.95

CBS News, ABC News, MacNeil/Lehrer Report,
The Washington Post, The Los Angeles Times,
USA Today . . . all reported 'he release of this
startling new report.

SUMMER-FALL 1985

Black rid White Children in
America: Key Facts
"Black and White Children Is a sobering
document, for a puts into bold relief the
multtplinty of problems affecting the nation's
most precious asset, its children. _ hose who
are concerned about the future of the nation
should be required to read these find-
ings . . ."

E. J. Josey, President
American Library Association

This new edition updates the popular
Portrc ' of Inequality and describes the
latus of America's children today.

Black children are "sliding back-
wards," this nnv report finds. Com-
pared to five year ago, black children
are more likely to be born into poverty,
lack early prenatal care, have an adoles-
cent or single mother, have an unem-
ployed parent, be unemployed
themselves as teenagers, and not go to
coll-ge after high school.

Llack and White Children examines
child poverty, family income, education,
health, and teen pregnancy. It docu-
ments the steady economic decline of
America's children and of black chil-
dren in particular sins- 1980. Its clear.
urgent prose and informative tables
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and charts make it a valuaole resource
for educators, researchers, speech-
makers, policy makers, and concerned
citizens.

"The shocking statutes m Black and
White Children depict the portrait of
contmumg mequaltty m America, but the
report goes beyond that, to show us what we
must do and how to begin."

Dorothy Height, President
National Council of Negro Women

"It is unfair and unacceptable m a country
as rich as ours to refuse a child a chance to
live, learn, thrive, and contribute. Black
and White Children documents the unjust
conchluns of milltor.s of American chilt'ren's
lams and what must be done Is change
them."

M. Carl Holman President
National Urban Coalition

144 pp., 1985, $9.95
ISBN 0-938008-39-0

Hold these dates!

Mark your calendar now for
CDF's next national co4er-
ence, Adolescent Pregnancy

Prevention: Speakout '86.

February 26- 28,1986
Washington, D.C.

Children's Defense Fund
122 C Street, N.W. Washington.D.C. 20001 (202) 628-8787
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Advocates, public health workers, nurses,
physicians, and community leaders . . .

tipossimalimaxiswwwits
With the right tools; you

can make a difference!

A COMPREHENSIVE PRENATAL
CARE CAMPAIGN KIT

THE DATA BOOK: The Nation, States, and Cities
Data for evcry state and the nation on infant mortality,
low birthweight births, births to teens, out-of-wedlock
births, prenatal care, AFDC, and state Medicaid bene-
fits; Extensive and complete: you wcin't find this much
information in one source anywhere else.
230 pp., 1985, $19.95
ISBN 0-938008-43-9

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS ABOUT
PRENATAL CARE
Excellent introduction for distribution to your organi-
zation's members.
24 pp., 1985, $1

A COMPREHENSIVE PRENATAL cARzirr-.,,,, ,,
Includes everythiq $25 '''-'772; '''' - .':,,,....
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THE DATA BOOK

A MANUAL ON PROVIDING EFFECTIVE
PRENATAL CARE PROGRAMS TO TEENS
Good beginnings and good health are the first steps
toward a productive future. This manual explains how
and why we must expand funding for and access to
prenatal care for teens and poor mothers.
158 pp., 1985, $7.95
ISBN 0-938008-44-7

THE DATA BOOK: A Summary
National facts about prenatal care, infant mortality, and
adolescent pregnancy and how the states rank on
maternal and child health statistics including AFDC
and state Medicaid benefits.. A summary of Tits D. -S' 4;
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A Children's Defense Budget: An
Analysis of the President's FY 1986
Bu Iget and Children
There is only one Children's Defense Budget.the
book that explains the forthcoming budget for
FY 1986 in clear and simple language.

What does the President's proposed budget
mean for programs that kelp children in educa-
tion, health, child care, and welfare?

What do the big numbersthe millions and bil-
lions of dollarsmean for a hungry child, a sick
baby, and the people trying to help?

This hook has the answers.
A Children's Defense Budget examines where the

nation's priorities will take us and how we can turn
them around It includes

SUMMal ies of federal spending on programs
tor children.
farts about how the Plesaden6 budget be-
comes the nation's,
,ompansons of necessary and wasteful gos-
ernme nt expenses, and
an agenda for action

More than 15.000 13,-! eusedthtsbookin 1984

280 pp ,1985.$14 95
ISBN 0-938008-40-4

The JTPA Monitoring Guide
This book explains the Job Training Partnership
Act and the issues critical to its success It is the
first guide to help you understand tte process
in your community. The Guide is essential
reading for community leaders, advocates, pro-
gram administrators, and legislators who are
assessing local training and employment pro-
grams and overseeing JTPA implementation.

154 pp., 1984, $5.95
ISBN 0-938008-38-2

Where Do You Look? An Informa-
tion Resource for Child Advocates
Practical advice about where to look.., ho to ask,
and how to find out about the needs of children in
your own community

128 pp .1980, $5 50
ISBN 0-938008-1J-7

In Celeoration of Children: An
Interfait", Religious Action Kit.
A collection of resources for worship and action
on behalf of children, including a special litany,
Sunday school lesson plans, ideas for Christian

sand Jewish holidays, and background material for
study

90 pp '1983, $6 50
SBN 0-938008-07-2

Legislative Factbook About Oui
Children: Growing Up in Ohio

A useful compilation of statistics for each 01
county shoi ting county seat, population, nun
ber of births, number of children, day care
needs, representatives, and other it formatio

30 pp., 1985, $3.00
ISBN 0-938008-43-9

Lobbying and Political Activity fc
Nonprofits: What you Can (and
Can't) Do under Federal Law
Explains in simple language how tax-exempt
groups can make lobbying and political Activity
part of their work

15 pp .1983.53 50
ISBN 0. 938008-024

Children and the Federal Budget
Explains the federal budget process clearly from
start to finish, showing child advocates w hen anc
how they can influence decisions rn;de hi Con-
gress and the President

40 pp., 1981, $2 50
ISBN 0-938008-14-5

CDFReports
The nation:it newsletter for people whocare aboutchildren.

Read CDF Report and find out what's new in federal,state, and local initiatives for children Keep abreast ofthe issues affecting
children and their families. CDF Re-ports, the monthly

newsletter from CDF, tells you whatis happening in child care, education, mental health,foster care, adoption, child abuse and neglect. incomesupport. health, and preventing ch ildren from havingchildren. Each issue lets you know what people aredoing forchildren around the country. Thousandsread it for news about conferences,
grants, publica-tions, and new strategies to help them in their work.Readers say:

" Excellentmost
helpful publwationI recave."Martha Hont, Escambia County Day CareSer vices Inc., Pensacola, Fla.Subscribe

today to receive the rext is ue,
Monthly, ISSN 0276-6531. $29.95 per year.
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Children's Defense Fund
122 C Street, N W Washington,D C 20001

Nonprofit Org
S Postage

PAID
SN'ashington, D C

Permit No 333

Children Out of School in America
366 pp , 1974, 55 5(1
ISBN 0-938008-25-0

School Suspensions: Are They
Helping Children?
257 pp, 1975. 55 50
ISBN 0-938008-12-9

EPSDT: Does It Spell Health Care
for Poor Children?
304 pp, 1977,55 50
ISBN 0-938008-23-4

Children without Health Care
32 pp ,198I, 52 20
ISBN 0-938068-26-9

Unclaimed Children: The Failure
of Public Responsibility to
Children and Adolescents in Need
of Mental Health Services
by Jane Knitzer

At least two-thirds of the 3 million set mush, dis-
turbed children in this ( ()until who need mental
health services do not receive them Find out sshs
and what can be done about it

"This volume certa'rily ma be considered a de-
finitive document on cnild mental health for the
80s." American Journal of Orthobsychiatry

162 pp .1982.510 50
ISBN 0-938008-06-4

Ohio's Children, Ohio's Future series

Choices For Ohio, For Children
A report by the Children's D.ffense Fund and
eleven Child Watch projects with startling infor-
mation about the state of children in Ohio

80 pp , 1984 53 75
ISBN 0-938008-31-5

Right from the Start: Improving
Health Care for Ohio's Pregnant
Women and their Children
40 pp .1983 53 00
ISBN 0- 938'108 -29 -3

Children in Adult Jails
77 pp, 1976, 54 40
ISBN 0-938008-24-2

Children Without Homes: An Ex-
amination of Public Responsibility
to Children in Out-of-Home Care
282 pp , 1978, 55 50
ISBN 0.938008-21-8

Paying Children's Health Bills:
Some Dos and Don'ts in Tight
Fiscal Times
64 pp .1982, 53 00
ISBN 0-938008-10-2

1
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C1-142 and 504: Numbers that Add
Up to Educational Rights fir
Handicapped Children
A Guide for Parents and Advocates
One of the most complete and clear handbooks
about educational rights for handicapped chil-
dren Explaining both P L 94-142, the Education
for All Handicapped Children A( t, and Section
504 of the Rehabilitation Act, this booklet gunk's
patents through the responsibilities of their
school district to any child who needs spe( edu-
cation It explains the evaluation process, was s to
guarantee parent involvement in even de( ision
affecting their handicapped child, and the par-
ents rights when they disagree % nh the st howl

Tim valuable handbook Ls now available in both En-
gh,ch and ShanLsh

72 pp , 1984 54 75
ISBN 0-938008-34-X English edition

ISBN 0- 938008 -33 -I Spanish edition
(Please indu at % huh edition sou are of del

111

How to Help Handicapped Chil-
dren Get an Education: A Success
Story
An &count of hoss parents of ficials. and CDF
worked to help handl( appt d ( luldren gam edu-
cation tights in Mississippi

28 pp , 1981, 52 20
ISBN 0-938008-18-8

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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CDF Posters decorate and educate. The posters pictured here are 16" x 22", printed
in two colors. The CDF logo poster, number 1, is 20" x 30" and printed in four colors
with a bright yellow background. Please indicate the number of the poster when
ordering. Poster 1: $4 40 All others. $3.00
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CDF T-Shirts
The onginal CDF look for summer Br,ght
yellow t-shirt has the CDF logo in blue and
orange Available in children's sizes 2-4, 6-8,
and 10-12 Adult sizes small, medium, large.
and extra large

$5 50

Tote Bags

Sturdy canvas (luck bags in navy blue with
light blue side po.ket Lined in water proof
plastic with snap losing at top k pram( al
camah that fits user the 'houlder comfortahls

$7 50

Give More Children a Head Start:
It Pays
Discusses the histon, benefits. and possible f
ture of this remarkable preschool program

27 pp .1983 $350
ISPN 0-9!*008-113-X

It's Time to Stand Up for Your
Children
k Parent's Guide to Child Adsocats

48 pp .19 ,2 $2 30
ISBN 0.W381108-19-6

Frisbees
Bnght yellow plastic with CDF logo in red

$2.50

Show you care with some-
thing special from CDF.
Order now, in time for
summer fun!

No of copies Title

CDF Caps
The newest addition to CDF's product line
colorful cap for softball, biking, and outdoor
fun CDF's loge printed in yellow on royal bl
cotton

One size fits all.
$300

Una Cost Subtotal

PC 01
Subtotal

Discount

Postage

Total

address

City Slate Zip

Prepayment required for orders under $25 Make checks payable to the Children's
Defense Fund Please allow 4 to 6 weeks for delivery

Return to Children's Defense Fund
122 C Street N.W.
Washington DC 20001
4202) 628-8787

Just fill in the titles of the publications or numbers of the posters that you would
like Return the form with payment to CDF's publications department.

Postage For orders up to $25 add $1 50 for postage and handling. Orders $26-50 add
$2 50 Orders over $50. add $3 50. Please allow 4 to 6 weeks for delivery.

Discounts CDF offer special discounts to groups. classes, and storesorde ring multiple copies
of the same title. Please note our no-return policy
10-19 copies, 10% off
`i0-99 copies, 20% oft
100 or more copies, 25% off
(These discounts de not apply for Preventing Children Having Children )

If you have any questions. please call Publications on CDF's toll free line (800) 424-9602.

4 4 .9/ BEST COPY AVAILABLE



The Deficit Reduction Act of 1984:
What It Means for CHAP, AFDC,
EITC, and other programs
Ile Deficit Reduction Act of 1984 was the biggest
rotor' in Congress for poor children and families
n sears This special guide explains what these
mprovements in health and AFDC mean for chil-
izen and how achocates can ensure continued
=gnu at the state level.

2 pp. 1984,$1.75

Voting Record: How Members of
Congress Stand on Children 1984
4 PP 1984. $2.50

SA Corporate Reader: Work and
7arnily Life in the 1980s
to excellent introduction to the problems of bal-
ncing wot k and famils life in the coming decade
t range of evens speak out on current issues in-
I uding men working "pink-collar" jobs, varied
urk benefits, maternity and paternity leave. day
are options, and equal pay for comparable
orth Selections include articles from The New
ork Times, The Wall Street Journal, and columnist
lien Goodman

60 pp., 1983, $7 50
SBN 0-938008-04-8
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The Child Care Handbook: Needs,
Programs, and Possibilities
this common-sense book describes w ho needs
lay care and profiles 12 different successful pro-
:rams around the council, It also offers strategies
() meet the ever-increasing need for affordable.
'claim care

16 pp .1982, Photographs. $7 50
SBN 0-938008-15-3

:had Care: The States' Response
%. Survey of State Child Care
'olicies 1983-1984
'Dr- latest survey of state child care services ex-
mi.,es the ;ncreasing reed for affordable child
are and tracks the impact of federal budget cuts
.n licensing, trainarg, resource centers, policy de.
elopments, and employer-related care across the
ou ntry. The report offers compi ehensive solu-
ions to the child care dilemma

4 pp October 1984, $5.75

Ad
C

olescentPregnancyWatch Vinual hild
Adolescent

Pregnanc%
Child Watch (APCW)

is a proj-
ect to help local communities

learn more about pm-
yen ting adolescent

pirgnancv.
The Manual

is a s

step guideguide for setting
up a local project: it explains the

goals ofthe program,
how to participate,

and how toing children,
find out what

can be -sone
to prevent children

from hay-The Children's
Defense

Fund, in collaboration
with

The Association
offunior Leagues, National Council

of Negro Women, the March of Ditties and the Coali-
tion of100 Black Women launched APCW in Septem-
ber 1984. The pro ject is based on the successful Child
Watch Project,

which invohed
1,500 :ulunteers

across

the country in monitoring federal budget cuts. The
new publication

provides
statistics

and guidance for
anyone addressing

the teen pregnancy
issue.204 pp., September

1984, 59 5CISBN 0-938108-36-6

APCWBinder
This high

three-inch
notebookin durable

white vinyl holds theAdolescent
Pregnancy

hild WatchManualand makes it eaCsy to protectand organize
your project

data55 95

Children and Federal Child Care
Cuts: A National Survey of the
Impact of Federal Title XX Cuts on
State Child Care Systems
1981-1983
CDF's 1983 survey of states presents information
on the nature, quality, and extent of child care ser-
vices being offered under Title XX of the Social
Services Block Grant, the major source of federal
funding for child care

86 pp.. 1983, $6 50

113

Day Care: Investing in
Ohio's Children
This book discusses the need for day care in
Ohio and how communities can meet tt::: need.
The report includes a realistic ageacia for
Improvement The report is valuable ,53r
Ohioans concerned about day care and those in
other states who would like a comprehensive
model for change

102 pp, 1985, $4.50
ISBN '1.938008-41.2
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1985 New England
Kindergarten Conference

Friday, November 22. 1985
at

The Lantana-Holiday Inn-Lombardo's Complex
Randolph, Massachusetts

and
A Post-Conference on Saturday, November 23, 1985

at
Lesley College, Cambridge, Massachusetts

Welcome to the 1985 New England Kindergarten Conference. With the
adoption of the theme, MAKING NEW CONNECTIONS, the Conference is
committed to helping early childhood educators throughout the world
connect with each other to improve the care and education of young
children.

In an effort to increase communication this year's Conference includes
several new features: Focused Chats which provide an opportunity for
people who share similar concerns to talk with each other, and
Conversation with "The Experts", which provides for interaction
related to issues discussed at the Conference. Also offered is an
opportunity to become a part of the Early Childhood Resource
Exchange.

Early childhood professionals need to explore new ways to reach out or
behalf of children to reach out to parents, to communities, to state,
federal and international agencies. You are invited to become a part of this
significant effort.

Holiday Inn-Milton Room 3:00-4:30 P.M.

All Conference attendees are invited to meet the new President
of Lesley College, Margaret A. McKenna. Join us for conversa-
tion and light refreshments.

2

Please bring this program with you to the Conference
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GENERAL INFORMATION

In 1985, the Kindergarten Conference will be held on Friday, November
22, at the Lantana-Holiday Inn-Lomba.do's Complex in Randolph, MA
There will also be a Post-Conference on Saturday, November 23, to be
held at Lesley College in Cambridge, MA. 'See p. 20 for details.)

Travel: The Conference Complex is located just off Rte. 128 at Exit 67S.
It is accessible by car and there is ample free parking Limousine service is
available from Logan Airport. Request time scheaele from the Holiday Inn.
Shuttle-bus service will be available between Lesley College in Cambridge
and Randolph. Approximate travel time is 45 minutes; cost is $1.00 each
way, pay as you board.

Hotel Information: If you plan to stay at the Holiday Inn in Randolph
the evening before the Conference, please complete the Hotel Reservation
Form on page 33 and return ii directly to: Holiday Inn, 1374 North Main
Street, Randolph, MA 02368

Conference Luncheon: (Lantana-Normandy Room) 1st seating - 11:45
A.M.-12:45 P.M. 2nd seating - 1:15-2:15 P.M. Meru. Choice of Boncless
Breast of Chicken with Bread and Apple Stuffing OR Baked Scrod. Both
entrees served with the following: Tossed Salad, Baby Carrots, Green
Beans A!mondine, Ice Cream Pie with Strawberries. Cost: $10.00 -
Advanced reservation required. Note: Please indicate choice of entree on
your conference registration form. 1st and 2nd seating luncheon tickets are
color-coded and are not interchangeable.

Access for Handicapped Persons: All meeting rooms in the Holiday
Inn and Lombardo's are accessible by elevator. To reach the lower level
rooms in Lantana, it is necessary to make special arrangements. Persons
unable to use the stairs should c Intact the Conference Office prior to
November 19. Telephone (617) 868-9600, ext. 282.

Smoking: Please note that smoking is not permitted in any of he meeting
rooms

FOOD SERVICES
8:30.4:00 Coffe2, pastry, beverages Lantana

Coffee, pastry, sandwiches,
beverages and desserts
(available on a cash basis)

Lombardo's
and Holiday Inn

Reserved Luncheon Lantana-Normandy Room
11:45-12:15 1st seating

1:15-2:15

4

2nd seating
(Note: Participants attending
a C Block session will be
seated at 1:30)
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PERSONALIZED CONFERENCE PLANNER

This form is provided for your use in planning your Conference day. fou
are advised to make a first choice and an alternate selection in each time
block. Seating in all sessions is on a first-come basis. Take special note of
the building designations. Allow approximately 5 .ninutes walking time to
go from one building to another Free ccatinuous shuttle-bus service
between buildings is available.

TIME BLOCK SESSION
NUMBER

BUILDING ROOM

A 8 30-9:45 A.M.

1st choice

alternate

B 10:15-11:30 A.M.

C' 12:00-1:15 P.M.

D 1:15-2.30 P M.

Et 2:45-4:00 P.M.

R & R 4:30-5:30 P.M.

'Reserved Luncheon 11:45-12:45
'Reserved Luncheon 1:15-2:15
tPresuient's Reception 3:00-4:30

8.30-4:00

8:30-4.00

ONGOING ACTIVITIES
Commercial Exhibits Lantana-Main Ballroom

Festival of Ideas Center Lantana-Randolph Room
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REGISTRATION INFORMATION ,
.*

Conference Registration, Nov 22 . .... ... .. .. . $35.00
Discount Rate (for registrations postmarked by Oct. 25) . $30.00
Luncheon, Lantana - 1st or 2nd seating .. ... ....... .... $10.00
Student Registration, Nov 22 . . . .... .... .. $15 00
Post-Conference Registration, Nov. 23 (luncheon included) $30 00

Registration is required for admission to all sessions, to the Celebration of
Ideas and to the Commercial Exhibits. Since all registration materials will
be sent to you by mail, go directly to the first meeting of your choice on
the day of the Conference.

Conference registration does not guarantee seating in any specific meeting.
Seating will be on a first-come basis. The seating capacity for each
meeting is indicated on the program. Wnen the capacity is reached, the
door will be closed and no c.ie else will be admitted.

You are u-ged to send in your registration form (see page 29} together
with your payment as early as possible. Be sure to enclose a self-
addressed, stamped envelope so that your materials can be mailed to
you. Registrations received after the total Conference capacity has been
reached or postmarked after Nov. 11 (whichever comes first) will be
returned All registrations must bt accompanied by payment or an
authorized Purchase Order. Make checks payable to Lesley College/NEKC.
(Sending separate checks for the registration and the reserved luncheon will
considerably speed up refunds if luncheon tickets are sold out at the time
your registration is received.) Mail completed registrations to The New
England Kindergarten Conference, Lesley College, 29 Everett Street,
Cambridge, MA 02238

Policy Regarding Authorized Purchase Orders: Authorized purchase
orders are acceptable. Conference registrations which are to be paid by
purchase orders must include the P 0 number and the name of the issuing
school system or agency on the registration form.

Refund Policy: Requests for refunds which are received before
No,/ember 12 will be honored Refund requests received between
November 12 and 20 will be honored only in cases in which we are able to
make the registration available to another person. Refund requests received
after November 20 cannot be honored. fhe refund policy is the same
for prepaid and for purchase order registrations.

Next year's Confernme will be held on Friday. November 21, 1986

6
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Celebration of Ideas 8:30 A.M. - 4:00 P.M.

,Lantana- Randolph Room

Interest Center Ideas
Prop :As inspired by the book, Creative Activities for Young Children,
tested in classrooms and set up at the Conference by the author
Mimi Brodsky Chenfeld, Columbus. Ohio

Teacher Made Learning Activities
Various learning games through which the child acquires the basic
concepts of colors, shapes, math and reading readiness skil:s
Cynthia S. Burke, YWCA Preschool. Worcester. MA

Wheels, Rails, Winos and Sails
An interdisciplinary unit exploring the world of travel and
transportation
Diana Coyle, Director. Vicki Milstein, Carroll Lynch, Judy
Thomson, Norwood Cooperative Nursery School

ELFKIN Explores His Envi onment
Use of a class mascot to build confidence, demonstrate good work
habits and encourage parent participation.
Clare T. Nadolski, Worcester MA

Activities for Achieving Diversity
Cultural, racial, linguistic, and ethic diversity as well as ways of
responding to children's special abilities
Sandy Ruben, BAEYC, Cambridge. MA

Head Start 20th Anniversary Celebration
"TOUCHING CHILDREN, BUILDING FAMILIES"
Recognition of quality, comprehensive early childhood education that
makes a difference.
Near Sngiand Head Start Parents' and Directors' Association

Computers with Young Children
Computer baF-1 activities used with kindergarten children who are
educationally aisadvantaged ,itte to linguistic and cultural differences,
Chapter I Teachers, Fall River, MA

Commercial Exhibits 8:30 - 4:00 P.M.

Lantana-Main Ballroom and
Lombardo's - Lower Level

An opportunity to view a wide variety of commercially available materials
and to talk with company representatives
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NEW FEATURE

CONVERSATION tV7TH "THE EXPERTS"

The purpose of this new feature is to provide a setting in which Conference
participants can eigage in dialogue with a speaker. Sessions numbered
11, 12, and 14 in each time block have been reserved for this purpose.
Check the program for the availability of the speaker with whom you
would like to talk. Each room accommodates 15 people. Admission will be
on a first-come basis.

0 : I I

Al Implementing a Full Day Kindergarten Program

Lombardo s-Embassy Room (400)
The design. impler-2ntation and evaluation results of a full day
kindergarten program. Philosophy, organizational Issues, curriculum
refinement, staff development, parent education, social, economic and
political implications.
Sheila Terens, Lawrence, NY

A2 Greater Than the Parts: Quality Circles

Lombardo's-Regency Room (500)
Theory, description ai:d techniques of shared decision making, a process
which allows icaders to best utilize the talents of the total staff in solving
school related problems and in creating an optimal school enviroment
Anabel Jensen. Nueva Learning Center, Hillsborough, CA

A3 Books and Beyond: A High Interest Reading Incentive
Program with a Critical T.V. Component

Lombardo's-Venetian Room (400)
Strategies designed to increase the amount of time children spend in
recreational reading activities, to decrease the time spent in indiscriminate
T.V viewing, and to increase the scope of children's reading interests.
Ways to involve parents in this effort. A program validated by the U.S.
Department of Education's National Diffusion Network.
Note: This session will be continued in the B Time block.
Ellie Topolovac, Solana Beach School District, Solana Beach, CA

'Numbers in parentheses indicate seating capacity
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A4 The Non-English Speaking Child in the Regular
Kir :!eFgarten Classroom

Lombardo's-Jessica's (200)
Philosophy ant methods used in English as a Second Language (ESL)
programs. f. discussion of the influence of culture on school adjustment.
Curriculum suggestions for developing global awareness and self- -steem in
young children. Prosentatior f songs to enhance intercu'tural
understanding.
Jacklyn Clayton, Miriam Kronish, Needham, MA

AS Identifying the Special Needs Child: A Developmental
Perspective

Lantana-Mediterranean Room (250)
How to differentiate typical from a' :cal development a session devoted
to helping teach' determine which children should be referred for special
needs evaluation. Sugg ions regarding the kinds of mainstreamed
classroom environments that can respond to children's neeas and ways of
improving communication between schoois asgd diagnostic agencies.
Kristen Kuehn le, Mnss. General Hospital, Boston, 'NA

A6 Beginning wiih Bubbles: Science Experiences for Young
Children

Lantana-Hob Nob Pub (150)
Explore the bubble factory as it was presented to a group of 3- and 4-year
olds. Slides will highlij:- general concepts of curriculum development
Participants will have an opportunity to generate ideas and share
applications for other areas of science
Rosemary Agog lia, Irene Eigner, Amherst, MA

A7 The Prevention of Sexual Abuse

Lantana-Normandy Room (400)
An overview of sexual abuse of children under 6-years of age with a focus

on abuse in day care settings and in preschools. Specific techniques for
prevention of child sexual abuse including ways of recognizing potenti-i
offenders and suggestions for setting up an environment in which child
molestors can not function. What to watch for in talking ,-ith children
regarding sexual abusz.
Lynn Sanford, Coastal Community Center, Braintree, MA

AS Astra's Magic Math Program

Holiday Inn-Randolph Room (125)
A demonstration of one unit (geometric shapes) as an illustration of this
validatect National Diffusion Network Program The program includes
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teacher demonstrations, oral language and individual manipulation of
objects. Astra, the girl from outer space, who has magical math powers,
provides motivation.
Gretchen Ross, San Mateo, CA

A9 Children's Needs and Community Values

Holiday Inn-Milton Room (125)
The role of leadership in developing early childhood programs which serve
the prerogatives of the children while addressing the pressure points of the
community.
Carol Sager, Superintendent of Schools, Highwood-Highland Park, IL

A10 Meeting the Growing Need for Day Care

Lombardo's-Wing Room (65)
Description of the concepts and implementation of Massachusetts' plan to
address the need for quality, accessible, affordable day care. The plan
includes the encouragement of employer-supported child care programs,
the creation of child care resource i..nd referral centers, increased state
funding and salary upgrading.
Heidi Urich, Coordinator, Governor's Day Care Partnership Initia.ive,
Boston, MA

CONVERSATION WITH "THE EXPERTS"

Al I Stephanie Maze Day Care Programming
Lantana-Old Office (15)

Al2 Michelle Heist Superheroes/The Value of Play
Holiday Inn-Boston loom (15)

A14 Patty Hnatiuk The Day Care Parent
Holiday Inn-Weymouth Room (15)

B TIME BLOCK 10:15 - 11:30 A.M.
B1 Critical Thinking and Cognitive Development in the

Preschool and Kindergarten

Lombardo's-Embassy Room (400)
An overview of cognitive development in the early years with an emphasis
on strategies that elicit verbal and non-verbal thinking skills. Implications
of current developments in brain/behavior relationships (right-left brain
differences and factors affecting attention and task orientation).
Judith Souweine, Public School Preschool Coordinator, Amherst, MA
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B2 Developing Young Writers

Lombardo's-Regency Room (500)
Suggestions for setting up an environment .hat encourages children to
write. A presentation and a discussion of many examples of young
children's writing with specific focus on the ways children use writing in
kindergarten
Ellen Blackburn, Brookline, MA

B3 Books and Beyond: A High Interest Reading Incentive
Program with a Critical T.V. Component
(A continuation of A3)

Lombardo's-Venetian Room (400)

B4 "Beatocello", A Clown Under a Red Umbrella

Lombardo's-Jessica's (200)
"Beatocello" is a clown who tells stories eiing music, cartoons, words of
poetry awl philosophy to help entertain and stimulate sad children He
was created by a pediatrician, also an accomplished cellist, who worked
for the Red Cross in Cambodia. Dr Richner witnessed children in

displaced person camps failing to thrive and developed "Beatocello" as
part of the therapy.
Beat Bickner, M.D., Zurich, Switzerland

135 The Art Museum as a Learning Experience

Lantana-Mediterranean Room (250)
Helping chilch,..1 learn to look at and talk about art Use of the art
museum's resources to stimulate development of visual and verbal
vn:abulary Suggestions for age appropriate activities for encouraging
children's participation in and enjoyment of art
Jeanne Pond, Wcrcester Art Museum

B6 Practical Applications of Piaget's Theory in the E lay
Childhood Curriculum

Lantana -Hob Nob Pub (150)
An explanation of why spinning easels, swinging sand-pendula, and bent
paint brushes are consistent with Piaget's theory of learning Slides of
classroom activities narrated with a rationale for these activities
George Forman, University of M.A. Amherst, MA
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B8 Working Toward Quality Early Childhood Programs:
The NAEYC Center Accreditation Project

Holiday Inn-Randolph Room (125)
A new approach for achieving professional standards in day care,
preschool and kindergarten programs. A discussion of this self-study
model, the criteria included and the procedures for validation
Gwen G. Morgan, Wheelock College, Boston, MA

B9 The Psychology of the Child/Computer Interaction

Holiday Inn-Milton Room (125)
Strategies for teaching and evaluating the use o: computer graphics for
3-5-year old children. Data on parents' and children's attitudes toward
computer use, individual differences including sex differences. Factors to
consider in selecting programs and machines best suited to young
children. Some consideration will be given to the use of the computer as
an instructional or a remedial tool with developmentally disabled children.
Grace Baron, Wheaton College, Norton, MA

B10 Teaching Strategies for Toddlers and Two's

Lombrdo's-Wing Room (65)
Developmental characteristics and learning styles of children between the
ages of 1-3 years. Techniques that capture children'-_, interest, and
activities that foster their learning.
Karen Miller, Children's World, Inc., Evergreen, CO

CONVERSATION WITH "THE EXPERTS"

B11 Lynn Sanford - Sexual Abuie
Lantana-Old Office (15)

B12 Kristen Kuehnle - Special Needs
Holiday Inn- Boston Room (15)

B14 Carol Sager - Building Community Involvement
Holiday Inn-Weymouth Room (15)

: 0 II
Cl The Cambridge-Lesley Literacy Project in Action

Lombardo's-Embassy Room (350)
An opportunity to become involved in the sharing alit' doing activities
most central to the Project. Participation in strategies for sharing literature
in linguistically productive ways.
Don Holdaway, Auckland, New Zealand
c nd members of the Literacy Team

12
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C2 The Child Who Reads in Kindergarten

Lombardo's-Regency Room (500)
Characteristics of early readers. Ways that the school can work with these
children and their parents in fostering the development of reading and
thinking skills.
Joan Isenberg, George Mason University, Fairfax, VA

C3 Training and Development for Child Care Staff

Lombardo's-Venetian Room (400)
What motivates adults to learn? Staff training strategies to match the
developmental stages of teachers - a discussion of methods and materials
to fit different needs.
Karen Miller, Evergreen, CO

C4 Helping Children Improve Their Social Skills

Lombardo's-Jessica's (200)
A review of research regarding the importance of peer relationships in
early childhood and the influence of these relationships on self-estecm and
school achievement. Ways of identifying children who may be experiencing
peer relationship problems and instructing these children in the social
skills which are related to peer acceptance.
Linda Tschantz, Wheaton College, Norton, MA

CS DINOSAUR ROCK An Introduction to the World of
Dinosaurs

Lantana-Mediterranean Room (250)
A workshop using tunes about paleontology and the latest information on
dinosaurs and their world as the basis for involving children in creative
drama and movement activities. Dinosaur related experiences that help
children learn about the food chain, the environment and other conc.-pts
in science and in nature study.
Michele Valeri, Wolf Trap Institute, Vienna, VA

C6 Celebrations: A Time' of Light and Giving

Lary..-na-Hob Nob Put, (150)
A multicui, gal unit Ot.,it looks at the ways people around the world hold
celebrations. The unit affirms each child's unique beliefs and values and
ert.phasizes cross-cultural similarities. Included are suggestions for nature
study and for enriching all aspects of the curriculur. , including the
teaching of 7rosocial behavior. The unit, developed for use in a Full Day
Kindergarten Program within a Day Care Center, is presented as a model
for exploring curriculum development in the All Day Kindergarten
Program.
Stephanie Maze, Jeanne Ruckert, Nicholas Yaffe,
Tufts Educational Day Care Center, Medford, MA
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C7 Luncheon - 1st seating
(advanced reservation required)
Lantana-Normandy Room (400)

C8 Sick Child Care

11:45 A.M. - 12:45 P.M.

Holiday Inn-Randolph Boum (125)
The Day Care Center's responsibilities in health related issues. An up-date
on recent health literature in early child development. Resources for
developing new health guidelines for Day Care Centers. Programs for
caring for mildly ill children at the Day Care Center.
Beth Fredericks, Work/Family Directions, Boston, MA
Abby Kendrick, Massachusetts Dept. of Public Health

C9 Communicating with Parents

Holiday Inn-Milton Room (125)
Effective approaches for helping parents to understand the kindergarten
program and to keep informed about their child's development. Techniques
for conferencing with parers, especially regarding difficult issues such as
recommended retention or the school's response to individual needs. The
use of parent volunteers in the classroom.
Noreen Didonna, Shrewsbury, MA

C10 What to t)0 with Superhero Play

Lombardo's-Wing Room (65)
Do superheroes belong in the early childhood classroom? Developmental
issues related to children's use of superhero play. Consideration of sex
differen....es and suggested classroom strategies.
Caro lee Fucigna, Eliot-Pearson School, Tufts University, Medford, MA
Michelle Heist, Arlington, MA

CONVERSATION WITH "THE EXPERTS"

C11 Linda Atwood Preston, Winchester, MA - Curriculum Balance
in the All Day Kindergarten
umtana-Old Office (15)

C12 Ellen Blackburn - The Young Child and the Writing Process
Holiday Inn-Boston Room (15)

C14 Jeanne Plnd - Art Experiences
Holiday Inn-Weymouth Room (15)
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D1 The Cambridge-Lesley Literacy Project in Action (See C1)

Lombardo's-Embassy Room (350)

D2 The Child Who Reads in Kindergarten (See C2)

Lombardo's-Regency Room (500)

D3 Four-Year Olds in the Public Schools

Lombardo's-Venetian Room (400)
What public schools need to do to get ready for 4-year olds. Consideration
of class size, teacher certification, program characteristics, parent
involvement, staff development, and evaluation. A report of the New York
experiences as well as some current developments in other states.
Bertha D. Campbell, Supervisor, Bureau of Child Development and
Pcrent Education, Albany, NY

D4 Helping Children Improve Their Social Skills (See C4)

Lombardo's-Jessica's (200)

DS Performing Arts Activities for Early Learners

Lantana-Mediterranean Room (250)
A workshop including creative drama, songs, stories and games for 3- to
5-year olds. Warm-ups, coffee can theater, role playing, sound-effects
stories and other uses of the performing arts as a way of helping young
children learn.
Michele Valerie Janice McKelvey, Wolf Trap Institute for Early
Learning through the Arts, Vienna, VA

D6 Practical Applications of Piaget's Theory in the
Early Childhood Curriculum (See B6)

Lantana-Hob Nob Pub (150)

131 Luncheon - 2nd setting 1:15 - 2:15 P.M.
(advanced reservation required)

Note: Participants attending a C Block session will be seated at 1:30.
Lantana-Normandy Room (400)
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DO A Report of a Pilot All Day Kindergarten Program

Holiday Inn-Randolph Room (125)
A description of a model program designed to provide chit ren with a
more balanced and more complete kindergarten experience than was
possible in a half-day program. An overview af the process that launched
the program, a review of the first year of implementation, and a report of
the formal evaluation which has been conducted.
David B. Ackerman, Jane Martel, Winchester, MA
Barbara Goodson, ABT Associates, Cambridge, MA

D9 Communicating with Parents (See C9)

Holiday Inn-Milton Room (125)

D10 What to Do with Superhero Play (See C10)

Lombardo's-Wing Room (65)

CONVERSATION WITH 'THE EXPERTS"

Dll Gwen G. Morgan - NAEYC Accreditation Project
Lantana-Old Office (15)

D12 Judith Souweine - Thinking Skills and the Special Needs Child
Holiday Inn-Boston Room (15)

D14 Grace Baron - Computers and the Young Child
Holiday Inn - Weymouth Room (15)

E TIME BLOCK t' 2:45 - 4:00 P.M.
El Focused Chats (New Feature)

Lombardo's-Embassy Room
An opportunity to participate in a small group discussion related to one of
the following topics. The focus for the discussion will be determined by the
participants and the group leader.

16

Helping Parents Manage Children's Behavior
Peggy Ciampa, Bedford, MA

Utilizing Classroom Space Effectively - Ways to Set Up or
Rearrange Your Classroom

Kathy Lawless, Burlington, MA
Sharing Ideas for Teacher-Made Games for 3-5's

Janet Bloom, Norton, MA
Dealing with Issues of Behavior Management

Beverly Mobilia, Auburndale, MA
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Planning Before and After School Programs for Kindergarten
Children

ken, Denty, Lexington, MA
Developing Useful Strategies for Teacher Educators

Juditn Tye, Haverhill, MA
Helping Children Cope with Sensitive Issues -
Death/Divorce/Illness

Ellen Kelley, Cambridge, MA
Facing Administrative Issues in Day Care, Head Start and Nursery

Schools
Beth Miller, Somerville, MA

Extending the Network for Teachers in High School Child
Development Programs

Charles S. Clayman, Lesley College

E2 Models for Extending the Kindergarten Experience

Lombardo's-Regency Room (500)
Presentation of the advantages and potential concerns in each of the
following models: the transition class, the extended day, and the full day

kindergarten.
Anthony D. Flecca, Watertown, MA
L:snea Gershenberg, Andover, MA

E3 Teaching Children Through the Arts

Lombardo's-Venetian Room (400)
A demonstration of a program dedicated to providing an excellent
education for inner city children through the use of the arts as an integral
part of the curriculum. Creative approaches for using the arts in teaching
science and math.
Joe Cook and Children from Paige Academy, Roxbury. MA

E4 Discovering Children's Talents

Lombardo's-Jessica's (200)
Identification of the gifted child: a psychologist's point of view and a
teacher's point of view. Ways to meet the needs of the gifted child in the
regular classroom.
Patty Home, Anabel Jensen, Nueva Learning Center,

Hillsborough, CA

ES Screening and Assessment for Young Children with
Special Needs

Lantana-Mediterranean Room (250)
Approaches for teachers and specialists to use in identifying young
children who may need special intervention. Presentation of a model of the
screening process. A lock at specific screening instruments. Parental
involvement, criteria for selecting assessment instruments, cultural
appropriateness, and consideration of the process for determining
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placement in the least restrictive setting. Highlights of the State's planning
efforts or a comprehensive service delivery system for children birth
through 5 years who are handicapped or at risk, and implications for how
your school can become involved.
Rosalie Norman and Staff of the Early Childhood Project, Quincy, MA

E6 State Initiatives in early Childhood Education

Lantana-Hob Nob Pub (150)
Representatives from the State Departments of Education in three New
England states will discuss steps being taken by state g wernments to
encourage local initiative in developing expanded programs for young
children.
Carolyn Lest.,-, Hartford, CT
Carole Thomson, Quincy, MA
Jenifer VanDeasen-Henkel, Augusta, ME

E7 Developmental Placement: An Emerging Trend in Early
Childhood Education

Lantana-Normandy Room (400)
Meeting the needs of children who are ch-onologically but not
developmentally ready for first grade. A discussion of various models
which school systems are using to respond to the reeds of these children.
The value of the transition class. The relationship of school entrance age,
retention policies, school curriculum and later school achievement to the
concept of developmental readiness. Special consideration of issues
involved with bright but developmentally young children.
C. James Grant, Peterborough, NH

ES Living in a Nuclear Age: Understanding and Helping
Children Through the Curriculum

Holiday Inn-Randolph Room (125)
Ways young children express what they know about peace, war and
nuclear weapons through play i...nd art. Ar proaches to use in helping
children expand their urderstanding and cope with the realities of the
world in which they live.
Nancy Carlsson-Paige, Lesley College
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EIO Helping the Working Parent Feel a Part of the
Day Care Environment

Lombardo's-Wing Room (65)
Ways for involving working parents in their children's early educational
experiences. A discussion from a multicultural perspective of specific
examples and strategies for fostering self-esteem in parents and children.
Participants will have in opportunity to have input into the discussion and
to share ideas.
Patty Hnatiuk, Cambridge, MA

CONVERSATION WITH "THE EXPERTS"

Ell Karen Miller - Day Care, Staff Development, Programming,
and Ideas for Use with Toddlers and Two's
Lantana-Old Office (15)

E12 Sheila Terens - The Full Day Kindergarten
Holiday Inn-Boston Room (15)

H & R Session 4:30 - 5:30 P.M.

Holiday Inn-Randolph Room /125)
PROFESSIONAL BOOKS, CHILDREN'S BOOKS AND CHILDREN'S
RECGRDS available for browsing, listening, and stimulation of informal
conversation. A way to relax at the end of the day.
Joanne Smunreta, Lesley College: Facilitator

Conference Evaluation
Conference evaluation forms are available at the information desk in each
of the three Conference buildings and at each of the sessions Please take
the time to complete one of these forms. Also, feel free to approach
Conference Steering Committee members, identified by red committee
ribbons, to share your reactions The success of the Conference dzpends
on your input and feedback.

The New England Kindergarten Conference Coordinator: Mary Mmdess.

Lesley College
Assistant Coordinator: Moyra Traupe, Lesley College
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POST-CONFERENCE SESSION,
Saturday, November 23, 1985

at
Lesley College

Cambridge, Massachusetts

General Information: The Post-Conference is offered as an opportunity
for participants to explore in greater depth some of the topics which are a
part of the total f ,ference program. Section meetings at the Post-
Conference are 2 hours in length, and the number of people in a group is
limited.

Register for two section meetings, one for the morning and one for the
afternoon. Be sure to indicate alternate choices. (See p. 31 for registration
form.)

The $30 00 PostConferem e registration fee includes morning and
afternoon coffee and luncheon which will be served in White Hall
Cafeteria. (Menu Assorted Quiches, Salad Bar, Dessert, Coffee, Tea or
Soda)

Hotel Information: If you plan to stay at the Quality Inn in Cambridge
on Friday, November 22, please fill out the Hotel Reservation Form on
page 35 and return it directly to: Quality Inn, 1651 Massachusetts Avenue,
Cambridge, MA 02138. Tel (617) 491-1000.

A.M.
PROGRAM

8:30 - 9:00 Coffee and Registration Herterick Lobby
9:00 - 9:45 Keynote Address Welch Auditorium
9:45 - 10:00 Break

10:00 - 12:00 Section Meetings

P.M.
12:00 - 1.00 I uncheon White Hall Cafeteria
1.00 - 3:00 Section Meetings
3.00 - 3:30 `,haring Time and Alumni Hall

Informal Conversation
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Keynote Address 9:00-9:45 A.M.

Welch Auditorium

Toward Comprehensive Early Childhood Programs
Is Public Schools

A confidence building session designed to help educators explain the
characteristics of quality early childhood programs to parents and
administrators. Specific guidelines as well as discussion of recent
legislation, state aid programs, and issues related to curriculum
development. Consideration of various models used in public schools to
provide care and education or Ers and 5's.
Bertha D. Canspbell, Supervisor, Bureau of Chiid Development, and
Parent Education, Albany, NY

A.M. SECTION MEETINGS 10:00-12:00 .NOON

1. Curriculum in the Full Day lUndargarten

Room: 2C4
An interest center approach to the development and integration of the
social studies with readiness activities, language arts, science, art and
other curriculum areas. An opportunity to view slides of a full day
kindergarten program in action and to peruse sample units of study.
Participants will have an opportunity to raise issues about which they have
concerns.
Sham Teresa. Lawrence, NY

2. Intimated*, Movement Into The Curriculum

Room: 2B1 (Multipurpose Room)
Explore the themes of time. space and sound. Find your own
developmental movement patterns. Become more sensitive to the non-
verbal communication of the children with whom you work. Discover new
ways for enriching your curriculum.
Norma 0. Canner. Lesley College

3. Storytelling and Storybuilding

Room: 2C5
Creative dramatics, storytelling and improvisational techniques that can
assist you, the teacner, with whatever lessons you are teaching.
Michele Valeri, Wotf Trap Head Start, Vienna, VA
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4. Astronomical Adventures with Astra'. Magic Math

Room: 2C3
An exciting, multisensory program that teaches basic skills through
sequentially developed self-contained units. Includes language,
manipulation and writing activities. A nationally validated developer/
demonstration project in the National Diffusion Network.
Gretchen Ross. San Mateo, CA

S. The Art-Science Partnership

Roosts: OAS ( Science Lab)
Participants will explore a variety of experiences which bring together
scientific concepts and expressive art. Included will be principles of
curriculum development.
Rosemary Agoutis, Amherst, MA

G. WaS upn A Time Five-Year Old Authors

Room: 2M3
A look at reading and writing as inseparable pathways to literacy. A
review of one child's developmental progress in writing in kindergarten and
in first grade. A consideration of the teaching strategies which support the
5-year old's emerging competence as an author.
Virginia Chalmers, Cambridge, MA

7. Monitoring Literacy Learning at the Kindergarten Level

Room: 2,1414
Some new insights about children's "foundations of literacy" through an
exploration of the work of Marie Clay and her "Concept About Print" test,
and Don Holdaway's Emergent Reading Stage and the idea of a "Literacy
Set".
Mary Snow, Lesley College

8. The Use of the Computer in Early Childhood Education

Room: Computer Lab - Clattaroons
An overview of computer software appropriate for use with young children.
Ways to integrate the software with existing curriculum. Emphasis on
moving from the r Icrete to more abstract experiences using the
computer.
Karen Granloy, Lesley College
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1. Shared [Lading Techniques: Musk and Literacy

Room: 281 (Multipurpose Room)
A workshop Involving shared reading techniques as developed by Don
noldaway and used as part of the Cambridge-Lesley Literacy Project. The
integration of music with the whole language approach to teaching
reading and writing. Songs, predictable literature, doze strategy and text
innovation will be demonstrated using big books, charts and the overhead
projector.
Janet Palladino, Wendy Silverberg, Cambridge Public Schools,
Cambridge, MA

2. Evaluating Children's Social /Emotional Rehr-rior in the
Classroom

Room: 2C3
Teachers are frequently in the position of evaluating children's -,ocial
behavior. AU teacher evaluations, whether put on paper or made orally,
are based on a measurement process. The objectives of this workshop are
1) to show what is meant by measurement and to show that every rating
implies measurement; 2) to discuss properties of different type: of
measurement, in particular teacher rat'ugs and 3) to demonstrate how
teachers can construct their own rating scales to examine different
dimensions of children's social behavior.
David Barrett. Children's Hospital, Boston, MA

3. Frills and Other Basics: Teaching in the 'Key of Life'

Room: 2C5
A full participation session of success-oriented, joy-filled, language based,
practical, accessible ways of celebrating learning. Come ready to talk,
sing, laugh, read, move, improvise, exolore and share as you discover or
rediscover the delightful interrelationship of ideas. Put your "whole self in!"
Mimi Brodsky Chenfeld, Columbus, Ohio

4. "Read That Story Again!" Integrating Authentic Children's
Literature into the Preschool and Kindergarten Curriculum

Room: 2C4
A workshop presentag and engaging participants in all the genres of
children's literature. An exploration of criteria for selecting children's
literature and several technique,' for introducing and sharing varied
traiitionai and multicultural literature with young children.
Don Holdaway and members of the Literacy Team, Cambridge. MA
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5. A Curriculum for "Gifted" Fiver

Room: 2M3
Can you trust a group of 5.year olds to choose what they want to lea:n?
Come and discover a teaching approach which encourages problem
solving, inquiry and creative explorations by the individ al child while
building a socially aware total group.
Patty ROHM Nueva Learning Center, Hillsborough, CA

6. An intercultural Approach to Literacy Learning

Room: 2M4
A research up-date on bilingualism and the young child. An emphasis on
current issues and alternative classroom strategies that contribute to
literacy learning and academic growth. The use of cultural ditferrences as
a bridge to building successful school experiences.
Marla Serpa, Lesley College

7. Using eie Microcomputer hs the Development of Individual
Educat oval Plains

Room: Computer Lab Classroom 1
The use of a computki data base to improve the quality of IEP's for young
children with special needs. An opporturty to become familiar with a
curriculum library of goals and objectives related to early learning, speech
and language development, and occupational therapy. Hands-on
experience entering data and developing student files.
Cynthia Dunlap. Nashua. N.H.

0. The First byte of the Apple: Computor Graphics for Preschool
Children

Room: Computer Lab Classroom 2
A hands-on workshop demonstrating procedures for inctructing preschool
children in computer graphics including Wheaton Co liege's Key-Sketch
Program (a pre-logo experience) and Delta Drawing. T-.:chniques for
arranging the classroom environment to incorporate the computer and an
opportunity to view and talk about segments of a program in action.
Grace Baron. Janet Bloom, Blanche Mahlon, E. W. Amen Nursery
School, Wheaton College, Norton, MA

PERFORMANCE FOR CHILDREN
At the close of the Conference in Welch Auditorium, Michele Valera, artist
frok-n the Wolf Trap Head Start, Vienna, Virginia, will present a special
performance for children, titled Exploring the World of Dinosaurs. Through
music and creative drama children will find out about the food chain, the
environment and other information about nature.
Admission cost: adults - $3.00. children - $2.00
Tickets should be purchased in aduenre.
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MarthaJane Aldrich
Littleton, NH

James Argir
Ashland, MA

Lana Argir
Wayland, MA

Eleanor Ashton
Worcester State College
Worcester, MA

Doris V Barg
Dexter Park Children's Center
Brookline, MA

Dottie Bauer
Keene State College
Keene, NH

Janet M Bloom
Wheaton College
Norton, MA

Denise Blumenthal
The Network
Andover, MA

Irwin Blumer
Concord, MA

Susan Brown
Sterling, MA

Helen G Budd
Arlington, MA

Nancy Carlsson-Paige
Lesley College Graduate

School
Cambridge, h

Illy Chan
Boston, MA

Ellen Booth Church
State University of New York
Farmingdale, NY

Margaret A Ciampa
Steppingstone Preschool
Bedford, MA

William Creslukowski
Killingworth, CT

Martha Cipullo
South Weymouth, MA

Shirley Coe
Guilford, CT

Shirlee Colcord
Haverhill, MA

Marina Colonas
Cambridge, MA

Pauline A Coulter
Winter Day School
Medfield, MA

Joan Fit on Cremin
Worcester, MA

0

Thomas E Crossett
Saxtons River, VT

Sandra Cymerman
Lesley College
Cambridge, MA

Judith Daley
Westwood, MA

Janet P Multi°
Quincy, MA

Jean M Dobson
Haverhill, MA

Johanna fi Endnch
Old Saybrook, CT

Ann Favreau
Feeding Hills, MA

Anne W Field
Wilmington, MA

Anthony D Flecca
Watertown, MA

John L Fortier
Danforth, ME

Roselyn Frank
Mass Dept of Educz non
Quincy, MA

Sharon Franz
Suffield, CT

Marcia Pion' Galazzi
The Family School
Brewster, MA

Michael Gradone
We Ilfleet, MA

Valerie Gramo Itni
Maynard, MA

Robert Ha lapin
Westport, CT

Lula Hamilton-Evelyn
Boston, MA

Barry Hertz
Lyndon State College
Lyndonville, VT

Katherine M Hodgeman
Sunshine and Buttercups

Early Childhood Center
Rye, NY

Elaine Holt
Merrimack, NH

Mildred Goss Jones
Freeport, ME

Mario i Kenneally
Lawrence, MA

Susan E Kennedy
Melrose, MA

Miriam Kronish
Needham, MA

Sondra Langer
Lesley College

Graduate S. hool
Cambridge, MA

Anne larkin
Les let, ege

Gram, , School
Cambridge, MA

David Lowry
Westwood, MA

Peggy McLaughlin
Greenwich, CT

Mary-EP.,, Meegan
Worcester S'ate College
Nu'nreester, NIA

Rose C M., mda
Henry Barna d School
Rhode Islam, College
Providence, RI

Joelleo Merry
Ho' 'ton, ME

Patricia Milier
5' ing, MA
Susan A Miller
Kutztown University
Kutztown, PA

Naomi Katz Mintz
Burlington, MA

Louise M Moline
Braintree, MA

Ann Molod
West Hartford, CT

Alice R Mogan
Wayland, MA

Paula J Murphy
Pepperell Children's Center
Pepperell, MA

Marilyn Nutting
Wellesley, MA

Louise D Patton
Chestnut Hill School
Chestnut Hill, MA

Geraldine N Pedrini
Sunshine Nursery School
Arlington, MA

Natalie Pogson
Melrose, MA

Christine L Roberts
University of Connecticut
Storrs, CT

Jill Collier Robinson
Bloomfield, CT

Karen S Robinson
Lesley College
Cambridge, MA
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Susan Schneider
Marblehead, MA

Janice Sette-Lund
Cambridge, MA

Edna Sexton
Sterling, MA

Linda Stapleton
Chelmsford, MA

Lynn F Stuart
Cambridge, MA

Louise B Swintarski
Salem State College
Salem, MA

Marie Taylor Michelle M Vann
Lincoln. MA Butler's Child Care Center

Attleboro Falls, MA
Susan Clark Thayer
Suffolk University Delores E Vieira
Boston, MA Head Start

Fall River. MA
Carole Thomson
Mass Dept of Educ.,tior, Cynthia H Welch
Quincy, MA Newport. RI

Irene Tully Ellen White
Bridgehampton, NY Rehoboth, MA

Judith C Tye Nancy Winter
Northern Essex Community Greenfield Community

College College
Haverhill, MA Greenfield, MA

1985 STEERING COMMITTEE

Myrtle P Aulenback
Unitarian Cooperative

Nursery School
Lexington, MA

Day Care Component

Kelly L Day
Agassiz Community

Children's School
Cambridge, MA

Eleanore G Lewis
Mass Bay Community

College
Wel:eslc;, 7(IA

Doris V Barg Lisa DeAngelis Jane Mack

Dexter Park Children's Newton Community Service Lexington Montessori School

Center Center, Inc Lexington MA

Brookline, MA Newton, MA Christine McVinney
Concord Children's Center
Concord, MA

Beverly A Mobilia
Aubior, dale Communitt

Nursery School
Auburn.:ale, MA

Karr-, Sheaffer
Ca-nbrie.:-. read Star,
Comb MA

Joann( c- .1(reta
Lesley . age
Cambr,dge. MA

arole S Thomson
Mass State Dept of

Education
Quincy, MA

Marianne Zeller
Woburn Conn, .1 of .ic at

Concein
Woburn, MA

Bent Berntsen
Oxford St Day Care
Cambridge, MA

Margaret A Ciarripa
Steppingstone Preschool
Bedford, MA

Deborah Clough ley
Greater Manchester Family

YMCA
Manchester, NH

Deborah L Crocker
Grace Chapel Nursery

School
Lexington, MA

Virginia Crocker
Mart-. State Dept of

Education
Quincy, MA

Bernadette Davidson
A Kangaroo's Poo( h
Chelsea, MA

26

Sherree Ounston-Warner
Village Day Care and

Learning Center
York, ME

Kathleen Fraser
Dallin School
Arlington, MA

Mary Keber
Catholic Chorine, Family

Day Care
Somerville, MA

Judith Hardy
Green Acres Day School
Waltham, MA

Gwenyth Hooper
Arlington Childrin,

Inc
Somerville, MA

Anne Korrib;att
Cambndgeport Children's

Center
Cambridge, MA
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RESOURCE EXCHANGE INFORMATION

The Kindergarten Conference Office in conjunction with the Massachusetts
State Department of Education is establishing an Early Childhood
Resource Exchange. Have you implemented in your early childhood
programs any creative or inr.ovative ideas which you would be willing to
share with other educators? The plan is to set up a resource file which
would facilitate educators sharing with each other. If you would like to be
included in this projec., please complete the form below and return it to:
NEKC, Lesley College, 29 Everett St., Cambridge, MA 02238.

1. Are there people in your system who would be willing to share creative
or innovative ideas regarding: (please check )

school entrance age
scheduling
reporting to parents, parent education, outreach
screening
literacy and young children
curriculum development
community involvement
ways of encouraging communication between pre-kindergarten,
kindergarten and first grade programs
other (specify)

2. Check the areas in which you or other members of your scnool system
could share expertise.

Full Day Kindergarten
Transition Program
Puolic School Program for 4 year-olds
Extended Day/Day Care Programs
Services for the Young Gifted Child
Services for the Young Special Needs Child
Services for the Bilingual Child

3. Are there other areas in which you would like us to try to identify
resources? (specify)

over
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4. Would you like information or assistance in any of the above areas?
(specify)

For more information about the Early Childhood Resource Exchange
cont .ct:

Carole Thomson Mary Mindess
Div. of Curriculum & Instruction Coordinator, NEKC
Mass. State Dept. of Education Lesley College
1385 Hancock Street 29 Everett Street
Quincy, MA 02169 Cambridge, MA 02238
(617) 770-7536 (617) 868-9600

Name

Position

institution

Sheet Address

1 I I I 1 I ,1

City

Telephone

State I

(day) (evening)

Zip

Please return completed form to NEKC at above address.
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CONFERENCE REGISTRATION
Randolph, Friday, November 22, 1985

Print or type (Complete ONE form for EACH registrant. Photocopy if extra
forms are needed.)

Name

Position

Institution

1
I

Street Address I

City

H I
1

Home Address

City

State Zip

I

State Zip

I prefer to receive future mailings at home work

My area() of special interest are: (Please check)
E Day Care Kindemarten L Adminf_ration 7_, Special Needs
E IC-1 Programs a Gifted n

Bilingual Other

1 elephone
(day) (evening)

General Registration: $35.00 Discount Registration: $30.00
Student Registration: $15 00 Registrations postmarked by Oct. 25
If student, specify college and ID#
Luncheon Reservation: $10 00 Choice of Entree:
1st seating 2nd seating Chicken Fish

TOTAL i NOUNT ENCLOSED

Authorized P.O. # School System/Agency

Complete and mail with registration payment(s) to The New England Kindergarten
Conference, Lesley College, 24 Everett St., Cambridge, MA 02238 Make checks
payable to Les1.-,, College/NEKC. Enclose a stampen, self-addressed envelope
so that your registration mat/trials can be mailed to you.

'Separate checks for the registration and the luncheon reservation will
facilitate refunds if no tickets are available for the luncheon at the time
your registration is received.
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For NFXC use only

Amount paid

Date

By
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POSTCONFEIRENCE REGISTRATION
Saturday, November 23, 1985
Lesley College, Cambridge, MA

Print or type (Complete ONE form for EACH registrant. Photocopy if extra
forms are needed.)

Position

Inethatios I I 1.1-/
Street Address

Hone Address I I I I I I. 1 I

City I I I State

I prefer to receive future mailings at Li home work

My area(*) of fp --vial Interest are: (Please check)
Day Care Kindergarten J Administration Special Needs

K.1 Prowasso Diked [ BWaguaI Other

Telephone
(fay) (evening)

Select two section meetings, one for the morning and one for the afternoon.
Indicate alternate choices.

let choke 2nd choke

Morni-ig

Aft..rncon

Post-Conference registration fee including lunch: S30 00

Check enclosed for S
Note: Please make checks payable to Lesley College /NLKC

Authorized P.O. * School system/Agency

omplete and mall with registration payment to The New I [inland Kindel qdriell
Conference, Lesley College, 29 Everett St , Cambridge, MA 02238 Please enclose
a *tamped, selfuddressed envelope so that registration materials may be
mailed to you. Use a separate form for each regi..rant. Duplicate this form if necessary.
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For NEKC use only

Amount paid

Date

By
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MAIL THIS HOTEL RESERVATION FORM DIRECTLY TO

HOLIDAY INN RANDOLPH
1374 North Main Street, Randolph, MA 02368

Tel: (617) 961-1000
New England Kindergarten Conference, November 22, 1985

Name(s)

Company; School

Address

City/State/Zip

Telephone

Arrival Date Departure Date

No. rms. req. No. persons per rrn,

Type of Reservation Requested (check one)

Reservation to be held until 6:00 P.M.

Guaranteed either by major credit card or one night's lodging enclosed.

Credit card company
(only American Express. Master Charge. Visa. Carte Blanche. and Diners)

Credit card no. Expir. date

Conference Room Rates: sink $53 90 Inc tax
double $57 07 Inc tax
triple $60.25 inc tax

Please note: Reservations should be received by Nov. 8, 1985 Reservations
received after that date will be accepted on a space available basis
only
All 6:00 P M. reservations will be canceled if not claimed by 6 00
PM

t
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MAIL THIS HOTEL RESERVATION FORM DIRECTLY TO

QUALITY INN CAMBRIDGE
1651 Massachusetts Avenue, Cambridge, MA 02138

Tel: (617) 491-1000
New England Kindergarten Conference

POST- CONFERENCE. Nov. 23. 1985

Name's) V
Company School

Address _

City State Zip

Telephone _____

Arrival Date Departure Date

No. rms. req. No. persons per rm,

Conference Room Rates: single $63.42 inc. tax
double $75.05 inc. tax
triple $82.45 inc. tax

Please note: To guarantee reservation, full payment mast accompany
form. Reservations should be received by Nov. 8, 1985.
Reservations received after that date will be accepted on a
spare available basis only.
All 6:00 P M. reservations will be canceled if not claimed by
6:00 P.M.
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DISTRIBUTORS OF EARLY CHILDHOOD FILMS

AIMS INSTRUCTIONAL MEDIA, INC.
626 Junstin Avenue
Glendale CA 91201

213/240-9300

AMERICAN EDUCATIONAL FILMS
3807 Dickerson Road
PO Box 8188
Nashville, TN 37207
615/868-2040

BENCHMARK FILMS
145 Scarborough Road
Briarcliff Manor, NY 10510

914/762-3838

BARR FILMS
3490 East Foothill Boulevard
Box 5667
Pasadena, CA 91107
213/793-6153

AMERICAN FEDERATION OF ARTS (AFA)
41 East 65 Street
New York, NY 10021

212/988-7700

111
BILLY BUDD FILMS
235 East 57 Street
New York, NY 10022

212/755-3968

JOHN BRISTER FILMS
9131 Eleventh Avenue South
Bloomington, MN 55420
612/854-0609

CHURCHILL FILMS
622 North Robertson Boulevard
Los Angeles, CA 90069
213/657-5110

COMMUNICATIONS PARK VIDEO & FILM
Box 4000
Mr. Kisco, NY 10549

914/666-4100

CORONET INSTRUCTIONAL MEDIA
65 East South Water Street
Chicago, IL 60601

312/332-7676

11

CREATIVE FILM SOCIETY (CFS)
7237 Canby Avenue
Reseda, CA 91335
213/881-3887

TOM DAVENPORT FILMS
Pearlstone
Delaplane, VA 22025
703/592-3701

WALT DISNEY EDUCATIONAL MEDIA
800 Sonora
Glendale, CA 91201

213/240-9160

Encyclopaedia Britannica (EBE)
425 North Michigan Avenue
Chicago, IL 60611
800/621-3900

FILMFAIR COMMUNICATIONS
10900 Ventura Boulevard
Studio City, CA 91604
213/877-3191

FILMS INCORPORATED
1144 Wilmette Avenue
Wilmetter, IL 60091
312/256-4730

GROVE PRESS
196 West Houston Street
New York, NY 10014
212/242-4900

IMAGE RESOURCES
53 Center Road
Easton, CT 06612
203/261-0615

ITALTOONS CORPORATION
8 West 40 Street
NY, NY 10018

212/730-0280

INTERNATIONAL FILM BUREAU (IFB)
332 South Michigan Avenue
Chicago, IL 60604
312/427-4545

JANUS FILMS
119 West 57 Street
NY, NY 10019

212/753-7100



KAREN JOHNSON
10118 Aldea Avenue
Northridge, CA 91325
213/886-5041

LEARNING CORPORATION OF AMERICA (LCA)
1350 Avenue of the Americas
NY, NY 10019

212/397-9330

LITTLE RED FILMHOUSE
119 South Kilkea Drive
Los Angeles, CA 90048
213/655-6775

LUMIERE FILMS
1001 Massachusetts Avenue
Cambridge, MA 02138

McGRAW-HILL FILMS
110 Fifteenth Street
Del Mar, CA 92014
714/453-5000

MUSEUM OF MODF"N ART (MOMA)
Fi' a Circulation Department
21 West 53 Street
NY, NY 10019

410 212/956-4204

NATIONAL r'ILM BOARD OF CANADA (NFBC)
1251 Avenue of the Americas

NY, NY 10020
212/586-5131

PERSEPCTIVE FILMS
369 West Erie street
Chicago, IL G0610
312/977-4100

PHOENIX/BFA FILM & VIDEO
468 Park Avenue South
NY, NY 10016

212/684-5910

PYRAMID FILMS
Box 1044
Santa Monica, CA 90406
213/828-7577

CHARLES SAMU PRODUCTIONS
49 Victory Place
East Brunswick, NJ 08816

TEXTURE FILMS INC.
Box 1337

Skokie, IL 60076
312/256-3355

VEDO FILMS
85 Longview Road
Port Washington, NY 11050
516/883-7460

WESTON WOODS STUDIOS
Weston, CT 06883
203/226-3355

WOMBAT PRODUCTICA::

Little Lake
Glendale Road
Box 70

Ossining, NY 10562

914/762-0011

YELLOW BALL WORKSHOP
62 Tarbell Avenue
Lexingtor, MA 02173
617/862-4283

SOURCE: Young Viewers. Media Center for Child.'en
3 Wes:: 29 St. NY, NY 10001.

Spring, 1983, p. 20
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SELECTED EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION
scHont. SUPPL etS

I . Child Gui dance
Questor Education Products Co.
200 Fifth Ave.
NY, NY 10010

2. Childcraft Education Corporation
20 Kilmer Road
P.O. Box 3081
Edison, NJ 18818-3081 1-800-631-5652

CHldhood Resources
5:137 Lee Hwy
Arlington, VA 22207

4. Community Playthings
Route 213
Rifton, NY 12471 (914)658-3141

5. Constructive Playthings
1227 East 119th Street
Grandview, Missouri 64030

6. Creative Playthings
Division of CBS, Inc.
Princeton, NJ 08540

7. Developmental Learning Material s
7440 Natchez Ave.
Niles, I.'. 60648

8. New England School Supply
Division of Chaselie, Inc.
P.O. Box 1581
Springfield, MA 01101 (413)786-9800

9. Kaplan School Supply Corporation
600 Jonestown Road
Winston-Salem, NC 27103 1-800-334-2014

10. Scholastic Carly Childhood Center
904 Sylvan Are
Englewood Cliffs, "k3 07632

0371Q

A note or postcard :o most of these
companies should get you a catalog. I
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One, Two
Buckle
My Shoe
by Sam Ed Brown

Children may begin developing mathematical concepts
is tarty IS eight months of age By two or three they
already possess a growing math vocabulary The Child lilt
for more' milk, a piece Of Me. or talks attout -one of thz
blOCItS S1m0141 ClasSifiCatiOnS Of toys into different groups
ire the groundwork for mars complicated sets and subsets
in Me future

Young Children need Math ealterienCell dewed to Men
deveiopmental level that do not demand abilities they have
riot yet 'Gamed. Children need 10 Cie hie to see. feel
handle Ina trianatiketsi quantities in a gentelike at-
moepnere
Ales VII ulna. Ilreeirs 604plase. Saineews all 1184111111114
eesernee eeseresvame ter ere-SetteM Cetteren.
Papsreese bass

Paperback

for
'CIRCLE TIME

woos The
CIRCLE
TIME
Book

by
la and Dock Mimes

The Clltie Time Soak captures me saint of me sea.
sons and n011dily$. It is filled with more Man 400
circletime activines for the preschool classrooms

39 seasons and holidays are included Eacn is Intro-
duced with an opening group activity tor all cnildren

Following eon activity. rn. Circle Time Book In-
cludes a voile variety of language and active games.
Songs. fincerolays. creative movement exercises and
lasts of' related books

Settcover S5.S5

RiPshlrytsEarly
Cftch3OIEdszann

Puppetry
in Early
Childhood
Education
by Tamara Hunt and

Nancy Renfro

Hundreds of cleverly illustrated. easy-to-follow in-
structions numb* puppets that chskiren as will as
adults can make and manipulate Innovative ways are
onoteltd to set up a 'Puppet Corner and to use
'Puppet Aprons for slorytelkng. Specific activates
meine puppetry in language ans. music and songs.
holidays. manhunt. deny rouanes with Sesame Street
characters.

'Puppetenng makes music end literature
'come alive

"Puppetalking stimulates corweisallons for
soaal and emotional growth
"Pupation:lung" leads to new knowiedge
and skills Paperback. 172 pages 113.50

Explore
and

Create
Ann/dies for
Young Children
Art Game. Cooking
Schnee Math
by Liz Cromwell and

Uwe Nibner

A giant activity book for prescnoo parents and
teachers. More than 230 clearly described activities.
with learning oolectives. Included are.

64 meth. now.: and science activates
81 indoor and outdoor tun games
79 art activates (Painting. sculpture. paper
and funk art)
60 easy recipes for ccriiing fun

"The keynote of this 278 pan book is purposefut
sirr.pooty.--INTERACTION
Soraposer. 114.10 Partner Press

Teachables
Pres'

Trashahles

.1t .4401 that Teach
Homemade Toys

k

It's easy to turn Junk materials around the
house into fun and educational toys The fully
illustrated instructions for each toy include

Age group What you need to make it
How to use it How to make it.
What it does

"With the price of educational toys rising out
of sight. there's never been a better time for
teachers to buy this paperback "LEAFli 'ING
WITH YOUNG CHILDREN IN THE PARISH.

Paperback. 55.15 Toys 'n Things Press

paw. Bubbles. Rainbowswain*
Gnaw and Worms:

Science
Experiments

Az 4---. a for Pre-Schoolr. Children
by Sam Ed Brown

Pre-school children. with their eager curiosity. are
almost natural scums& Young children like to
touch, handle and expenencs things directly

BUBBLES. RAINBOWS AND WORMS includes
exponents with rut annals, the environment.
plants. the senses, and voter. Each experiment
complete with a learning °f ome. a hit of
materials. clear instructions, vocabulary wards for
language development, and an explanation for the
teacher of the satratak principles behind the
exponent

Posekok, 14011

FINGER
FROLICS
Fit jerplays for
Young Children

by Liz Cromwell
and Dixie Hibner

This best- selling, spiral-bound book is
stuffed with nearly 300 fingerplays for pre-
school teachers and parents Fingnrolays de-
velop lany.age skills, motor coordination and
reading readiness.

TABLE OF CONTENTS
Self Concept
Horne
Seasons
Holidays

SfPtrolIPOler 58.911

The World Around Us
Counting
Nursery Rhymes
Activity Verses

Capture
Them

with
Magic!
It's Music
It's Dramatic Play
It's Excitement

in Learning
by Mary Ann Hall and

Pat Hale
Capture Them with Magic! provides guidelines

and lesson plans trio give busy teeCnerS. day care
leaders and parents the extra nem trim need to use
the arts that make learning come alive Mere are
smote. practical ideas lot using inexpensive materi-
als to ennance all areas of teaching, from science to
books to the expression of feelings.

Using tne Arts in Early civic:mood Education
Illustrated with drenags and onotograpns
Peperbeeed. SLSO.

TO ORDER: Send check or money order to: First Teacher Box 29 Bridgeport, CT 06602.
(Ale 51.50 ter lee Ores Seel we Sae ter earn allelliewel Seek ter eseseee a eleves49.)

Ship To:

Address

City State Zip
Enclose check or money order All on:es subleu to change without notice
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FELT BOARD FUN
by

Liz and
Dick Wilmes

Expand the ust of your f.annel board. Go beyond
stories to ideas and aCtrndes which you can use
throughout the year. Let the children become in-
volved with the wide range of acnymes designed to
help them learn 13astc concepts. think creatively and
enjoy the holidays

Ideas For
Holidays
Foods
Animals
Numbers
Feelings
Body Awareness

Five Senses
Shapes
Letters
Imagination Stretchers
Seasons
Colors

Over 600 Patterns - Completely Indexed

To order Send check or money order io (Add sl 00 ow weep and handing
F. as tee.ner Boa 29 9nogsoon. CT 06802

SHIP TO

ADDRESS
Fle-Te0A110 FUN

$12.911

CITY STATE _

Endow cleat or money order Al axes smarm to change worm' nonce

PPP

Open the Door,
Let's Explore:

Neighboring
Field Trips for
Young Children

by
Rhoda Redleaf

Here are some easy held trips that will provide exciting learning
adventures Included in the eighteen outings are an Attar-the-Awl-
Walk a Truck Walk and visits to banks. gas Stations and lumber yards

For each helm tnp there are learning goals for children a list of
wocabulary words. Introductory before-the-walk actmttes. lots of activity
,aeas to use on the walk after the walk follow-up activities. new songs and
mgorplays related to the walk and a listing of related cnddren S books
Two to three weeks curriculum can be based on each of the outings
Paperback SS.95

40 TO 0110E11: Sena check or money order to
First Teacher Sox 29 Bridgeoort CT 06602

I
SHIP TO

I A OGRESS

I cm, STATE ZIP
E^cose cneck or money woe, All prices suolect 10 cnanqe without notice

L..

A.] S I I .0. ,,,,1.1% 1
OPEN Till DOOR.
LIT EXPt.0111 SS.93

L

CIR ALE
TIME

ACTIVITIES
FOR

YOUNG
CHILDREN

by
Days Bnishaars
& Sharron Wolin

Md.* ,. MY... MIS

Circle Time is that special time when you gather around with SOVIVOI children
to snare songs. fingerptay 2, stones. gamey. rnythens and violations that particu-
lar day bnngs. Besides offering a fun experience. Circle Time provides for a
listening time. a time for auditory memory. a time to !Apt to know each other a
time to sit quietly. a time for sensory expenonces. and on and on We. as
preschool Wadley*. hr.,e warted that we could turn to ONE book of ideas for
Circle Time. We two preschool teachers have dreamed of seen a complete.
organized. and sequential book and our dream hu become a roomy in
GIRCLE TIME ACTIVITIES FOR TORINO CHILDREN. The 415 activities in this
book have bet.ft med. tested and proven as 'attenbon-utters. "mindewan-
ders.' and " nyo-000rosrs for the young child

11=1.1011111 111.

Dime Sharron

TO 011001k Send chum or money order to (Ado St 70 tor Dowses and nandkng.i
First Teacher Box 29 Bridgeport. CT 06602

SNIP TO

AOORESS

CiTv STATE ZIP

CleCut TINS
ApTivrnee
PO YOUNG
CMILDRIEN MAI

Emus* cheat or money CHEW An once. suistect to change without notice.
AIM

ART Experiences
for Young Children

by
Diya Brashest's

Art Esurnoncss for *on Children I v unique collection of
'hands -On' prOCeSs-Onented ah 1C1vifles which have been used suC-
CeSSTUly in me classroom and at lme. These o..tvities are presented
in a spiral-bound. Color -Coded book which is ease for immediate use All
of the actMlees are divided Into seChnns according to medium
presented. Necessary supplies are listed aid a °net step-ay-stet)
procedure is Crvallable for each expenenCe AN of the aCtheties ore quick
and easy to se' up and can oe Woofed far me Iwo year old and on
up to me eternentaty-age child. MT EXPERIENCES FOR YOUNG OfIWMN,
like Dew s other book Cede This Raloross for *we, Owldran (co-author,
Shunon Wertini provides opportunities tor success. creativity. flexibility ana
luni

IMP 011011D

TO ORDER: Sena check or money order to
First Teacher Box 29 Bridgeport. CT 06602

opereracts POO YOUNG 001.00tO n

,o.10 0

uORESS

ry 'or
Enclose LrleCh of money order ,A0(1 SI CO 'or postage Ira nanoling
All Or.CCS ,uoiect I0 ,nonqe wtlnoul nolIce
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE

SUPERINTENDENT OF DOCUMENTS

WASHINGTON, D.0 20402

110 SUBJ. BIBLIOGRAPHY (SB) SB-035
April 12, 1985

NOTICE

Government document's prices are subject to change without prior notice.
Therefore, prices in effect when your order is filled may differ from
prices on this list.

CHILDREN AND YOUTH

This Subject Bibliography is organized into categories that encompass some
of the major topics concerning today's children from infancy through
adolescence. Separate Subject Bibliographies are also av'ilable that deal
with such topics as Day Care, Child Abuse and Neglect, Juvenile Delinquency,
Elementary and Secondary Education, and Vocational and Career Education.

ALCOHOL AND DRUGS

Adolescent Peer Pressure: Theory, Correlates, and Program Implications
for Drug Abuse Prevention. Focuses on constructive ways human service
organizations an! professionals in the drug abuse prevention field can
channel peer preLeure and communicate to young people that aeug use
and abuse are harmful and inappropriate. Intended to provide a better
understanding of the pressur.'s and tasks associated with adolescents.
1981: 120 p.; ill. 1984-repr.

HE 20.8202:Ad 7 S/N 017-024-01110-0 $ 4.0U

Catching On: A Drug Information Booklet. This comic book was developed
ae a source of drug-information for young people. This publication may
be purchased at a special price of $40.00 per 50 copies when mailed
to one address. 1981: 24 p.; ill.

HE 20.8202:C 28/evaluation
S/N 017-024-01054-5

Channel One A Government/Private Sector Partnership for Drug Abuse
Prevention. Descr ,et Channel Ow. drug abuse prevention program
developed by youth that helps to nta-e the total environment a factor
in learning and growth for youth. 1981: 52 p.

HE 20.8202:C 36 S/N 017-024-01112-6

Communities: What You Can Do About Drug and Alcohol Abuse. 1983:

15 p. HE 20.8202:C 73/5 S/N 017-024-01190-8
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Page 2 Children and Youth

Door: A Model Youth Center. The Door is a comprehensive and innovative
multiservice center for disadvantaged and troubled youths of New York City
to help them constructively meet the challenges of being young and grow-
ing up in an urban environment. Multiple services include prevention,
treatment, training, and rehabilitation. 1981: 56 p.; ill.

HE 20.8217:Y 8 S/N 017-024-01084-7 R 4.75

Drug Abuse and the American Adolescent. 1981: 140 p.; ill.
HE 20.8216:38 S/N 017-024-01107-0

For Kids Only: What You Should Know About Marijuana. This publication
may be purchased at 2 special price of $43.00 per 100 copies when mailed
to one address. 1982: 12 p.; revised ed.

HE 20.8202:M 33/3/981 S/N 01'- 024 - 01142 -8

For Parents Only: What You Need to Know About Marijuana. Contains the
latest scientifically accepted information about marijuana and is
intended to supply parents with many facts about this drug. 1984:
31 p.; ill. revised ed.

4.50

2.00

HE 20.8202:M 33/984 S/N 017-024-01203-3 1.50

Got A Minute? Issued as a comic book, this publicati"n gives pointers
to young people on things to do as alternatives to drug abuse. This
publication may be purchased at a special price -T $6.50 per 10 copies
when mailed to one address. 1979: 6 p.; ill.

HE 20.8202:M 66 S/N 017-024-00885-9 2.00 a
Guidebook for Planning Alcohol Prevention Programs With Black Youth.
Describes the steps in starting programs to prevent alcohol abuse
among black youth: mobilizing interested groups; getting multiple
agency support; finding out what youth and alcohol is:7ues concern
the specific community; writing a grant proposal; getting funding
support; holding a prevention workshop; and involving youth as
partners in the programs. 1981: 136 p.; ill.

HE 20.8308:B 56 S/N 017-024.0'123-1 7.00

HighlIghts From Drugs and American High School Students, 1975-:983.
Reports on current drug use and trends sce 1975, grade of first use,
trends in use at earlier grade levels, intensity of drug use, and
attitudes, beliefs, and perceptions of the social environment of
seniors in the classes of 19'5 through 1984. Classes of drugs dis-
tinguished are n4Tijuana inhalants, hallucinogens, cocaine, heroin,
natural and synthetic opiates, stirgulants, sedat'ves, tranquilizers,
alcohol, and cigarettes. 1984: 141 p.; ill.

S/N 017-024-01208-4
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Is Beer a Four Letter Word? This publication may be purchased at a
special.price of $145.00 per 100 copies when mailed to one address.
1978: 58 p.; ill. HE 20.8302:B 39/980 S/N 017-024-00800-1 $ 5.50

It Starts With People: Experiences in
for parents, teachers, and others who
up without drugs. 1978: 78 p.; ill.

HE 20.8202:P

Drug Abuse Prevention. Intended
want to help young people grow

39 S/N 017-024-00747-1 5.00

Manual for Working With Parents of Adolescent Drug Users. 1982: 29 p.
S/N 017 - 024 - 01169 -') 3.25

Marijuana and Youth: Clinical Observations on Motivation and Learning.
1982: 127 p.; ill. HE 20.8202:M ?3/4 S/N 017-024-01136-3 4.75

On the Sidelines: An Adult Leader Guide for Youth Alcohol Programs.
The purpose of this publication is to help adults stimulate and support
lively alcohol abuse prevention projects carried ovt by yoUvh, for youth,
on issues that interest and affect them. It contains ideas, suggestions,
and alcohol education concepts from many youth leaders across the country.
1981: 36 p.; ill. HE 20.8308:S' 1/corr. S/N 017-024-01114-2 3.00

Parents, Peers, and Pot. This publication is about families and drug
abuse and specifically cone ms the use of marijuana by children ages
9 to 14. This publication may be pur,...%ased at a special prick of 5155.00
per 100 copies ohen mailed to one address. 1979: 98 p.

HE 20.8202:P 21/2 S/N 017-024-00941-5

Parents, Peers, and Pot 2: Parents in Action. Traces the progress of
the parent movement for drug-free-youth and describe.; a variety of
approaches to the drug problem. Describes developments that have taken
place since 1979. Programs described are from various parts of the
country and are located in small towne as well as cities. 1983:

171 p. HE 20.8202:P 21/5 S/N 017-024-01174-6

Parents: What Yoc Can Do About Drug Abuse. 1983: 8 p.; ill. Soid in
packages of 100 copies only.

HE 20.8202:P 21/4 S/N 017-024-01164-9

Peer Pressure: It's O.K. to Say "No". 1983: Folder. Sold in packages
of 1.00 copies only. hE 20.8202:P 34/2 S/N 017-024-01165-7

Preventing Adolescent Drug Abuse: Intervention Strategies. 1983:

269 p. HE 20.8216:47 S/N 017-024-01180-1

Preventing Alcohol Problems Through a Student Assistance Program, A
Manual for Implf...Atation Based on the Westchester County, New York
Model. Designed to offer ways of presenting severe physiological,
psychological, and social problems resulting from alcohol and drug
use by ado?escente. 1984: 98 p.; ill.

HE 20.8308:St 9 S/N 017-024-01221-1
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Page 4 Children and Youth

Prevention Plus: Involving Schools, Parents, and the Community in Alcohol
and Drug Education. Provides information needed to reduce the problems
of alcohol and drug abuse among teenagers through classroom education
and teacher training, parents and community education, early interven-
tion, and school policies. 1983: 341 p.; ill.

S/N 017-024-01217-3

Secretary's Conference for Youth on Drinking and Driving, Washi:igton,
D.C., March 26-28, 1983. 1983: 162 p.

HE 20.8302:Se 2 S/N 017-024-01173-8

Soozie and Katy: We're Teaming Up for Your Good Health. Study guide
which promotes home and classroom discussions of medicine use and
misuse of drugs. Intended for very young children. 1984: 30 p.; ill.

S/N 027-004-00036-9

S:3zie Says Only Sick People Need Drugs. This publication includes a
study guide to be used by parents and teachers. 1978: 20 p.; ill.

J 24.2:So 6 S/N 027-004-00024-5

$ 9.00

5.50

1.25

3.00

Special Population Issues. Contains articles on research issues,
biological consequences, prevention, diagnosis and treatment, and
environmental influences relating to alcoholism in special segments
of the population, such as women, adolescents, elderly, native
Americans, Hispanic Americans, Black Americans, and Asian Americans.
1982: 460 p. HE 20.8302:Al 1/18/no.4

S/N 017-024-01137-1 8.00

Teens in Action: Creating a Drug-Free Future for America's Youth. This

publication may be purchased at a special price of $90.00 per 100 copies

when mailed to one address. 1985: 53 p.; ill.
HE 20.8202:T 22/2 S/N 017-024-01225-4

Thinking About Drinking. 1972: 31 p.; ill. 1979-repr.
HE 20.2402:D 83 S/N 017-024-00187-2

What Life Will We Make for Our Children? Defines primary prevention
in drug abuse among native American populations as a "process of
recognition and respect for native cultural values and belief systems
as they relate to human growth and development, in preparing an
individual to deal with an exposure to drug and alcohol use". A

community involvement approach to drug abuse prevention is presented.
1980: 23 p.; ill. HE 20.8202:L 62 S/N 017-024-01047-2

Young Men and Drugs in Manhattan: A Causal Analysis. 1981: 208 p.
HE 20.8216:39 S/N 017-024-01097-9

EARLY DEVELOPMENT

Caring About Kids:

Dyslexia. 1978: 9 p.; ill.

HE 2C .5130:D 99
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Caring About Kids - con.

Helping the Hyperactive Child. This publication may be purchased at a
special price of r,16.00 per 100 copies when mailed to one address.
1978: 9 p.; ill. HE 20.8130:H 99 S/N 017-024-00779-0

Importance or Play. This publication may be purchased at a special
price of $39.00 per 100 copies when mailed to one address. 1981:

16 p.; ill. HE 20.8130:P 69 S/N 017-024-01020-1

$2.50

2.00

Learning While Growing: Cognitive Development. This publication
may be purchased at a special price of $50.00 per 100 copies when
mailed to one address. 1980: 14 p.; ill.

HE 20.8130:L 47 S/N 017-024-01019-7 2.75

Pre-Term Babies. 1980: 14 p.; ill.
HE 20.8130:8 11/2 S/N 017-024-01014-6 2 Ju

Stimulating Baby Senses. This publication may be purchased at a
special price of $33.00 per 100 copies when mailed to one address.
1978: 10 p.; ill. HE 20.8130:8 11 S/N 017-024-00752-8

Talking to Children About Death. This publication may be purchased
at a special price of $60.00 par 100 copies when mailed to one
cddresP. 1979: 16 p.; ill.

HE 20.8130:D 34 S/N 017-024-00949-1

When Parents Divorce. This publication ma,' be purchased at a
special price of $24.00 per 100 copies when mailed to one address.
1981: 22 p.; ill. HE 20.8150:D 64 S/N 017-024-01102-9

Child Development Associate Program: A Guide to Training. 1981:

215 p.; ill. HE 23.1108:C 43/3/training
S/N 017-090-00070-4

2.75

2.75

3.25

8.00

Child Development Day Care Series. Each year large numbers of children
receive care outside their family for a substantial portion of the day.
The following publications are a series that has been developed to pro-
mote a better understanding of the many facets cf day care.

Serving Infants. 1971: 86 p.; ill. 1978-repr.
HE 21.11:2 S/N 017-091-00164-2 5.00

Serving Preschool Children. 1974: 164 p.; ill.
HE 21.11:3 S/N 017-091-00196-1 6.50

Serving School Age Children. 1972: 72 p.; ill. 1978-repr.
HE 21.11:4 S/N 017-091-00165-1 5.00

Staff Training. 1971: 38 p.; ill. 1978-repr.
HE 21.11:5 S/N 017-091-00163-4 4.50
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Child Development in the Home. 1974: 20 p.; ill. 1980-repr.
HE 23.1002:C 43/2 S/N 017-091-00193-6 $ 3.00 411

Child's World as Seen in His Stories and Drawings. A fascinating
exploration of children's early expressions of thoughts and fantasies
as displayed in their stories and drawings. The self - expression and
developmental growth of children from age 6 to 10 are interpreted
through their creative works. This book discusses the meanings of
the drawings and stories in terms of children's perceptions, inter-
ests, and abilities. 1974: 124 p.; ill.

HE 20.8102:C 43/4 S/N 017-024-00380-8 5.00

Children's Play and Social Speech. 1976: 24 p.
HE 20.8102:C 43/7 S/N 017-024-00593-2

Course of Life: Psychoanalytic Contributions Toward Understanding

Personality Development, Volume 1, Infancy and Early Childhood.
Volume 2 is out f print. 1980: 678 p.

HE 20.810L:L 62/v.1 S/N 017-024-01026-0

Education of Adolescents, The Final Report and Recommendations of the
National Panel on High School and Adolescent Education. 1976: 142 p.

HE 19.102:Ad 7 S/N 017-080-01580-3

3.75

13.00

6.50

Effect of the Head Start Program on Children's Cognitive Development:
Pre.r_inary Report. 1983: 143 p.

HE 23.1102:R 32/2 S/N 017-092-00094-4 5.00 0
Freedom of Reach for Young Children: Nonsexist Early Childhood Educa-
tion. 1977: 58 p. HE 19.108:N 73 S/N 017-080-01778-4 4.75

Getting Involved Series. Designed fcr parents and teachers, the
following booklets provide ideas for helping children acquire basic
educational skills at home and in school.

Basic Educational Skills Project: An Annotated Bibliography in the
Areas of Curriculum, Parent Involvement, Teacher Attitudes and
Behaviors, and Continuity. Most of the entries focus on younger
children (preschool age and grades K-1) rather than the full span
of elementary school. 19817 150 p.; ill.

HE 23,1112:Ed 8 S/N 017-092-00083-9 6.50

Your Child and Language. 1982: 20 p.; ill.
HE 23.1112:L 26 S/N 017-092-00089-8 2.25

Your Child and Math. 1981: 20 p.; ill.
HE 23.1112:M 42 S/N 017-092-00081-2 3.00

Your Child and Play. 1982: 20 p.; ill.
HE 23.1112:P 69 S/N 017-092-00084-7 2.25
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Getting Involved Series - con.

Your Child and Problem Solving. 1981: 20 p.;

S/N 017-092-00085-5 $ 2.25

Your Child and Reading. 1981: 20 p.; ill.
HE 23.1112:R 22 S/N 017-092-00086-3 2.25

Your Child and Science. 1982: 20 p.; ill.
HE 23.1112:Sci 2 S/N 017-092-0008?-1 2.25

Your Child and TV. 1982: 15 p.; ill.
HE 23.1112:T 23 S/N 017-092-00088-0 2.00

Your Child and Writing. 1982: 16 p.; ill.
HE 23.1112:W 93 S/N 017-092-00080-4 2.00

Your Child's Attitudes Toward Learning. 1982: 20 p.; ill,
HE 23.1112:L 47 S/N 017-092-00087-1 2:25

Head Start: A Child Development Program. 1983: 13 p.; ill.
S/N 017-092-00095-2 1.00

How to Help Your Children Achieve in School. 1983: 28 p.; ill.
ED 1.302:C 43/3 S/N 065-000-00176-4 3.75

More Than a Teacher. 1970: 20 p.; ill.
HE 21.210:2 S/N 017-091-00179-1 3.00

Ireparing for Change. 1970: 24 p.; ill. 1976-repr.
HE 21.210:3 S/N 017-091-00181-2 3.25

Review of Head Start Research Since 1970. 1983: 99 p.

HE 23.1102:R 32 S/N 017-092-00092-8 4.50

Review of Head Start Research Since 1970 and an Annotated Bibliography
of the Head Start Research Since 1965. 1983: 682 p.

HE 23.1111:R 32 3/N 017-092-00093-6

Social Development in Young Children, A Report for Teachers. This

publication includes current research covering the social development
of young children. Some factors of social development considered
include how children change and learn, aggression, moral judgment
and peer interaction. 1976: 54 p.

HE 19.202D 49 S/N 017-080-01508-1
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Page 8 Children and Youth

Stuttering, Hope Through Research. This publication may be purchased
at a special price of $22.00 per 100 copies when mailed to one address.
1981: 17 p.; ill. HE 20.2:St 9 S/N 017-049-00120-4 $ 2.50

When Your Child First Goes Off to School. 1973: 6 p.; ill.
HE 20.2402:C 43/10 S/N 017-024-00499-5

Your Child From 1 63 6. This booklet provides parents with invaluable
guidance in protecting a child's well-being and guiding his mental,
emotional, and social ("lvelopment during the critical preschool years.
Developed by a group of eminent physicians, this publication attempts
not so much to deal with every possible occurrence in the first six
years of life as to provide a core of knowledge and a framework with
which parents can make intelligent decisions as new situations arise.
1978: S2 p.; ill. HE 23.1202:C 43 S/N 017-091-00219-3

Your Child From 6 to 12. More often than not, children in the grammar
school age group are both a blessing and a bewilderment to their
parents. This pamphlet helps take vhe guesswork out of caring for
and raising children as their needs and desires become increasingly
complex. Among the areas discussed are the role of parents as family
leaders, what play means in the life of a child, children and money,
keeping your child healthy, guiding the child's social involvements,
helping the child make the most of school, and much more. 1966:
98 p.; ill. 1980-repr.

HE 21.110:324 S/N 017-091-00070-1

ENVIRONMENTAL AWARENESS

Energy Activities With Energy Ant. This publication may be purchased
at a special price of $50.00 peg 100 copies when mailed to one address.
'Q79: 28 p.; ill. revised ea.

E 1.2:An 8 S/N 061-000-00307-0

Fun With the Environment. Fun-as-you learn book for kids who care
aLout the environment. 1977: 16 p.; ill.

EP 1.2:F 96/977 S/N 055-000-00161-8

Hurricane Warning, A Booklet for Boys and Girls. This publication
may be purchased at a special price of $29.00 per 100 copies when
mailed to one address. 1977: 16 p.; ill.

C 55.102:H 94/7 S/N 003-018-00075-0

Owlie Skywarn's Lightning Book: A Booklet for Boys and Girls. This
booklet, illustrated with cartoon drawings, discusses lightning and
safety during thunderstorms in simple terms. 1978: 16 p.; ill.

C 55.102:L 62/4 S/N 003-018-00086-5
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Tornado Warning: A Booklet for Boys and Girls.
be purchased at a special price oj'$29.00 per
to one ao'dress. 1976: 16 p.; ill.

C 55.102:T 63/5

This publication may
100 copies when mailed to

S/N 003-018-00066-1 $ 1.75

World Fit for Chipmunks and Other Living Things. This coloring book
for preschool children, features Charles the chipmunk, Pumpernickel
the squirrel, and other animals of the forests. 1977: 31 p.; ill.

EP 1.2:C 44 S/N 055-000-00159-6

Your World, Your Environment. This publication, intended for children,
explains pollution of the environment in simple terms. 1979:
12 p.; ill. EP 1..2:W 89/6 S/N 055-000-00175-8

FAMILY LIFE

Adolescent in Your Home. This pamphlet ,.xamines the kinds of problems
young people and their parents usually face and tries to stimulate
understanding between the members of two very different generations.
1976: 27 p.; ill. HE 1.452:Ad 7 S/N 017-091-00202-9

Aid to Families With Dependent Children, 1979, Recipient Characteristics
Study:

Part 1, Demographic Statistics. 1982: 69 p.; ill
HE 3.65:979/pt.1 S/N 017-970-00380-0

Part 2, Financial Circumstances of AFDC Families. 1982: 60 p.; ill.
HE 3.65:979/pt.2 S/N 017-070-00383-4

Beyond Intake: The First Ninety Days. This report represents the
second report of the series presenting findings from the 1978 National
Study of Services to Children and Their Families. An examination
is made of the households of children who come to the public social
service agencies, the problems they bring to the agencies, and the
services delivered by the public agencies in the first ninety days
after intake. 1981: 184 p.

HE 23.1202:In 8 S/N 017-090-00058-5

Child Abuse: What We Know About Prevention Strategies, Hearing Before
the Select Committee on children, Youth, and Families, House, 98th
Congress, 2d Session, March 12, 1984. 1984: 236 p.

Y 4.0 43/2:C 43/10 S/N 052-070-05952-4

Child Support and Alimony: 1981 (Advan..e Report). I-sued with per-
forations. 1984:

C 3.186:P-23/124 S/N 003-001-91539-1
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Children of Working Mothers. 1983: 19 p.
L 2.3:2158 S/N 029-001-02751-6 $ 3.00

children, Youth, and Families: Beginring the Assessment, Hearing Before
the Select Committee on Children, Youth, and Families. House, 96th
Congress, 1st Session, April 28, 1983. 1_983: 207 p.

Y 4.0 43/2:C 43/2 S/N 052-070-05869-2

Children, Youth, ant. Families, 1983, A Yee'-End
of the Select 7ommittee on Children, Youth, and
Views and Additional View. 1984: 200 p.; ill

Y 4.0 43/2:C 43/5

Report on the Activities
Families, With Minority

5.00

S/N 052-070-05923-8 5.50

Children, Youth, and Families in the . . Hearing Before the Sdlect
Committee on Children, Youth, and Families, House, 98th Congress,
1st Session:

Midwest, September 26, 1983. 1984: 172 p.; ill.

Y 4.L 43/2:C 43/4 S/N 052-070-05925-7

Mountain West, December 6, 1983. 1984: 294 p.; ill.

Y 4.0 43/2:C 43/8 S/N 052-070-05947-8

Northeast,

Southeast,

July 25, 1983. 1984: 168 p.
Y 4.0 43/2:C 43/3

October 14, 1983. 1984: 181 p.
Y 4.0 43/2:C 43/6

S/N 052-070-05919-2

S/N 052-070-05939-7

Southwest, December 7, 1983. 1984: 267 p.; ill.
Y 4.0 43/2:C 43/9 S/N 052-070-05948-6

Families and Child Care: Improving tne uptions, A Report. 1984:

180 p. Y 4.0 43/2:F 21/3 S/N 052-070-05959-1

Families in Crisis: The Private Sector Response, Hearing Before thr2
Select Committee on Children, Youth, and Families, House, 98th
Congress, 1st Session, July 12, 1983. 1983: 144 p.

Y 4.0 43/2:F 21 S/N 052-070-05886-2

Families Today: A Research Sampler on Families and Children: Strength-
ening the Family. This publication includes articles that were re-
printed from Families Today, Volumes 1 and 2, on improving communication
in marriage, marriages that endure, parents as leaders, the role of
control and discipline, improving parent skills, training foster
parents, developing a sense of competence in children, social learning
techniques for parents of difficult children, games that help solve
life's problems, and fortifying family ties. 1979: 223 p.

HE 20.8131/2 a:St 83 S/N 017-024-00958-0
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Families Today: A Research Sampler on Families and Children, Volume 1.

Centains articles pertaining to the family as an enduring unit, marriage
and divorce, parents and children, and families and the oatti.,1e world.
1979: 484 p.; ill. HE 20.8131/2:1/v.1 S/N 017-024-00955-5 $ 9.50

Family Life aiucation: A Problem-Solving Curriculum for Adolescents
(Ages 15-19). 1980: 215 p.; ill. Issued ire looseleaf form with index
dividers. HE 20.5102:F 21/10 S/N 017-026-00089-5 10.00

Footsteps: A Television Series on Parenting, Home Viewer Guide. Focus-
ing on some of the problems and concerns that all parents ;young
children face, thiq publication presents the Latest findip;gs about how
young children grow and learn. It also describes many different ap
proaches to bringing up children. This publication may be purchased
at a spcJcial price of $90.00 per 100 c Ties when mailed to one address.
198C: 65 p.; ill. ED 1.8:F 73/984 S/N 065-000-00025-3

New Unemployed: Long-Term Consequences for Their Families, Hearing
Before the Sclect Committee on Children, Youth, and Families, House,
98th Congress, 2d Session, March 5, 1984. Provides an overview of the
impacts of unemployment on falwilies and their children, with an aim to
develop policies to cope with such catostrophies for the future.
1984: 143 p. Y 4.0 43/2:Un 2 FiN 052-070-05964-8

2.50

4.00

II/Paternal Absence and Father: Roles, Hearing Before the Select Committee
on Children, Youth, and Families, House, 98th Congress, 1st Session,
November 10, 1983. 1984: 176 p.; ill.

Y 4.0 43/2:P 27 S/N 052-07P-05944-3 4

Residential Treatment Centers for Emotionall" Disturbed Children in
the United States, 1977-1978 and 1979-1980. 1983: 23 p.; ill.

HE 20.8116:162 S/N 017-024-01172-0

Services for Children of Alcoholics: Symposium, September 24-26, 1979,
Silver Spring, Maryland. 19L.1: 215 p.; ill.

HE 20.8315:4 S/N 117-024-01058-8

Single Parent Families. 1981: 41 p.; ill. revised ed.
HE 23.1002:Si 6 S/N 017-091-00229-1

So Your're Going to Be a New Fathe-? 1973: 31 p.; ill.
HE 21.102:F 26 S/N 017-091-00190-1

Special Adoptions: An Annotated Bibliograpny on Transocial, Transcul-
tnral, and Noncor 'entional Adoption and Minority Children, For Mental
Health, HeLlth. a : Human Services Professionals. 1981: 150 p.

HE 20.8113:Ad 7 S/N 017-024-01094-4

Status of Children, Youth, and Families, 1979. Presents chapters on
demographic and economic trends, life cycle development, and status of
research. 1980: 251 p ; ill,

HE 23.1009:979 S/N 017-090-00055-1
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Teenagers in Crisis: Issues and Programs, Heariog Before the Select
Committee on Children, Youth, and Families, 98th Congress, 1st Session,
October 27, 1983. Includes testimony from parents, suicide preventive
center personnel, and too researchzrs concerning teenage suicide. 1994:
121 p. S/N 052-070-05938-9 $ 3.75

Violence and Abuse in American Families, Hearing Before the Select
Committee on Children, Youth, and Families, House, 98th Cnngress,
2d Session, June 14, 1984. Discusses child abuse, incest, runaways and
domestic villence. 1985: 149 p.

Y 4.0 43/2:V 81 S/N 052-070-05987-7

Working Families: Issues for the 80's, ,:aring Before the Select
Committee on Children, Youth, and Families, House, 98th Congress, 21d
Session, April 13, 1M4. 1884: 101 p.

Y 4.0 43/2:F 21/4 S/N 052-070-05971-1

Yours, mine and Ours: Tips for Stepparents.
purchased at a special price of $32.00 per
one address. 1978: 27 p.;

HE 20.8102:Y 8/2

This publicat-:on may be
100 copies when mailed to

4.25

3.75

S/N 017-024-00833-3 3.50

GENERAL

Alternative Education Options. Discusses programs intended to change
the behavior of students by altering their attitudes or the school
environment itself. 1979: 57 p.

J 26.2:Ed 8 S/N 027-006-01050-4

Beautiful Junk. The suggestions present. 'in this booklet will not
only give a boost to any school budget, bat will also stimul4L crea-
tivity in the first school experiences. It contains a wealth of ideas
for making something from waste material. Includes a list of sources
for obtaining the material, 42 finished items, with Must:rations,
and a list of fun materials to Lave. This booklet will benefit anyone
working with children. 1975: 12 p.; ill.

HE 23.1102:B 38 S/N 017-092-00004-9

Charactaristics of American Children and Youth: 1980. Presents a
statistical- portrait of the demographic, social, a4d economic
lharacteriatics of American children and youth. 1982: 70 p.; ill.

C 3.186:P-23/114 SP' 003-001-91527-8

Children Today. (Bimonthly.) Reports on Federal, State, oid local
services for chitdren, child development, health and welfare laws, and
other news pertinent to child welfare in the United States. Subscrip-
tion price: Domestic - $16.00 a year; Foreign - $20.00 a year. Single
copy price: Domestic - $2.50 a copy; Foreign - $3.15 a copy. Index
Issue: Domestic - $1.00 a copy; Foreign - $1.25 a copy. [CT] (File
Code 2S) HE 23.1209:(v.tv,s. & nos.)

S/N 717 006-0000C-3
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Children's Fears of War, Hearing Before the Select Committee on Chil-
dren, Youth, and Families, House, 88th Congress', 1st Session, Held in
Washington, D.C., September 20, 1983. 1984: 134 p.

Y 4.0 43/2:W 19 S/N 052-070-05913-3 $ 4.00

Constitutional Rights of Children. This publication provides a review
of a series of Supreme Court decisions defining protections that are
afforded to children by the Constitution. The covered topics inc.lude:
the juvenile delinquency process, the speech and press rights of chil-
dren, due process; rights-of students facin"g'discipSine; the future of
children's constitutional rights, and more. 1978: 33 p.

Y 4.J 89/2:C 43/7 S/N 052-070-04797-6

Demographic and Social Trends: Implications for Federal Support of
Dependent Care Services for Children and the Elderly, With Additional
Views. 1Q84: 91 F. Y 4.0 43/2:D 39 S/N 052-070-05895-1

4.25

2.50

National Children's Week, Public Law 98-433. Joint Resolution to
Designate the Week Beginning October 7, 1984, as "National Children's
Week". Approved September 28, 1984. 1984: 1 p.

GS 4.110:98/433 S/N 022-003-96188-7 1.00

National Report: State Conferences on Children and Youth, 1982.
1983: 281 p. HE 23.2:St 2 S/N 017-090-00073-9 7.00

Pocket Guide to Babysitting. A pocket-size guide that summarizes just
about everything a teenager needs to know about babysitting. 1982:
68 p.; ill. revised ed.

HE 23.1008:8 11 S/N 017-091-00236-3 4.50

Spanish ediCon of the .hove. 1975: 68 p.; ill.
HE 1.458:8 11/Spanish S/N 017-091-00212-6

Relative Educational Attainments of Minority Language Children, 1976:
A Comparison to Black and White English Languagt Children. 1980:
34 p. F') 1.115:At 8 S/N 065-000-00066-1

Research on the Effects of Television Advertising on Children: A Review
of the Literature and Recommendations for Future Research. 1977:
229 p.; ill. NS 1.2:T 23/4 S/N 038-000-00336-4

Super Sitter. Provides guidelines for babysitters, particularly in
the area- cf children's environments, toy selection, playing with
toys safely, and the need tr keep children's products in good condi-
tion. This publicaticn mLy be purchased at a special price of $15.00
per 25 copies when mailed to one address. 1983: 15 p.; ill.
revised ed. Y 3.0 76/3:2 Si 8/983 S/N 052-011-00241-1

Toys: Fun in the Making. Contains some ideas for making children's
toys and games. 1979: 30 p.; ill.

HE 23.1002:1 66 S/N 017-090-00052-6
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Treasure Hunt. The purpose of this publication is to enlighten children
to the active daily lives of the elderly and to the special ways in
which some ol.er people try to deal with the prejud;ce which surrounds

the world in which they 7i've. 1986: 31 p.; ill.
HE 20,3852:T 71 S/N 017-062-00120-1

Your Guide to Job Corps. Discusses the Job Corps eligibility; pay
and benefits; training and education; rules, regulations, and re-
sponsibilities; and Job Corps Center life. 1980: 15 p.; ill.

L 37.8:J 57 3/N 029-000-00398-0

HANDICAPPED AND LEARNING-DISABLED

Assessment of Psychopathology and C'havior Problems in Children: A
Review of Scales Suitable for Epidemiological and Clinical Research
(1967-1979). MO: 96 p.

HE 20.8110/2:AN/1 S/N 017-024-01022-7

Caring for Youth: Essays on Alternative Services. Contains a series

of essays by Dr. James Gordon recording the pioneering work he has
done in providing community mental health services to youth on both

the east and west coasts. 1978: 142 p.
HE 20.8102:Y 8 S/N 017-024-00769-5

Central Processing Dysfunctions in Children: A Review of Research,

Phase Three of a Three Phase Project. 1969: 143 p.; ill.

HE 20.3510:9 S/N 017-0A9-00002-0

Children at Risk. Discusses the Vermont Child Development Project
(VCDP) and its studies to detect und treat behavior disorders in
preschool children. 1978: 21 p.; ill.

HE 20.8102:C 43/15 S/N 017-024-00763-3

Education for All Handicapped Children Act of 1975, Public Law 94-142.
An Act to Amend the Education of the Handicapped Act to Pr,vide Edu-
cational Assistance to all Handicapped Children, and for Other Purposes.
Approved November 29, 1975. 1975: 24 p.

GS 4,110:94/142 S/N 022-003-910/9-4

Education of the Handicapped Act Amendments of 1983, Public Law 96-

199. 1985: GS 4.110:98/199 S/N 022-003-95954-8

Handicapped Children and Mainstreaming: A Mental Health Prospective

Review o) ADM Programs and Practices. 1985: 133 p.

HE 20.8102:H 19 S/N 017-024-01229-7

Handicapped Children's Early Education Program, 1982-1983, Overview

ana Directory. 1963: 177 p.
ED 1.32/4:982 -33 S/N 065-000-00190-0
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Labeling the Children. Macy children in the United 51;ates are "labeled"
retarded on the basis of 'scores they receive on various psychological
tests. This booklet questions the accuracy of many of those tests,
suggesting that a child's sociocultural environment plays a significant
role in his/her scores and consequent labeling. 1977: 21 p.

HE 20.8102:C 43/12 S/N 017-024-00545-9 $ 3.25

Learning Disability: Not Just a Problem Children Outgrow. 1980:

20 p.; ill. PrEx 1.10:L 47 S/N 040-000-00411-4 3.00

Mainstreaming Preschoolers. These books provide guidance in "main-
streaming" handicapped children into classrooms with non-handicapped

children. Typically, each manual (refines mainstreaming and a specific
handicapping condition, describes how this handicap affects learning in
preschoolers, reviews the ways in which handicapped children can be
mainstreamed, discusses the partnership between parents and teachers,
outlines where to find help in your area, and more.

Chi-lren With Emotional Distrubance, A Guide for Teachers, Parents,
and Others Who Work With Emotionally Disturbed Preschoolers. 1978:

147 p.; ill. HE 23.1120:Em 6 S/N 017 - 092 - 00036 -1

Children With Hearing Impairment, A Guide for Teachers, Parents,
and Others Who Work With Hearing Impaired Preschoolers. 1978:

131 p.; ill. HE 23.1110:H 35 S/N 017-092-00032-4

Children With Health Impairments, A Guide for Teachers, Parents,
and Others Who Work With Health Impaired Preschoolers. 1978:

131 p.; ill. 3E 23.1110:H 34 S/N 017-092-00031-6

Children With Learning Disabilities, A Guide for Teachers, Parents,
and Others Who Work With Learning Disabled Preschoolers. 1978:

133 p.; 11. HE 23.1110:L 47 S/N 017-092-00035-9

Children With Mental Retardat'on, A Guide for Teachers, Parepts,

and Others Who Work With Mentally Retarded Preschoolers. 1978:

139 p.; ill. HE 23.1110:M 42 S/N 017-092-00029-4

CI ildren With Orthopedic Handicaps, A Guide for Teachers, PE its,

and Others Who work With Orthopedically Handicapped Preschoo, rs.
1978: 139 p.; ill. HE 23.1110:Or 8 S/N 017-092-00034-1

Children With Speech and Language Impairments, A Guide for Teachers,
Parents, and Others Who Work With Speech and Language Impaired Pre-

schoolers. 1978: 167 p.; ill.
HE 23.1110:Sp 3 S/N 017-092-00033-2

Children With Visual Handicaps, A Guide for Teachers, Parents, and

Others Who WorI.. With Visually Handicapped Preschoolers. 1978:

127 p.; ill. HE 23.1110:V 82 S/M 017-092-00030-8
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Mentally Retarded Child at Home, A Manual for Parents. 1959: 99 p.; ill.
HE 21.110:374 S/N 017-091.00075-1 $ 4.75

Neurological Basis of Language Disorders in Childrer: Methods and
Directions fcr Research. 1979: 196 p.; ill.

HE 20.3510:22 S/N 017-049-00105-1 7.00

No Easy Answers: The Learning-Disabled Child. This book helps parents
and tead.ers understand why a cenztin chad has dirncu7ty in learning,
why he behaves la he does, and how die parents and teachers can help
the child overcome his difficulties. 1978: 131 p.; ill.

HE 20.8102:L 47/2 S/N 017-024-00687-4

Parent Halper, Handicapped Children Birth to Five. 1982: 2 bks.
(38 p.); ill. ED 1.8:P 21/communication,socialization

S/N C65-000-00160-8

Cognition to the above. DeCgned to give
children the information needed to help
of experiences. 1983: 17 p.; ill.

ED 1 8:P 21/cog.

parents of handicapped
their children make "sense"

6.50

4.75

S/N 066400-00181-1 3.00

Promoting Mental Health in the Classrcm, A Handbook for Teachers.
1973: 87 p.; ill. HE 20.8108:C 56 S/N 017-024-00286-1 5.50

S

Reader's Guide for Parente of Children With Mental, Physic-.1, or
Emotional Disabilities. 1976: 144 p.; ill.

HE 20.5108:R 22 S/N 017-026-00058-5 6.50 41

HEALTH AND NUTRITION

Adole..cence and Stress: Report of an NIMH Conference. A detailed
synopes of the informal pre mtations and discussions at a conference
sponsored by the National In ,itute of Mental Health held September 15-17,
1980. 1981: 150 p.; ill.

HE 20.8131:Ad 7 S/N 017-024-01113-4 5.00

Adolescent Health Care: A Guide for BCHS-Supported Programs and Projects
Presents approaches to care, methodology for providing services, and
achinistrative guidance; outlines preferred procedures for adolescents;
and focuses on the connection between normal growth and development and
respOnsive treatment. 1980: 105 p.; ill.

HE 20.5108:Ad 7/979 S/N 017-026-00083-6

Assessment of Adaptive Functioning in Children: A Review of Existing
Measures Suitable for Epidemiolugical and Clini:al Services Research.
1984: 81 p. HE 20.8110/2:AN/3 S/N 017-024-01211-4
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Better Health for Our Children: A National Strategy, The Report of the
Select Panel for the Promotion of Child Health to the United States Cong-
ress and the Secretary of Health and Human Services. Missing volumes are
out of print.

Volume 2, Analysis and Recommendations for Selected Federal Programs.
1981: 148 p. HE 20.2:H 34/15/v.2 S/N 017-002-00141-1 $ 5.50

Volume 3, A Statistical Profile. 1931: 343 p.
HE 20.2:H 34/15/v.3 S/N 017-002-00142-9 8.50

Child Health Assessment, Part 2, The First Year of Life. Part 1 is out
of print. 1979: 222 p.; ill.

HE 20.6602:C 43/pt.2 S/N 017-041-00131-9

Children and Youth in Action: Physical Activities and Sports. Gives
parents suggestio4s for helping their children develop by the care-
ful selection of physical activities and sports throughout the growing
years - from birth through the teen years. This publication may be
purchased at z special price of $85.00 per 50 copies when mailed to
one address. 1980: 58 p.; ill.

HE 23.1002:C 43/3 S/N 017-092-00079-1

Composition of Foods: Baby Foods; Raw, Processed, Prepared. Provides
data on the nutritive value of baby foods. 1978: 231 p.; looseleaf.

A 1.76:83 S/N 001-000-03900-8

Depression in Childhood: Diagnosis, Treatment, and Conceptual Models.
Based on papers presented at the Septeml-cr 19-20, 1975 conference on
depression in childhood in Washington, D.C., this publication examines
areas of promise and concern in the field of child mental health.
Specific issues addressed include the treatment of depression in
childrenparticularly using antidepressant drugs, recent research
findinos on ',he causes of depression, and recommendd one on research
and development needs in this field. 1977: 168 p.; ill.

HE 20.8102:D 44 S/N 017-024-00605-0

7.50

4.50

8.00

6.50

Development of Mental Health in Infancy. 1980: 106 p.
HE 20.8131/2:3 S/N 017-024-00996-2 5.00

Diet and Nutrition: A Resource for Parents of Children With Cancer.
This handbook was developed by the Diet, Nutrition and Cancer Program
(DNCP) of the National Cancer Institute. This publication includes
detachable, fold -out charts on the following special diets commonly
prescribed during cancer treatment: clear liquid, full liquid, soft,
low residue, lactose restricted, gluten restricted, and high fiber
diets. Also included is a 17 x 21 inch poster describing the proteins,
carl-ohydrates, fats, minerals, and fat-soluble and water-soluble
vitamins. 1979: 57 p.; ill.

HE 20.3152:D 56/3 S/N 017-042-00148-0
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Diet Management of PKU for Infants and Preschool Children. 1977:
30 p. HE 20.5102:0 56 S/N 017-026-00057-7

Discovering Vegetables: The Nutrition Education Guidebook for School
Food Service Managers and Cooperators, For Use With Children Ages
5 Through 8. 1975: 16 p.1 ill.

A 98.9:127 S/N 001-024-00201-1

Emotions in the Lives of Children. 1978: 17 p.
HE 20.8102:C 43/14 S/N 017-024-00739-1

Lead Paint Poisoning in Children, A Problem in Your Community? 1974:
12 p.; ill. revised ed.

HE 20.7302:L 46 S/N U1/-023-001159

$ 4.25

2.75

2.71

Learning Together: A Guide for Fanilies With Genetic Disorders.
Describes how parents of children with genetic disorders can find
it helpful to meet with other parents who have children with similar
problems. It contains information on parent groups and tips for
organizing a group and suggested activities. Also included is a
listing of national organizations azd Federal Government.programs.
1930: 30 p. HE 20.5108:L 47 S/N 017-026-00098-7 3.50

Manual for Child Health Workers in Major Disasters. 1981: 112 p.
LE 20.8108:C 43 S/N 017-024-01115-1 4.50

Nutrition Education Resource Guide. 1982: 148 p.
A 106.110/3:24 S/N 001-000-04307-2 6.00

Nutritiflal Screening of Children: A Manual for Screening and Followup.
1981: 15 p.; ill. HE 20.5108:N 95/2 S/N 017-026-00102-6 2.50

Parents Guide to Childhood Immunization: Measles, Polio, Rubella
(German Measles), Mumps, Diphtheria, Pertussis (Whooping Cough),
Tetanus. 1978: 24 p.; ill. Sold in packages of 50 copies only.

HE 20.7008:Im 6 S/N 017-001-00401-4

Recommendations for Feeding Normal Infants. 1979: 8 p.
HE 20.5102:F 32 S/N 017-026-00679-8

Tale of Shots and Drops for Parents of Young Children. Describes
immunization (also called vaccination or innoculation) procedures
which should be taken as a protection measure against the "Big
Seven" childhood diseases. These are: diphtheria, whooping cough
(pertussis), lockjaw (tetanus), polio (poliomyelitis), red or hard
measles ( rubella), mumps, and German measles (rubella). 1979:
22 p.; ill. HE 23.1002:Sh 8 S/N 017-092-00058-8

1/

23.00
per 50

2.00

3.25
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Television and Behavior, Ten Years of Scientific Progress and Implica-
tions for the Eighties, Volum! 1, Summary Report. Emphasizes the public
health issues related to television viewing. Includes sections on func-
tioning; violence and aggression; socialization; the family and inter-
, rsonal relationships; educational tr'evision; television in America;
and implications for the eighties. Updates the 1972 report of the
Surgeon General's Scientific Advisory Committee on Television and
Social Behavior, "Television and Growing Up." 1982: 102 p.

HE 20.8102:T 23/2/v.1 S/N 017-024-01129-1

i

What Shall I Feed My Baby? A Month-by-Month Guide. Reviews the diet
and nutrition of newborn infants through 12 months of age. 1981:
50 p.; ill. A 98.8:B 11 S/N 001-000-04235-1

What's to Eat?, and Otler Questions Kids Ask About Food: Yearbook of
Agriculture, 1979. 1919: 142 p.; ill.

A 1.10:979 S/N 001-000-04041-3

Working With the Pregnant Teenager: A Guide
This guide, written for nutrition educators,
teenager is at a high nutritional risk, and
counseling strategies. 1931: 36 p.: ill.

A 1.68:1303

for Nutrition Educators.
explains why the pregnant

identifies nutritional

$ 5.00

4.25

8.50

S/N 001-000-04402-8 2.00

LITERATURE

Children's Books, . . . A List of Books for Preschool Through Junior
High School Age:

1978. 1)79: 19 p. LC 2.11:978 S/N 030-001-00087-7

1979. 1980: 16 p. LC 2.11:979 S/N 030-001-00094-0

1981. 1982: 14 p. LC 2.11:981 S/N 030-001-00101-6

1982. 1983: 15 p.; ill.

LC 2.11:982 S/N 030-001-00102-4

1983. 1984: 16 p. LC 2.11:983 S/N 030-001-00106-7

Children's Literature, A Guide to Reference Sources. 1966:
341 p.; ill. Clothbound.

LC 2.8:C 43

Second Supplement to the above. 1977: 423
LC 2.8:C 43/supp.2

Openhearted Audience: Ten Authors Talk About
1980: 206 p.; ill. Clothbound.

LC 1.2:0p 2

172

S/N 030-001-00014-1

2.75

2.00

2.50

2.75

1.00

12.00

p.; ill. Clothbound.
S/N 030-001-00075-3 13.00

Writing for Children.

S/N 030-001-00089-3 13.00
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PRENATAL AND NEONATAL CARE

Alcohol and Your Unborn Baby. This publication may be purchased at a
special price of $75.00 per 100 copies when mailed to one address.
1978: 14 p.; ill. HE 20.8302:Al 1/10 S/N 017-024-00721-8 $ 2.75

Curricula for High-Risk and Handicapped Infants. 1984: 84 p.
ED 1.2:In 3 S/N 065-000-00206-6 3.00

Facts About Sudden Infant Death Synemme. 1978: 11 p.
HE 20.5102:In 3/10 S/N 017-026-00067-4 2.25

Food for the Teenager During and After Pregnancy. This publication
may be purchased at a special price of $90.00 per 100 conies when
mailed to one address. 1482: 31 p.; ill. revised ed.

HE 20.5102:T 22/2 S/N 017-026-00103-4 4.50

Infant Care. Whether you are an experienced mother or expecting
your first baby, you will find this publication an invaluable aid
during your child's first year of life. This publication may be
purchas, i at a special price of $150.00 per 100 copies when mailed
to one address. 1980: 67 p.; ill. revised ed.

HE 23.1002:In 3/981 S/N 017-091-00228-2 4.75

Spanish edition of the above. 1981: 67 p.; ill. revised ed.
HE 23.1002:In 3/Spanish

S/N 017-091-00238-0 4.50 411

Mental Health Issues in Grief Counseling: Summary of Proceedings,
National Conference on Mental Health Issues lelated to Sudden
Infant Death Syndrome, Baltimore, Maryland, February 23-25, 1977.
1979: 133 p. HE 20.5102:In 3/12 S/N 017-026-00087-9 6.00

Prenatal Care. Provides a wide range of information on pregnancy,
prenatal care, fetal development, lifestyle, nutrition, problems,
birth, and care of babies. Intended especially for the mother-to-be.
1983: 108 p.; ill. revised ed.

HE 20.9102:P 91 S/N 017-091-00237-1 4.25

Prevention Strategies for Healthy Babies and Healthy Children, Hearing
Before the Select Committee on Children, Youth, and Families, House.
98th Congress, 1st Session, June 30, 1983. 1983: 345 p.

Y 4.0 43/2:H 34 S/N 052-070-05883-8 8.00

Sudden Infant Death Syndrome. 1977: 34 p.; ill.
HE 20.5102:In 3/3/977 S/N 017-016-00032-2 4.25

SAFETY

Bicycle Built for You: Care, Cautions, and Creative Activities. 1977:

4 p.; ill.; Folder with 6 spirit-duplicating masters.
Y 3.0 76/3:8 B 47/4 S/N 052-011-00141-4
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Focus on Childhood Lead Poisoning Prevention, Abstracts and Bibli-
ography, May 1984. 1984: 72 p.

HE 20.7509:L 46 S/N 017-023-00166-3 $ 3.00

How to Protect Children. Includes information on topics such as
strangers, molestation, child abuse, and general safety. This
publication may be purchased at a special price of $35.00 per 100
copies when mailed to one address. 1984: 20 p.; ill.

J 1.2:P 94/14 S/N 027-000-01179-9

It's No Accident: A Consumer Product Safety Education Curriculum
Resource Guide for Teachers of Grades 3 Through 6. Provides
teachers with product safety activities designed to teach students
safety habits and practices that can reduce product related acci-
dents and injuries. Topics covered include home fire safety,
playground safety, bicycle, roller skate and skateboard safety,
position prevention, toy safety, holiday safety and electrical
safety. 1984: 119 p.; ill.

S/N 052 - 011- 0Q242 -9

Little Leon, The Lizard. Contains a story about toy safety with
pictures to color. 1977: 24 p.; ill.

Y 3.0 76/3:2 L 72 S/N 052-003-00292-2

1.50

4.50

2.25

Perils of P:p. Preventing Poicooing. IntrnauPing Pip, Thc Magic
Safety Elephant. This publication may be purchased at a special price

ill of $11.00 pc,. 10 copies when mailed to one address. 1978: 16 p.; ill.
Y 3.0 76/3:2 P 66 S/N 052-011-00176-7 2.75

protect Your Child. Lists tips for parents regarding household
dangers, nursery equipment, toys and toychests and toy labeling.
Sold in packages of 10 copies only. 1984: Folder, ill.

Y 3.0 76/3:2 C 43/6 S/N 052-011-00244-5 1.25

Toys and Sports Equipment Safety Guide. Describes safety problems
for children that can arise when using toys and a variety of
wheeled and sports equipment and suggests how to avoid the hazards.
1980: 20 p.; 111. Y 3.0 76/3:8 T 66/2 S/N 052-011-00229-1

Water Safety. A water safety booklet for children which includes
word games, puzzles, and a picture to color. 1982: 8 p.; ill.

D 103.2:W 29/14 S/N 008 - 022 - 00162 -U

Young Children and Accidents in the Home. 1979: 28 p.; ill.
1974-repr. HF 1.452:Ac 2 S/N 017-091-00191-0

SEXUALITY

Adolescent Pregnancy and Childbearing: Findings From Research.
1980: 359 p.; 111. HE 20.3002:Ad 7/2 S/N 017-046-00054-3
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Adolescent Sexuality in a Changing American Society: Social and

Psychological Perspectives. 1978: 384 p.; ill.

HE 20.3002:Ad 7 S/N 017-046-00050-1

Hassles of Becoming a Teenage Parent. This pamphlet explains the

importance of family planning to teenagers, especially birth control.
It describes methods of contraception, the possible problems in-

volved in pregnancy during the teenage years, and the dangers of

venereal disease. 1975: 9 p.; ill.
HE 20.5102:T 22 S/N 017-031-00008-2

Many Teens are Saying "No". This brochure discusses making decisions

about sex. This publication may be purchased at a special price of

$19.00 per 100 copies when mailed to o4e address. 1981: 9 p.; ill.

HE 20.5102:N 66/2 S/N 017-026-00098-4

Project Teen Concern: An Implementation Manual for an Educational
Program to Prevent Premature Parenthood and Venereal Disease. 1980:

152 p. HE 20.5108:T 22/980 S/N 017 - 026 -( ,6-1

Teaching Parents to be the Primary Sexuality educators of rir

Children:

Volume 1,

$7.50

2.50

2.25

6.50

Impact of Programs. 1983: 103 p.

HE 20.7008:P 21/2/v,1 S/N 017-023-00150-7 3.75

Volume 2, Guide to Designing and Implementing Multisession Courses.

1983: 132 p. HE 20.7008:P 21/2/v.2 S/N 017-023-00151-5

Volume 3, Curriculum Guide to Courses for Parents. 1983: 215 p.

HE 20.7008:P 21/2/v.3 S/N 017-023-00152-3

Volume 4, Curriculum Guide to Courses for Parents and Adolescents

Together. 1983: 205 p.
HE 20.7008:P 21/2/v.4 S/N 017-023-00153-1

Volume 5, National Catalog of Programs, 1981. 1982: 141 p.

FE 20.7008:P 21/2/v.5 S/N 017-023 00154-0

Executive Summary. 1983: 14 p.
HE 20.7008:P 2I/2/exec.sum.

S/N 017-023-00155-8

Teen Parents and Their Children: Issues and Programs, Hearing Before

the lect Committee on Children, Youth, Families, House, 98th

Congre',s, 1st Session, July 20, 1983. Discusses various issues in-

volved with teenage pregnancy and child rearing. Topics covered

include birth control, abortion, pregnancy out of wedlock, and

teenage venereal diseases. 1984: 203 p.
S/N 052-070-05896-0
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Teenage Pregnancy, Everybody's Problem. Briefly discusses the risks and
consequences of teenage pregnancy, outlines the alternatives, and pro-
vides advice on facing tie problem. 1977. 11 p.

HE 20.5102:P 91/3 S/N 017-026-00063-1 $ 2.00

Teenagers Who Use Organized Family Planning Services: United States,
1978. 1981: 22 p.; ill.

HE 20.6209:13/57 S/N 017-022-00760-6

Trends in Teenage Childbearing: United States, 1970-1981. 1984:
25 p.; ill. HE 20.6209:21/41 S/N 017-022-00851-3
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SUPERINTENDENT OF DOCUMENTS

WASHINGTON, C C 20402

SUGJECT BIBLIOGRAPHY (SB) S5 092
July 30, 1984

NOTICE

Government document's prices are subject to change without prior notice.
Therefore, prices in effect when your order is filled may differ from

J
prices on this list.

DAY CARE

Adult Day Care Programs, Hearing Before the Subcommittee on Health and
Long-Term Care of the Select rommittee on king, House, 96th Congress,
2d Session, April 23, I98C 301 ill.

Y 4.Ja 4/2:Ad 9/4 S/N 05-070-05482-4

Caging for:

Infants. 1982: 196 p.

C 1.63:6060.1-M 2 S/N 008-000-00366-1

$ 7.00

6.00

Preschoolers. 1982: 196 p.

D 1.63:6)60.1-M-5 S/N 008-000-00369-6 6.00

Pretoddlers. 1982: 151 p.

D 1.63:6060.1-M-3 S/N 008-000-00367-0 6.00

Schc,c1 Age Children. 17:82: 175 p.

1 63:6060.1-M-6 S/N CO3-000-00370-0 6.00

Toddlers. 1982: 161 p.

D 1.63:6060.1-M-4 S/N 008-000-0058-8 6.00

Set of the above, Staff Deve'opment cerin, Volume 1-8. AZflo in-
cludes Caring Rae i% a ChiZrl Care Cent,?,, kart; I .`h rough z.
198?: 8 bks. (1101 p.).

S/N 008-00C-00383-1 29.u0

Caring for Children Series:

2. More Than a Teacher. 1970: 20 p., ill.
HE 21.210:2 S/N 017-091-00179-1 3.00

3, Preparing for Change. ',970: 24 p ; ill 1976-repr.
HE 21.210:3 S/N 017-01-00181-2 3.25

179
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Caring Role in a Child Care Center. Issued with perforations.

Part 1, Orientation. 1972: 72 p.

D 1.63:6060.1-M-1-A

Part 2, Relating to Parents. 1982: 78 r.

D 1.63:6060.1-M-1-B

Part 3, Relating to Children. 1982: 72 D.

D 1.63:6060.1-M-1-C

S/N 008-000-00363-7

S/N 008-000-00364-5

S/N 008.000-00365-3

Child Care Arrangements o7 Working Mothers, June 1982. 1983
54 r.; ill. C 3.186:P-23/129 S/N 003-001-91545 6

Child Development Associate Program: A Guide to Trairinc. Presents

background information about the Child Development i_;soc:ate (CDA) ru

gram: the concept, the competencies requirements, trainino, and the
credential award system. 1981: 215 p.; ill.

HE 73.1108:0 43/3/training
S/N 017-090-00070-4

Child Development Day Care Series:

2, Serving Infants. 1971: 86 D.; ill. 1978-repr.
HE 21.1:2 S/N 017-091-0C164.2

S 4.50

4.50

5.00

4.00

8.00

5.00

3, Serving Preschool Children. 1974: 164 p.; ill.

HE 21.11:3 S/N 017-091-00196-1 6.50

4, Serving School Aye (Thildr2n. 1972: 71 p.; ill. 1978-repr.

HL ?1.11:4 S/N 017-191-00165-1 5.00

5, Staff Training, 1971: 38 p.; ill 1978-repr.

HE 21.11:5 S/N 017-091-00163-4 4.50

Children of Work . 1983: 19 p.

L _3:2158 S/N 029-001-0275.1-6 3.j0

Creating Envirunments for:

Infants. 1982. 111 p.; ill.
D 1.63:60E0.1-M-7

Preschoolers. 1982: 1?1 p.; ill.

C 1.63:6060.1-M-10

Pretoddlers. 1982: 119 p.; ill.
0 1.63:6060:-M-C

S/N 008-00u-00371-3 4.75

S/N 008-000-00374-2 5.00

S/N 008-000-0037-6 5.00

1SC



Day Care Page 3

Creating Environments for - con.

School-t"ge chilJ Care. 1982: 127 p.; ill.
0 1.63:6060.1-M-11 SO 008-000-00375-1 $ .00

Toddlers. 1982: '22 p.; ill.
D 1.63:6060.1-M-9 S/N 008-00C-00373-4 5.50

Set of the above. Child Environment Serie), Volume 1-5. 1982:
5 bks. (610 p.); ill.

S/N 008-000-00384-0 18.00

Directory of Adult Day Care Centers. Provides a State - bra- State list.
1980: 162 p.; ill revised ed.

HE 22.202:Ad 9/980 S/N 017.062-00124-3 6.00

Early Chldhood Programs arid the Prevention and Treatment of Child
Abuse and Neglect: For WorKers in Head Start, Family Day Care, Pre-
school and Day Care Programs. 1979: 76 p.

HE 23.1210/4:Ea 7 S/N 017-092-00044-8

Effects of t' Head Start Program on Childre,i's Cognitive Development:
Preliminary , port. 1983: 143 p.

HE 23.1102:R 32/2 S/N 017-092-00094-4

Emp:oyus and Child Day Care: Establishing Services Through the Work-
place. Includes sections on planning and cost analysis; funding
sources for child care services; tax issues; program components; and
imPlementation of the program plan. An appendix lists child care
center's at workplaces by State. 1982: 91 p.; revised ed.

L 36.112:23/2 S/N 029-002-00068-1

Federal Funds for Day Care Projects. 1972: 91 p.; revised ed.
L 36.112:14 S/N 029-01:.-00010-1

Head :tart: A Child Development Program. 1983: 13 p.; ill. revised ed.
0'7-092-00095-2

Ideas for Parents in Pre-Elementary Right-To-Read Programs. Also sold
as part of a set of 5 publications entitled Promising Practices in Pre-
F7emectary Pic t-to -Read Programs, ED 1.2:P 94, ,'/N 065-900-00028-8.
1980: 55 p.; ill. :D 1.2:P 94/man.2 S/N 065-000-00029-6

Infant Satellite Nurseries: Family Day Care With a Difference. Describes
an innovative approach to home day care developed in Honolulu to pro-
vide Zoo-income families wit': sithuidized care of exeet,ent aitaZit a for
their Lnfants and toddlers. A network of family di' care homes (in pri-
vate homes; 2as created as usatel1 it2s" of a local day care center.
1919: 13 p. W.. 20.8102:P 21/4/no.4 S/N 017-024-00843-5

5.00

5.00

5.50

5.00

1.00

5.00

2.50
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Legal Handbook for Day Care Centers. Providing information on the
legal aspects of operating a da', care center, the subjects covered in-
clude the legal structure of the organization operating the day care
center, forming organizations, legal requirements for establishing the
program, basic management considerations, insurance and 2ontracts,
legal relationships and responsibility, liability, 7.icensing require-
ments, zoning, personnel, and other topics. 1983: 146 p.

HE 23.1108:D 33/4 S/N 017-092-00091-0

Military Child Care Series, Volume 1-6. This series is also sold

separately as listed below. 1982: 6 bks. (698 p.)
S/N 008-000-00385-8

Director's Manual for the Child Guidance Series and Child Environment
Series. 1982: 99 p.; ill. Issued with perforations.

D 1.63:6060.1-M-12 S/N 008-000-00376-9

Financial Planning for Military Child Care Centers. 1982. 137 p.

Issued with perforations.
D 1.63:6060.1-M-15 S/N 008-000-00379-3

$ 4.5J

19.00

5.00

5.50

Installation Resources Available to Military Child Care Programs.
1982: 43 p. Issued with perforations.

C 1.63:6u60.1-M-17 S/N 008-M0-00381-5 3.25

InvolvinS Parents and Volunteef in Military Child Care Centers.
1982: 73 p. Issued with periorations.

D 1.63:6060.1-M-16 S/N 008-000-00380-7 4.50

Managing Military Child Care Centers. 1982: 154 p. Issued with
perforations. D 1.63.6060.1-M-14 S/N 008-000-00378-5 6.00

Program Development in Military Child Care Settings. 1982: 92 p.

Issued with perforations.

D 1.63:6060.1-M-13 S/N 008-000-00377-7 4.75

National Adult Day Care Center Week, Public Law 98-96. Joint Resolution
Designating the Week Beginning September 25, 1983, as "National Adult
Day Care Center Week." Approved September 27, 1983. 1983: 1 p.

GS 4.110:98/96 S/N 022-003-95851-7 1.50

Nutrition Education for Preschoolers: A Resource Guide for Use in the
Child Care Food Program. Materials in the guide are organized by
intended audience of instrnr!tion or by type of material. Sections in-
clude: Nutrition Education Program, Aids for Teaching Caregivers, Les-
son Plans for Teaching Children, Food and Nutrition Activities for
Teaching children, and Audiovisuals for Teaching Children and Caregivers.
Title and suiect indexes are also included. 1983: 47 p.; ill.

A 98.9:241 S/N U01-024-00214-3 4.25
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Parent's Guide to Day Care. 1980: 74 p.: ill.
HE 23.1008:D 33

Page 5

S/N 017-091-00231-2 w 4.75

Planning Guide for Food Service in Child Care Centers. Designed to
help child care center directors and other personnel in the ChiZd Care
Food Program plan their food service. Also rives a sam?le 10-day menu
for children 3-6 years old. 1981: 34 p.; ill. revised ed.

A 98.9:64/3 S/N 001-024-00212-7 2.75

Promising Practices in Pre-Elementary Right-to-Read Programs. This
kit, four manuals and a guide, describes a series of effective prac-
tices, products, znd activities to aid preschool education. Sold
separately i6 Ideas for Parents in Pre-Elementary Right-to-Read Pro-
grams, which is listed on page of this Subject Bibliography. 1980:
5 bks. (194 p.); ill. ED 1.2:P 94 S/N 065-000-00028-8 10.00

Quantity Recipes for Child Care Centers. 1983:
A 98.9:86 S/N 001-024-00170-8

Training Guide for Foodservice Personnel in Programs for Young Chil-
dren: A Manual for Nutritionists, Dietiticians, and Foodservice Special-
ists Who Are Developing and Conducting Training Programs. 1980-
195 p.; ill. HE 23.1108:F 73 SIN 017-091-00?30-4

Trends in Child Care Arrangements of Working Moth-es. A 1958, 1965
and 1977 survey. 1982: 81 p.; ill.

C 3.186:P-23/117

Your Child and:

Languagl. 1982: 20 p.; ill.

S/N 003-001-91531-6

HE 23.1112:L 26 S/N 017-092-00089-8

Play. 1982: 20 p.; ill.

HE 23.1112:P 69 S/N 017-092-00084-7

1982.: 15 p.; ill.

HE 23.11i2:T 23 S/N 017-092-00088-0

Writing. 1982: 16 p.; ill.

HE 23.1112:W 93 S/N 017-C99-00080-4

Your Child's Attit.de Toward Learning. Shows how narents can help
young children develop a des're to learn. 1982: 20 p.; ill.

HE 2.3.1112:L 47 S/N 017-092-00087-1
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Prepaid Deposit Account. Do not send currency (bills or coins) or postage stamps.

Shipping is by non-priority mail or UL,ted Parcel Service (UPS). First class and strmall services are available for

an additional charge if requested. Please contact us in advance for rates if you desire tnis service (202-783-3238)

and indicate on your order if you desire special postage.

DISCOUNTS:

With the excention of certain publications and subscriptions, a dascount of 25% from he domestic price is allowed

on orders of ,00 or more units cf issue mailed to a single address. A discount of 25% f:om tne domestic price is

also applicable on orders from bookdealers, for orders of any quantity, mailed to tne cealer's business address.

(The maximum discount allowable is 25%).

INTERPTIONAL CUSTOMERS:

Mailing regulations require special handling for orders mailed to addresses outside t,e United Stet s or its

possessions for which we charge an additional 25% of the domestic price. Payment is required in advance by one of

the methods stated above. You may also remit by UNESCO coupons or by Inter.ational Postal Mono-. Order, made p ayable

to the Superintendent of Documents. Foreign currency and foreign checks wi-1 not ce accepted, 11 orders must be in

Englisn. IeternatIonal customers are allowed the sane discount. stated aocve.

Orders an- sent via surface mail unless otherwise requested. Should you desire airmail on.vice, _lease contact us

in advisee cy letter, telephone (202-783-3238), or Telex (#710-822-9413,ANSWERBACK USSPO WSH) :sr tr.e total cost of

your order.

lo Order, Use Form On Reverse Sue

1. A separate order form must be used for ordering publications and conscriptions.

2. Type or print your complete name and andress, nome and office teleplinne numbers, date, order er if any),

Inpssit Account Number (if applicable). VISA or MasterCard number and expiration date (If IL pro-

ver places at the top of the form. If order is to ne shipped to arttl-,er location, enter ab-ros, at :cotter of

form. All prices -nclude postage and handling.

3. When ordering publications type or print tne stock number unit of -ssue 'sec, front;, luaotity, till., ,a ice,

and total payment enclosed. Allow 4 weeks for delivery ;longer for International Orders).

When ordering a subscription service, type or print the quantity, title, price, __st ID (when available), a: I

total payment enclosed. Allow 2-6 weeks, plus mailing time, for processing. subscriptions are for lee year,

unless otherwise noted. Subscribers will be notified by mail in ample time to rene,

5. Mail your order form to Superintendent of Documents, U.S. 1_,vernmert Fr c rt Office, Wasr.lrgtcn,

6. Orders and inquiries car be placed witn cur order/Information des. .c-7-3238) from a.m. to Pet,

Eastern Time.

7. This form may to reproduced.
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Give young children a better start in school with

Early Childhood
Education:
Curriculum Organization and Classroom Management

a new filmstrip kit from ASCD

Learning, like growing, is a matter of develc °mental steps
This new inservice training packagecreated for ASCD by
Barbara Day, Kay D'ake. and Rolph lemandetails a
developmental approach to creating an effective learning
environment for kindergarten and primary grade children

Based on current researcn on how children learn, the
filmstrip kit is intended for early childhood specialists, teacher
educators, administrators, and teachers. The kit is designed
for use as a self-contained staff development program or as
a unit in a teacher education class Included are a 159-oage
manual and four filmstrips with audiocass,Ites

Filmstrip 1 describes thref ;mculum organization
components and three ( .sroom management
components of effective early childhood education
Filmstnp 2 follows a child through his daily classroom
activrtles. showing how the six components organize his
dov
Filmstrip 3 shows a hands-on approach to teaching social
studies and science cancer:vs to young children

Filmstnr, 4 reviews the rationale for a developmental
approach in early childhood education and introauces
methods for assessing a program's effectiveness

Early Childhood Fclucation: Curriculum Organization and
Classroom Management is $135 for ASCD members, $165 for
nonmembers, for the entire set of filmstrips, audiocassettes,
and manual So that each teacher can have a copy. the
mar ual (stoat( number 611-83294) may be purchased
separately for $750

To order these and related ASCD media, see the order form
on the back

.011411ft
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Order Form

Early Childhood Education
filmstnp kit $135 for ASCD
members. 5165 for nonmembers

Early Childhood Education
manual 159 pp 511 -83294 $7E0

Also of !nterest ...
Developmental Characteristics
of Children and Youth, Bonnie 8
Tyler Wall chart covering
children's social, sea, ,anguage,
and physical development 1975
611-75058 5200
Humanistic Education, Arthur W
Combs A common sense guide
for humanistic goals and
objectives and their assessment
1978 64 pp 611-78136 S475

Language Learning. Theme issue
of Educational Leadership with
articles by Yetta and Kenneth
Goodman, Elliot Eisner and
others March 1981 80 pp
611-81226 5300

Moving Toward Self-Directed
Looming, Delmo Della -Dora and
Lois Blanchard Involving students
in decisions about their own
lec.ming 1919 96 pp 611-79166.
$4 75

Open Education: Critique and
Assessment, Vincent Rogers and
Bud Church, editors. Summarizes
research and explores both
"successes" and "failures" 1975
106 pp 611-75054 $z 75

Partners: Parents and Schools,
Ron Brandt. editor Explores Te
need for parent participation ;n
children's education 1976 96 pp
611-79168 5475

What Does ...search Say About
the Effei.:is of Parental
Involvement? Ira Gordon
Audiocassette presenting three
models of parent involvement
and the effectiveness of each
1978 64 min 612-20184 5650.

A special offer ...
Get all 7 or a 40 percent
savings --a $3050 value for just
$1830 (Offer does not Include
Early Childhood Education
filmstrip kit or manual)

Quantity Pnce Ordering and Payment Information

1 Indicate the quantity and price of each Item you wish to
order

2. Please to sure your name and address appear below
3 All orders totaling $20 or ;ess must be accompanied by

payment ASCD absorbs the cost of postage and handling
on prepaid orders Make check or money order payable
to ASCD

4 If order is to be billed, postcge an I handling are extra
5 Orders from institutions and businesses must be on officio:

purchase order form

Mail to: Please check form of payment

ASCD crc oseci is my check or MC"esi
225 N Washington St order ,n the amount of
Alexandria, VP 22314 3

(703) 549-9110
Please bli me (postage arc
honaling extra)

Name

Address

City State Zip

Telenhone number
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Cut And Tell Books, ifs J< on Warren
Jean Warren, editor of Toriffie newsletter.

s created a wonderful collection of stories
lnd cut-outs for young children Using an
ordinary paper plate, Ms Warren shows
how, with a few simple cuts, you can create
unforgettable characters such as

A three dimensional crab named Char-
lotte.

A bouncing frog on a lily pad.
The Queen of Hearts t.ith her tray of

tarts
Lash hook contains eight original

stories, step-by step t Hump oNrut.
plus Iwo Svcs of oluoduk thit j..Olcrto.
Cut And Tell: Scissor Stories for Fall
20120 l'api.rbm A $5 95
Cut And Tell: Scissor Stot 'es for Winter
20/22 Paper Ink A $S 95
Cut and Tell: Scissor Stories for Spring
20 /2/ Papeebo( $5 95
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Bubbles, Rainbows, And Worms: Sci

ence Experiments For Preschool Ch'
dren, by Sam Ed Brown Bubbles, Rain-
bows, And Worms includes experiments Witt
air, animals, the er,ironment. plants. the
._uses and water Each experiment is com-
plete with a learning objectivc, a list of ma-
terials clear instructions, vocabulary words
for language development, and an explana-
tion for the teacher of the scientific principles
behind the experiment
I 0:MX1 l'operbui A $6 95

My Day Can Book, by Jeffrey Brand
Nancy Gladstone. Provides reassurance
children preparing to enter day care.

Chi'1dien abead enrolled in day OW will be
able to add their own experiences to the
story. Crisp black and white photographs
show a busy and cheerful classroom. Ws-
undo) for parents is also included to help
nuke both the child's and the parent's intro-
duction to day care as stress-free sad wai-
st as possible.
10003 PriplaCk $39S

Gryphon Hoeft/Order Lfae 14043$402$



Chants for Children, b Mars Louise
Coign!

Did you feed my cow')
I es. mam

Will you tell me how''
Yes. mam

Sc begins one of 155 chants in this new
collection Chants can serve as a bridge be-
tween oral communication znd the wntten
word They promote a love of I inguage and
help build rapport between adhlts and chil-
drn Besides all that, they are just plain fun

Chants are chosen in seven categories
creatures, food, people, seasons and holi-
days, numbers and ABC's, nursery rhymes
and response chants
20123 Spirallpaperbac k S8 95

The Circle Time Book, bl Liz and Di( k
W,Inzes This well constructed book has over
400 activities for 39 different holidays and
seasons There are language and active
games, songs, fingerplays, creative move-
ment, recipes and other group Ideas to make
each holiday meaningful and enjoyable for
young children
20002 Pape, bac k $8 95

Gryphon House/Order Line I-WO-638-0928

Everyday Circle Times, by Liz and Dick
14 times Over 900 Ideas for Circle Time
Choose activities from 48 different units
Each unit is introduced with an opening ac-
tvity, and expanded through language and
active games, fingerplays, stories, recipes,
books, and more The authors are editors of
toe popular B-ilding Bloc ks early childhood
n-wspaper
20/04 Paperhacl. $12 95
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Teachables From Trashables:
Home lade Toys That Teach, by Emma C
Linderman It's easy to turn junk matenals
around the house Into fun and educational
toys. The fully illustrated instructions for
each toy include. age group, how to use it,
whe. it does, what you need to make it, how
.o make it.
20003 Paperback $7 95

Easy Woodstuif For Kids, by David
Th4,,,zpson "The imaginative projects start
with a simple stick name plaque The inven-
tiveness extends beyond the design to the
actual materials usedsuch as sticks,
branches, and wood leftovers and scraps
The black and-white graphics couldn't be
better, neither the very detailed instruction
and comments on each project In short, a
finely hewn book "ALA Book list
10100 Paperback $8 95

Explore And Create: Activities l'or
Young Children: Art, Games, Cooking,
Science, Math, by Liz Cromwell ani, Dixie
Hibner A giant activity book for p,e-school
parents and teachers. More than 250 clearly
described activities, with learning objec-
tives Includes nature, science, indoor and
outdoor games, sculpture. paper and junk
art Each activity includes learning objec-
tives, a list of matenals needed, and clear
instructions
21200 Spiral /paper

4
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Only Me, y Virginia and Amv Wood.
With this make-a-yourself activity book the
child draws or fills in information about her-
self or himself on each page Unlike coloring
books, Only Me activity engages the child's
mind and imagination
20005 Paperback $3.95

Fr,. m Teat hables From Trashables

Gryphon House/Order Line 1410043S-092S



Learning Through All Five Senses: A
Language Development Activity Book, by
Lois McCue A wide range of sensory expe-
riences is provided for each letter of the al-
phabet Each experience includes complete
background information, a list of matenals,
and clearly detailed instructions.
10600 Paperback $7 95

Living A d Learning With Children, by
Paula Jorde. More than 300 imaginative
games and activities designed for use with
the three to six year old child. The activities
will develop interest in art, math, music,
reading, and health. Mitenals are inexpen-
sive and readily available
20112 Paperback $6 95

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

Gryphon House/Order Line 14004334923

Pocketful of Miracles: File Folder
C nes, Patterns and Directions, by Con-
nie Eisenhart Make file folder games in
minutes! Patterns for twenty game boards
with matching game pieces in all different
skill areas All you need to do is cut, color
and glue. These games can be played with
children from three to six Easy directions
are included
20108 Paperbw $6 95

From Learn, ng 7 hrough All Five Senses
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I Can Do It! 1 Can Do It! 135 Success-
ful, Independent Learning Activities, by
La Brum Gilbert Heie are things children
ca. tit, by themselves. Clear instructions,
with photographs, show a teacher how to
prepare projects that children can perform
independently an inspiration as well
as a valuable resource for parents.. Chil-
dren learn by doing, by making their own
observations and discoveries "Ms Gilbert's
collection of learning activities shows par-
ents and teachers how they can easily make
tools for creative learning. "Tothre
10002 Paperback $12 95

Hug A Tree And Other Things To Do
Cotdoors With Young Children, by Robert
E Roc kwell, Elizabeth A Sherwood. and
Robert 4. William Children are natuial ex-
plorers. Hug A Tree is filled with fascinating
adventures to do with children from three to
seven The outdoors is all around in parks
and streets and backyards. Learning about
nature does not require a long hike into the
forest The Hug A Tree experiences will help
children learn to love and appreciate the
natural environment anywhere
10500 Paperback $8 95

.. ;.193
6
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Felt Board Fun, h', 1,,z and Dick Mimes.
Make your felt board come alive! This
unique book contains over 150 ideas with
accompanying patterns. There are activities
for colors, animals, feelings, body aware-
ness, the five senses, letters, numbers,
shapes, foods, seasons, and holidays There
is also a special session of activities for cre-
ative thinking skills
20/06 Paperback $12 95

From I. eh Board f un
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Open The Door, Let's Explore:
Neighborhood Field Trips For Young
Children, by Rhoda Red leaf Here are some
easy field trips that will provide exciting
learning adventures. For each field tnp there
are: learning goals for children, a list of vo-
cabulary words, introductory before-the-
wa!k activities, lots of activity ideas to use
on the walk, after the walk follow-up ac-
tivities, new songs and fingerplays related to
the walk, and a listing of belated children's
books
22000 Pap( rho( k 9; 95

One, Two, Buckle My Shoe: Math Ac-
tivities For Young Children, by Sam Ed
Brown This clearly written, fully illustrated
book contains 84 active, imaginative math
activities for pm-school children Each one
cieatively engages children 's minds and
bodies in learning fundamental math con-
celts The activities are geared to the devel-
opmental needs of pre - school children.
10_200 Paperback $6.95

Play Together, Grow Together, by Don
Adcock and Marilyn Segal These are
cooperative activities that children cannot do
alone They require two or more children to
work together. Sixty-seven activities, filling
twelve major curriculum areas, help children
learn to cooperate and work together Pre-

school children learn to share, to play to-
gether in a group, and to make close fnends

A special chapter is devoted to resolving
conflict and helping both shy and aggressive
children
20105 Paperbm k $8 95

Gryphon House/Order Line 1-9110-6384928 7



Blocks: A Creative Curriculum For
Early Childhood. Teachers learn to
maximize the important learning that can
take place with blocks Special emphasis is
placed on the teacher's role in listening, ob-
serving, facilitating, and extending block
play
20301 Paperback $8 95

Art: A Cr2ative Curriculum For Early
Childhood. The fist part of this manual
presents a clearly stated philosophy and ap-
proach to setting up a creative art program
The second contains practical suggestions for
encouraging a variety of art activities using
five different med:a
2020/ Paperback $8 95

Table Toys: A Creative Curriculum For
Early Childhood. Toys commonly found in
early childhood classrooms present a wealth
of educational possibilities and teachable
moments The teacher can play a positive
role in structuring and extending their use
Also included are descriptions of toys which
can be made inexpensively
20/0/ Paperback $7 95

House Corner: A Creative Curriculum
For Early Childhood. Important social,
-motional and intellectual learn.ag takes
place in sociodramatic play. Criteria are pro-
vided to help teachers observe and assess
children's levIl of activity in play. Practical

8 185

suggestions are proided foi arranging the
house corner area and materials with par-
ticular emphasis on selecting culturally ap-
propnate. props
20101 Paper luu k $6,95

The Creative Curriculum For Early
Childhood (Nine Volumes). The complete
Cream e Curru Warn contains four manuals
(Art. BID( ks, Table Toys, and House
('orner), k.ur Trainer's Guides, one for each
of the manuals, and Re,sour«, Materials For
The Creative Curru alum, with annotated re-
views on books in the curriculum areas, The
complete set allows trainers and directors to
custom fit the training to the needs of stu-
dents or stiff trainees
20010 P(.perha( k (9 i.o/s) $59 55

Gryphon House/Order Line 11-11004311-09211



Including All of Us: An Early
Childhood Curriculum About Disability,
by Merle From hl. Linda Colon. Ellen Rubin.
and Barbara Sprung These practical. step-
by-step activities can be incorporated easily
into all types of preschool classrooms
Threes, fours and fives learn sign language.
build an accessible city block. and take a
multi-sensory trip around the neighborhood.
This book will help any teacher build an in-
clusive classroom where all children will feel
welcome

Non-sexist, multicultural attitudes are en-
couraged. and children are provided with
positive role models of both children and
adults with disabilities
20125 Paperback $10 95

A Planning Guide To The Preschool
Curriculum, Revised Edition. The 44 units
of A Planning Guide To The Preschool Cur-
riculum contain nearly 10,000 activities. The
book contains the basis for teaching 220 con-
cepts For each of these concepts, the teacher
is provided material on language, music, art,
games, storytelling, fine and gross motor de-
velopment, and cognitive activities This
giant curriculum guide was designed for
practical classroom use, and is also valuable
as a text for cumculum courses.
20111 Paperback $29 95

Finding pairs from A Plan nog Guide To The Pres( hod Curriculum

Gryphon House/Order line 1400-6380928 9 6 9



Sign Language Clowns: An Educational
Coloring Book For Elementary And Pre-
school Children, by Ralph R Miller. Sr
Young preschool children can use this book
to learn some basic sign language words. In
this volume children can learn signing for the
words eat, fall, pull, push. walk, drink, love,
sit, run, sleep, see, jump, cry, give, stand,
and play
20118 Paperback $4 95

Sign Language Animals: An Educa-
tional Coloring Book For Elementary and
Preschool Children, by Frank Allen Paul
The sixteen vocabulary words in this book
were based on research of handshape and
sign language acquisition in hearing im-
paired young children. However, all young
children will enjoy learning a new "secret
code." Words included are cat, dog, cow,
mouse, horse. pig, rabbit, turkey, fox, wolf,
bear, bird, monkey, lion. tiger, and
elephant
20119 Paperback $4 95

cat.
From Sign Language

10
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Super Snacks: No Honey, No Sugar. No
Artificial Sweeteners, by Jean Warren. A
seasonal collection of 160 recipes that are
delicious, nutntious and tun for children.
Parents and teachers can plan sepcial holiday
and birthday treats. "The snacks are easy to
prepare . this book is well worth
having "Natural Parenting
20001 Paperback $3.95

Cup Cooking: Individual Child Portion
Picture Recipes, by Barbara Jokcson and
Betty Plencons Very young Onldren can
cook In Cup Cooking children from three to
seven learn to cook single portion recipes
they can ea, themselves small treats are
baked in a paper cup using an electric skillet
for an oven . and it really works / Children
simply follow the picture directions, and
then eat the good things they made for them-
selves
20004 Paperback $2 95

Cooking With Kids, k Caroline Acker-
man. The emphasis is on active participation
and nutntion. All of the recipes stress whole-
some, natural ingredients Artificial flavors,
colors and preservsti res are not used. Her
suggestions to parents and teachers working
with pre-schoolers are invaluable
10400 Spiral $5.50

197 Gryphon House/Order Line 1-110043114928



A Very Practical Guide To Discipline
With Young Children, hi Dr G rac e
Milo lull For most people the word 'disci-
pline' has a negative connotation What I
propose is a plan of action which will ulti-
mately lead to self-discipline." says Dr
Mitchell Is there ant ht way to handle disci-
pline with young children'' The importance
of both consistency and the deselopment of a
strong, positive self-image is stressed.
20009 Pu,u 6 $8 95

Parent Tricks of The Trade: 1001 Time
And Money-Saving Solutions For The
First 1 en Years, hi / n,1 Um/ and Kat hlt en
Tunis Handy tricks for parents and teachers
Ideas such as saving soap scraps. melting
them. pouring them on a cookie sheet and
using wale cutters to make brand new ani-
mal shapes Or having a child suck on an ice
cube or popside before taking had tasting
medicine There are 999 more helpful ideas
201/6 Paper Inu A $4 95

I roni Ming. /ft D., 14 Oh /4 41411; find hill%

Gryphon Hoesenfder Uwe 1-11114311-09211

The Sun's Not Broken, A Cloud's Just
In The Way: On Child Centered Teach-
ing, by Sydney Clemens Child centered
teaching is based on a respect for each child
and his or her integrity. This warm and read-
able account describes how one teacher cre-
ated a safe and stimulating place for children
to learn

The focus of the book is four-year-olds
and how they learn best when adults treat
them with respect and dignity. listen to them.
and respond to them with courtesy, love, and
genuine concern for their real needs "
( tht.dm ator

a treasury of motivational ideas, in-
spiration and techniques for the lay person
and the professional."Clare Cherry. au-
thor of Think of Something Quiet
10001 Paperback $8 95

Things To Do With Toddlers and Twos,
by Karen Miller Here are more than 400
easy-to-do activities, techniques and designs
for toys that are effective for working with
very young children in home and group care
settings You will learn both what to do and
what not to do

filled me with an irrepressible urge
to get my hands on a toddler (my 20 month-
old eagerly complied) and get on with actu-
ally doing the activities Bonnie
Neugebaucr, Editor. Beginning%
20/09 Paperbac k $9 95
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All About luld Care Trainee's Man-
ual, by Marilyn Segal et al. This workbook
format, consumable manual, deals with the
specific, practical concerns of a new class-
room worker. The anecdotal, story method
of leading the student into new material is
followed by specific exercises which the stu-
dent completes in the book. Areas covered
include safety and health, learning environ-
ment, physical, cognitive, and language de-
velopment, creativity, and group .aanage-
ment, to mention just a few.
20/00 Paperback $8.95

All About Child CareInstructors
Guide. The Instructor's manual is filled with
suggestions for implementing the entire
training package, including language games
and classroom activities.
20200 Paperback $8.95

All About Child CareText, by Marilyn
Segal et a/. The text provides the basic back-
ground and introduction to theory necessary
to work in a preschool classroom. It includes
a brief historical framework and an explana-
tion of classroom environments, and cur-
riculum appropriate for different age groups.
Also. developmental characteristics, self-
esteem, the development of responsibility.
and much, much more.
20300 Paperback $8.95

12

Feathers In My Cap. Early Reading
Through Experience, by Ellen Cromwell.
A step -by -step language experience ap-
proach to the pre-reading process, complete
with picture stones and teacher -mace games.
Useful for teachers of children with special
needs
20113 Paperbut k $9.95

Basic Beginnings: A Handbook Of
Learning Games And Activities For
Young Children, by Audrey Dune Kir-
chner. Includes games and lesson plans in
basic skills development. The book offers
both a plan of organization for a preschool
curriculum together with activities to build
basic skills.
20114 Paperback $12 95

199
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All About Me. by Miss Jackie. This pic-
ture song in a paperback book uses sensitive
photographs to illustrate words from the
song, children can look at the pictures and

sin, the book by themselves.
29003 Paperback $3 00

Let's He Friends, by Miss hula( Let's
Be Fnends is a picture song book celebrating
the Jr ys of friendship. The black and white
photographs show a multi-ethnic group of
children helping, sharing, and playing to-
gether. Children with handicaps are in-
cluded.
29002 Paperback $3.00

All About Me/Let's Be FriendsBook
And Record Set. The record All About Mel
Let's Be Friends 1! a 45rpm recording and
contains both songs, sung by Miss Jackie, so
that either an individual ch!:,i or a whole
classroom can sing along together. Both of
the books are included in the set.
29007 Record and 2 book set $8 95

Books in this catalog are available
at local school supply and book-
stores.

Gryplise Howe/Order Lime 1 44.4314l2s

Creative Teaching With Puppets: Re-
sources For Slx Integrated Units, by
Rountree, Gordon, Shuptrine and Taylor.
Here's how to make and use dozens of pup-
pets to teach language and math readiness,
and to build friendship and cooperation. In
addition to clear directions and patterns for
puppets, the book includes stones, poems,
fingerplays, and a wealth of related class-
room activities. Guitar and piano music is

Included for original songs in each unit
20007 Spiral $16.95

Songs For Me And You And Puppets
Too. This 33V3 record album accompanies
Creative Teaching With Puppets and in-
cludes songs by Diane Batchelor, Hap
Palmer and Mary Lu Walker. The album
portrays the puppet characters which delight
and teach children
20008 Recording $8.95

Hello Sound, by Miss Jackie. Young
children love to make, hear, and explore
sounds. Hello Sound helps them to discover
paper sounds, body sounds, mouth sounds,
sound sounds, listening sounds, Instrument
sounds, and more. Clear directions for
forty-four sound activities with chords for
guitar, autoharp, and piano.
29001 Paperback r .95
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Songs To Sing With Babies, 61 Mr
Jai Ate New and charming songs (wit:i
games and activities) for babies Chapters
include Songs For Taking A Bath. Songs
For Rocking And Nursing, Songs For Riding
In A Car. Songs for Waiting For Meals,
Songs For Laughing And Having Fun, Songs
For Cuddling, Songs For Waking Up. and
Songs for Getting Dressed
29009 Paperbar ,'t $8 95
290 l 0 Cassette Tape $8 95

Hello Rhythm (Record), hr Miss Jai kre
Helping young children develop their natural
sense of rhythm spills over into all areas of
their lives This toe-tapping. hand-clapping
album of rhythm songs involves the child in
self-directed activities.
29005 331/3 Record
29006 Cassette Tape

tI
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$8 95
$8 95
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Hello Rhythm, hi Miss Jar Are Body
rhythn,s. speech rhythms. nature rhythms.
rhythm %tisk ideas. .atchy songs and clear
illustrations till Hello Rlistlar, Forty-sev.:n
rhyth'n activities hale complete how to in-
structions with large easy-to-read print and
chords t.ir guitar. autoharp. and putno
29000 Pape, ha, A .$695

I fon, I 1 ahoalia k' ( hihb, ti , .1'(.'g,, "
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Day Care Do-R-Vourseff Staff Growth
Program, by Poll% Greenburg This gracti-
Lai staff training book is the result of a study
of 50 of the best early childhood progr.ims in
the country This basic handbook for training
child development workers can be utilized
equally for in-service training, or for a two
semester junior college course
20110 Paper btu A $1495

Evaluating Children's Progress: A
Rating :Cale For Children In Day Cate.
leachers' ability to perceptively observe the
[shay tot and play of young childien will Ix'
auk (I by the use of these limns for guided
ohseiv alum of young c hildren in groups
201(12 Pape, bat A i4 50

Managing The Day Care Dollars: A Fi-
nancial Handbook, by Gwen Morgan This
is a clear and sensible guide to the sound
financial management of a day care center.
Step-by-step dis"ussions of the buuget proc-
ess. financial planning. cash flow, account-
ing. and insurance are supplemented by
[eddy to use forms and worksheets, sample
income statements, balance sheets, break-
even charts. and financial reports No prior
tinani'l experience is assumed A glossary
of financial terms is included
20210 Pape, btu A $7 95

Gryphon Hasse/Order Lie 1411043114811

Pay Care Personnel
Mmagement. This

complete simplified manual provides a
step-by-step process for developing effective
pollees. procedures and forms Se,)arate
chapters cover the legal aspects of personnel
poicy how to establish a salary and benefits
plan and how to hire, supervise, and effec-
tively motivate stall Included are complete
lob &script) ins fur all employee', plus
ready-to-use v mployec cv Aation forms
20006 Pape, bas A PI 95

Avoiding Burnout: Strategies For Man-
aging 'lime, Space and People In Early
Childhood Education, in Paula ionic
Teachers and administrators can help to pre-
vent burnout Orections are given for effec-
tively managing people and evaluating pro-
gress in achieving reolistic goals
20 I 15 Papetl)(1( A $14 95

AM=

Books in this catalog are available
at local school supply and book-
stores.
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Sniggles, Squirrels.
and Chicken Pox:
40 Original Songs With Activities, Miss

Ale "Ride. Sally. Ride." Hooray For
Mr Litxo In." and the delightful Sniggle
Song." are a kw of the fun-filled and
thoughtful songs in this collection Most of
the songs were originally published in In-
strut tor magazine.

Each song includes suggest-xi activities
that will develop cognitive, motor and lan-
guage skills, and will strengthen children's
self-concept aid esteem All are accom-
panied by chords for piano. guitar and au-
t )harp
20124 l'aperbat A .88 95

Piggyback Songs: New Songs Sung To
The Tune of Childhood Favorites, Com-
piled by Jean Warren You already know the
music to these 110 original songs for young
children These songs are sung to the tune of
old childhood tavontes Children, teachers
and parents will fins them easy to learn and
remember. An excellent resource for family
and school sing-a-longs Guitar and autoharp
chords are provided
20103 Paperbac k 4 95

ggyphon txxAse

More Pigg) hack Songs, In Jean Warr en
Bigger and better than the popular Piggy/u A
Songs, this edition has 195 brand new songs
sung to the tune of old childhood favorites.
Sim.. you already know the melodies. there
is no music to read Guitar and autoharp
chords are included
20107 Paper ha( A $6 95

Finger Frolics: Fingerplays For Young
Children: Revised Edition, In Liz Ciorn-
tt ell and Wine, The revised and
larger edition of t Inger Fro/ii sineludesover
200 original fingerplays for young children
More fingerplays have ; r. added to the
existing topic sections of .ame. Seasons.
Holidays. The World Around Us. Counting
and Nursery Rhymes In addition, four sec-
tions have been Lidded Science. Mythology.
Magic. and Make Believe
20900 .Spir al 'piper $8 95
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Task Force
Recommends Programs
For Preschoolers

A state task force recommended that pub-
lk education in Massachusetts be expanded
to eadude programs for all three-and four.
year-oid children.

The 37-member Task Force on Early Child-
hood Education presented its report to the
Massachusetts Board of Education in lune.

After eight months of study, the task force
concluded that "there is a dear need to make
high quality programming in early childhood
education available to all children in the
Commomyealth." The report cites research
which shows that early childhood education
programs not only give a child a good start,
but also determine a child's future success in
school and life.

The report makes the following minor
recommendations to the state Board of
Education:

Adopt a policy that ensures equal access
and equal opportunity to early childhood
services and programs for young children
and their families in the Commonwealth.
Establish a :ureau of Early Childhood Edu-
cation in uie Department of Education fc
coordinate the Department's early child-
hood services and programs.
Establish state standards for quality early
learning and development programs.
Expend existing Massachusetts teacher aer-
dfication standards to .ndude teachers of
three-and four-yer-clds.
In consultation with the state Office for
Children, develop certification require-
ments for teachers of young children which
reflect a =seer ladder and promote pelf's-
wind growth.
Foster* coordination with other agencies
and groups that serve young children.
The report cites a number of factors that

influenced the task force's recommendations,
including thee following:

Nearly half of all women with children
under age six are currently in the labor
force.
The number of working mothers with young
children is expected to rise to 60 percent by
1990.
The fastest growing group of working
mothers has children under the age of
three.
al 1981,12.1 million children lived in a one-
parent family.
It is estimated that, within the next decade,
half of all children in the United States will
spend a significant part of their lives in a
single parent family.
In 19113, one-fifth of all American children
under the age of three were living in fami-
lies with incomes below the poverty
By 1964, this figure had risen to one-fourth.
Research indicates that these children are
most likely to be deprived of positive
developmentsi experiences and are most
at risk of failing to achieve their full
potentials.
Members of the task force indude school

administrators, teachers, parents, researchers,
policy makers, representatives of the Depart-
ment of Education, other state agencies, and
advocacy groups.
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14. SPECIAL BACK-TO-SCHOOL PACKET

EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION

PROGRAMS BENEFICIAL

Thera was a time, and it wasn't so long ago, when children left

the protection of their home and mother to enter school and start formal

learning somewhere around the age of six. Nowadays, over 60 percent

of the nation's three and four-year-old children ana some many younger

leave home to attend prekindergarten or day care program on a regular

basis. They attend a variety of programs including nursery schools,

day care centers, cooperative schools, Head Start, play groups and

specially `.ended programs for handicapped, migrant, bilingual or other

special groups.

There are many reasons for this growing interest in early childhood

programs. Chief among them is the growing rate of single parent and

two-working-parent families who are in need of daily child care for

their young. Also adding to the growth, however, are such reasons as:

thy. decrease in family size which provides little opportunity for

socializing; the rush of daily living which prevents families from

providing the kind of enrichment young children need, such as art

experiences, exploration with numerical and scientific concepts, trips,

and the like; and the relative level of safety in neighborhoods which

(more)
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EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION -- Page 2

prohil,..ts children from roaming freely.

Parents who want to provide child care, or socialization enrichment

in a safe environment seek out programs which fit their special needs.

Programs can be full or part-day, full or part-week, private or publicly

supported.

The New York State Experimental Prekindergarten is beginning

its 20th year. It is a program established in a small number of districts

to servo children from low socio-economic areas. This year the State

bvdget provided $20 million dollars for the program which will permit

the funding of 15-20 new programs. The Education Department is advocating

lemaisIation which will provide universal opportunity for all

four-year-olds to attend half-day pre-kindergarten programs at public

expense. School districts would be reimbursed on their state aid ratio,

with special weighting. The program would be optional on both the

families and the school district. If a district established the program,

however, it must provide the service for any four-year-old whose family

wanted him to attend.

In seeking programs for their children, parents should spend

tee day in any program they are considering. They should check on whether

the program is safe, has good equipment which is sturdy and challenging,

whether the day is planned in a leisurely fashion in large blocks of

time with quiet play interspersed with vigorous play, whether there

is daily time for outdoors which is an extension of indoor learning

activities and whether children have many opportunities for selection,

recognizing that it is a learning activity. Options should include,

at a minimum, sensory materials, such as water and sand, a variety

of art materials, enough blocks for children to construct and engage

(more.)
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EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION -- Page 3

in play; block accessories such as trucks, people, animals, materials

and equipment to explore sound, music and movement; paraphernalia for

dramatic play, big muscle climbing equipment, and many books on a variety

of topics.

The National Association for the Education of Young Children

publishes a pamphlet entitled "SOME WAYS OF DISTINGUISHING A GOOD EARLY

CHILDHOOD :GROGRAM." It can be ordered from: NAEYC, 1834 Connecticut

Avenue, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20009.

-30-
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LAW PROMPTS NEW KINDERGARTENS IN VERMONT

MONTPELIER, Vt., Sept. 10 (ED- LINE)-- -At least 13
Vermont communities are offering kindergarten classes
this fall for the first time follows enactment last May
of a state law mandating public kindergartens by 1988.

The new law creates a revolving loan fund to help
districts without kindergartens to start offering classes
for 5-year-olds. Districts can offer the classes
themselves or pay the tuition for students to attend
private kindergartens.

Under the loan program, districts are eligible to
borrow up to $1,000 per pupil in the first year and half
the first-year loan amount in the second. interest on the
loan will be paid by the state and the borrowing district
has up to four years to repay the principal.

Four school districts are taking advantage of the
loan program while nine others are offering kindergarten
using their own funds.

Jim Lengel, deputy commissioner of education,
estimated that about 400 children are attending public
kindergarten this year in communities that are offering
these classes for the first time.

However, he estimated another 800 5-year-olds in
about 50 other Vermont communities still do not have
access to public kindergarten. Most of these districts
reportedly have kindergarten enrollments of fewer than 15
students.
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CONNECTICUT PLAN WOULD EXPAND KINDERGARTEN

HARTFORD, Conn., May 17 (EDUSA)--The Connecticut
Department of Education is developing a proposal to offer
financial incentives for more school districts--
especially poor ones--to offer all-day kindergarten
programs.

According to Lisa Heintz, a department spokeswoman,
the proposal is aimed at ensuring that the educational
advantages of all-day kindergartens are not just
restricted to those districts that can afford to foot the
bill.

Currently, Heintz said that 17 of the state's 165
school districts offer kindergarten programs of four
hours or more in at least one school. Most of these
districts are located in affluent Fairfield County
communities near New York City or suburbs of Hartford,
sole added.

"These kindergartens are growing fastest in areas
thAt have the mast money. That is why (the commissioner)
is looking at incentive programs. We are very concerned
about disparities.... We want to make sure that those
who have not are not left behind," Heintz said.

The program now being developed would distribute
state aid on the basis of a community's wealth for
districts to expand or begin all-day kindergartens.

She said that specific funding amounts have not
been determined, but the state hopes to pay an average of
about half the start-up costs of these programs.

Heintz said that the start-up aid would be in
addition to regular state school aid distributed under
the Guaranteed Tax Base Program. This aid is a
percentage reimbursement of money spent by a district
throe years ago. She said that the three year lag in
reimbursement is a key reason why the state wants to help
districts with start-up costs.

She said that state Education Commissioner Gerald
Tirozzi intends to put such an incentive plan into his
1986-87 budget request. That budget will go to the state
Board of Education this summer and the state legislature
next winter.

Last year, the state legislature soundly defeated a
proposal by Tirozzi that the state mandate all-day
kindergartens.
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Region 1 College and University

Early Childhood Education Programs
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CONNECTICUT

Connectim r.ollege
Rte. 32 N.

New London, Connecticut 06320
203-447-1911

Eastern Connecticut State University
83 Windham St.
Willimantic Connecticut 06226
203-456-2231

Saint Joseph College
1678 Asylum Ave.

West Hartford, Connecticut 06117
203-232-4571

University of Bridgeport
380 University
Bridgeport, Connecticut 06002
203-576-4000

University of Connecticut
Storrs, Connecticut 06268
203-486-2000

University of Hartford
200 Bloomfield Ave.
West Hartfcrd, Connecticut 06117
203-243-4100

Western Connecticut State University
181 White St.
Danbury, Connecticut 06810
203-797-4201
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MAINE

University of Maine at Farmington
Farmington, Maine 04938
207-778-9521

University cf Maine at Machias
Powers Hall

Machias, Maine 04654
207-255-3313

University of Southern Maine
Portland, Maine 04103
Gorham, Maine 04038
207-780-5215

MASSACHUSETTS

Boston College
140 Commonwealth Ave.
Chestnut Hill, MA 02167
617-522-8000

Boston University
Commonwealth Ave.
Boston, MA 02215
617-353-2000

Bridgewater State College
Bridgewater, MA 02324
617-097-1200

Clark University
950 Main Street
Worcester, MA 01610
617-793-7431

Curry College 1071
Blue Hill Ave.
MIlton, MA 02186
617-333-0500

Eastern Nazarene College
23 E. Elm Ave.
Quincy, MA 02170
617-773-6350

Fitchburg State College
160 Pearl Street
Fitchburg, MA 01420
617-345-2151
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Framingham State College
100 State Street
Framingham, MA 01701
617-620-1220

Gordon College
255 Grapevine Rd
Wenham, MA 01984
617-927-2300

Lesley College
29 Everett
Cambridge, MA 02238
617-868-9F00

North Adams State College
Church Street
North Adams, MA 01247
413-664-4511

Northeastern University
370 Huntington Ave.
Boston, MA 02115
617-437-2000

Salem State College:
352 Lafayette
Salem, MA 01970
617-745-0556

Simmons College
300 The Fenway
Boston, MA 02115
617-424-1409

Smith College

Northampton, MA 01063
413-584-2700

Springfield College
263 Alden Street
Springfield, MA O'109
413-783-3000

Stonehill College
Washington Street
North Easton, MA 02356
617-238-1081

Tufts University
520 Boston Ave.
Medford, MA 02155
617-628-5000
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University of Massachusetts
At Amherst
Amherst, MA 01003
413-545-0111

Westfield State College
Western Avenue
Westfield, MA 01085
413-568-3311

Wheelock College
132 The Riverway
Boston, MA 02215
617-'i34-5200

Worcester State College
486 Chandler Street
Worcester, MA 01602
617-793-8000

NEW HAMPSHIRE

Colby Sawyer College
New London, NH 03257
603-526-2010

Keene State College
"Rene, NH 03431
603-352-1909

Not -e Dame College

2321 Elm Street
Manchester, NH 03104
603-669-4298

Plymouth State College
Box P

Plymouth, NH 03264
603-536-1550

Rivier College
Nashua, NH
603-888-1311

University of New Hampshire
Thompson Hail

Durham, *I 03324.
603-862-1234



NEW YORK

City University of New York/Baruch College
155 East 24t11 Street
New York, NY 10010
212-725-3158

City University of New York/ Brooklyn College
Brooklyn, NY 11210
212-780-5001

City University of New York/ City College
138th Street and Convent Avenue
New York, NY 10031
21e-690-6977

City University of New York/Hunter College
695 Park Avenue
New York, NY 10021
212-772-4279

Concordia College
171 White Plans Road
Bronxville, NY 10708
914-337-1197

Caemen College
4380 Main Street
Amherst, NY 14226
716-839-1820

Elmira College
Elmira, NY 14901
607-734-3911

Fordham University//College at Lincoln Center
West 60th Street and Columbus Avenue
New York, NY 10023
212-841-5210

Friends World College
Huntington, NY 11743
516-549-1102

Hofstra University
Hempstead, NY 11550
516-560-6700

Long Island University/BroC:lyn Center
University Plaza
Brooklyn, NY 11201
121-403-1011
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Ma0dttan College
Riverdale, NY 10471
212-920-0200

Medaille College
Buffalo. NY 14214
/16-884 3281

New York University
32 Washington Place
New York, NY 10003
598-2932

Pace Univer..:ty
i8 r 'th Broadway
College of White Plains
White Plains, NY 10603
914-681-4070

Pace University/New York Campus
Pace Plaza
New York, NY 10038
121-488-1323

Queens College/City University of New York
65-30 Dissena Boulevard
Flushing, NY 11367
212-520-7385

St. Thomas Aquinas College
Route 340
Sparkill, NY 10976
914-359-9500

Skidmore College
Saratoga Springs, NY 12866
518-584-5000

State University of New York/College at Buffalo
Buffalo, NY 14222
716-878-5511

State University of New York/College at Fredonia
Fredonia, NY 14063
716-673-3251

State University of New York/College at Genesco
Genesco, NY 14454
716-245-5571

State University of New Y,rk
College at New Paltz
New Paltz, NY 12561
914-257-2414
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State University of New York/College at Old Westbury
Old Westbury, NY 11568
516-876-3082

State University of New York/College at Oswego
Oswego, NY 13126
315-341-2250

State University of New York/College of Arts and Sciences
Potsdam, NY 13676
315-2672180

Syracuse University
Syracuse, NY 13210
315-423-3611

Wagner College
Staten Island, NY 10301
212-390-3100

RHODE ISLAND

Brown University
45 Prospect St.
Providence, RI 02912
401-863-2378

Rhode Island College
600 Mt. Pleasant St.
Providence, RI 02908
401-831-6600

University of Rhode Island
Administration Building
Kingston, RI 02881
401-79?-2164

VERMONT

Castl eton State College
Castleton, VT 05735
802-468-5611

College of St. JJseph The Provider
Rutland, VT 05/01

802-773-5905

Johnson State College
Johnson, VT 05656
802-635-2356

Trinity Coll ege

Burl ington Vermont 05401
802-658-0337

University of Vermont
Burlington, VT 05405
802-656-3370
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More
Miracles

a Parent's Gift.

rewr i tte
by Mary Zeman
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Activities
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Indoors 45(
Outdoors
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is possible -it, compromise o Y pui-
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-Then, irrpoir-Farrf +0 carve blnt soave
iyi+evvfionci I -lime, -4-15 simply plav

fiery

111114'

WhewA oie ate at home,, -*he liet of -fhin s -that-
reed -to get done, is tAnerdin3 bill pa fog,
cleaning, le,-14ers, loondCy, phone, ansvverin2,
v164-ing, COO King and dishes. c-year- olds
would lacily rwve you cm -1-okhernselues all
Giai 106 -theVe ic. a -tension be-i-vveL., -these,
-1-v\io Co sri-orrl- needs Which has -io be balanced.
IheVe. Is lo-1-`> -1-o do.
And -the(e, ic, Also
si-ichc, -1--to- 700 -led Olden
4 ime, -Itsco-i-her lac day.

Read --bse,theri draW, -1-cire a wail<1
count -the Cars, vvri-fe a evi-ory, plant some,
Seeds, narne,4ke, colors in -the-Powers,
rya Ke a present, iy(e,90(ei a 50cle.../ measure)
iosredieo+51 114A-en-II) Music,, learr\ o poem.
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Food
Tie harvest of-

Shared good
cor 19e,--re,rnenclous When your

-cave- year old can share, res?onsibili4/ in
-food sho?pin3, sele.c+ior and reparop-Vion.

\ friend ly, I ON pressure), non hurried
OA OA ()Where) dorm g -food prepera-tion and
meal-l-inne.) i5 becaos-e.)
RniA9oy meni- '15 -Vhe, very bee-51- savce -F6r
a eA-Ite.).

Here. we, Some Yneal-1-irne,perK-Ups and 51(164-

Bettylocks
(lano\I-Porridge tocr.51-pkoron_ locr5_ who

your mar bfeaK-Fast
Igve4?) NA( -Ri end ISe-1.-i-/..)teverslY)\iervl-ed
Y`ec1751 So i+ is named -for her. 9ive, a - Family

Gwo a -fir One, bo\NI oF plpIr
ou-hei-Wous oo.}-imal -For every

Nilin one Scoop of 00-turi vanilla ice cream.
And Aila-Vs 1.1/16161e. "E(5-Y bfeaft1(71-. 1A0f-

and cold -i-9e -liner.
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Cut6. outs
-ketre, i5 a V tl+h--Ft411/ doimgh just-

gfea-1- Tor Cut- outs . A ood subs-II-HA-1e -For
ifi9ar cooKies

I c.touil-e( or marqateine, SoC-lenecl
I c.cfccmeci co-11Zige cheese

v\lheert pocOry -now,
Cfeari. koqe,Ther bier and co-i-4-03e cheese).
\J\lor14.- in -cliour orkei vv dough in \max-ea
va?e( 'Placed .10 616 gera-hr'-i-c.) Ioirmcien.

'Ne+e\ cold, foil in -Win shee-i-c- and vise,
ciA4--i-e.r5. Place, on li311 gr ea sed

coorie5hee-t-s.Sal(e 3S0 e rees
.0%( 15 roirwi-e5.
0?-ional% 5-pfitrxie_) c\nno roar\ 5o9car
oe-core, bakinj.

Peanut
Butter
Play

dough

,

Mix one/por-t-
-pecknurr uol--litt--1-6 one,

ark honey. enough
dry rniiK 1-1-0 -t-zaKe,
otwmi 4be,

P9Cin v\161541 rckwe\ols-

tocrki',iiVol 'T-ze5.-de\er,
eat \iowr oreati 0 os
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Biscuits,
scones

ia,afrg-PovmersisuAi-1-5 Vo 11 or po+ -the,
ores -fun and quic.14. dough I/2_ inch
2c(Ips oe -Flour -thic K. Dip
3 -1-easpoons 0-c- icaKing cute -Fer or rim

powder of a glass i4-0
1/2_-teaspoon of soli-- -flour; cu-1-
'Al cup of slnor-tening dough skrai311-1-

-to MI cup o-F tNni Iv-. dowv
54-1- dry ingredients in+0 uliiNdre,oseci coo)<ie

'bat on cm

bowl. CUB in -ike shorteni9 bol(inq sheen
1,4.4il iks coarse, liKe rice. 4b it IV.--15 minutes.
lurnpy crumbs. Mare a
\Nell. Acid milKoll at' once, . Using Vlhole.\1\theaf
c.J1-ir. furn on-fo -floured -notAYieD heial-thier.
S1 -Face. Knead. Pdclinl ccArran+s

or rai;ins maresand lt
-them rnore, lil<e,

'
It's

.

vt"

,

oce-1-0 moKe-Filene,-For

.3ccole..

tea .6,,,

parties a -tea pork now
and-hrne, 0 h yov and joor

child care,-RAIN Set-The,
401Die \NO\ cupsandsma)1

plate, 0 handpiCKCGI bouluata,nel some home-
made, cloth 00214inst\lerybody-eels \lery special.
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Beasts Over
Stir up a-few esgs withEasy .,11c5alt and pepper_ as

-for e7craniblini. Pour -thery
into a tAct bulYerecl par\

Which has Q broad bot-domed surface) tA0-1-il -the,
e93 mix-I-Lee is aboutan ei9h +h of art inch
CooK- quicKly--then while sell -tkeixtri,c(A4--
-ikevn out jusi' liKe_. CooKiesi Ni+1,1
cud-4 er5

Goo 14eal-Fhfu! snacKs readily
ooki la bib of alt -1-inles help

curb -Those. cravir)95 -For jvril<fe, -Foods :

rt I-deAs.. Raw \ie3e+ables cleaned anct
%. ready +o eat- in -the refri9erafor.

12ecinvif btAfier dip -For raw ve9etable5.

banana piecec, dipped 0+-0
otecInge41 ice concen-fate

ro4. and rated in yVheat oerm.

Apple, slices with Cheese),
peaniA+51stAii-ilooler seeds,
(0154)5.
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Boys &Girls
We all Knov\I -tha+ hove 'people, -reel abovii---fhemselVeS
has alai' --4-0 do with what- vve ul+imalely become,
and accomplish. Again and aqainc-Fradd-ion and
5ocia I ClASforns pressured-eres7gung rniods
inri-o concormin with 04le rrarar-For Sel-C -
e9keem. Agai and olotin,

Cohcepi- r.1-edeases dramaiicall/
lr chi ken beA-Wetn -the G3e5 of 5 and

-Vhey Grow (AP, sociehi ..cwes" chi 1d(en
0E-. belief-I -1110-1- -1-hey Can -heinl be rnoi-
ov\\/--11i n -they war- -1) 'be,.

Li4-4-le boys begin -he l-ed civvoi\/ -From
-PoScina-kons vvi4-16 Vlou set veparin9

-ploy ing wifh don/
don on49, d(e,e,s'ir aliNd cud ot,_Tillq
ikese e s (e, -raded -for Truktr-s,
Corqui-er games/ qunc, an rviel'es-f. in
Coirc), peeor, and Cbotype,--1-1-Hon

1-441e, 3)(15 toegin-k) -ite, message, *of
-.For robre, Jcce-p--1-nble-I-o be vre4-4-./ khan

smari-. 'rine -1-0\I \Niel oct\iele-1-isemerrfs avid
-t-ete,\Ji5ion eleNcourage--them -1-0 wand-' haVei
much more, 4-0 do odi-th vanity -than -111e.../ have,
-1-o do vq1-11eIcreal-ivily, proble'vn

olvi no or coopera-1-10A.Ji

pretty cxpowerful
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Who am 1?
One of +he netos+ of i-ficiciAl f ancl
confuic7iO3 concepts -For a child-in

roic-,p is who she or 'le_.. is, and
hat' is es-pecked of her or hire.

11?)ormi

0-F-fen ctlildren learn associa+e,
+heir y-l-t-i(e idenki+y as well as
wha-i- -they "skoulee. clod -con" do

*Li
wi-111 vqhe-Fher -filey ave, -female
or Ma le} .

IlleSe, cleSioi+ions and expecha+lons
4:Rerx con-fibula -1-o Keep -them -Frovn

S -4-0,1<in3 risks, -Finding yvioe
obout-tilernseloes`/and -ful-Piliinj
more o-F -1-keirpo-i-en+ial as -1.;)ey

J ibtAl older.
CI)

IV\ Order -For Childrerl +0 learn
CD who -They 61(c i-F is cri-licol -hici-l-

otney aye, giveri a smor9asborci
F- choke' ard orpo(-FtAni+ies

so -{-hat -the can expanol -1-Ineir
pefsonal Viclorls.
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*samunpoddo 

GulOowt. 

dun f\tvv. p2 raAakii 
w9,d0 Si scapq!Ja 

0 JO 'D)U.Vd, bi)!Dctr: Q(7Dt1.1- okit -avl-fo 
sgioi bus!koid Spilv pkiit) Skoq iugt/tAQNA 

A tA 9P134 1?!1 A iapp pvt 
, rs"looc r ?pY7()), Al OcIt- cabom 

z.)s a) pi! vio 4.1.)D1-iodwi. +I 

volstAlg4- lAQ pun 
I); 00/7 poo 

Up2R19 SS))11S )0j- SirapOW (D10,1 SO 
pa))osi-1,4Dit Pa,19 526vvv) r-at 

rave ao- 
ra)upta 

Emiil 
f!vm xaul spuads 

passa)p Ni+vo6al a /I 03-1.+V) VdCA : SSD )u Ad 
rd/110,1A poo 4.uoiON !)@fvOS 

SS)U!)C1 uobow (raw0Spvimi pup 
'012-1-:-a-)upect75714---SOIVIAADJ-- ptio D1117v,A 

Irk-ssa»ns 'botiv! guo 'DpyNclid- 



Attitudes:
From The very earliesi- vkieeKs,
-the, of-I-I-I-bides oF *lose,
connec_ied vviosi- closely wi+h

your child become, The major source, oc-
oie\ielcyprneni- of +heir ovvel!.pefsbAcd
value .

Chi Idfen learn 0-1-4-itudes as .-1-hey
observe, us.
0-ortes+\/ W\ pa(en+S ln-elps develop hones+y
1 l'N chi laven. Pt child kNlio observes
posy -i-ws a-i--1-1-1-udes to 0+kers--Ftwo,0
handica?peci or disc bl-ect people will
leofn ard femerylber -1-hese.

Our -k-Ne, coh(ern-for 41(\e, hecil+h ond
kNelfofe,0-F okher human beings becomes
0 po\NefA-ul exoryvple, os your chilcIderx
vvo-Ith you ckAd wont' -Fos be 10(e. yout
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shod- itle+voriSereni- came, on 14 I4e evis
or\e, night Shovqing gathering of children
t1144N arty banners, kopir13 -Fr.) raise
-kuads -Fbr c Surniver camp -Ford i so bled

lokren Some oc *er' kNeie,ployirlq Soccer,
o-ileNers \Nele li<Aeninq -1-o 50n/re were,
VNoldinq pe+s, and
Nete, Oneeithkairs nyta cf:A+ore5.

Abilities &
Disabilities:

'Mom, who-i. does disabled mean?"
gari-herect yry and -Fried +o respond

and hone' -51-1:-". Well, all of us can do
ce(4-ain cor #Sonfle, people,, beccuAse of-
ar acLicien-F, or illrless, oY

rA

becoha-
okr

a-rs
wco v4e(e bofni (s c

ossible -fher -1-D c er-Fain i. i KeiNopKin
or (A nn or seen, or spea-03 r3

1\1nk on-For a couvple, rnomen+5 and
ilf`API\/ -4mect -+D me) and Said, "1.-1 I ever

9e-i-cti$94bled, Oo ruf -1--hior--r- comic! go
4-1461-t- lace
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fen+ blessiy19 oC childhood vision iS
Ail obit i-ty -Ft see clearly and-fairly,
Vor rnosk aiino-th2r horyian
being in a olheelchair or oh* a seeing
eye clog iS simply regarded as an
oirna2ir3 ?erSon.
-there, is -1Y0..rnendous cwiosi-1-14 and
\fonder. Ileveve, is no.)kgigrnerrfOrpi-fv.

ore, icArnect bthav1ors whith
not nearty utse-RAI or edutco+ing

o CLA(ioSi-i-t.1 dad wonder.

Don14- be 64-raid -it le+ your child
tool( oad ash cluestions.Most.pfelocliceS
come, --Irom lack of educa+ion.
'117osi-1-Ne) encoun+ers many -types of
per sons anal experiences o-F-Fer qrow+h,
coyyvassion arld unders-i-andinq_.= 011
o-f \pi Nth add sulos-l-ance, na+urc,i
vvic)aorn ciAd opeivNess wkich ek)evy
ctAiict possesses .RrovIA -fine very beg+nni n3.
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Art
enjoyin9 our child(eri5

vvi41, care, oto
.respect-car offer

-rvernerooms irvctqlert nd
pltastArb. AS childYen

uteate), -there a(e)
coup-1-less-ivms of-.ex..pression and o 41-6-
Nhich Unveil -themselves in-lned-Coon o-P-
color and deSiqn. or (AS, 1-1- is a privilege)

be 0 Tar+ '6f ao3ic, o-c --I-his
'process, and -ft nOtilfic,h i+ every
dppor-I-unif\/ .

10 e, -dace
v\ihicK ItAd3e5,compores, Cmci Aelenly.
eqatuateS ar-l-wor K. in -tht, name, 04-:-
'tlerCie114-i6n/ c1lAali+\1 and irvielle,c1--/-11ne

\lour budding young ,Ar-1-is-t-- becomes
lAueasinsly Senti4-14e Cri-l-icisitn.

year- olds We, belinnin3 eValcitate)
or4- as good cc> 000cl.

Out( corApe-h-l-i46 (-)ocieky is cfeePin.q
6Ack beginning -I-o -tempi-- owe chilayen
copy 4-Kt, won- -line. ones W ho
`coA really dravv"ai- pre,-schc.,1 or Ir1
kinclergaiefen fa-Klet 4-'han betieq(n3 (r
inner y.esocArces aro chilii-ies.
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-P etLAcoutopied otro
,(60-torcecr, our chi Id vvi I 1

se oui-- purpose-FLAIR/ -Fa
cfectie); bud- it doesrf-l---
4-co(e, much-it. shaKe-the)
cour age OF A Syear -Olcl
le\ 4hi5 av(eci. iey I i 91ee

care -Full -For hons+-
\olucy ton by -lkose)
-}-he f espect, ckncl-th-eY
con be, harsh ItAolges
octheir oven N)<Jorre

1 car e.-Fut I with -the)
vectous 5-pirii oc---
crea-1-ith-ki,-ior i-F-
Awe( Sheol vvell, ii--
Can o4-Ter bo-1,1 all

in^por-l-cloi-avlea-Pbr
eyp(e4,sion and

a \Joilinable)
(Anders-I-a nd
in3 op-self-.

13eIte\le) in -rile)
Cfeai-ige, abili-kes
\Nil-J/0110u( child.

Iltlel.fe *1 no such
Alling as a 5-yeaf-
od L-)vvho isnl-
an of -1-191--

t

Pips
Cfeake a
Spckce in
rut( VOftle,
olhele,'
reAspape(5
car he
olenefooly

13(eact So
-t-teNcii-potinf5
rnarK'ers
0.'0 clay
Cav\ be) useo, am
evy,p\leci Wifir\
li-N-I6 concern-For
loetal ca(e.RAI.



1iF5 Continued: -Ta Ke, an ac-l-ive, inteQsi- it
Nov child's creations oikeil yOtA hove +ivre)
4-r .pay -then/ and listen -1-o

is-i-DrieS.e

01"ce in awhile, choose sornt-thinA +o-frorrei
0"6 clic7ploy in a special Way. Pras+ic-Frme)
bones are Tee, becauisfypichAres can be
charged in -them easily, fr., relf(3ercl-or's
Secorl roost ..oluable.. service, i i-l-s
eienoo-k-le Whi+e, suite-lace, -Ftr uvp
?ictui(eS. is oils() inf\por-+Ant---rto+ some)
of T)ur work rates a s--I-ni-us cibovb
-tha+ o-F -tht.)Ki-khen--anot or\
irnpor-i-ani- place, in crk.her poie-ts o f your house

Eta rAodel. 0Yea-t incpira+ion-For younq
ObSerVir9 pateerri-S-faiel3

pinrsue Same, creative,-1-4-14---

Dressitlq MoKints cos-fumes out of old
Clothe5;-1pu-f4-inci -Funny old -thin qs+09e,-1-heri
OAci oclorninl st,IF can bb cm 044--
o greal-- ota+ivity onA -Fine, addi-hon

pYttendiriq and collec-1-
Old ho+5, 566rves, e;hoes, siiir-f-sipmrsest
6ocKs antl gloves .....--4o,me4-imes-ri.t)
rnored ouvi-rol3eous,-the) better. MaKe a
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d(ed)s- op box \NV\ch and
easy -1-t, ;each.

Once in avIhile.) -Face paInt5
Can be a Veal cedrarakion.
COs41,01e stores skoc.V.--1-hem.
Cold cream -1-0Kes-i+Ieley\ off.

fa King a k pickores
IlelP\-'\10L1 vernernber peciatly deco rated

A'aCe) and Some jolly eqellf-1.

ReciPes
Une-xmepassabit Playdoti3h

1 /4c. lour
v2-c Salt
I c.. vlate
2-1". or.of-talf-ter
I -r

CooK 2- yleNintAfec., urvii I Ws
dry and quitrini.Pleact.
Coon- $.ey\o`fe,
5eFicry Acid Coloring if-
desired

o644? Point

Why 0.111 on.echa beaker
1/41411 (71-1cE l'8_,2cifics Soap-
"late5 and I (-).\1\161eter Wafer.

242

I G. liciutictat'L:h
C. v,ia.fer

th_c .Soop chips

Die-)solve) 5ockp
chips in wafer
WvIril - They're)
no+ luvv\py Mix
Nell
LASe, orN heavy
?aver vvi-Ph
plenty o VIC.013-
1701)&5 (AIM er
v\ecrin.



color e d

t---Veywhere, +here is one more
noNi a I luring, oimaLing -fay
vchich is elegan+ly pacKageci
crtcA is -ierri-lically
-lo keNickteq.1-; sere are, also all
- ()r+( cs-F -Fascincding otijer_ts
if\ Iii World Whic-K can
proilolp, leayninci and erjo\itryient

loei6q \Wrapped in
card board avid cellb?hone.

;okel-, a+ -this \Jul nesabit,i-ime,
as (car children become diced-

consimrecs (50tvinq allowances or spending
QravOyyta.s bir-thcia)/ c,hecK- -For "any +Pt frig'

\Nat/Ai-14o do our bes-1---1-0 ins-fill a
Sense, o-F 9ood itAdgevren+ and fesponsibili-i-y

Good
toys

trApfessions be in ANi-fh -14\e, pac.091 . Who
ipithArect? \MActi- Values do -the

re does The 415\/ asp
-4-ke, child ?li3e child*5-roy5
feciec+ and ercourase, posi+Ne,Values.
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_4 la

good+byS are challenqiog Whey have on
agbili-fy -It be, or do mdny digeteen+-fhinys.
-'he ire/ t-otr-Fin3 ?oinis
-For expressing creci-i-ivi-Fy and imogina+ion,
-Car encouco3wrq involvertletet °Indio/00-kb
mblern v is wyTo(i-on+ +o-trKe
*toys sesiouski (loci +0 core_cuiRi evoicActi_c

vqhich ;ill auir shelves .

°food -fby s ca r\ develop 6 Sense of
oirne5s be-hiveen boys and 9105, avid

Creake) equalify and
cooyera4ion.

1-0\15 are trAIDOM-an+ +Dols -For
grov\linq up. Pvt-+leir best- +hey are,

Ocl clurabled.-ih-ey re-1=I st-
and encourage, yvha+ \Ne, value,/

e,rINerN c(ea-Fivity arfci
help daveLp skins 4ftQcty\ci coo
51-f- Ices peck and also % respect--Foro+hers.
'fogs can cos+ alai- ac ononey. good -1-Dys
car\ also cos+ nearly no-i-kirlqi vthen

ark simply rnacle, ptmr cWasec-1 Second
tfAcu,c1 or cfeo+td horriC). Oood

\i e all 4hed a nsv\lex's prov\y"jil-; space, -For 9ro\Nin3 and char in
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Surviving
television tio-Fe-1\7011-hyv°0,(urin piece of_

hic,h
could -Fill our homes \Ni-11/1 not e, advice,
nev4s, suspense, drannoll'IoKes, -fragedtes
and ernpia-t-ions -from ONocnin3 tAirtii I ni3I'it

They e. are, ofcoursei, manly *good"
keie\ii5ioo programs avai bled.lou+ i{-
has also been argued -Fha+i by i+sel-F1
The very bes+ 4-kinA 0 ieleviSion
Con -1-m ues -}-o -feo cm is merely: Now

A-0 vvakch TA).

is \1\161-1-c,hinq, onol e\ler

i,nk
Place oP 13royiri,q,irnaqining,

, r unning,
climbin3, cxecitoris-u

-teachin
discernment
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Books
BoOks
Books
Books

Pc 0,,,flenqe 1 A YY5+ery!m
AN\ advenufe,! Wier

ear -old
Say

rU(.5
of

tood6r./lool<in9 a+ -the,
ikkusbeal.-ion5 fro r clues alnitl-
"what le, Vut e n i nq 4.11e,

Their e\iesToolf. over-
#?rint, permps-Pindin4

-FarAikar v\lbrds or leAiersi
or maYbe,seei li-141e
snore A-kan 0 5e-ies lines
and shapes, cto+6 and
dashes T5u-t--111e,

-Fo5c-inochon Is 4+M, in-It-ea:A- spar Km 00
i<irAlecli as if by vna3

Whale rnogio is which has capkuirecl
children l'h-ouq 411f, ages on

rv)ged Ketp -their curlios 50-Fi scl ed..?
ft is -LINe, ma9ic 4-F 64bries oeta oc,01(s. 14- is
-the magic, c4- (each nq, pecOinq

oncerlu rnaq `t o I \ eVlenpassNelW
\pihick cu r\ -i-ranspoc-1 6111d-ten -Rory\ an
ccAuI dorririi-ed weld -1-0 placeWilich

4)(13us-kcr
-he -Coy n

1c-ion as \Nell oS ihroush scien-firic)
or booKs/the, child loeqins.on
acNer\-4-tAf6 Which
each -turn of -the pc.tgei eactn 51-.1-4- 0-F

e\iee", or even wiTh -the, decision+r)
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Cl me booK-, our chi Oren aie,14-1-1-e,
mogicianS, cYea4-ing nt..\\) v\ior
eo ideas.

18 fy

Since,* e kim vlerparerri-s Ico(nect +r
dead, and cepprooches--boorcl
Yeadinal 11cNe, ClAa0q.c1 and cteAeloped
In clas5roartir, h-ers may
opproach fEadi00) 5-1-(tAc-i-ion

ct, \Nals.Som-ei
chers wi'll +0(11( of- \ioutt fectdIng

Yeadiress 0,4-11e5 ronsider
e\lefy "Yeoiciv GO- rYT-, Ievel
N3u1 \'\JG111-1- \lour child -ro 'lead as
\Nalt os -'he can, +o be, ire. arced -tb

Which -thed volt'
ocfer A-hern. Nvh.c4-t- Coo \jou do--I-b
kr\elp?

tere ore, many COn C10.
fi(`ti iqe \JOUC Chi ICAJ) 0+
0 0 uni-i-IeS see \lop Yeactinj,
\pi ker (4- is COeMiCS -worn -the,
neNspner, 0 card -From qiondepni
fecipt -ChbCOIC4+e, chirp° ies, s4-6p

ioir\(31(- naive, on on rAelope,. 1-teip
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FOREWORD

Every young Vermonter deserves the chance to begin elementary
school with a firm foundation and a running start. This handbook will
help communities find new ways to give both of these to every child. I
applaud the efforts of those Vermont towns already doing this work,
and encourage others to begin undertaking it. From all that we k now,
eddy educatior has a lasting, positive impact on the lives of children as
they proceed through school and after they leave school for work and
adult rife.

Stephen S. Kaagan
Commissioner
Vermont Department of Education



INTRODUCTION

Vermonters have developed a lively interest in the education of
young children. All over the state, parents, communities, schools and
child-care workers are confident that we car do better by our young
people, that we can improve their lives and their later education if we
do well by them in their early years. This optimism, fueled by encour-
aging results from research and by successful programs in Vermont,
has caused us to look closely at what happens to Vermonters between
age three and grade three.

Many communities, and the Skate as a whole, are on the verge of
making major investments in young children's education. The State
Department of Education offers this Handbwk as a guide and source
of ideas that might shape the nature of those investments.

THE GOALS OF EARLY EDUCATION

The talents and resources of Vermont parents, schools, and child-
care providers can be combined to improve the quality of what
children know, what they can do, and how they relate to othi .

Children from age three to grade three have enormous potential tr..t
hls not yet b 2n realized.

We are not speaking here of the forced learning of narrow academic
skills or the mindless accelt,ation of intellectual development. The
goal is to foster a healthy cognitive and social development that will
lead to improved performance throughout each child's school career.
The intention is to guarantee a fulfilling life experience in these years
for every Vermonter, with the expectation that Liter learning can be
built more strongly on a firm foundation.

Equal opportunity is an importmt part of this initiative. While many
families ana communities in the state provide a wealth of educational
activities for young people, many otter., do riot. Some children grow
up in environments which stimulate deve: )pment and learning;
others arrive at the schoolhouse door with only minimal preparation.
We have an obligation in Vermont. to reduce this inequity. We must do
all we can to see th - each child's chances to learn are equal. We must
encourage more of it families and communities to provide for the
full development and success of all of their children.full

handbook describes some of the ways that families, schools,
and child-care centers cm work together to achieve these goals. The
initiative i -imed at all Znildren; Vermon:er should increase their
expectaticA , or all learners, by planning carefully for instruction and
developmental experience, al id by providing the extra resources that
are necessary in homes, child-care centers, .nd schools. If each young

1
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Vermonter becomes as competent as possible, then the performance
of all students will be markedly improved.

Vermont has chosen the span from age three to grade three for
several seasons. This is the time of an importar.t developmental spurt.
Piaget calls it the onset of concrete-operational thought; others have
called it the "five-to-seven shift". During this growth period, language
develops geometrically; social competence, especially with peers,
grows by leaps and bounds; and natural curiosity about the world is at
its crest. The child is ripe for thinking and developing.

It's also the time when extra attention and additional resources can
have the most remarkable and lasting effect Recent reseKch results,
collected after 20 years of st ,dy, show that high-quality, development-
al experiences during the age three to grade three years have a

positive effect that lasts well into high school. Children whose envi-
ronment is enriched during these years end up needing less special
education in school, are most likeiy to hold a steady job as adults and
less likely to become juvenil- delinquents. Follow-up stulies in Ver-
mont and other states have proven the power of quality early
education.

Right now in Vermont, we're not devoting -) this age span its fair
share of public resources. While we spend more than $2600 per pJpil
for a year of school in grades 10-12, we spend less than $1900 fora year
of kindergarten. first, second or third grade. And the resources
devoted to three and four year olds are less even than that. It would
not be unfair to build up the amount spent in the early yez s. to at least
equal that which is spent later.

On top of these expenditures in the later years, we spend in Ver-
mont almost $30 million each year for special and compensatory
education. Much of this is for services to children who experience a

less-than-adequate education in the early years, and who need spe-
cial, expensive remedial help later. A fully developmental experience
from age three to grade three, for every child, could serve to reduce
the need fr -emedial help.

GUIDING !IRINCIPLES

Vermont's Early Education Initiative calls for higher expectations,
improved environments, and increased performance on the part of all
of our young people. Its goals are set above the norm. R looks for
substantial and qualitative changes in the way we educate our children
from age three to grade three.

As we wont toward these changes and these increases, we must
adhere to certain principles of child development and quality-of-life
that are at the core of Vermont's educational philosophy. The compo-

2
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nents of this initiative are built upon a respect for the role of the family
and of the child's developmental ne, Js that must not be violated. We

do not propose achievement-at-ar y-cost; gains in student perfor-
mance should be built only through means and methods that adhere
to these principles.

The first and foremost among the guiding principles of this Initiative
is the central role of parents and of the family in a child's education.
Recent research, ,-enturies of tradition, and common sense all point to
the parents as the chief determinant of a child's performance, in
school or elsewhere. All of the improvements to early education that
are suggested in this handbook require a more active role to be played

by parents in the education of their children.
Parents help to form a child's basic attitude toward school and

education in general. This attitude is built early; a positive feeling
about learning begins during infancy and toddlerhood and develops
through the preschool years. Parents can help their children develop a
positive attitude by their own example and by the things they talk
about with their children. When a child enters kindergarten and the
primary grades, she or he will have that positive attitude as a factor
wog king toward school success. Beyond this, the parent's involvement
in the school is important to early learning. Knowing what the curricu-
lum is, communicating regularly with the teacher, following up at
home with skills learned in school: all are essential tasks for the parent

of a primary-school . "Ad.
The parent's role is more direct and more central during ages three

and four, when education is informal and not fixed in time and place.

The parents who turn these pre-school years into a myriad of oppor-
tunities for learning will be performing a life-long benefit to their
child. Many Vermont parents choose a setting outside of the home for
child care and education during these years. They must ensure that

these settings will stimulate growth and development, and work
closely with the adults in charge to see that this is the case. But we must
remember that most of the education of most of Vermont's 3 and 4

year olds will be done by parents, and each parent must 'a ke this role

senous!y.

A second principle that has guided Vermont in itsefforts to improve
early education is based oil what we know of child development. The
last 30 years has seen a resurgence of sensitive, well-thought out study
9f how children develop and learn during these years. Led by the work

of Jean Piaget and others, and tempered with common sense, this
child-development orientation is at the center of Vermont's work in

early education.
A developmental perspective looks at the child as a single organism,

whose parts and aspects are related to one another in a structured

3
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whole. It recognizes that the child's transactions with the environment
are the source of growth and development; that there are patterns of
growth that are common to-all children; and that adults and other
children play an important role in shaping the nature of growth. With
Piaget, we realize that the simple acceleration, of development, with-
out strong and extensive depth at each stage, is not a goal to be stght
after, We also realize that certain conditions are necessary for opti-
mum development, and that just about all Vermont youngsters could
profit some much more than others from a richer, more active
environment during the years from age three to grade three. The good
development that we promote goes in both ho,izontal and vertical
directions; and it includes all aspects of the child's being: cognitive,
social, emotional, and physical.

Guiding principle number threeconcerns who is responsible for a
child's education during these years. As we described earlier, the
parents and the family are responsible throughout the age span, and in
all areas of learning. They are the constant factor that flows behind all
of the settings and mechanisms for education

Schools and communities have a role as well. It is at the community
level that changes must be made and leadership must emerge for this
Initiative. Parents, child-care specialists, school board members and
others interested in the welfare ofyoung people must join hands at the
town or village level to take on the task of making the changes called
for in this handbook. Only if parents, child-care peolle, and school
people share common expectations for children, and ensure that the
ways they work with children are congruent and continuous, will we
realize the kinds of improvements we desire. Neither the school, nor
the child-care center, nor the parent can assume unilateral responsi-
bility for young children nor for this project. All must join in it
together.



COMPONENTS OF EARLY EDUCATION:

THE ROLE OF KINDERGARTEN

Kindergarten is an important part of a child's educational career. It
serv, as a bridge between the informal education that happens in the
home or child-care center, and the formal learning (hat occurs in
school. Every Vermont youngster deserves a year of kindergarten as
part of the publicly-supported elementary education program.

Today, most of Vermont'; five-v:ar-olds participate in public kin-
dergarten. But 22% have no such opportunity. It is the intent of this
Initiative and of the Department of Education to bring public kinder-
garten to 100% of our children.

During the last 20 years, kindergarten has become a regular and
accepted component of elementary education. All over the country,
school curriculum, textbooks, ar d expectations for students are built
upon the assumption that students will experience a year of kinder-
garten. Nationally published first-grade readers and math texts require
students to have mastered certain basic concepts that are usually
taught in kindergarten.

Vermont was once a leader in providing public kindergarten; we
are now well behind the nation on this score. Our children, who will
compete for jobs and achievement nationally, are at a disadvantage.
Among the 22% who do not have public kindergarten available are
many who cannot afford to attend private kindergartens. This makes
their educational opportunity unequal, at a time in their lives when
they most need a "head start." Each Vermont community without
ki7,dergarten must, as a first step toward improving early education,
establish it.

Those communities that already provide kindlaigdi ten should exam-
ine the nature of their program and make 'Jme improvements. We
know more about children's developmental needs and possibilities at
age five than we Ever have before and we should take advantage of
that knowledge.

We know that children enter the kindergarten year with vastly
differing levels of intellectual and social development. The activities in
the classroom must therefore respond to these differ, ces, and pro-
vide each student the opportunity to move forward. Some will be
advanced, ready and able to read from books; others will still need to
master basic speaking and listening skills; all will need extensive social
interaction with their peers. Effective kindergartens handle these vary-
.ng needs we:I.

5
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Kindergarten should not be simply an earlier start on the first grade
curriculum. Five year olds should not be spending considerable
amounts of time at desks with workbooks and ditto sheets. Their
learning and development at this age regardless of their achieve-
ment level must come through concrete exp rience and an immer-
sion in oral language. Physical and social development should have at
least as large a place as cognitive work during kindergarten, and we
must remember, with Piaget and others, that play is the child's cnief
mode of learning at this age.

But random, unconsidered play does not a kindergarten make. The
role of the teacher and the other adults is crucial. Activities for the
children must be planned and set up so as to provide deveiopmental
experience: events that stimulate thinking, talking, and social interac-
tion in specific ways. Adults must know the purpose of each activity,
and talk to and direct the children so that each event becomes an
opportunity for learning. And the kindergarten classroom environ-
ment must reflect the children's needs for work with manipulable
concrete objects and small-group social interaction.

Kindergarten is provided in Vermont in a variety of ways. In many
communities, the traditional half-day session in a school classroom is
the mode of delivery. Other towns have chosen to implement a
full-day kindergarten program. While most keep kindergarteners in a
separate classroom, several have found it valuable to integrate the
5-year olds into a K-1 or primary-unit form of organization. Wey-
bridge, Charlotte, Si , effield-Wheelock, and several other districts have
adopted such a system. A high-quality program can be delivered in
any of these varied settings.

Many of the Vermont communities without kindergarten are so
small, or their schools so crowded, that the traditional kindergarten
classroom would be difficult to establish. In recent years, several of
these towns have designed new approaches to providing kinder-
gartens that meet all of the requirements of law but are more flexible
in form. Kindergarten can be provided off-site, in a place other than
the school. Or, if the number of students per grade is small, kinde,-
garteners can be integrated into a primary unit, using already existing
staff and facilities. The State Department of Education is prepared to
assist local school officials to design and carry out such alternative
approaches.

Kindergarten is an important year for learning. It is essential to the
success of Vermont's Early Education Initiative.
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ENRICHING THE PRIMARY CURRICULUM

The curriculum in grades one, two, and three should shift its empha-
sis so that it focuses on three concepts: higher expectations; concept
learning; and an orientation to child development.

First and foremost, teachers and parents must expect more of chil-
dren in the primary years. Not more mastery of narrow academic skills,
but an increased understanding of the concepts that are important to
further learning. As the readiness skills of children improve as a result
of careful attention in the preschool years, we can expect better
performance in the primary grades. Less time will need to be spent at
this level in remedial or compensatory work; more resources can be
devoted to in-depth, small-group work in all areas of study. The goals
that are set forth in the areas that follow cannot be reached unless all of
us pare nts, teachers, school officials have higher expectations for
all children.

Second, the primary curriculum must move away from an emphasis
on the role learning of a small set of academic skilis,and toward a deep
mastery of essential concepts in several fields. From work in child
development research, and trom successful practices in many Ver-
mont schools, we know that there are certain concepts and attitudes
that are essential to a child's development and necessary to proper
learning in the future. In mathematics, for instance, more attention
ar I time needs to be spent developing a strong foundation in the
concepts of classification, measurement, logic, and geometry. Not
only is this important to understand the higher mathematics in later
years; it is also more in tune with the child's developmental needs. The
primary curriculum in all areas should focus on the development of
deep understanding and meaning, and on the integration of all of the
separate subjects :ruo a few basic concepts.

Finally whatever children experience in the primary curriculum
should fit well with what we know of their developing minds and
bodies. There is no doubt, for instance, that children at this age learn
through actual experience with concrete objects, materials, and peo-
ple; the school curriculum should reflect this fact. And we also know
that the child's physical development coordination, fine-motor,
gross-motor skills, fitness is intertwined with cognitive and social
development, the school day should reflect this fact as well. Similarly,
we know that using language intensively is essential to proper devel-
opment in these years; our p:imary classrooms should therefore
exhibit a celebration of talking, listening, reading, and writing.

We know too that a child is searching for meaning in these years
trying to make sense of what he or she sees, hears, and thinks. The
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curriculum should foster this search, and take it as far and as deep as it
can go. The following sections on six subjt.ct areas will serve to illus-
trate how this kind of developmental learning can occur in the primary
grades. As you read this section, please realize that the child's mind is
not separated into parts, one for math, one for science, one for the
arts, and so forth. It is a structure d'ensemble, and integrated whole.
The primary curriculum should reflect this fact as well.

Language Arts

Language is the most powerful tool that the growing child will ever
have. The aim of the language arts curriculum in the primary years
should be to expand and refine the sharpness of language as a tool for
thinking, understanding and communicating.

The goal of instruction in these years is first to develop children who
can speak their miris, who can use oral language to express their
desires, their ideas, and their feelings. Speaking, and its complement
listening, develop rapidly in the years before school begins, and we
often assume that schools should focus less on oral language than on
reading and writing. But we know from decades of child study that
speaking and listening remain during the primary grades the child's
chief means of communicating and reasoning. In its rush to develop
reading and writing skills, the school curriculum often ignores oral
language; this mistake often erodes the oral foundation on which the
other language arts will rest.

This focus on oral language calls for higher expectations on the part
of teachers and parents for children's speaking and listening skills. We
must not be content with half-formed sentences or an inability to
listen to and follow directions all of those who work with children
should consider spoken and heard language skills to be worthy of our
attention and the tocus of instruction in the primary grades. Without
clear speaking and active listening, the child will not have the language
foundations necessary to enjoyable reading and meaningful writing.

Speaking and listening are best learned and developed through real
and meaningful experiences. The most efficient learning of these skills
comes from repeated practice, where the child speaks about things
that are important to him or her, and listens to words that express
powerful and moving ideas. Interactions with adults alone are not
sufficient; daily, intensive language experience with other children is
absolutely essential to the learning of oral language. These kinds of
experiences must take place in the school, as part of the language arts
curriculum.

Many schools in Vermont have found success through a strong
focus on oral language. At the Brookfield Elementary School, students
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in grades one thiough three participate in an intensive language
practice program called B.E.L.T. (Brookfield Elementary Language
Training Program). A period is set aside every day when all students
focus on language acquisition at the same ime. Through the devel-
opment of :, series of themes, students are encouraged to express
themselves orally through the use of complete sentences and extended
vocabulary. Phis has improved results in reading, writing and oral
communication.

A second goal of the language arts curriculum in the primary grades
is to develop children who enjoy and employ reading and writing. As
in oral language, the child's reading and writing should concern ideas
and things that are important to him. Words with power and emotion
should form the core of beginning reading and writing; children
should talk about what they're reading and listen to other children's
reading. It is imperative that the material they are reading at this age be
meaningful to them, loaded with ideas and concepts that are worth
reading and thinking about. The desired result of the primary reading
and writing program should be children who read for pleasure several
hours a week on their own; who can use reading to get information as
they need it; who can express ideas to other children through writing;
who can read another child's writing and talk about the ideas
expressed.

In order to reach this goal, our schools must display a climate and an
environment that provokes reading and writing. Literature for chil-
dren, full of meaning and emotion, must be the subject of the books
on the shelves, and there should be lots of them. Children and adults
should take time to read, at school and at home. The ho J rs devoted to
the language arts curriculum should nct be loaded with skill work and
ditto papers. Instead, it should be spent in intensive reading-for-
meaning, in writing-for-communication,and in combining these with
oral language.

Many of our schools in Vermont have developed this kind of lan-
guage arts environmt A. Phyllis Arata-Meyers' kindergarten class-
room at the Woodstock Elementary School involves her students in
reading, writing, chanting, song-writing and dramatics through the
"shared book experience." Th. oughout the room, students can be
found in clusters reciting "big books," writing plays, participating in
storytelling, and even writing music and songs. Third graders at Corn-
wall and Williamstown write back and forth as pen pals and have the
opportunity to visit each other once a year. Books, reading and writing
can become a regular and enjoyed part of young childrens' lives.

Vermont schools will need the services of more caring adults in the
primary classrooms if they are to implement these kinds of language
arts programs. Students whose speaking skill is underdeveloped will
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need intensive practice talking and listening with other children in a
group of three or four led by an adult. Small groups of children must
talk about their reading with the:r peers, again with adult guidance.
Writing must be shared and talked about if it is tc be seen as a powerful
vehicle for communication. A single teacher alone with 20 or 25 or
more students cann,-, provide enough of this kind of small group
work. Volunteers, aides, parents, must be brought into our primary
classrooms to assist the teachers in this kind of curriculum in the
language arts.

Mathematics

Children should leave the primary grades with a strong grasp of the
principles and concepts that are essential to later learning in mathe-
matics. They should also possess the skills and the willingness to use
math to solve real-world problems. Many of our schools use the first
three grades to teach and practice number-computation skills, while
ignoring the basic concepts and problem-solving capabilities of
mathematics. This Initiative calls for a focus on the conceptual basis of
mathematics, a focus that is more in tune with the child's developme.
tal needs and which sets a sturdy foundation for :ater learnmg.

Several decades of :tudy in child development and in the nature of
the human brain have shown us that the most efficiert and enjoyable
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way for your child. en to learn the essentials of mathematics is through
the manipulation of concrete ob,ects We have found that th _re are
certain math concepts that each child "invents ' during these years;
and that this invention occurs through repeated experience kith
objects and materials, and later with symbols The idea, for instance,
that a number-symbol such as "6") represcnts a quantity of objects
(such as::.) is net immediately obvious to a six-year-old child; this
concept must be developed thro gh reoeated interaction with groups
of six objects. Similarly, the concept of place-value is best learned
through the trading and manipulation of objects that represent
numbers.

The other concepts essential to math must also be iearned during
these years. Child: en must learn to classify things by various criteria, to
put them in groups -according to color, site, s!- e, loudness, etc.; also
to put things in serial order according to different schemes trirst to last,
largest to smallest, darkest to lightest, etr.). They must be introduced to
b.:. concept of measurement, not by rnemorizing inches, feet, and
cc.,ntil,ictcls, but by using a variety of standards to measure distance,
time, and weight. The geometry of the world around our children
must be an imnortant part of the mat:. curriculum: size, shape, direc-
ti( - surface, baiance. etc. are aP "asily learned through experimenta-
tion and observation with re-I tnings.

All of us who work with t nidren must expo a deeper under stand-
;rg of these concepts in pnmary-grade :hiiaren. We must use the
pportunities that occur naturally with children play, walks in the

street, cooking and cleaning to discuss math Loncepts that show up
in the gal world. We must expect children to mulct applying these
concepts until they have mastered them.

Children are by their very nature drawn to explore and learn these
,oncepts. Tht school curriculum should build upon this natural cLri-
osity and proyi set of structured experiences many of then
play-like that ill lead to deer) !earning )f the ideas, in a variety of
modes. Concept, of r.iassification, for instance, are !earned only by
classifying a wide vat ety of items by a myriad of different schemes,
over and over. Skills in measurement and est, -nation develop best
through a similar process of : epeated application.

The school m rst assess each child's mastery of these skill with at
least as much careful attention as it pa; c to the mastery o. ,.ddition and
subtraction skills. Testing programs and teachers' work with students
must focus a large proporti( i of their energies on the learning of
essential --rat I Loncepts.

The prirnary classroc m environment should cele)rate mathematics.
Objects and materials for the exploration and truce with math
concepts should be in evidence in the -lassroom..>ome of these ar,3
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specially-prepared objects like Cuisenaire Rodsor Attribute Blocks or
scales, but most are "natur?!" or everyday items like water, sand,
macaroni, popsicle sticks, and poker chips. Each child each day should
engage in both structured and unstructured experiences with these
materials as a regular part of the math curriculum.

Children should use math constantly, and display their work in the
classroom. Graphs, charts, tables, measurements, and shape-drawings
that represent the solving of real problems should greet the classroom
visitor. Students should be asked constantly to explain and summarize
their work in conceptual math, both to adults and to their peers. It is by
expla, ling a concept to another that the child consolidates his or her
understanding.

Many of these activities art_ best done as small-group (three or four
students) projects. This calls for additional adults in the classroom to
assist the teacher and to assure that each child can explain the conce t
at hand and can perform the essential manipulation of objects. It also
calls for all Vermonters who work with young children to have p-asp
of ho-,' these math ccncepts develop in c' L ' minds.

Vermont educators can look to several cf .i.eir coileagues 3round
'he star .! who are leacieis in implementing a developmental math
progr, i. students at the Putney Central School learn how to cate-
gorize and sort according to various attributes, using things like
colored pieces of macaroni, M & M's, beads, and many other common
objects. Real graphs are built on the fly or from things like samples of
everyone's favorite fruit. These activities, part of a carefully structured
program called "Math Their Wa, ere enthusi- Aically used by
teacher Wilsene Grout. She and Nancy Brooks. a teacher at the
Academy School in West Brattleboro, are part o4 the Department's
Resource Agent Program a. d have given many workshops through-
out the state.

The result of this re-focused mathematics curriculum is a student
who can classify objects in the real world by several criteria at or ce;
who can explain the fundamentals of geometry as they occur in the
world around her; who can esti-nA and ieasure objects and dis-
izices by seve al different means, who can explain toe meaning of
number symbols such as "3527", "875", and "2.5"; and who con add,
subtract, and multiply numbers less than 10. They also exhibit a cwious
attitude toward the mathematical relationships between things, end
use math to figure out problems that confront them.

These results will occur only if attention is paid to the development
of the fundamental math concepts described above, if every child is
assessed as to their mastery, and concrete exp:-:ences form the core
of the primary math _urriculum
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Science

Of all the subjects, science presents the best opportunity to match
ti,e school curriculum with the child's natural modes of learning.
Young Vermonters arrve at the primary-school door with an immense
curiosity about the natural and physical world, coupled with a readi-
ness to explore and experiment. The science program should build
upon these natural tendencies, turning them toward the lea' ling of
concepts that ?re essential to further work in the sciences.

Our schools are not making the most of this opportunity. The
amount of time and energy devoted to primary-grade sacnce has

fallen in the last 20 year-. Few teachers of young children harbor strong
interests or training in the sciences. Scientific experi.r.entation and
exploration is not a planned and regular part of most young Vermont-
ers' early education.

First, we need to have higher expectations for what our schools will
offer in science and for what the children are able to learn. Science
must change from an extra-curricular activity in the early grades to a
central part of the curriculum. In fact, science offers a fine opportunity
to integrate all of the subjects math, language, social development

into a single enterprise for the children. And we must take seriously
the science skills tnat children learn . these grades. They must be
introduced, practiced, and tested just as often and just as closely as
skills in math or reading. There is a body of science knowledge a set
of skills and concepts that each studei should master before going
on to the middle grades.

Second, our teaching must focus on meaning in science, on ideas
and conclusio--.s that the children can 'riven' for themselves and that
are important for the n. The cer.:ral concepts 3. scier.ce, silth as .:auce

and effect, ecological cycles, energy, predictability, time rid motion,
must all be introduced in their most elementary forms in the early
grades. It turns out that these very oncepts are the ones that are most
on the minds of 5, 7, and 8 y..-!ar olds- Th; y are, at this stage in their
mental development. collecting a store o, knowledge based on their
concrete experiences with the world, en what they touch, feel, see,
and manipulate. The school progra, r should carefully channel .nd
nurture this building of knowledge. providing the child with materials,
settings, mid assignments tf.- ,i1' c- '. new and impoi:ant concepts
to be discovered.

The heightened c ess of st_ience is well within the reach of
Vermont schools In ! cs,.n, for example, t."--e primary grade students
are involved in a variety of activities related to the weather. Data are
col:--ted and maintained by the students on the temperature, cloud
cover and rainfall, including frequent checks on the acdity of the
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rainfall by using simple pt-' indicators. Students practice on "mystery
liquids" to improve their skills in testing and reasoning These data are
then used to produce graphs, charts and pirtiires, and I er to predict
the weather, develop inferences ( streamflow, predict tne incidence
of colds among stuc.nts, estimate school attendance, and discuss
other weather-related pherk. .-.ena. Measurement, physics, biology,
and social issues are all involved in this science unit at Lincoln.

A third component of the enriched science curriculum concer,is
the learning of skills. Intelligence grows only f )rn the application of
skills to the -tudent's environment. Science instruction should devel-
op the skills of close observation, careful measurement, p-ediction,
m "ng inferences. and drawing conclusions. It is important to
remember that these can be developed only through practice with
real things in concrete situations. Students must actually obser re an
experiment, or actively measure an object; their interring and
conclusion-making must be based on immediate experience. And the
skills must oe acticed over and over, with a wide variety of materials,

many different contexts They cannot be taught once and mastered.

The subjects for science study need not ve complex or esoteric at
this age. Tl-,e natural wlrld, the weather, common liquids and solids,
animals and plants, and the children themselves are the best content
for primary science. But the work that the students do on these topics
must carefully plannc,-.4 out and professionally monitored Scientific
exploration ve -v close t icy for the young cii.ld; the teacher must
meld the metriods and spa. c of play with the careful intellectuality of
science.

Regular experiences in the early years, all aimed toward skill devel-
opment, are necesAry preparation for latex coursework in science.
Many studerts today lose their natural interest in science during the
elementary years, in large measure because of the slim treatment of
this subject in the schools. Proper preparation for our children
requires regular, planned and structured science study. This course of
study, properly curled out, cerves as well to nurturethe developmen-
t I needs of this age.

Students at the Stowe Elementary School presently benefit from an
!):iiiched ,-ience program. In the primary grade pi ogram, Science, A
Process Approach (SAPA) provides regular, structured science lessons.
Particular emphasis is placed on the development of basic science
skills, with students Ueing given many opportunities to perfoi m the
same sorts of actions as scientists do. Skills of observation, measuring,
',sing space-time relationships, classifying, infening and predicting
provic'e the L ase for more complicated and integrated skills of control-
ling variable', interpreting d 'a, hypothes zing andexperimenting, as
students improve their thinking abilities.
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Each school mus: offer to its early-graders a place and a set of
materials for the learning of science. Science cannot be learned at a
desk from a textbook, especially at ,his age. Objects, equipment, work
areas, small-group stations, tools for measurHg and experimenting
should be available to every V,-nonter. The Science Materials Check-
list in the Appendix to this handbook outlines some of the more
necessary types of materials for primary science.

Accompanying these things must be a teaching staff that is inter-
ested in and prepared to teach science. Many schools will find it wise
to develop one of the primary teachers into a specialist in science, who
can take some leadership and responsibility for the science program,
and assist the other teachers to implement it. Training for teachers
should recognize that children at this age do not STUDY science; they
DO it.
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The Arts

Humans have for centuries used the arts to express their ideas and
feelings and to communicate culture to the next generat.un. Music,
drawing, dance, theatre and painting are among the most powerful
means of presenting ideas and influencing thought. The arts combine
intellectual exercise and appeal with creative and intuitive methods.
As such, they belong in the primary curriculum.

Both the expressive and receptive functions of the arts must be
practiced by our young children. Children should learn to communi-
cate ideas and feelings through their movement, their drawing, their
singing, and their painting. To truly communicate, their arts products
must be displayed or performed for milers, and reacted to by an
audience.

We should also imp. ess children with the -rts: show and explain
paintings to them; take them to live performar,..es; listen and respond
to music with them. This must all be a carefully planned and structured
part of the curriculum for every child in the first three grades.

There are certain essential principles in the arts basic skills that
children need to master in these years. The role of color; the elements
of design; the types of art forms; all can and should be mastered by
each stud'nt.

TI- e arts have some spin-off benefits as well. Tney can help enliven
other subjects, especially history and literature. They provide oppor-
tunities for meaningful practice of speaking, lister ing, and writing
skills. Through the arts, geometric and spatial concepts important to
science and math can be presented and manipulated. In fact, music
was considered by the Greeks to be a branch of mathemai l

Vermont is blessed with a variety of resources to help us ich the
arts to young children. Museums, working artists, and perfor.,ters who
are ;lad to come to school, make it easy for communities tr, establish a
strong and vital arts program in the school.

The arts are not an extra, nor should they be seen as a recreational
pursuit in school. They should be included for their intellectual and
communicative content, and be pursued with the same energy and
planning that we put behind reading and math.

Soda= itudies

Social studies instruction is essential to the development of the
reasoning and social skills necessary fur child: en to make sense of the
world around them and to participate as a member of society. An early
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foundation in applying problem-solving and cnticai thinking skills to
social issues is necessary for later understanding the principles of
democratic government and appreciating the lessons of history.

According to a recent study by the National Science Foundation,
social studies instruction time ha, fallen to 20 minutes per day in the
primary grades. At the same time, the entire primary curriculum has, in
many schools, lost its ability to integrate learning among the various
subjects. Social studies which can use all disciplines in its lessons
can help develop an integrated approa..h that benefits the total expe-
rience of the child.

Instruction in social studies is necessary for children to develop skills
that can :ie applied to the complex world they will face when they
grow up. Skills in reading, interpreting maps and globes, understand-
ing time and chronology, problcm-solving and critical thinking, are all
taught best by the social studies.

In addition, the developme.it of social skills in young children is
necessary for later participation in society. These skills help young
children learn who they are, what they can do, and how they can relate
'o others by communicating, sharing, and cooperating.

These skills are best taught by identifying social studies concepts and
relating them to the natural interests of the child. For example, at many
Vermont schools, children are exposed to the concept of change at an
early itge a new building is erected on what was once a pasture;
shoes that once fit don't fit 2nymore; or a playmate moves away and
emotional adjustments must be recon ' Instruction focuses on
such situations that children meet in the real world, with encourage-
ment and questions that help them investigate the concept. Change is
but one concept that is important for a child's understanding.

Asking questions is important in social studies. Children's study of
change, for instance, can be furthered as the teacher uses questions
appropriate to the circumstances and the child's level of development:

Is something, different?
What is changing?
What caused the change?
How much do we pay for this change?
Is the change worth the cost?

In one first grade classroom. chi ldren learned about change in their
town by listening to changes in sounds; describing how the town is
like or unlike other towns they know; identifying the causes of
changes in the town; evaluating the good and/or bad effect on the
town; and estimating the speed of the change. Teachers used a ten
minute field trip, a taping of sounds, an examination of the differences
arid similarities of two towns in pictures, and a project on changes in
various objects students brought to class.

Social studies should be taught with an emphasis on group activity.
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The content should be designed to present child-appropriate issues,
drawn from local, national, and international history and current
events. Students should actively participate in f. ocial studies on a
regular basis with a defined curriculum that is coordinated from one
grade level to another. Students should be presented with activities
that encourage the discussion of history and current events in small
groups of three or four children. leachers should help students to
understand various points of view on an issue and to state reasons for
their decisions. Social studies should offer opportunities for young
children to put themselves in someone ek2's shoes especially when
that someone eke is from a different time, place, or culture. Social
studies should be the foundation for preparing Vermont's future
citizens for participation in a world that demands the ability to solve
problems in a social context.

The social stueie- demand and offer creative teaching and the
bringing together of many subject areas. Theycan serve as a wonderful
opportunity for the teacher in the early grades to make active and
meaningful iearning a part of each day's school work. Social studies
can also serve as the link between the cognitive, the social, and the
emotional aspects of the child all three can be united in a single
lesson. This initiative has no narrow prescriptions for the content or
scope of the social studies; but it relies on them to pull the curriculum
together.

Health

The study of health gives students tiiroughout their development a

unique opportunity to apply many of the things they learn to their own
behavior. The health education program introduce; the concepts and
skills that enable young people to understand and maintain healthy
bodies and healthy minds.

We need to be more aware of the learning opportunities in the early
grades. Much health education can take place by explaining to chil-
dren why we do certain things, what that means for their health, and
how they can learn them. We can use time purposefully by turning
waiting time and recess into fitness breaks; snack time can become
nut ,tion education; and taking turns in class activities can h-lp stu-
dents learn appropriate social behavior.

To prepare young people for a lifetime of health)/ behavior, the
heal' h education program consists of three equally important parts

The first part contain: information about the children themselves:
what they are, how they function, how they feel about ther iselves and
about others. There is also information about family life, nutrition,
fitness, safety and the numerous health hazards to be found in our



society Students need accurate informatio!, about the consequences
of "misuse" and "abuse'. in relation to their bodies and to their minds.

The second part of the health education program examines atti-
tudes and beliefs about health behavior. How and why do people do
certain things, and how do we feel about them? What are current
health-related issues and why are a ey issues? Why do people feel
differently about themselves, their families, the food they eat and the
things they do? Children should understand and accept the fact thot
tht y are unique individuals wno have many things in common wi.L
their peers.

The third part of the health curriculum provides the children with
the skills necessary to apply the information and attitudes they've
learned to an understanding of the consequences of their own health
behavior. Children can learn that plenty of sleep and a morning meal,
for instance, rrovide for tteling good and learning better without
being exhausted before lunch time.

Health education should t, ke place everywhere in the school. the
classrooms, the cafeteria, the gymnasium, the playground. If the pro-
gram is planned properly, and the concepts unoerstood by parents,
teachers and staff, then health education can become the application
or the natural extension of everything children learn, to their own
health. Children of all ages should have the opportunity to understand
their own growth and developmcnt and should be given the skills to
practice health decisions.

The results of this program are beneficial to the student as well as to
society as a whole. As there is no separation of the child's cognitive and
affective aspects, so there is no separatioo, in this initiative, of the
physical and mental needs of the child Health education in the early
grades helps to strengthen this connection.

ORGANIZING SCHOOLS FOR
CHILD DEVELOPMENT

We have learned much about child development. This knowledge
has not yet completely penetrated our public schools in Vermont.
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Schools should be organized in such a way as to promote child
development and allow the curriculum described above to be carried
on.

Schools should look carefully at 5 evnal aspects of their organiza-
tion. Are their expectations for children consistently high and coordi-
Y ,ated with parents? Is therc firm and visible leadership for the school's
program? Is the school environment conducive to learning does it
include necessary materials and equipment? Are there enough caring
adults involved with students' learning? Is the ch"d's progress based
on flexible learning patterns or on the dictates of the calendar? All of
these must be considered as the community works to improve its
school.

High Expectations

High expectations are vital. Schools must rece've ch,idren with the
attitude that all children can learn all of the elements of the primary
curriculum. Tome will need more time to do it; others will need
different teaching methods; but none are incapable of learning
deeply and learning well. All of the teachers and scnool staff must
share this attitude, and so must the parents and the school board.
Children will rise to meet higher expectations, so long as they are
based on a rational understanding of child development. Children are
capable, at this age, of learning z d understanding much more than
we think they can.

Our expectations, however, cannot be unreasonable, nor should
they be out of sync with what we know of child development. High
expectations for children of this age does not mean pressure to com-
plete trivial paper and pencil tasks in short periods of time. It does
mean expecting every child to learn to speak clearly, tc explain the
concept, he's learning, and to work at a task until it's complete. And
the level or our expectations should not vary according to the child's
family background or income level or future life plans. We must
expect the best of everyone.

We will not, however, be able to maintain these high expectations
without changes in school organization. This initiativE calls for
stronger school leadership, a richer environment in the classroom,
more caring adults in the school, and a more flexible system for
students' progress through the curriculum. These are all necessary to
meeting the high standards we set for our children.

School Leadership

Effective school", in Vermont and elsewhere, have strong principals
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who set the tone for the school and lead the staff on to improved
learr mg. It is the principal who sees to it that curriculum programs are
implemented, who prods the staff on to more effective teaching, who
makes exnlicit to all the goals and purposes of the school. The principal
sakes responsibility for the quality of its program and the success of its
graduates.

For schools to make the improvements called for in this initiative,
the principal must be clearly lentified, comfortably saddled, and
freed from other duties so he or she can act as leader. Even very small
schools with a handfui of teachers will profit from the development of
clear leadership within the ranks.

The list of an effective principal's duties is almost without end. But a
few are especially importan: to the Early Education Initiative. The
principal . . .

supervises the instructional program in all subject areas, ensuring
that it is implemented in letter and in spirit;

nurtures, develops, and evaluates the school staff;
coordinates the curriculum between and among teachers, and

with parents and receiving schools;
overseer the revision of the school's curriculum as it becomes

necessary;
communicates the schooi's goals and purnoses to students, par-

ents, the board, and the public;
ensures an orderly, clean, safe, and attractive environment;
sees to it that the staff has the material and moral support it needs

to do its job.
Without these duties being effectively accomplished, no school can

implement the improvements called for in the initiative. Smaller
schools, and those organized as K-12 schools especially, must endure
that there is strong leadership for the program in the early grades. In
some cases, this suggests the appointment of a principal where none
exists, or the naming of a "primary lead teacher", or the releasing of
the principal from other duties so that these can be accomplished. In
all cases, the initiative calls for par '2nts, local boards and teachers to
allow the principal to exercise this responsibility and actively to lead.

Environment and Equipment

The proper environment for the education of young children con-
sists of much more than a desk with textbooks. All of the curriculum
activities described above c:-.11 for equipment and materials and space
that is not now a part of the environment of every Vermont school.

The science prngram c, !ed for by this initiative is contingent upon
scales, microst_ , natural objects, weights and measures, and trips
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to the natural world being a part et every child's experience It also
needs a proper space for exploration and experimentation in the
classroom. Textbook science alone is not in keeping with the devel-
opmental needs of primary-grade students.

In math, w _ know that essential co'icepts can be developed only
through the manipulation of concrete objects. This explains the need
for blocks, cubes, shapes, measures, collections of objects, containers,
and workspace as part of each classroom environment. Structured
materials such as attribute blocks and cuisenaire rods are necessary, as
are natural materials such as buttons, shells, macaroni. and popsicle
sticks. Several math curricula depend on these kinds of materials for
everyday use by pupils.

The language arts require tools and resources in the classroom.
Tools for writing, acting, and public speaking must be readily available
and regularly used by students. Resources for independent reading
and for finding information must include a huge collection of chil-
dren's literature and reference books that are easy for students to find
and use. Space and materials for producing and displaying written
products must also be part of the environment. Children's language
should greet the classroom visitor from the walls and bookshelves as
well as from their mouths and minds.

The arts, physical education, and the social studies programs call for
--Aar equipment and materials. These things are not extras or

enhancements; they are the chief mode of teaching the basic con-
cepts in the field. The "Equipment and Materials Checklist" in the
Appendix to this Handbook will help you to s !e which of the required
items are present in the classrooms of your school.

A special note concerns microcomputers in the primary classroom.
They 2 re neither a fad nor a luxury. If Vermonters are to control and
on 'erstand computer technology, they must learn to interact with it as
soon as they are able. Very young children can learn to use computers,
to program them, to learn about them and learn from them. Properly
utilized, the computer is a creative tool for both teacher and student. It
can actually foster social interaction and promote creative thinking,
but only if it is used well. The Department of Education distributes a
booklet, Computer Considerabons for rmont Schools, that can help
schools and parents determine the 'uest use of computers in their
schools.

Some aspects of the school environment cannot be put on a check-
list. The school should be a F.: iglu a na inviting place. Positive relations
between staff and students and among students are essential to good
lea, nin,. Trust and enjoyment should overshadow fear and boredom
in the school. While these aspects are not as measureable as others,
they are really the most important environmental considerations.
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Adults and Small Groups

The teacher alone in the classroom cannot be expected to carry
forth all of the changes and improvements called for by thi. Initiative.
in order to provide the intensified curriculum described above, and to
follow up regularly on each pupil's progress, and at the same time to
provide a warm and personal environment, we will need to put more
caring adults to work in our primary classrooms.

These extra adults are not simply aides or clerical assistants. Their
involvement is essential to the functioning of the curriculum. in the
language arts they listen to the oral reading of small groups of chil-
dren; ; lead an intense discussion of an interesting story; "conference"
with beginning writers; organize a dramatic presentation by a handful
of children. In mathematics, the adult works with three or four stu
dents who need further work with Cuisenaire rods to build their
understanding of certain concepts; or conducts a review session on
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addition; or leads a group in an exercise to measure and map the
school building. The science "laboratory" is another site that calls for
the attention of a caring adult, to set up experiments, oversee students'
observations, ask appropriate challenging questions, and lead small
groups on field investigations. In social studies, the arts, and health,
this Initiative calls for extensive small-group work that can only be
carried out with the heip of caring adults in the classroom.

Beyond delivering the curriculum in this way, these adults serve
other important purposes as well. They can double or triple the
amount of "feedback" and monitoring that each child receives, thus
making both school and pupil more aware of progress. They provide
another adult for each child to interact with, another personality,
another caring touch or suspicious eye in the classroom. And, they
provide another avenue for the community to make its heightened
expectations felt among the children.

Many schools in Vermont already make good use of adults in the
classrooms. Some employ trained teacher aides, paraprofessionals
who are a regular, budgeted part of the school's program. Others
utilize an impressive network of parent volunteers, who are carefully
integrated into the school day through long-term planning and
serious committment. Senior citizens, acting alone or as part of organ-
ized groups, serve many of our schools in all of the ways listed above.
Vermont is blessed with educated, caring adults who are able and
willing to help is improve the education of our youngest citizens.

But more adults cannot simply be lined up and placed in the
classroom. The role and assignment of each must he made clear to
everyone teachers, students, parents, and the ads I: him (or her) self.
Anc4 this adult must learn and share the purpose and mission of the
school become a part of the staff and communicate the school's
expectations to the children. Finally, they must underst: id fully the
part of the curriculum that they will work on with stud .,. All of this
calls for special training for these adults, under the direction of the
school principal, and for continued follow-up and maintenance of the
system for adult involvement.

Flextime

Years of research and generations of common sense have taught us
that a child's growth does not follow an orderly path dictated by the
calendar. Young people develop heir capabilities at different rates
and in different ways. And yet we organize our schools as if the
calendar were the sole determinant of a child's ability.

The research of Benjamin Bloom and others in recent years has
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found that just about all children 95% to 98% can, indeed, learn
all of the things taught in the early years. But they cannot learn it all in
the length of time allowed. Some, in fact, learn it in a little as two years'
time, others take as long as four years. Given enough time, and under
the proper nurturing environment, we can reasonably expect all of
our pupils to master the curriculum set forth in this handbook.

Bloom's research is complemented by support from another quar-
ter Piaget's d0cades of research and observations of children's
development. Piaget is often misunderstood by Americans to posit a
series of developmental stages that are fixed by the child's age. In fact,
this is not ue. Piaget pointed out a sequence of developmental stages
that all children go through; but he went out of his way to observe that
the rate of development and the age at which children passed thro igh
the stages vary considerably. Some children develop "concrete-
operational thought" in Piaget's terms, as early as age 5; others do not
arri,.re until 9 or 10. Both of these are well within normal bounds.

Today, in most Vermont schools. entry to an exit from the primary
curriculum is based almost exclusively on the child's calendar age.
Neither developmental level nor achiev lent is a major factor in this
determination This initiative calls for a r.. ,re flexible approach, allow-
ing children to begin the primary-grade curriculum when they are
fully ready for it, to take as much time as they need to woik their way
through it, and to go on to the higher grades when 'hey have mastered
all of its elements. This approach precludes calendar age as the chief
method of organizing instruction.

Th re are several ways to arrange this "flextime": ungraded "pri-
mary units", continuous progress curricula; transition classes; family
grouping, all of which?. e used in Vermont today. The method chosen
should depend on the size of the school and the nature of the teaching
staff.

Flextime is intended for all students, not just for the small minority at
either end of the normal curve. Today children enter kindergarten or
first grade with widely varying ski!I levr:s. in fact, the variation in
performance at some Vermont schools is remarkable. Flextime allows
the school to con; pensate for these different entry-levels and rates of
learning. It permits fast learners to move ahead without discomfort or
penalty, while allowing others the time and attention they need to
fully master the essential concepts of the early curriculum. All of this
must be done without the cumbersome and inefficient sys,e-n of
"skipping grades" c "staying back".

Conversations with Vermont teachers of kindergarten and first
grade confirm the variance in entry-level skills and the need, on the
part of many Vermont youngsters, for more time to learn the basics.
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General research on the long-term effects of early intervention show
that an extra year of schooling at the beginning is much less expensive
(and more effective) than remedial help later. But research on "staying
back" shows that simply repeating a grade causes more harm than
good. A more flexible and systematic approach is necessary.

Adoption of a flextime system wouli guarantee that all children
have the proper amount of time to master the objectives of the
primary curriculum. It would increase the proportion of fourth grad-
ers that is ready to tackle material beyond the basic skills. Primary
teachers and parents would have more educational °pools available
for children who are ahead or behind their agemates. Flextime would
also encourage alternate grouping, learning, and staffing strategies in
the early years

DEVELOPMENTAL CARE FOR
THREE AND FOUR YEAR OLDS

Today, most of Vermont's three and four year olds are not in school.
This Initiative does not propose that they climb onto the yellow buses
and spend their days in the classroom. Rather, it proposes that every
young Vermonter of three or four years, wherever he or she may
spend the day, be nurtured by a rich developmental environment.

What is the nature of that environment? What is important to the
lives and the growth of three and four year olds?

f .rst of all, they must be cared for by knowledgeable and interested
adult; who are committed to each child's growth. A child's life at this
age cannot be entrusted to other children or to adults who aie not
concerned about education Certainly parents are the best caregivers
and educators at this age. But only a minority of Vermont's 3's and 4's
are cared for at home by their parent(s) all day. Most are cared for by
babysitters or relatives; many attend day-care centers and licensed
day-care homes. What's important is not the location of these chil-
dren, but the nature of that environment and the competence of the
adult caregiver. It is the goal of this Initiative to bring all of these care
givers into the community'sefforts in early education, to increase their
competence, and to have them contribute to each child's education.
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Another aspect of the developmental environment for 3's and 4's is
its focus on language Every three and four year old should be in an
environment where they can use language, where they can talk with
their peers and with adults, where they can listen to language, and
where they can express their ideas with woras These years witness an
incredible growth in vocabulary and language use patterns that is best
nurtured by constant practice talking, listening and responding
in natural situations. In the developmental environment, the child is
expected to talk about his feelings and to reflect on events that are
going on around him. She is asked questions about herself, about
other people, about objects and events. She listens to other children
and responds to their talk. He hears stories read and sees them acted
out The time and the place are structured so as to set up small-group
situations that elicit natural language. The adults-in-charge lead the
children tf rough activities that call forth words and sentences. This
language-. .terisive environment can be provided in any of the set-
tings that 3 s and 4's are in, it does not rely on special educational
materials or direct instruction techniques.

Words, nowever, are not enough. Children at this age need also to
interact with the physical and logical world. The environment must
provide opportunities for them to r ianipulate objects and things and
materials, to see how they fit together, to discover patterns, to observe
color, size, texture and shape. They need to see the consequences of
their actions on the world of concrete objects. It is through this kind of
activity that the child's basic mental structures are built, the essential
concepts of mathematics and science are laid, and the senses are
trained The child's activity here is natural, what we would call play. But
the caring adult can encourage this play, set it up, and turn it in to an
opportun;y for learning. So can the presence of other children whe
talk about what's happening and show new ways of manipulating the
materials. And these are not special, expensive materials. They are
things that have shape, size, color, weight, texture, form, hardness and
softness They are already in the kitchen, out in the dooryard, or in the
block corner We know that children with a rich experience with
concrete objects will develop a firmer foundation for later thinking
and learning.

Other people, while not objects to be manipulated, are nonetheless
an important part of the young child's environment that he or she
must interact with. Social interaction is absolutely essential for devel-
opment, even for cognitive de 'elopment. Language patterns, for
instance, are learned not so much from ;notating adults as from trying
out phrases on peers. Math concepts are often crystallized when the
child has to explain an ordering of objects toanother child. And social
development the ability to put yourself .r another person's shoes,
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to see different points of view, to understand your own and others'
feelings can only happen through daily practice in situations with
other people. The caring adult will often structure situations so that
children interact with each other in pairs, small woups, and large
groups, then go on to talk with children abou', their behavior. This too
is essential for optimum growth in the early years

Finz.11y, we must recognize that our culture has much to teach the
three and four year old. There are ideas from our literature and our
classic stories that are intended for the pre,chooler's mind. There are
concepts and ways of thinking that we must communicate to young
people through the stories we tell them and the lives we model for
them and the art that we present to them. A full early education
includes these literary and cultural elements, but ;t does this through
good books, traditional tales, expressive works of art, and serious
conversation. The developmental environment must be full of these
things, and make them a regular part of the day's activities for all young
Vermonters. In doing this, we must not ignore the culture of Vermont
itself: the ways and the myths and the beliefs that have shaped us and
our society.

The developmental environment that we have described can be set
up in any of the places that three and four year olds are in. This
Initiative does not call for children of this age to be moved to places
that already pro"ide this kind of activity; rather, it seeks to improve the
environments that we already have to make each home or center or
school reflective of all these elements. And the environment we
describe here is not "formal education." It does not require desks or
textbooks or drills or specialized technical staff. Instead, it relies on
the natural developmental growth of children and builds on the
competence of caring adults. With a rich underpinning developed by
every Vermonter in the preschool years we can look forward to a
brighter and progressive future.

Many Vermont communities have already found ways to make this
developmental environment a reality. In the Northeast Kingdom, a
"Parent to Parent" project relies on Home Visitors themselves
parents to meet with other parents in their homes to help them
improve educational opportunities for children. Parents learn new
ways to do language development, discipline, human relations, and
contact with the world outside the family.

In Barre Town, parents and the school have acted in concert to
make developmental opportunities available to all children in the
district. A parent cooperative day care has been set up in the school
building; an active parents' group has initiated several activity and
curriculum projects; an early education program for children from 3
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to 5 is funded with federal Chapter 1 funds.
In several towns in Vermont, the local private child care center has

worked closely with the school to coordinate children's learning and
to ensure a continuous and developmental environment Regular
meetings of the staff of both institutions, and a careful follow through
with each child, have strengthened the educational experience for
many young Vermonters

Even in rural areas, where families with young children are spread
across the hills and valleys, Vermonters have found ways to improve
the environment for three and four year olds, while at the same time
increasing the competence of the adults who care for them. The
Caledonia Rural Early Education Project (CREEP), in the area around
Danville, has helped many parents to become educators in the home,
beginning with a knowledge of child development and growing into
success in school.

School districts can also play a role in the education of three and
four year olds There a e scores of Early Essential Education and Pre-
school Compensatory Education Programs all over the state, operated
by school districts, and in line with the developmental principles
described above. Some districts such as Wilmington, go further, and
assign a kindergarten teacher to work part-time with the parents of
three and four year olds in the community, provide workshops and
learning material for parents of preschoolers, and plan to enrich the
arts and science curriculum in the early grades.

Essential to any work with threes and fours, and fives as well, is a
careful developmental assessment of each child. The science (and the
arts of figuring out each child's progress at this age has become more
sop:listicated during the past decade. Many parents and teachers and
child care workers have learned to use such assessment instruments as
the DIAL or the Brigance, or have designed assessments based on the
work of Piaget or Gesell. Regardless of the particular theory or test that
is used, the concept of developmental assessment is important, for all
children, not just for those with handicaps. Only through careful
attention to and understanding of each child's developmental prog-
ress can the educational program be properly designed.

At the Union 36 school that serves Corinth and Topsham, the staff
uses the Gesell screening system with all entering students. They use
the results as part of their decision on placing the child in school, so
that each child's development level matches his educationalprogram.
Parents are involved in the screening and placement process.

There is no single formula for establishing a developmental envi-
ronment for all of the three and four year olds in your community.
There are instead several paths toward this goal, each calling for close
cooperation between parents, school people, and child care workers.
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The last section of this Handbook makes some suggestions for organiz-
ing this cooperation in your community; but you might find it more
valuable to contact some of the people in the communities described
above, who have already tackled some of the issues.

THE ROLE OF PARENTS
DeeDee Jameson

Parents play the most signiiicant role in the development of their
children. Parents direct their journey from highly dependent new-
born babies to autonomous adults, competent to care for themselves
and responsible to society. Parents are the people who must help a
child develop a sense of self-worth. They do this by creating a safe and
supportive environment which fosters trust and respects the child's
need to feel autonomous, develop initiative, become competent, and
establish a sense of "this is who I am."

Parents deserve support in this very important work. During the
early childhood years, the support comes from family members and
friends, from caregivers and teachers. Together, they form a commu-
nity of caring adults. Together, they can pool their energy and other
resources to optimize the developmental potential of the children in
their care.
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Assuming responsibility for three-and-four-year old children is at

once demanding and very rewarding. What are the things parents can

do? How can they find the community of support they want in order to

enrich the developmental environment for their children?
Parents can inform themselves about child development by read-

ing, taking courses or workshops, and participating in discussion
groups. They can develop good "noticing" skills and, using their
knowledge of child development, enter their child's world. They can

know and understand their child's ability levels; be aware of what the

next step in development will probably be; and be sensitive to their
child's unique needs and irterests. Parents can use personal and
community resources to create a learning environment that prom -tes

a sense of self-worth through the achievement of competence in
appropriate developmental areas.

During these early years, it is important for parents to reach out to

other people. They can become involved in already existing programs,

or they can work to create programs where there is a need to do sc
Examples of some effective programs are detailed in the foregoing
section on "Developmental Care for 3 and 4 year olds."

By participating in such programs, parents can provide their child
with the peers she or he needs in order to develop social skills and to
become less egocentric, paving the way for more sophisticated cogni-

tive skills later on. They can provide the child with opportunities to
relate to and learn to trust adults other than family members and close
friends. They can provide access to learningmaterials and experiences

that are often too expensive or too difficult to provide in the home
setting. Parents can provide themselves with peers, gaining access to
mutual support and many valuable resources. All of this can, and does,

happen wherever and whenever child-oriented adults gather together.

As the family develops, its members grow into ever-expanding
worlds. The preschooler becomes a school-age child and the family

moves into a setting where education is more "fixed in time and
place." Parents must remember that they play the most significant role
in the development of their child over time. The school, whether
public or private, is an important resource and support system for
parents. Trained and experienced professionals are there to help the

child learn the knowledge and develop the skills which she or he will

1

need in order to become an autonomous adult, competent to care for

self and responsible to society.
Parents m ist not abdicate their responsibility at this point. Remem-

expertise, parents can continue their own active role by encouraging
and supporting the school in its efforts to organize its programs for
child development. Parents can visit the school, get to know the
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teachers, volunteer wherever assistance is needed, and attend school
board meetings. This can he done even before the family makes its
transition into the schc ol system.

By listening responsively, observing what is happening, sharing
thoughts and feelings clearly, and lending support, parents can help to
create an environment of trust and cooperation. Rather than the
"separate-but-equal" concept, home and school, vrents and teachers
can work together to create a reality of mutual respect and coopera-
tion a community of caring adults.

As the child moves into kindergarten and through the primary
grades, parents should keep in mind that each year in the child's
development has its own validity. Clearly, an optimal developmental
environment will prepare a child tor each ensuing year But when
parents support rather than pressure teachers during these early
childhood years, the need to "get tne child ready for next year" is
minimized and the child is more free to learn.

Parents can support teachers in the following wa,s:
Offer io work with the children in whatever ways teachers

request. This ma- mean working in a classroom other than your
child's. It probably will mean negotiating with employers in order to
have personal time to do this. It a. ii; mean familiarizing yourselves with
the goals and objectives, the teaching strategies, and the curriculum
materials. When driving fora field trip, for example, ask,"Why are we
taking this trip? How can I prepare myself to make the trip better for
the children to whom I am responsible ?"

Offer to help enrich the learning environment Using community
resources, parents can make or otherwise add to the learning mater ials
and equipment. They can tap into the community's human resources.
In one Vermont town, for example, a parent arranged for a "musician
of the week" to visit the children weekly. They learned about different
instruments and about music. In addition, they learned how sound is
made as they touched the instruments and felt the vibrat;ons; they
developed new vocabulary vibration, resonate, pluck, strum, blow,
strike, beat, rhythm, melody, harmony; they !earned that we can
"read" music and that there are symbols other than letters, words, and
numerals; they developed a new dimension in their appreciation and
understanding of counting and measuring; they learned that men and
women make music both for a living and for pleasure; and they
learned that they, alone or with others, could not only enjoy, but
create music. A parent helped this to happen!

Be a good ambassador. Let people know about all of the good
things that are happening at school. Interpret and clarify what is
happening wheiu people ask questions or make statements that indi-
cate that they do not understand. A neighbor who does not under-
stand might ask, for example, "What good is that kindergarten, any-
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way? I don't see that the children are learning how to read." Help her
or him to understand what is happening that will enable each child to
learn to read when the time is right for her or for him. Help your own
child by going to her or his teacher. first, if you have your own
concerns It helps your child feel safe when the adults in her or his
world respect one another.

By recognizing the significance of their roles and realizing that
parenting may be the most important work they will ever do, parents
will play a very important part in the initiative to improve early child-
hood education in Vermont
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STEPS FOR COMMUNITY ACTION

Early Education will succeed only if all segments of the community
take or the initiative as their own Parents, the school board, day-care
staff, babysitters, school teachers, all must sh3re in the planning and
responsibility for imrroving educatior for the community's children
from age three to grade three. Early education is the sole province of
no one of these groups. Though the school district is the fiscal agent
for any state funds for early education, its receipt of these funds is
contingent on its sharing responsibility with these other citizens. and
jointly designing the local early education project.

It is up to each co.nmunity to design its own efforts in early educa-
tion. This Handbook has some suggestions and guidelines that you
may choose to use as you plan your efforts.

We suggest five steps in a community's implementation of early
education:

Assess Your Community and School
Identify Improvement Projects
Gather Resources and Training
Implement Projects on Schedule
Re-assess Your Progress

SFLF ASSESSMENT

How well is your community doing right now in serving the educa-
tional needs of children from age three to grade three? How many of
the components of tFe Early Edt.i.2ali Initiative a:ready exist in some
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form? A self assessment should find the answers to these questions.
Using the text of this Handbook, and the checklist in Appendix A, the
community should find out .

1 Kindergarten
Is public kindergarten available to all five year olds in town?
What is the nature of the kindergarten? Does it conform to the
developmental principles described in the Handbook?

' How are children assessed before coming to kindergarten? What
provisions are made for those whose development is delayed or
accelerated beyond the norm?
How does the kindergarten interface with parents, day care
centers, and others who care for children? How well do pupils
make the shift from kindergarten to first grade?

2. The Primary Curriculum:
Are the expectations high, and made clear to parents and

children?
Doer_ the teaching focus on essential concepts rather than narrow
academic skills?
Is the child's physical development paid due attention?

Language Arts
How strong is the focus on oral language?
Is thee evidence of active speaking and listening in the first three

grades?
Do children practice speaking and listening in small peer groups?
How often?
How often do children read for pleasure on their own?
Do children read and respond to other children's writing?
Do children talk together about the things they've read?
Does good children's literature abound in every classroom?
(aside from the textbooks)
Are workbooks and ditto papers overused?
Do adults work with small groups of readers, talkers, and writers?

How often?

Mathematics
Does the teaching focus on the conceptual basis of mathematics?
no the children learn math through the manipulation of con-
crete objects? How often?
Is the teacher trained to use these materials to teach the concepts
of math?
Do children classify and measure and put things in order?
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Is geometry a major part of the math program?
How does the teacher assess the children's mastery of math
concepts?

Are child-constructed charts, graphs, and tables clearly in
evidence?
Are children asked to summarize and explain their manipulations
and measurements?
Do children use the tools of mathematics to solve real-world
problems?

Science
* Does the science program build on the child's natural curiosity?

How?
' Is science acti-ity and experimentation a regular and serious part

of the primary school program?
Are the essential concepts o: science introduced to all children?

* Do children regularly observe, measure, record, and explain the
natural and physical environment?
Can children draw conclusions about events they observe?
Is the science program spelled out, structured, and coordinated
from year to year?

* Are all of the teachers prepared to teach science and interpret its
pr'nciples to young chquren?

* Is there ? store of science equipment and materials available and
regularly used?

The Arts
* Does each child hay. the opportunity to exp ess ideas through

painting, drawing, movement, and music?
' Are children's art products displayed, performed, and reacted to

by others?
* How are the arts presented to children in the first three grades?

Do they attend performances, and analyze classic works of art?
* Are the a-ts integrated into other subject areas? How?
* How often do children come in contact with working artists and

museum resources?
* Is there a planned and structured curriculum in the arts?

Social Studies
* Does social studies ching focus on the learning of important

ideas and concepts?
' Are creative and concrete teaching methods used?
* Are children exposed to people and ideas from other cultures

and times?
* Do children work in small groups?
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Can children explain the reasons for their decisions?
Are all of the reasoning skills practiced regularly?
Are children asked to put themselves in someone else's shoes?
Is there 1 scnoolwide social studies curriculum that all teachers
follow?
How often are social studies activities conducted?

Health
Are all children presented with information about nutrition,
fitness, self-concept, family life, and safety?
Do children explore their health-related attitudes and Ix fiefs?
Are the teachers trained to lead discussions on these kinds of
topics?
Are children led to see the consequences of their actions on their
own health?
Do the teachers use every opportunity at hand to teach about
good health?
Do children study and measure and talk about their own bodies?

3 School Organization
Do teachers, parents, and the school leadership ,e in having
high expectations for all children?
Are the school's expectations based on an understanding of child
developmant?
Does the school have a strong principal who is an instructional
leader?
Has the principal the time -iod support she needs to carry out her
responsibilities?
how well are the school's goais and purposes communicated to
parents and students?
Is each teacher adequately supervised and assisted by the
principal?
Is the school orderl ", clean, safe, and attractive?
Are the school's equipment ,ind materials adequate for the
developmental t-aching described above?
How large and varied is the school's collection of literature for
you :g students? Do students make exter ,ive use of it?
Are microcomputers used in ways appropriate to primary-graders?

" Is the school a bright and inviting place?
Do trust and enjoyment overshadow fear and boredom?
Arc caring adults in evidence to help tea-..L.ers and students?
Are children regularly engaged in small-group work with a
knowledgeable adults
Does the school adequately train and schedi .ie adult volunteers
ano aides?
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' How does the school determin entry and exit from the primary
curriculum? Is it based on an assessment of each child's
development?
Does the school allow fast learners to move along, and slower
learne.s to take the time they need?

' Are there alternative paths through the primary curriculum?
' What forms of flextime are used by the school?

4. Developmental Care for Three and Four Year Olds
' Where are the 3's and 4's during the day? How many are there?

What proportion are .. .
at home with a parent?
cared for by a relative?
at a neighborhood babysitter?
in a day care home?
in a day care center?
at a school-sponsored progra 1,?

What kinds of settings are parents looking for for their children?
' How many of the adults who care for them are knowledgeable of

child development principles? How many are prepared to act as
educators?
In each setting listed above (home, center, babysitter, school) do
these elements exist:

active focus on language development
interaction with objects
social interaction wlin peers
structured learning situations
exposure to arts, beliefs, and culture?

' What proportion of children are in settings that do not meet
these criteria?

' Which settings need to be improved? How?
' What new settings need to be established in the community?
' How do the various child-care people, school people, and par-

ents coordinate and cooperate with one another?
' Does every three and,four year old have the benefit of a devel-

opmental assessment?



As you can see, a true self-assessment of the community is no easy
task All of the questions above, plus others that will arise as you do
your work, need careful attention. Involve as many people as possible
in finding the answers to these questions. Divide the questions up
among yourselves, and begin to seek the answers. You may find it wise
to assign the same question to two or three different people, and
instruct them to arrive at their answers independently.

Most of the questions cannot be answered "yes" or "no". There will
be degrees of progress on most of them. Using a scale from 1 to 10, as
proposed in the Appendix, may be a good way to express the extent to
which each element is in place. Be prepared to entertain varying
opinions among your group as they answer Ole questions.

Your best source of information will be interviews with people in
the community, which can be done in person or by phone or through
written surveys. Some information such as the number and location
of three and four year olds in town will require research at the Town
Clerk's office or in the 1980 Census ledgers. Other information such
as the nature of the school curriculum or the qualities of the child-care
setting can only be gathered by direct observation.

The Department of Education and several other agencies and
groups ate prepared to assist communities to make this self-assessment.
We can provide sample survey instruments, model checklists, and
workshop leaders to help you get started.

The results o f t F community self-assessment should be summar-
ized and present .. to parents, citizens, the school board, and the
selectmen or city council. Release through newspapers and newslet-
ters is also a good idea, to help raise community consciousness about
the education of children from age three to grade three. Let the results
of the self assessment sink in for a while. Get people to discuss it. See
that it gets on the agenda of the school board, the Rotary Club, the
Home Dem Club, the selectmen, and the PTA. Then go on to the next
.ep.

IDENTIFY IMPROVEMENT PROJECTS

Out of the self-assessment should grow the community's needs for
improvement in early education. The resultant discussions should
make it evident which needs can most feasibly be met first.

We suggest you bring forth a list of needs, based on the findings of
the self-assessment. State the needs in short, simple terms, and limit
yourself to 10 or a dozen items. Each of these items should be stated as
an "ImproN t .vent Project". A typical list of projects might look like
this:

"In order to improve the education of children from age three to
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grade three, the community of East Shoulderblade needs to:
1. Establish kindergarten as part of the public school opportunity

for all children.
2. Train teachers in grades 1-3 to use Cuiseriaire Rods and other

devices in teaching mathematics.
3. Expand the collection of children's literature in the primary

liLrary by 300 books.
4. Revamp the scier,ce curriculum in the first three grades.
5. Shift the focus of health instr uction away from personal hygiene

and toward healthy attitude development.
6. Increase the released time of the principal from 1/5 time to 1/2

time.
7. Establish a developmental screening for entrance into first

grade.
8. Move to a continuous-progress curriculum in reading and math

in the first three grades.
9. Begin a series of parent workshops in math and language

development
10. Provide tuition for _sand 4's to attend the Shoulderblade Center

Preschool.
11. Conduct three joint inservice training sessions for staff from the

school and the preschool.
12. Organize a regular "moving playgroup" for 3's and 4's in the

rural North Shoulderblade area of town."

GATHER RESOURCES

Once your plan of act; -,n has been written down and made widely
known to parents and the public, it's time to find and collect the
resources both fiscal and personal that you will need to make all
these improvements. Some of the resources may come earlier and
easier than the others; you should implement those aspects first. You
may, for instance, be able to get a series of math training sessions for
both teachers and parents from the state's Inservice Institute at little or
no cost, right away. So you'll choose to implement items #2, #9, and #11
immediately. Other resources, such as a teaching replacement for the
principal or tuition payments to the preschool, may take a year or
more to gather. These items can be scheduled later for implemeotation.

Where to find resources? The State Department of Education
expects to have an Early Education Fund available to cover some of the
costs of many of these improvements. Go there with your list of needs
and seek support.

Go also to your local taxpayers. Many Vermont communities sup-
port early education, including the education of three and four year
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olds, through tax-supported activities and programs. Federal funds
available to the local school district from Chapter 1 and Chapter 2 can
also be used for early education projects.

Many of the items listed above do not reqt.ire money so much as
they require personal assistance and institutional change. Several of
the items call for workshop leaders and consultants to work with
teachers and parents to do training and make changes in the way
things operate. 1 he State Education Department's Resource Center
can help you to find the personal resources your community might
need to accomplish its objectives. There are RAP Agents, Professors
from the University and the Colleges, day care planners, curriculum
consultants, and trainers available to you, usually on a cost-sharing
basis.

Along these same lines, the Resource Center can put you in touch
with other Vermont communities which have already been where
you're headed. Go visit them. See how they've done it. Talk to them
about their successes and failures.

Take time to gather resources. Assign the tasks to various members
of the community, !hen arrange a session where their findings can be
shared. Then use the resources. Schedule in the consultants. Make the
written proposa:s for funds and put the items in next year's budget
request. Arrange for the workshops and training sessions. Set up a time
line, showing when each of your items will be carried out.

IMPLEMENT PROJECTS

Someone must take responsibility to see that each improvement
project is actually carried out accoi ding to schedule. Do not rely on
simple agreements and fine plans to carry out action ail by themselves.
Someone must be accountable to "deliver the goods."

Anti don't be afraid to move right in to implementation. It's very
easy J put off doing something and just talk about it instead, espe-
cially in this field. As Hamlet reminds us:

And thus the native hue of resolution
Is sicklied o'er with the pale cast of thought;
And enterprises of great pith and moment,
With this regard, their currents turn awry,
And lose the name of action.

Choose the items to implement, set a schedule, assign responsibil-
ity, then act!

Regular meetings to check progress, and regular reports to the
public, will hel, keep your improvement-making on track. Communi-
ties with grants from the state will be required to make regular reports
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and progress along their time line as a condition of funding

RE-ASSESS PROGRESS

After a year or two, it is wise to again conduct a self-assessment of
early education in your community. This will show how far you've
come, allow you to take some pride in your progress, and encourage
work for a better future. The same set of questions that formed your
first self assessment can be the basis for your re-assessment.

In fact, improvements in early education should be made continu-
ously, through a process of regular re-assessment of the community.
In this way, the Initiative will continue and the education of young
children will constantly improve. As new research uncovers better
ways to educate children, and as more resources become available for
this purpose, Vermonters will 'i id further improvements that can be
made.

APPENDICES

A. Self-Assessment Instruments
B. Compendium of Research Results
C. Names and Addresses of Projects and .csources
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APPENDIX A

COMMUNITY SELF-ASSESSMENT

CHECKLIST

I 1 3. 5 1
1= LITTLE EVIDENCE
5= MUCH EVIDENCE

1. Kindergarten:
L l 36 5 1* Is public kindergarten available to all five year olds in town?
I 1 36 5 1* What is the nature of th .2 kindergarten? Does it conform to the

developmental principles described in the Handbook?
l_1 3 5 1* How are children assessed before coming to kindergarten? What

provisions are made for those whose development is delayed or
accelerated beyond the norm?

i 1 3 5 I* How does the kindngarten interface with parents, day care
centers, and others who care for children? How well do pupils
make the shift from kindergarten to first grade?

2 The Primary Curriculum.
1 3 5 J* Are the expectations high, and made clear to parents and

children?
1 3 5 j* Does the teaching focus on essential concepts rather than narrow

academic skills?
1 3 5 I* Is the child', piiysical development paid due attention?

Language Arts
1 3. 5 i* How strong is the focus on oral language?
1 3 5 I* Is there evidence of active speaking and listening in the first three

grades?
1 3 5 Is Do children practice speaking and listening in small peer groups?

How often?
1 3 5 I* How often do children read for pleasure on their own?
1 3 5 Is Do children read and respond to other children's writing?
1 3 5 Is Do children talk together about the things they've read?
1.3.5 i* Does good children's literature abound in every classroom?

(aside from the textbooks)
1 3 5 1* Are workbooks and ditto papers overused?
1 3. 5 I' Do adults work with small groups of readers, talkers, and writers?

How often?

Mathematics
1 3 ^ 5 i* Does the teaching focus on the conceptual basis of mathematics?
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1 3 5 I*

1 3 5 I 4.

1.3.5;1.3.51135
130 5 Is

13.51.
1.3.51
13 51

Do the children learn math through the manipulation of con-
crete objects? How often?
Is the teacher trained to use these materials to teach the concepts
of math?
Do children classify and measure and put things in order?
Is geometry a major part of the math program?
How does the teacher assess the children's mastery of math
concepts?
Are child-constructed charts, graphs, and tables clearly in
evidence?
Are children asked to summarize and explain their manipulations
and measurements?
Do children use the tools of mathematics to solve real-world
problems?

Science
1.3. 5 Is Does the science program build on the child's natural curi.-sity?

How?
I 1 3. 5 i Is science activity and experimentation a regular and serious part

of the primary school program?
1 3. 5 I. Are the essential concepts of science introduced to all children?
1.3. 5 is Do children regularly observe, measure, record, and explain the

natural and physical environment?
1. 3 5 I Can children draw conclusions about events they observe?
1.3. 5 I Is the science program spelled out, structured, and coordinated

from year to year?
1 3 5 i* Are dt' s' the teachers prepared to teach science and interpret its

principles to young children?
LI 3 5]* Is there a store of science equipment and materials available and

regularly used?

The Arts
L1 3 5 is Does each child have the opportunity to express ideas through

painting, drawing, movement, and music?
1 3 5] Are children's art products displayed, performed, and reacted to

by others?
I 13 5 Is How are the arts presented to children in the first three grades?

Do they attend performances, and analyze classic works of art?
13 5 Is Are the arts integrated into other subject areas? How?
13 51 How often do children come in contact with working artists and

museum resources?
L1!3 5 is Is there a planned and structured curriculum in the arts?

Social Studies
3 5 1* Does social studies teaching focus on the learning of important

ideas and concepts?
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L 1 3* 5 1 Are creative and cone: ete teaching methods used?
Li 3.5 I* Are children exposed to people and ideas from other cultures

and times?
I 1 3 5 Do children work in small groups?
I 1 3* 5 Can children explain the reasons for their decisions?

1 3* 5 Are all of the reasoning skills practiced regularly?
1 3 * Are children asked to put themselves in someone else's shoes?

Li 3 5 Is there a schoolwide social studies curriculum that all teachers_

follow?
1 3* 5 I* How often are social studies activities conducted?

Health
I 1 3 5 I Are all children presented with information about nutrition,

fitness, self-concept, family life, and safety?
I 1 3* 5 I Do children explore their health-related attitudes 2nd beiiefs?
L 1 3 5 I Are the teachers trained to lead discussions on these kinds of

topics?
I 1 3 5 I* Are children led to see the consequences of their actions on their

own health?
I 1 3* 5_I 1.)o the teachers use every opportunity at hand to teach about

good health?
I 1 3 5 l Do children study and measure and talk about their own bodies?

3. School Organization
I 1 3* 5 I Do teachers, parents, and the school leadership share in 1..aving

high expectations for all children?
I 1 3 5_1 Are the school's expectations based on an understanding of child

development?
I 1 3* 5 i Does the school have a strong principal who is an instructional

leader?
LI 3 5 I Has the principal the time and support she needs co carry out her

responsibilities?
L 1 3* 5 I* How well are the school's goals and purposes communicated to

parents and students?
I 1 3 5 l Is each teacher adequately supervised and assisted by the

principal?
1 33: VI: Is the school orderly, clean, safe, and attractive?

Are the school's equipment and materials adequate for the
developmental teaching described above?

L 1 3* 5 1 How large and varied is the school's collection of literature for
young students? Do students make extensive use of it?

1 3 5 I" A re micrccomputers used in ways appropriate to primary-graders?
1 3. 51 is the school a bright and inviting place?
1. 3. 5 I Do trust and enjoyment overshadow fear and boredom?

l 1 3* 5 I Are caring adults in evidence to help teachers and students?
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LL 3 f5j*

L135 I
LI! 3.5 l

L1.3.5
3 51*

LT !_)3 5 l

Are children regularly ngaged in small-group work with a
knowledgeable adult?
Does the school adequately tra.n and schedule adult volunteers
and aides?
How does the school determine er ry and exit from tl le primary
curriculum? Is it based on an assessment of each child's
development?
Does the school allow fast learners to move along, and slower
learners to take the time they need?
Are there alternative paths through the primary curriculum?
What forms of flextime are used by the school?

4. Developmental Care for Three and Four Year Olds
Li* 3* 5 i Where are the 3's and 4's during the day? How many are there?

What rroportion are . ..
at home with a parent?
cared for by a relative?
at a neighborhood babysitter?
in a day care home?
in a day care center?
at a school-sponsored program?

I1 3 5_I* What kinds of settings are parents looking for for their children?
1 3 5 I How many of the adults who care for them are knowledgeable of

child development principles? How many are prepared to act as
educators?

Li° 3 5_1* In each setting listed above (home, center, babysitter, school) do
these elements exist:

active focus on language development
interaction with objects
social interaction with peers
structured learning situations
exposure to arts, beliefs, and culture?

1_1 3 Sj* What proportion of children are in settings that do not meet
these criteria?

1 3 5: l Vvhich settings need to be improved? How?
1 3 51* What new settings nerd to be established in the community?
1 3 5_j* How do the various child-care people, school people, and par-

ents coordinate and cooperate with one another?
1_11 3 5 I* Does every three and four year old have the benefit of a devel-

opmental assessment?
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SCIENCE AND MATH MATERIALS CHECKLIST

Tuning forks
Thermometers
Masses/balances
Compasses
Magnets/iron filings
Picts res of animals/plants
Measuring devices rulers,

tapes, cups. trundle wheels,
measuring cups

Rock and mineral
samples/fossils

Light sources/electricity
materials

Wire/batteries/switches
Prisms
Seeds, soil, pots
String, pulleys, wheels, axles,

gears
Globe
Graph paper
Simple chemicals
Candles
Magnifying lenses/hand

lenses
Balloons, jars, cans
Microscopes/slides
Rain gauge/barometer
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Animal cages
Aquarium
Terrarium
Insect nets
Collection containers
Plastic tongs/forceps
"Visible Man"
Cuisennaire Rods
Attribute Blocks
Building Blocks
Shape Blocks
Spring scales
Counting and sorting

materials. beads, macaroni,
buttons, etc.

Plastic tubing
Register tape
Microcomputer with LOW

and other software
Science work space
Child-accessible storage

space
Math games/Science games
Maps
Clay
Litimus paper/pH indicator
Clipboards
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APPENDIX B

The Research Background
for Early Childhood Education

compiled by

Charles Rathbone
Lawrence G. Shelton

University of Vermont

INTRODUCTION

This Appendix provides a research data base to the Early Childhood
Initiative proposed by the Vermont State Department of Education.
There is no single collection of research that informs such an effort.
The research reported in this paper is gathered from tnree areas of
study: child developmert, early childhood education, and research
on effective school p. actices. We provide a framework that integrates
diverse research findings into several statements that support a variety
of options fo. an early childhood education initiative in Vermont. This
statement recognizes the limitations of individual research studies. We
have chosen not to review individual studies in detail. The literature
expands daily and the references provide specific documentation for
anyone seeking this specificity. Rather, we have chosen to describe the
general conclusions and principles that can be derived from the
available research and to discuss their implications for the develop-
ment of an early childhood education initiative in Vermont.

No single research study or group of studies exist which define
specific preschool experiences linked to high academic achievement
in the primary grades for all children. (Gage, 1982) Therefore, a frame-
work that link early childhood experiences to school experiences is
necessary to show the potential interrelationships of existing research.
Our attempt is to portray an accumulation of research evidence that
relates characteristics a..d settings of young children's growth and
development to later school success. Such a transcending framework
permits individual research studies to be placed in relationship to one
another. This framework allows the overall goals of an early childhood
initiative to be kept in m:nd while guiding the choice of specific
elements that are addressed by available research. Without such a
framework, the absence of comprehensive research efforts establish-
ing a cause and effect relationship between experiences in early
childhood and subsequent academic success would lead to use of
research findings in a helter skelter fashion to support particular points
of view.
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FRAMEWORK

f he transcending framework that provides the foundation for Ver-
mont's Early Childhood Initiative may be summarized in three related
statements.

Statement 1. Children develop in describable, systematic ways.
Their lives are continuous from one day to the next. Individual chil-
lren are continuous within themselves, not making artificial separa-
tions among their parts. Children develop knowledge, attitudes and
skills through their interactions with the rich worlds that surround
them. While all children develop in similar ways they are also all
different. Variability occurs because children have their own unique
genetic makeups, individual rates of maturation, and experiences.

Statement 1.. Schools are one of the important environments
through which children move as they develop. Schools, like every
other environment, h-e characteristic expectations for and interac-
tions with children. Different families, communities and schoolsshare
similarities and important differences. Each environment has different
expectations which children cope with using the ..:tills and attitudes
acquired in previous experiences.

Statement 3. Each environment facilitates children's development
according to the congruity between a) the characteristicsand needs of
the children enter:ng it, an b) the expectations and interactions of the
adults in that environment. Continuity between environments or
settings through which children pass is an important determinant of
the children's adjustment to and success in each succeeding setting.

A graphic representation of the relationship intended in this frame-
work may be helpful.

Environment

fan ,ly and
Home

Settings

Neighborhood i Day Care Kinder- Primary Upper i

and : and I garten Grades Iflementary I
Community 1 Preschool 1 Grades

I i

Continuity and Congruence

Time

In summary, a child develops through its transactions with an ever
changing environment. The fit between the child's developmental
status and the expectations of that environment are important deter-
minants of the child's adaptation to and use of the opportunities
embodied in any new setting.
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Based on this frame of reference, the Vermont Early Childhood
Education Initiative has two general goals. The first goal is to make the
educational environments for young children continuous across time
and across their parts. The second goal is to make the early childhood
educational environments congruent with the child's development;
to provide opportunities children can use and learn from. Sch
should be made ready for c. .1dren. We can control, design, dnd
influence environments, not children.

RESEARCH

With the frame of reference established above, it is possible to
organize and describe general conclusions from availaole research on
early childhood development and c, :cation.

1. The most it ;ortant environment in determining the child's
academic perform...ce and general level of competence in the
school setting is the home.

2. Children learn through active experience in their worlds. They
learn best and what they learn is most generalizeable when
their experience is mediateu by language, that is when they are
provided ways to verbalize their experience and to have their
experience described by others, particularly adults (Clarke-
Stewart & Apfe!, 1979). What child en learn is most useful when
it is learned and applied in diverse contexts.

3. Language is the central factor in the child's developing intellec-
tual skills. Activities _inphasizing the development of language
abilities in the second and third years of life by parents are the
best predictors of the child's general cognitive developmental
progress in the preschool years (Carew, 1980). Experiences in
the preschool years that focus on language use and compre-
hension are most beneficial to the development of reading
ability in the early grades. (Chomsky, 1972)

4. Children who attend preschools perform better academically in
tne later years than children who do not (Lazar and Darlington,
1982). Children attending preschool are more likely to meet
basic school requirements and are less likely to need special
Educational services.

5. Early childhood educational experiences cannot uvercome
either the positive or negative influences of the home.

6 Early childhood programs benefit all children who participate in
them, but they do not close the gaps between poor and middle
class children. Children in each income level who participate do
better in later years than those who don't. (Coat, B. and Napier,
L., 1980)
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7. Children who attend kindergarten do better in first grade and in
later grades than children from the same communities who do
not attend kindergarten. In communities where some children
have the opportunity for specific experience such as kinder-
garten, children who are not afforded that opportunity are at a
disadvantage thereafter, as they progress through the same
environment (Coats & Napier, 1980).

8 Full day kindergarten programs are preferred to half-day pro-
grams by parents, teachers and children. Children who attend
full day kindergarten programs do better academically in the
primary grades than children who attend half-day kindergarten
programs. (Adcock, 1980; School District of The Tomorrow
River, 1980)

9. The most effective preschool intervention programs are those
which involve parents (Honig, 1982). Parental involvement in
educational settings makes the settings more continuous for the
child and therefore makes it possible for the child to adapt to
the new setting more easily and also increases the reinforce-
ment of material learned in school at home, by increasing the
parents' awareness of what the child experiences at school.

10. The most lasting effects of early childhood education programs
are found when there is greater communication, continuity anc:
coordination between levels. When an early intervention pro-
gram is coordinated with the home, that progr i has more
lasting effects. When a first grade curriculum is coordinated
with the kindergarten curriculum then the longterm effects of
attending kindergarten are greater than when there is discon-
tinuity between the first grade and the kindergarten curricu-
lum. (Bronfenbrenner, 1979)

11. Early screening designed to identify potential difficulties or spe-
Oal strengths of individual c' iildren is possible. When the results
of screening are used to design appropriate experiences for
children, it is possible to prevent deficits from developing into
major problem; and /0 to ameliorate their long term effects.
When screening is designed to provide appropriate experi-
ences, it is possible to provide children opportunities that will
maximize development of special potentials that they have. The
provision of appropriate experiences in response to identifica-
tion of deficits and strengths results in better coping skills for the
child, less need for remedial or special educational services in
the future, fewer behavior and academic problems, and greater
satisfaction with school. Early intervention costs less than later
remediation. (Atkinson, 1980)

12. Programs for which children are not ready have detrimental
affects. i he research on screening for readiness demonstrates
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that if one can identify the capabilities tha, are requisite for
engagement and performance in a particular setting then one
can identify L.iildren who will not perform well in those set-
tings. When children identified as not being lady for the
particular environment or program ar:. placed in that enviror.
ment or program the long term effects are lower school
achievement and more reading problems, grade retention,
need for special educational services, absenteeism, and dissatis-
faction with school. (Carle, 1976)

13. Schools can be organized to serve children with diverse charac-
teristics better. The literatures on Follow Through (Kennedy,
1978) and on gifted education indicate clearly that schools can
change to do a better job of accommodating the specific expe-
riences and needs of children from different backgrounds and
in so doing serve all children better.

14. Teacher; who are knowledgeable about the principles of child
development and who disign curri ila accordingly do differ-
ent things in classrooms than teachers who Jo not and are more
effective. (Spodek, 1982)

15. The attitudes of school and educational professionals are impor-
tant in determining the effectiveness of educational programs.
Two specific attitudes that are important are 1) that all children
can learn and 2) that a specific teacher can teach any child.
(Edmonds, 1979) The teacher who recognizes that children vary
but car be taught effectively by attending to their specific past
experience and level of competence can teach children
effectively.

16. Experiences that help the child to understand social actions,
social interactions, relationships, emotions, and values in the
early yec make a contribution not only to interpersonal com-
petence within the classroom but also to academic skill acquisi-
tion. Prograi. -c that focus exclusively on specific skills develop
specific skills, but not general academic competence. Programs
that focus on the combination of affective. social and cognitive
skills are more effective in developing general academic com-
petence. (Carkhuff, 1982)

17. In some specific areas, such as math (Ginsberg & 1981)
the prerequisite skills for learning within a school setting are
robust; that is, they are developed from the child's general
interaction with the normal environment. On these skills, poor
children and middle class children enter school with the same
capabilities. Poor children do not enter school with specific skill
deficits. The later appearance of performance deficits thus can-
not be attributed to differences in entering capability but
instead must be attributed to differences in the later home
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environment, school or elsewhere.
18. The evaluations of curricular approaches are not sufficiently

rigorous :o permit the choice of a most effective approach for
al; conditions of instruction and child backgrounds (Gage,
1982)

CONCLUSIONS

The research evidence strongly supports the conclusion that well
thought out and carefully supported early childhood programs will
result in important cognitive and social gains for children and that
these gains can be lasting. Well thought out programs are those that
incorporate the following features:

Attention to the developmental characteristics and variability of
children.
Involvement of parents, teachers, and developmental specialists
in their design and evaluation.
Continuity from level to level, setting to setting
Emphasis on language as central to the acquisition and use of
knowledge.

Early childhood programs must be designed to identify, respond to
and accommodate the wide variability among children. All children
cannot be expected to transact with the same environment in the
same way. It is necessary therefore, within an education program to
accommodate the variability among children or to create different
settings for children with different types of skills. It would be incon ect
to assume that the foregoing implies that an educational program
must have a completely individualized curriculum. No curriculum is
so specific that it cannot accommodate variability across individuals. It
is important to identify exceptions. These exceptions are the children
who cannot cope with the curriculum offered and those children who
cope with it so quickly that they need to be provided additional
opportunities to remain motivated and satisfied. With very few excep-
tions, the wide range of variability can be accommodated within
educational settings with appropriate planning and human resources.

Similarly, communities and families exhibit wide variability. Success-
ful e. rly childhood programs must be designed to accommodate the
values and abilities of each local community. Each community's pro-
grams must be varied enough to allow maximum congruence and
continuity for all.

The responsibility for the fulfillment of the Vermont Early Child-
hood Education Initiative does not reside with any single agency or
institution. No agency or institution can control the whole series of
environments in which young children participate. r_ach agency or
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institution can participate 'n a shared conceptual framework such as
that outlined here. Each agency or institution can contribute to the
fulfillment of this initiative by participating in a structure designed to
assure continuity from one setting to the next and the best possible
congruence between the individual child's abilities if; the opportu-
nities provided in each setting.
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APPENDIX C

NAMES AND ADDRESSES OF PROJECTS
AND RESOURCES

Name

Agne, Russell
Professor

Arata-Meyers, Phyllis
Teacher

Austin, Patricia
Parent

Battey, Jean
Consultant

Boerner, Hannelore
Consultant

Brinkmeyer, Donna
Consultant

Brook, Robbe
Teacher

Brooks, Nancy
Teacher

Byrnes, Anne
Teacher

Cate, Sandal
Teacher

Colgan, Joan
Teacher

Davidson, Pat
Lecturer

Disorda, Margaret
RAP Agent

Address

University of Vermont
Burlington, VT 05405

Woodstock Elementary
School

Woodstock, VT 05091

54 Killington Avenue
Rutland, VT 05701

Vt. Dept. of Education
Montpelier, VT 05602

Vt. Dept. of Education
Montpelier, VT 05602

Vt. Dept. of Education
Montpelier, VT 051302

Addison Central
School

Vergennes, VT 05491

Academy School
Brattleboro, VT 05301

1516 Williston Road
So. Burlington, VT 05401

Main Street School
Montpelier, VT 05602

Bennington-Rutland
Supervisory Union

Manchester Center,
VT 05255

51 Riverside Street
Watertown, MA 02172

Rutland Northeast
Supervisory Union

Brandon, VT 05733

57

320

Specialty

Primary Science

Shared Book
Experience

Intelligent TV
Viewing

Library/Media

I- 'ealth

Arts/Gifted and
Talented

Practical Practices
for Parents

Reading and
Writing

Montessori
Methods

Environmental
Studies

Technology and
Social
Development

Math and Chiid
Development

Parents as Partners
(K-Adult)



Dunn, Ann

Fight lin Day, Rachel
Teacher

Finck, Donald
Principal

Fish, Leona
Consultant

Grams, Armin
Professor

Gray, Susan
Principal

Gregg, Daniel
Consultant

Green, Sharyl Ann
RAP Agent

Grout, Wilsene
Teacher

Guyette, Elise
Teacher

Gyra, Frank
Teacher

1-111P Rptcy Arky

RAP Agent

Hardy, Sue
RAP Agent

Hastings, Judith
Teacher

P.O. Box 214 Parent-to-Parent
St. Johnsbury, VT 05819

Box 75A Movement and
Charlotte, VT 05445 Self-Expression

School LeadershipDeerfield Valley
Elementary School

Wilmington, VT 05363

Vt Dept. of Education Elementary
Montpelier, VT 05602 Education

University of Vermont Parents' Role
Burlington, VT 05405 in Child

Development

Charleston Elementary Concepts for
School Young Children

West Charleston,
VT 05872

Vt. Dept. of Education Social Studies
Montpelier, VT 05602

821 Loomis Street
Burlington, VT 05401

RFD 2
Patney, VT 05346

18 Upper Newton St
St. Albans, VT 05478

6 Linden Hill
Woodstock, VT 05091

P nrlrlr k \Mil,"
School

Randolph, VT 05060

Oxbow High School
Bradford, VT 05033

RFD
Brookfield, VT 05036

3

Seeing Your
Outdoor Spe
With New Eyes
Preschool-Ad u It

Math Their Way

Child As Historian

The Arts

Thc. V.
to Improved
Reading &
Writing at Every
Level (K-3)

Film Animation in
the Classroont
(Gr. 1-12)

Health Education



Hertz, Barry
Associate Professor

Hunt, Nancy
RAP Agent

James, David
Principal

Jameson, Dee Dee
Professor

Jones, Beverly
RAP Agent

Kelley, Colleen
Teacher

Kenney, Robert
Consultant

Lash, Iris
Professor

Leighton, Lynn Debra
RAP Agent

Lengel, Jim
Director

Lingelbach, Jenepher
Parent

Lvlis. Shayne Ieh.-nrm
RAP Agent

McClaskey, Molly
Teacher

Mace, Judy
Teacher

Mazzuchi, Diana
RAP Agent

Lyndon State College
Lyndon, VT 05849

,Drchard School
So. Burlington, VT 05401

Barre Town
Elementary School

Barre, VT 05641

University of Vermont
Burlington, VT 05405

Rutland Northeast
Supervisory Un.

Brndon, VT 05733

Charlotte Central Sch.
Charlotte, VT 05445

Vt. Dept. of Education
Montpelier, VT 05602

2835 Clearwaters
Shelburne, VT 05482

Grafton Elementary
School

Grafton, VT 05146

Vt. Dept. of Education
Montpelier, VT 05602

Vermont Institute of
Natural Science

Woodstock, VT 05091

Ghprho trnp Flomant3r./
School

Killington, VT 05751

Williston Central Sch.
Williston, VT 05495

Ferrisburg, VT 05456

Academy School
Brattleboro, VT 05301

Early Education

Microcomputer
Management
Skills (K-6)

Parent
Organizations

Human
Development

Parents as Partners
K-Adult

The Arts

Math

Parenting the
Gifted

Vt. Social History
& Colonial
Activities
(Preschool-Elem.)

Basic Education

Environmental
Learning for the
Future

1A/ritcsr'c %A/nrle c knr.

(K)

Practical Practices
for Parents

Promoting Good
He..Ith

Thematic
Approach to
Teaching Social
Studies (K-3)



Mekkelsen, Jane
Teacher

Meltzer, Dean Bennet
RAP Agent

Mercaldo, "Gus"
Principal

Miles, Constance S.
RAP Agent

Moore, Sue
Speech Pathologist

Nichols, Johanna
Parent

Nowocienski, Betty
Teacher

Oglesby, Claire
Principal

Park, Adelle
Professor

Petry, Anne
Professor

Pinckney, Elaine
Principal

Poeton, John
Consultant

Pope, Veronica

Pransky, Judy
Teacher

Essex Town School
District

Essex, VT 05451

Randolph Union
high School

Randolph, VT 05060

Shelburne Village Sch.
Shelburne, VT 05482

Thayer School
Burlington, VT 05401

Morrisville Elementary
School

Morrisville, VT 05661

32 Summer Street
Montpelier, VT 05602

RD 4
Shelburne, VT 05482

Westminster West
Elementary School

Westminster, VT 05158

Vermont College
Montpelier, VT 05602

Rhode Island College
Providence, RI 02908

Morrisville Elementary
School

Morrisville, VT e.)661

Vt. Dept. of Education
Montpelier, VT 05602

Cherry Lane Music Co.
Port Chester, NY 10573

Caledonia Central
Si!pervisory Union

Danville, VT 05828

60323

Reading and
Science

Energy Education
Primer
(Elem.-Adult)

Pi imary Unit

Teaching Basic
Skills Through
the Use of
Famous
Paintings
(Pre K-3)

Language
Development

Discipline and
Learning

Music arid
Development

School Leadership

Extended Day Care

Science and
Social Studies

School Leadership

Reading

Sesame Street

Parents and
Education



Rathbone, Charles
Associate Professor

Richard, Nancy
Professor

Richardson, Bruce
Superintendent of
Schools

Rider, T. Fenn
Principal

Robinson, Gerard
Consultant

Robison, Jean
Consultant

Rood, Michael
Professor

Ross, Ann
Principal

Schubert, Leda Deirdre
RAP Agent

Shelton, Larry
Associate Professor

Sherry, Doug
Teacher

Shiman, David
Professor

Squires, Jim
Professor

Stimmel, Cherolyn M.
RAP Agent

Tanner, George
Consultant

University of Vermont
Burlington, VT 05405

365 Sand Hill Road
Peterborough,

03458

Orleans Southwest
Supervisory Union

Hardwick, VT 05843

Thayer School
Burlington, VT 05401

Vt. Dept. of Education
Montpelier, VT 05602

Vt. Dept. of Education
Montpelier, VT 05602

13 Myrtle Road
Westfield, MA 01085

Weybridge Elementary
School

Middlebury, VT 05753

Cabot School
Cabot, VT 05647

University of Vermont
Burlington, VT 05405

Main Street School
Montpelier, VT 05602

University of Vermont
Burlington, VT 05405

Champlain College
Early Childhood

Program
Burlington, VT 05401

Union Elementary
School

Montpelier, VT 05602

Vt. Dept. of Education
Montpelier, VT 05602
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Curriculum ,-nd
Teaching

Cycles of
Development

Parents as
Consumers

Flextime

Rural Education

Elementary

LOGO
(Kids and
Computers)

Integrated
Kindergarten

Oral History in the
Schools
(Gr. 5-12)

Human
Development

Environmental
Studies

Global Studies

Head-Stzrt

Math Their Way
(Gr. 1-2)

Science



Tarrant, Rebecca
Chief

Taub, Herman

Taylor, Anne
RAP Agent

Tly lo:, John
Consultant

Tuttle, Fred
Superintendent of
Schools

Udis, Jonathan
Principal

Verman, Howie
Teacher

Watson, Frank
Professor

Whiting, Alice
Professo

Williams, Geri
Teacher

Woolfson, Anne
Professor

Vt. Dept. of Education
Montpelier, VT 05602

Mediax
Westport, CT 06880

Oxbow High School
Bradford, VT 05033

Vt. Dept. of Education
Montpelier, VT 05602

South Burlington
School District

South Burlington,
VT 05401

Washington Village
School

Washington, VT 05675

Burlington City
School District

Burlington, VT 05401

University of Vermont
Burlington, VT 05,435

Johnson State College
Johnson, VT 05656

Mt. Lebanon School
Lebanon, NH 03766

St. Michael's College
Winooski, VT 05404
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Curriculum &
Instruction

Assessment of
Development

Film Animation in
the Classroom
(Gr. 1-12)

Sex Equity

Influencing School
Policy

Social Skills

Big Books

Parents, Kids and
Computers

Child
Development
and Learning

Writing

Parent Advocacy
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June, 1985
Dear Commissioner Lawson:

In 1965 the "Great Society'. hope was that "No American child should be

condemned to failure by the accident of birth." And so, Head Start began.

We have learned a lot in the last twenty years. To be suf:cessful, early

Childhood programs must go beyond mere recognition of the importance of the

family. Parents need to be acknowledged as keen Observers of their children,

welcomed as frequent participants in their child's program, and encouraged to

be forceful advocates for their child's education. Children develop at

different rates but all proceed through common stages. Good programs heed

this principle and are not characterized as either a speeded up kindergarten

or £ )1y a play period. Sound program planning requires attention to a-.1

aspects of the child's development and to the importance of involving the

family in program decisions.

Still, we fall short of the Great Society vision. Early Childhood

programs cannot accommodate the demand, and poverty is increasing among the

young. Early detection of medical problems and special needs is all too

rare. The opportunity to change lives is missed.

The mothers, fathers and child advocates on this task force have

deliberated long and hard. In the folic ing pages we present our ideas about

gooe, early childhood programs and quality teaching. We have grappled with the

political and fiscal realities. Now, we have another chance. Our children's

future can exceed our hopes, if we but persist.

328
les L. Slater
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FOREWORD

In May 1984 the Office of Executive Planning presented a report
to the Board of Education that identified early childhood
education as a critical educational issue. The report reviewed
major recent research which shows that participation in effective
early childhood education programs lays a foundation for later
learning, improves student achievement and reduces the need for
remediation in the later school years. The report also discussed
the status of early childhood education in the Commonwealth and
urged the Board and the Department to examine the issues in this
area.

With the Board's support, Commissioner Lawson convened a task
force to examine early childhood education issues and to develop
policy recommendations for the Board of Education by June 1985.
Members were selected to represent a range of perspectives and
included administrators, practitioners, polic7 makers,
academicians, researchers, parents, and representatives from
sty agencies and advocacy groups.

To launch the task force, the Commissioner invited members and
guests to an Early Childhood Education Conference funded by the
Northeast Regional Exchange. Highlights of the conference were a
keynote address by Dr. Bertha Campbell, Chief of Early Childhood
Development in the New York State Department of Education,
Commissioner Lawson's charge to the task force and an overview of
early childhood education activities in the Department by a panel
of department staff. An agenda outlining the day's activities is
included in the Appendix on page i.

The statewide task force met monthly from October 1984 to May
1985. Much of the substantive work of the group was accomplished
in three subcommittees: programming for children and families,
staff development, and implementation. After deliberating for
several months, each sub-committee drafted a preliminary report
which was submitted to the larger group for review. The
committee reports were examined and revised several times before
being incorporated into this final document.
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INTRODUCTION

Socio-economic Changes

One of the most influential forces shaping the demand for early
childhood education programs is the growing number of working
mothers. Currently, nearly half of all women with children under
six are in the labor force. By 1990 this figure is expected to
increase to 60 percent. The fastest growing group of working
mothers have children under the age of three. According to the
National Center for Education Statistics, the number of three-and
four-year old children enrolled in formal early childhood
education programs increased between 1970 and 1982 from 21
percent to 36 percent. The number is expected to rise markedly
during the next decade.

In addition, the number of single rarents is on the rise. In
1981, 12.6 million children lived in a one-parent family. Within
the next decade it is estimated that half cf all children in the
United States will spend a significant part of their lives in a
single parent family. Clearly, single parents with young
children will need assistance in providing programs and services
for their children.

In 1983 one-fifth of all American children under the age of three
were living in families with incomes below the poverty line. By
1984 this figure had risen to one-:.Jurth. Research has shown
that these children are most be deprived of positive
developmental experiences and are _aost at risk cf failing to
achieve their full potentials.

Research Findings

Reports of the findings of several carefully controlled
longitudinal studies have documented specific significant long-
term benefits of early childhood education to children, their
families and society (e.g. Weikart, Changed Lives, 1984; Pierson,
A School-Based Program from Infancy to Kindergarten for Children
and Their Parents, 1984). Moreover, parent education and
involvement were found to be vital components of effective early
childhood education programs. Perhaps the most compelling
finding was that good early education programs virtually
guarantee a child's future success and reduce t need for more
costly services later on.

Educational Reform Movement

Across the country early childhood education has surfaced as a
major element of educational reform. In Massachusetts proposed
legislation would provide funding to school districts Zor early

1
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childhood education demonstration projects. Additionally, the
State Board of Education has included early childhood education
in its six educational reform priorities.

Problem Areas in Massachusetts

While the importance of early childhood education has been
generally acknowledged, several major problem areas need to be
addressed in the Commonwealth.

1. There is a lack of adequate funding for early childhood
programs and services which leads to disparities in
educational opportunity.

2. There is a scarcity of early childhood development
programs and services for young children and their
families.

3. Early childhood programming is taking place under a
variety of auspices causing a fragmentation of services.

4. The lack of uniform program standards results in
inconsistent program quality.

5. While DepartMent of Education certification requirements
exist for teachers of young children with special needs
(3-7 years old), no Department of Education
certification exists for other grc.lps of children below
the kindergarten level.

6. Low salaries make it difficult to attract and retain
qualified personnel.

2
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WORK OF THE TASK FORCE

Three major premises guided the task force during its
deliberations:

1. Programs and servic_s should be developmentally
oriented.

2. Families should be involved in decisions affecting thel_r
children and play integral roles in programs and services.

3. All children and their families should have equal access
and equal opportunity to participate in early childhood
programs and services.

Based on these premises the task force agreed upon the following
definition:

Early childhood covers the critical learning period from birth
through age eight years. Early childhood education describes
developmentally oriented programs and services designed to meet
the physical, social, emotional and cognitive needs of children
in this age range'. Such programs emphasjze family involvement
and offer a variety of learning experiences and services to
ensure that children have an equal opportunity to develop their
potentials.

Major Goals

The task force has established the following six goals for early
-hildhood education:

1. Guarantee the right of equal access and equal opportunity to
early childhood learning and development programs for all
children and their families in the Commonwealth.

2. Ensure interagency coordination of policies regarding
all early childhood programs and services in the
Commonwealth.

3. Ensure coordination of programs and utilization of
resources within the Department of Education for
children birth through age eight.

4. Foster collaboration between day care and early
childhood programs in public and private schools.

5. Develop professional qualifications for all early
childhood personnel which include training to work with
families.

6. Include early childhood personnel in the professional
and salary structures of public school teachers.

3
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To achieve these goals, the task force recommends the establish-
ment of a Bureau of Early Childhood Education within the
Department of Education. The major function of the Bureau would
be to ensure implementation of Board of Education policy
regarding early childhood education throughout the Commonweal~_h,
ensure coordination within the Departme : of Education and foster
interagency coordination. The Bureau would allocate its
resources according to the following priorities:

Priorities for Age Groupings*

1. Birth to age three

Raise public awareness about the critical importance of
learning and development during the first three years of
life and the importance of good parenting.

Collect information about early learning and parenting
and disseminate information through media, Child
Care Resource and Referral Centers, school systems, non-
profit community agencies and public forums.

2. Three through five year olds

(Top priority for new bureau in terms of funding and
program development).

Provide quality early learning and development programs
for children and their families by:

Developing and disseminating program standards and
criteria which foster parent and community
participation;

Funding programs that meet established program standards
and criteria;

Instituting training programs for early childhood
personnel to prepare them for teaching young children
and working with families.

*Developmental stage rather than chronological age is a
preferable criterion for grouping children. However, in this
report age is used to approximate the developmental stages.

4
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3. Five through eight year olds

Provide technical assistance in early childhood
education to school districts to develop:

- initiatives to foster a greater public
understanding of the needs of children and their
families in the early childhood years;

- continuity between early education programs and
primary education programs;

an emphasis on developmental educational practices
such as those found in the the Massachusetts
Department of Education's Kindergarten Curriculum
Resource Guide.

Encourage smaller class sizes for kindergarten through
third grade.

Encourage school systems to engage in partnerships with
community agencies and parent groups to support and
implement developmentally oropriate before and after
school child care program.

While this model provides a framework for statewide initiatives
for the full spectrum of the early childhood years, it is the
second category, programs for three to five year olds, that is
the top priority and the focus for the rest of this report.

On the following pages are 'isted recommendations that the Task
Force has dev3loped in three areas: programming for children and
families, staff development, and implementation.

5



Programming Committee Recommendations

1 Establish standards for quality early learning and
development programs. These programs would:

a. Have appropriately trained and credentialed
personnel;

b. Have an administrative staff sufficient to
supervise and administer a quality program;

c. Have Equal Employment Opportunity/Affirmative
Action hiring practices;

d. Have teacher to child ratios that are at least as
stringent as the present Office for Children
regulations;

e. Cons,der different learning styles and
developmental needs;

f. Encourage responsible and cooperative behavior by
fostering:

a positive self-image
- trust in other children and adults

independence
friendships

g. Foster a family centered approach to include parent
education and involvement;

h. Have a physical environment appropriate for the age
group being served and space available for parents;

i. Provide for free expression of cultural diversity;
j. Allow sufficient time for evaluation and problem

solving;
k. Actively involve fathers in their children's

education.

2. Evaluate prngrams according to professional and program
standards. Evaluation information would be available to
consumers through the department's regional education
centers and through groups such as Child Care Resource
and Referral Centers.

3. Develop models for full-day programs and encourage
school systems to begin planning for full-day
programming. Provide school systems with information
that documents families' needs for such programming.

4. Develop services for families in public early childhood
programs that reduce their stress, provide for increased
school-parent communication, and incorporate parents'
skills into school programs.

6
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5. Work with local school systems to develop community
partnerships. These would include:

a. Advocacy groups to ensure program compliance and to
provide support for parents, children, families,
teachers of young children, and providers for young
children and their families;

b. Agreements with employers to release parents during
working hours to attend school meetings;

c. Agreements with school committees to encourage
flexible use of school buildings for before and
after school programs.

6. Institute appropriate health maintenance procedures.

a. Require medical examinations and appropriate
vaccinations for children entering a public early
childhood school program;

b. Review health records annually;
c. Require audiological and vision tests at

appropriate intervals;
d. Develop a "sick child" policy with Department of

Public Health and other appropriate groups.



Staff Development Committee Recommendations

1. Develop in consultation with the Office for Children
certification requirements fcr early childhood teaching
staff which lead to a career ladder. Course work and
supervised experience following National Association for
the Education of Young Children (NAEYC) guidelines would
be required. (Appendix, page ii).

2. Review existing certification standards for teachers of
young children and expand standards to include teachers
of three-and four-year olds.

3. Ensure that programs to train teachers of young children
provided by Massachusetts public and private colleges
and 'iniversities are consistent with state certification
requirements.

4. Ensure that teachers transferring from upper gr.ades to
early childhood levels are retrained in early childhood
education and development prior to assuming their new
positions.

5. Require consistent qualifications for teaching staff in
early childhood programs regardless of program length or
format.

6. Include in elementary principal certification required
competencies that address child development and family
issues.

7. Provide opportunities for all early childhood teachers
and other personnel working with y^unq children to
participate in ongoing inservice training.

8
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Implementation Committee Recommendations

Phase I

During Phase I the Bureau would:

Establish a Bureau of Early Childhood Education in the State
Department of Education. The overall goal of this Bureau
would be to ensure equal access and equal opportunity to
early childhood programs and services for all children and
their families in the Commonwealth. This Bureau would have
central office and regional staff.

1. Develop standards for early childhood education programs
in coordination with the Office for Children. Based on
these standards, school committees would review and
approve programs in each school district.

2. Implement two kinds of needs assessments.

The first needs assessment, carried out by the Bureau of
Early Childhood Education, would gather pertinent
statewide demographic data to establish the dimensions
of program needs. Developing and implementing this
needs assessment would be the Bureau's first priority.

The second needs assessment, carried out by each school
committee under the direction of the Bureau of Early
Childhood Education, would gather information at the
local level. This information would be used to tailor
programs to meet the needs of young children and their
families and to strengthen the community's ability to
care for its children. Local need,- assessments should
be developed and implemented with the assistance of
parents, local day care providers, representation from
the Office for Children, nursery school staff and other
interested community members.

3. Establish a cooperative working relationship with the
Child Care Resource and Referral Centers recently
establi,,hed as part of the Governor's Day Care
Partnership Project. These centers advise parents of
educational opportunities available for young children.

9
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Phase II

During Phase II the Bureau would:

1. Provide technical assistance to earl- childhood programs
through the Department's six regional offices. These
efforts should be coordinated with other agencies and
groups that serve young children.

2. Develop guidelines and procedures to distribute grant
monies for the development of model programs and the
dissemination of existing programs.

Phase III

During Phase III the Bureau would:

1. Identify funding sources and develop a mechanism for
equitable distribution for further expansion of early
childhood programs.

2. Provide technical assistance to school committees in
developing comprehensive school plans which span early
childhood education through grade twelve.

3. Report to the Board of Education on the status of early
childhood education ir Massachusetts, emerging trends
and anticipated funding needs.

10
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Recommended Policy Statement

Since early childhood experiences lay a foundation
for learning and determine a child's later success
in school, it is the responsibility of the
Massachusetts Board of Education to make early
childhood learning and development programs
available to all children and their families
regardless of race, ethnic background, gender,
religion, place of residence or handicap. Learning
activities should be appropriate to the develop-
mental characteristics of young children, and
programs and services should meet standards
developed by the Board. All programs and services
which serve the educational needs of young children
and their families should be coordinated through
formal interagency structures.

MAJOR RECOMMENDATIONS

1. Adopt a policy which ensures equal access and equal
opportunity to early childhood programs and services
for young children and their families in the Common-
wealth.

2. Establish a Bureau of Early Childhood Education in the
Department of Education to coordinate the Department's
early childhood services and programs.

3. Establish state standards for quality early learning
and development programs.

4. Expand existing Massachusetts teacher certification
standards to include teachers of three- and four- year
olds.

5. In consultation with the Office for Children develop
certification requirements for teachers of young
children which reflect a career ladder and promote
professional growth,

6. Foster coordination with other agencies and groups
that serve young children.



Conclusion

The Early Childhood Edu-.dtion Task Force has concluded that there
is a clear need to make high quality programming in ea/1y childhood
education available to all children in the Commonwealth. Research
shows that these programs nJt only give a child a good start but
also determine a child's future success in .ielool and life. Thus,
the Task Fore believes that early childhood edu2.ation is integral
to a sound educational system. However, leadership is needed from
the Board of EducaLion to ensure that quality early childhood
programs and services are available for all young children and
their families. For these reasons, the committee recomr ends that
the Boara give strong considera`Aon to the adoption of the proposed
goals, recommendations and policy statement contained in this
report.
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Registration - Coffee and Danish 12:00 - 1:00

Greetings and Charge to the Task Force 1:00 - 2:00
Commissioner John H. Lawson

Overview of the Day and Introductions

Virginia Crocker 2:00 - 2:45
Principal Planner

2:45 - 3:30
Keynote Speaker

Dr. Bertha Campbell, Chief
Bureau of Ch!Id Development and Parent

Education

New York State nepartment of Education

Questions

Panel of Deparaient Staff

Vivian Ingersoll, Director
Office of Executive Planning

John Kearney, Director
Office of Regional Services

James Case
Associate Commissioner
Curriculum and Instruction

Roger Brown

Associate Commissioner
Special Education

an Schuman, Director
,entral Massachusetts Regional

Education Center

Questions

Lunch

Small Group Discussions*

o What are the key issues?
o What are the priorities'

Brief Group Reports

Next Steps

Co-chairpersons
Dr. Charles Sla er, Superintendent
Brookline Public Schools

Dr. GenEva Woodruff, Director
Project. Optimus/Outreach and

Project Pact

*Group Facilitators

1,
Roger Brown i

Associate Commissioner
Curriculum and Instruction

Rosalie Norman, Director
Early Childhood Education Project
Special Education

Marilyn Pedalino
Priicipal Planner

Carole Thomson
Program Director

Curriculum and Instrl ction
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Early Childhood Education Career Ladder

The following describes a career ladder which enables early
childhood personnel to advance professionally. At all levels
teachers are expected to have training in child development, to
be able to work with families and to be competent in the skills
required for the prfceeding level. Within an early childhood
program, the teacher-child ratio should approximate the National
Association fpr the Education of Young Children guidelines
outlined below. This ratio u:lually necessitates having more than
one adult in the classroom.

Level 1: Early Childhood Teacher Assistant

Pre-professional who implements program
activities under the direct supervision of the
professional staff.

Requirements:

High school graduate or equivalent and
participation in an approved professional
development progr ?m.

Level 2: Early Childhood Associate Teacher

Professional who can implement program activities
for a group of children under the supervision of
a certified early childhood teacher and who:

-establishes and maintains a safe, healthy,
learning environment;
-enhances physical, intellectual, social and
emotional development of children;
establishes a positive relationship with
families
ensures a well-run, purposeful rirogram
responsive to child and family needs;

-participates in ongoing inservice training.

Requirements:

Associate Degree in Early Childhood
Education/Child Development

Level 3: Early Childhood Teacher

Professional who develops and implements an age
appropriate program for a group of children and
who:



- implements developmentally appropriate
curriculum for young children;

- keeps children's records based on classroom
observations, assessment findings and learning
objectives;

- schechiles and conducts periodic conferences
with family members;

- establishes with 7.t..aff a team approach;
- inllves parents and members of the ccmmunity

in the program;
- understands cultural and family diversity and

its implications;
- is prepared to work in settings that include

atypical children;
- 7eeps abreast of early childhood research and

innovative programs.

Requirements:

Baccalaureate degree in Early Childhood
Education/Child Development

Level A: Early Childhood Specialist

Professional who:

Source:

- supervises and coordinates training of staff
and volunteers;

- designs and coordinates implementation cf staff
development activities;

- coordinates implementation of developmentally
appropriate curriculum;

- serves as program administrator.

Requircmen .

Baccalaureate degree in Early Childhood
Education/Child Development and at lec:.st three
years of full-time teaching experience with young
children and/or a graduate degree in ECE/CD

Note: Each program should have at least one
qualified Early Childhood Specialist who, in
small programs, may also be director or master
teacher. Larger programs should have more than
one Early Childhood Specialist.

Accreditation Criteria and Procedures of the
National Academy of Early Childhood Programs,
National Association for the Education of Young
Children, 1984
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Director of Continuing Education
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Associate Professor
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Louise Corbin
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THE NORTHEAST REGIONAL EXCHANGE, INC.

The Northeast Regional Exchange, Inc. (NEREX), a private not-for-
profit corporation, is a ser"ice agency that promotes educational
equity and improvement. NEREX dbordinates resources and sharing
of information among the seven states of the northeast based on
an established set of st,.te and regional priorities. Through
NEREX, states are able to expand their available resource base
and work through regional sharing efforts toward program
improvement.

Connecticut:

Maine:

Board of Directors

Gerald N. Tirozzi
David G. Carter

Robert E. Boose
Robert Goettel

Massachusetts: John H. Lawson
Kevin T. Andrews

New Hampshire: Robert L. Brunelle, Chair
Eleanor T. Milliken

New York State: Gordon M. Ambach
Anne L. Bondy, Vice-Chair
Sandra Feldman

Rhode Island: Troy-Earhart
Ann Prosser

Vermont: Stephen S. Kaagan
Sylvia Kelley

J. Lynn Griesemer, Executive Director

The development of this publication was supported in part by the
Northeast Regional Exchange, Inc. sine funds were available to
NEREX through a grant from the National Institute for Education,
U.S. Department of Education (NIE G-82-0017). The opinions
expressed in this publication do not necessarily reflect NIE
position or policy, and no official endorsement by the National
Institute for Education or the U.S. Department of Education
should be inferred.
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Preschool: It Does Make a Difference

0 ver the past fifteen
years. enrollment in
preschool programs
has more than dou-
bled: today 36 percent

of America's three- and btu-year-olds
go to school. We send them off for a
mix of reasons: to allow parents to
work or to save their sanity, to prepare
children for kindergarten or to pro-
vide them with playmates. In the past
there was little evidence that pre-
school attendance 'would make much
difference in the long run. But

Wendy the research has begun to tell
a new, and very encouraging, story.

Why the change? Compared to
studies reported ten to twenty years
ago, research published in the 1980s
looks more broadly, and more imag-
inatively, at the ways preschooling
might improve cnildren's prospects.
And some of the new work is longi-
tudinal it follows the same children
through elementary school, and in
one study, even into adulthood.

INSIDE

An interviewwithjeatme Chad
Teachers Expectation.
QM Computers Cheat?

What Are the Effects of
Preschool?

For the last two decades, research
on preschooling has focused primar-
ily on poor children. Begmrung in the
1960s, most studies evaluated the
success of early education programs
designed to interrupt the cycle of
po ,Tty and failure in school. Scores
on IQ tests and other standardized
tests, because they were known to
predict academic success, assumed 9
central place in evaluations of pre-
schools. Results of these studies,
including a major evaluation of R.:ad
Stan conducted by the Westinghouse
Learning Corporation in 1969, were
fairly consistent: prescitoo I ing
boosted test scores, but only tempo-
rarily; unless schools built on and
protected these gains with special
planning for kindergarteners and first
graders, preschool graduates tested
about the same as their controls
children who were like them in other
ways but had not been to preschool

within a few years.

Despite this discouraging evidence,
a number of educators followed pi o-
gram graduates through elementary
school and even into high school. In
1982 Irving Lazar and Richard --
lington reported on a long-term
follow-up of eleven experimental
preschool progr*ms serving poor.
mostly minority children. And David

Weikart and his colleagues continued
to follow 58 graduates of the Perry
Preschool in Ypsilanti, Michigan, who
by 1984 had passed their nineteenth
birthdays. These and other recent
studies prove that a. good preschool
can make a long-term difference.

IIMEM.111=1111MMI11

Children who have
attended preschool
repeat fewer grades and
land in special education
classes less often.

The difference is to be found. most
often, not in standardized test scores
but in children's ability to meet their
teachers' expectations arid to avoid
being labeled failures. In study after
study, children who have attended
preschool repeat fewer grades and
land in special education classes less
often than their peers The figures
from two of the largest studies Lazar
and Darlington's Lasting Effects of
Early Education and the New York
State Department of Education's
evaluation of an experimental pre-
kindergarten program involving over
6000 tnree- and four-year-olds.
remind us how many poor and
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tr inority children experience aca-
demic failure. Lazar and Darlington
fount. that 44 percent of the children
without preschool education either
repeated a grade or spent time in spe-
cial classes; for preschool graduates
the figure was only 25 percent. Com-
parable statistics for the New York
State evaluation were 26 percent and
18 percent. Alumni of Le Perry Pre
school, which admitted only four-year-
olds who scored between 60 and 90
on IQ tests. were likely to flounder
academically: Weikart reports that the
Ypsilanti schools classified 15 percent
of them as mentally retarded. But
they did far better than their control
group, of whom 35 percent were
labeled retarded.

It would be hard to overestimate
the human costs of failure in school,
the pain to the student of each special
class placement, each notice of non-
promotion. If preschool education
could spare one child in six or one
in twelve such heartbreak and

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

hunulianon, it would more than justify
its costs.

It would be hard to over
estimate the human
costs of failure in school.

But some programs accomplish
more than this. The Perry Preschool
alumni negotiated adolescence con-
siderably more successfully than their
controls: they were arrested less often
and bore fewer illegitimate children:
more of then: completed high school
or passed the GED, and more went on
for postsecondary education; they
worked more and depended less on
welfare. Weikart and his colleagues
call their report Changed Lives. They
do not exaggerate.

Why Does Preschool Have
These Effects'?

If the advantage of preschool grad-
uates on most achievement tests dis-
appears in a few years. why is it that
children who have attended pre
school are held back or referred to
special classes less often than other
poor children? The information we
have supports several lines of
speculation.

Children who have been to pre.
school outscore controls on IQ tests
in kindergarten and first grade. Even
if scores decline through the school
years and for many poor children
they do the presence of one near-
normal figure at the top of the per-
manent record probably protects
some borderline children from being
labeled failures. We know that infor-
mation about past performance does
shape teachers' expectations for their
pupils

But preschools do more than raise
expectations by boosting test scores

Learning-atirom
Realizing the :mportance of early education,many par-

ents of young children feel they ought to try to offer at
home the same sort of teaching children get at school.
They feel guilty about the hours given to preparing meals,
washing dishes, and folding laundry, and they worry that
they spend too little time guiding their children's learning.

A new British study of four-year-old girls by Barbara
lizard and Martin Hughes. Young Children Learning
( Harvard University Press, 1985 ), may case their minds.
for it shows how much children benefit from just bouncing
questions and ideas off their parents and how well the
learning opportunities of the home complement those of
the school.

In preschool, lizard and Hughes find, teachers ask a
great many questions and children ask relatively few. At
home. by contrast, children demand to know why roofs
slope, why babies shouldn't drink orange squash, how
Father Christmas can recognize their house, and whether
tall children grow up sooner than short ones Sometimes
parents just show a triendly interest as a child puzzles out
a problem aloud. On other occasions th-y manage to follow
the four-year-old's labyrinthine reasoning and help him
or her to make sense of the world Here. for example. Rosv's
mother explains about paying people for services

Rosy Why do you have money if you have if people clean
your windows?
Mother. Well, the window-cleaner nerds money. doesn t he
Rosy Why?
Mother To bcv clothes for his children and food for them to
eat.
Rosy Well. sometimes windowcleaners don't have children
Mother Quite often they do
Rosy And something on his own to eat. and '9t. curtains"
Mother And for paving his gas hills and electricity hill And
for paving or his petrol for his car All :sorts of things you have
to pay tor, you see You have to earn manes, somehow. and he
earns It tw cleaning other people s win.lows and big shop win
down and things
Rosy Aad then the person who you the moms gives it to people

The mothers lizard and Hughes observed do not seem to
have .1.7 specific teaching agenda. By following where
their children lead, they create space for questions and
for a richly varied use of language

lizard and Hughes dispute the widely held belief that
low-income parents offer their children little intellectual
stimulation On the contrary, these researchers fincipoor
mothers. like their middle-class counterparts, talking to
their pi -schoolers and answering an apparently endless
stream of questions ir



temporarily Lazar and Darlington
found that even when they compared
.ldren who had the same IQ at age
six, preschool graduates failed less
often than controls. It is possible that
preschool attendance influences
children's attitudes rnd behavior in
school more than it inf:tiences their
test scores. Information from the
Brookline Early Education Protect
( BEEP) supports this hypothesis. BEEP
offered parent education, periodic
developmental Sc. eenang, and pre
schooling to all children born in
Brookline, Massachusetts (and some
from nearby Boston ). between the
spnng of 1973 and the fall of 1974. In
the follow-up study, firmed observers
went into ;econd-grade classrooms
and collected information on chil-
dren's social behavior, tire of time, and
"mastery skills" East completion,
problem-solving strategies. concen-
tration. BEEP graduates performed
significantly better than controls on
all measures of mastery and worked
more successfully wit'. classmates.

Similarly, Ypsilanti primary school
teachers reported that Perry Pre-

^schcol graduates behaved better than
new controls and showed more aca-

demic motivation and po.ential. Per-
haps in consequence. school staff
treated the Perry alumni differently
when they fell into academic diffi-
culty. They got mo-.. remedial and
support services; their controls were
more often held back a grade, classi-
fied as mentally retarded, or referred
to special s.

Preschool programs also have
effects on parents. Lazar and Darling.
ton found that mothers of preschool
graduates, unlike mothers of the con-
trol group, expected more of their
children occupat.o.caly than the
children expected of themselves;
their children's school performance
also satisfied them more. Wt. 3EEP
students were in second loadc, their
mothers contacted teachers A ow.
their children's academic progress
three times as often as other mothers
did even though fewer of the BEEP
children had problems in school.
BEEP mothers praised the protect for
making them more confident about

iscussing their children with

professionals A youngstc: inyolye
ment in a preschool program can
Impose educational prospects
throughout the family Craig Ramey
retorts that by the time children in
his Carolina Abecedarian Protect
entered ihndergarten mothers of
preschoolers were more Lkely to be
employed and had more years of
schooling than mothers of controls.

If childre- show interest in school,
if -hey behave themselves and work
successfully with other youngsters, if
their parents contact the teacher from
ume to ume and convey both concern
for academic progress and confidence
in their child's ability, then the chil-
dren will progress more sansfactonly
even if they score no better on the
Metropolitan Achievement Tests
Schools are complex social environ-
ments as well as places for academic
learning.
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Schools are complex
social environments as
well as places for aca-
demic learning.
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Who Benefits?
Research on early education has

focused pnmarily on poor children.
but ecently two well-designed sr l-
ies have reported on work with a
wider range of families. loth these
studies found that more affluent chi I-
dren benefit in much the same way as
their poor schoolmates. In the Caro-
lina Abecedarian Protect middle-class
four-vear-olds showed sizable gains .n
IQ; middle-class BEEr graduates, wnsi.
they reached second grade. were less
likely than controls to read below
grade level or to show problems with
competency skills.

These findings are a little surprising:
middlelass families normally hope
preschool will help their . hildren
learn to play with peers and get used
to Ina group; they worry less about
acquiring academic advantages
nilddleclass children fail too It's

heartening to think that a year of earl..
education can help shaky ones to
navigate the first years of school.

Summing Up
It is important to emphasize that the

cue for preschooling does not rest
ei In rely on the results of small exper-
imental proti.ams, although these
have Trovided us with the longest
follow-up and thus the most finely
delineated portrait of the ways a good
preschool program can change ado-
lescent and adult lives. The New York
State experimental prekindergarten
program served more than 6000
three- and four-year-olds: David
Irvine's evaluation of that program
showed that participation had saved
one child in twelve from being held
back a gr ide or placed in a special
class. And the few Head Start evalua-
tions that have examined retention
and spcciai class plazement are
equally encourat; rig.

No one wants children. tc tail. If
preschooling becomes ava.lable to all.
thousands of youngsters who would
otherwise repeat a grade or require
a special placertent will meet their
t-achers' ex, xtauens ' proceed
ti. ough school alongside others of
thei age. The benefits will come to
rich children as well as poor ones and
will be felt in every soft of family

For Further Reading
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i
ack of
arly Childhood
rograms

Although the number of services for young children, ages
three through five, has grown m the past quarter century, such
services are still far from comprehensive or universal. With
more women working outside the home and more children
growing up in single-parent households, the need for afford-
able, convenient, high quality child care has far outstripped
the supply. Even Head Start. which many of our witnesses
described as a "wonderful program," serves only 18 percent of
children who are eligible for the services."

Most states now offer kindergarten education. Funding
and implementation levels, however, are (Men minimal, result-
ing in kindergarten programs which are available to many
children for less than a school year. Mississippi. the last state
to pass ena'iling legislation, is now in the process of imple-
menting programs. The Director of the Association of
Developmentd Organizations of Mississi op; pointed out to us,

however, that even though the Education Reform Act of 1982

SOURCE: Barriers to Excellence: Our Children
at Risk. Boston, MA: The Naticnal
Coalition of Advocates for Students, 1985.
Pages 58-61.
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calls for kindergarten. "the feeling among the legislators and
many of the educators is that these will neverbe (fully imple-
mented) kindergartens, because it is felt that Black parents
are just looking for another 'lead Start program."" In New
Hampshire, kindergartens are left to local option and a, not
required

The benefits a' early childhood education, kindergarten,
and preschool di ograrns, both to inlividuals and to`the society
as a whole, are increasingly well-known An euucational con-
sultant testifying at our Michigan hearing reported the results
of the Perry Preschool Project, a longitudinal study conducted
by the High/Scope Foundation:

An e:onomic analysis ()f our data today has shown that far
eveiy 11,000 investol in a year of preschool education, at
least 54,000 is returned lc society. . .(in)reduced costs for
education and legal processing for delinquent bo'iavior, an
increased lifetime earnings (or participants; still other futare
returns remain to he calculated.

Specifically, this study followed a group of 123 poor Black
children who had participated in preschool programs and
compared them, at age 19, to a gnu') of children from the
same background who wire not enrolled in preschool educa-
tion. Among the salient findings were the followinit.

Sixty-seven percent of the preschool group were high school
graduates compared with 49 percent of the c.mtiol group.

Fitly-nine percent were employed, compared with 32 percent
of the others.

Thirtv-oile percent of the preschool group had ever 1-,:ell
arrested or detained, compared will. 51 perceot of the others.

The teenage pregnancy rate was less than half as great for the
preschool group.

On a test of functionAl competence, 61 percent of the piT-
school group wired at or above the average, corn arc(' to :48
percent of the others
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While this speaker provided mostly data from the I BO/Scope
Research, she also noted that, -The major finding across
(early childhood( studies is (oat early childhood education
reduced the need for special education placement and reten-
tion in grade.-s'

After some contradictor, research, the evidence from the
first 19 years 01 Head Start points to the particular value of early

childhood education tot children from tow-income back-
grounds." By attending to the health, learn:4 and social needs
of every child, carefully diagnosing individual strengths and
weaknesses, and involving parents in a variety of roles, Head
Start programs have been successful in improving cognitive and
social development. The Head Start research has also been
helpful in highlighting specific elements of early childhood
education which made the most difference. As a childcare
advocate in New York pointed out,

The most positive r ?sults come from situations where parents

are an integral part; materials are age-appropriate; staff is
trained appropriately; culture and community are incorpor-
ated into the curriculum; and tile staff/student ratio allows for
a great deal of individual aitention. Without those (actors, the
results may not be the same."

Studies have also shown that children of diverse popula-
tions benefit from integi ated experiences at an early age. In
terms of the 'nlegration of handicapped and non-handicapped

students, strong evidence supports the fact that three to five
year old children engage well with one another, regardless of
the severity of handicap. Moreover, such integration enhances
the social and intellectual L'...velopment of both handicapped
and non-handicapped children.s6

Benefits also accrue to children t'ho experience educa-
tion in racialy integrated settings. A seven-year study on the
effectiveness of school desegregation produced by Vanderbilt
University has shown that when *segregation begins id the
earliest grades, achievement scores of minority students
increase significantly and achievement gains are likely to he
maximized. The study also revealed that achievement levels of

young While children did nut gv down." Again, such research
suggests that the benefits of ears' ltildhood education extend
into students later years ..
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MFrom Preschool o
Kindergarten M
Cooperation among teachers in Baltimore
Courtly, Maryland has helped children
make the transition between preschool and
kindergarten. To aid children making a:a
change. pr ochool teachers fill cut a four-
page Early Childhood Transition Form to
give to the child's new kindergarten teacher.

The form includes evaluations of each
ctild's social. language. motor, and physi-
cal do/Moment. as well as a description
of the preschool program. In addition,
teachers note any health problems and de-
scribe how well children com handle art ma-
tenets. Parents must see and sign all forms
before they are released.

For furtt....x information and copies of tne
form, contact Or. Phyllis Rigglernan, Balti-
more County Public Schools, Towson. MO
2120'.
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PRESCHOOL BENEFITS 'OVERWHELMING.' HOUSE PANEL TOLD

WASHIN1TON, June 12 k:DUSA)--High quality preschoolprograms "won't come cheap," witnesses told a HouseEducation and Labor subcommittee today, but research hasshown the long term benefits to be "overwhelming."The increase in the number of children living inpoverty is a sign tnat the benefits of preschooleducation are not reaching poor children, said LawrenceSchweinhart of the Higt/Scope Educational ResearchFoundation, although "these are the children who mostneed it." Longitudinal studies have shown that childrerwho participate in preschool are better intellectually
prepared for later grades, enroll less in special
remedial education, drop out of school less often andcommit fewer delinquent or zriminal acts, he said.

Despite an "incredible growth" of preschool programsin the past 15 years, enrollments fo.- poor children havenot increased much, he said. Although the Head Startprogram costs nearly $7,,000 per child. quality preschoolprograms can save as much as $28,000 per child in lateredu tional costs, criminal justice expenses and socialserve :es and welfare, 'chweinhart said. "Preschoolprograms provide the h re positive experience in
schools....makino it lass likely for students to engage incnunter-producLive activities," he concluded.But programs are useless if they lack quality. saidHelen Blank o4 the Children's Defense Fundn Blank noteda proposed $50 million preschool program being consideredin Texas has targeted the teacher-child ratio df 22-to-1, far above the 5-to-1 ratio preschool expertsrecommend. A good preschool program is "comprehensive,"
Blank said, noting "a child can't learn if he is sick orhungry." Without increased federal support through HeadStart and other programs, a "two-tier-Rd system of
preschool education" will be created, with children ofwealthy parents enjoying quality programs and poor
children left out, she said.



NORTH CAROLINA EYES PRE-KINDERGARTEN PILOTS

RALEIGH, N.C., June 6 (EDUSA)--Motivated by the
"pressing needs" of working parents and latch-key
children, a North Carolina study committee appointed by
the state Dept. of Public Instruction has recommended
that pilot programs be initiated providing pre-
kindergarten services and day-care in public schools.

Among the statistics supporting the need for child-
enrichment services is the fact that 65 percent of the
mothers of the state's nraarly half-million three- and
four-year-olds work--but the parents of nearly 60.000 of
these children cannot afford adequate day care. The
report said a family income of "about $20,000" was the
minimum to provide quality day care services, although
the state's median family income is less than that.

The report pointed to several areas of concern;
projected higher numbers of pre-school-age children by
1990. a substantial number of child abuse and neglect
incidences. the growing number of latch-key children and
the increase in dropouts and youth crime. The committee
called for early education curricula which were "child-
centered, emphasizing learning through exploration and
designed to promote social, emotional and cognitive
growth."

State Supt. Craig Phillips said the report supports
his belief the public schools must take responsibility
earlier in a child's life. "Very young children may find
their future inside the four walls of a school." he said.
Phillips will present the report, which calls for pilot
day-care programs in the state's eight education regions,
to the state board of education this fall.



ILLINOIS BOARD SEEKS FULL-DAY KINDERGARTEN

SPRINGFIELD, Ill., May 15 (EDUSA)--The IllinoisState Board of Education has voted unanimously to workfor legislation that would require school districts by1986-87 to offer full-day kindergarten programs for allchildren and full-day preschool programs for those four-year-olds determined to be academically "at-risk."The board wants legisia%:ion that will encourageschool districts to provide full-day kindergarten for allchildren by next fall and then require them to provide itby the following fall. However, children would not berequired to attend kindergarten or special prekindergartenprograms under the legislation the board seeks. Out ofthe state's 1,004 districts, 17 currently offer all-daykindergartens while 775 offer half-day kindergartens.State Supt. Ted Sanders said a state board
publication, "Tnere is convincing evidence of the
academic benefits of early childhood education,
particularly for those children determined to be
academically at risk. There is-also convincing evidenceof the academic benefits of full-day kindergartenprograms." He added that the vote represents the board'scommitment to early childhood education.

The board's amended 1986 budget includes $7,.1million for screening costs of the preschool program for"at-risk" youngsters.
In other action, the board approved recommendationsfrom a state task force on Hispanic dropout students.

including establishing a u; ,form definition of dropoutand recruiting and educating more Hispanic counselors.
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CALIFORNIA DISTRICT REQUIRES KINDERGARTEN TEST

SAUGUS, Calif.. April 11 (EDUSA)--Starting next
yea-. the Saugus Union Elementary School District will
begin requiring kindergarten pupils to do well on a test
of basic skills before being promoted to first grade.

The district, aoout 30 miles north of Los Angeles.
is the first in California to adopt an achievec,ent
standard for promotion of 5-year-old pupils from
kindergarten, according to the state Dept. of Education.

Supt. James Foster said the 60-item test. developed
primarily by the district's kindergarten teachers, covers
reading, arithmetic, social studies and language.

Thu questions deal with ability to count to :0,
write numerals 1 through 10. recognj.ze letters of the
alphabet, put a familiar story into proper sequence.
identify consonants, sounds and shapes of triangle and
squares and other skills.

Foster said no overall passing score has been
devisec, but that individual scores will be compared with
the average results of all pupils tested to determine
whether promotion is warranted.

Because kindergarten is not mandatory in California,
the district cannot require pupils to be held back in
kindergarten if parents insist on promotion and their
children meet age requirements. Foster said.

But most parents are "increasi.Igly sophisticated"
and are aware that if their children are not prepared for
first grade, it might be better for them to repeat
kindergarten, he said.

Foster said the district feels pupils stand a much
greater chance of success in school if they have the
skills to do well in the next highest grade. which
enhances their own confidence and self esteem.

He said no parents have obJected to the new policy.
which, he noted, is an extension of the district's long-
standIng practice of competency testing in numerou.=
subject areas at all grade levels.

About &00 pupils at eight elementary schools in the
district will be tested in the first round.
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Effects of Early Childhood
Education Programs
Christine Chaille. Donna Barnes. Thelma Bessel-Browne. Karen Quigley

he concept of starting
children's schooling earlier
has attracte increased at-
tention during the past few

years, and proposed legislation to
that end has in fact been introduced
(unsuccessfully) in the Congress.

Some of the nation's leading
educational statesmen and several

ucation associatior s--NAESP
among themhave suggested that
early education would have a
lastingly beneficial impact on
children's subsequent performance
in the classroom and contribute to
the spread of educational excel-
lence.

Moreover, educational considera-
tions aside, there is an ever-increas-
ing need for the care of young
children of working parents.
T.stimony before congressional
committees indicated that more
than half of all women with young
children hold down jobs, and that
from two to four million such
youngsters are left unattended for
long periods each day.

Spurred by the social problems
inherent in the perv:._ .veness of

Christine Chaille. Ph.D.. Is an assistant
professor in the Division of Teacher
Education. College of Educat ion. University
of Oregon.

Donna Barnes. Thelma Bessel-Browne.
Karinnd Ka Quigley are graduate students in

the same department.

such latchkey" children, and by
the presumed benefits of exposing
them early to a sound learning
environment, the number of chil-
dren who were attending school at
ages three and four tripled between
1965 and 1080.

Nonetheless "'Pre has been
considerable ui...;ertainty about
what the long-term effects of
preschool learning really are.
Research based primaril, on
Projects Head Start and Follow
Through seemed to indicate that
the impact on academic achieve-
ment and intelligence fades out
after children leave the programs.

More recent research, however.
including that of the Consortium
for Longitudinal Studies (reported
by Lazar and Darlington, and
highlighted below), offers strong
evidence that quality preschool
programs do in fact make a signifi-
cant and lasting difference, particu-
larly in terms of lowered rates of
retention and a reduced need for
special services. The research
further suggests that the impact of
early childhood programs may be
-rippling" or oblique in nature: that
is. instead of affecting academic
performance directly, early child-
hood education experiences may

have such other complementary
outcomes as increased love of
learning, improved classroom
behavior, and the generation of
stronger support in the family for
the attainment of educational
goals.

Thus it could be said that the
most immediately apparent impact
documented by the Consortium
and others (including tl_e Perry
Preschool Project and the Early
Training Project highlighted below)
comes in the form of cost benefits
to school districts and to the
community 4. large.

Any conclusions must be tem-
pered, however, by the nature of the
available evidence. The focus of
almost all of the research into the
long-term effects of early education
programs has been on disadvan-
taged children, or children at risk
of failure. Further, most of the
research available has been con-
ducted on well-funded, high quality
programs that may or may not be
representative of programs that
could be implemented by the public
school system.

Moreover, the measures of effec-
tiveness are limitedin part
because measures for preschool
children may themselves be of
questionable validity. and in part
because we may be evaluating
inappropriate outcomes.

Summing up, although current
research indicates support for the
proposition that early childhood
education has beneficial long-term
effects, increased research clearly
is needed.

Prepared by ERIC J Clearinghouse
on Educational Management
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1
Schweinhart,
L. J., and Weikart. D.
Young Children Grow

Up: The Effects of the Perry
iloPreschool Program on
Youths Through Age 15.
Ypsilanti, Michigan: The
High/Scope Press, 1980.
110 pages. ED 204 426.
The Perry Preschool Project was

initiated more than 20 years ago to
see if a preschool program could act
as the vehicle for altering the
course of school failure that disad-
van taged children seemed destined
to experience. Researchers
Schweinhart and Weikart
hypothesized that providing chil-
dren with a cognitively enriched
and stimulating preschool environ-
ment as their first encounter with
schooling outside the home would
help them develop a sense of
commitment and preparedness
that would positively affect their
subsequent school experience.

Schweinhart and Weikart shared
with many other educators a keen
interest in the long-term implica-
tions of such a program. Amazingly
for longitudinal research. they have
been able to keep in contact with

VIM
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96 percent of their original pool of
subjects!

In their 1980 report,
Schweinhart and Weikan. noted
that the "Perry Preschool Program
was found to have a significant and
enduring positive impact on the
scholastic performance. experi-
ence, and commitment of the
children it served. Children who
attended preschool were also less
likely to engage in anti-social
behavior in the classroom or the
larger community."

The project, which was in opera-
tion for 5 years, involved 129 black
children from Ypsilanti, Michigan.
All these children were from
economically disadvantaged homes
and had IQs of between 70 and 85
at entrance. The children were
randomly divided into an experi-
mental group (N = 58) and a control
group (N=65) maintaining a
balance of sex and socioeconomic
status between the two. The experi-
mental group attended Perry
Preschool for 12-1/2 hours per week
For 30 weeks (either one or two
years). In addition, home visits
occurred weekly, lasting about 90
minutes. The teacher/child ratio
was 1:5 and 1:6, the curriculum
was increasingly influenced by
Piagetian theory, and the children
were involved in the planning of
many of their own activities.

Although disappointment was
expressed by some that an initial
12-point IQ gain by the experimen-
tal group over the control group
had disappeared by second grade.
Schweinhart and Weikart em-
phasize many other ways in which
the experimental group -stayed
ahead or the controls throughout
their school careers. The 1984
report points out that by the time
they reached age 19, 67 percent of
the youngsters who attended
i,reschool graduated from high
school while 47 percent of the
nonpreschoolers graduated."

Additionally, the findings show
that at age 19. 58 percent of the
former preschoolers were working
compared to 32 percent of the
control group. Only 17 percent
those who had attenaed preschool
were receiving welfare (on their
own) as opposed to 37 percent of
the control group. There were far

fewer teenage pregnancies and
reported arrests among '',ose who
had gone to preschool vei s those
who had not.

In essence, the significance of the
preschool experience was not
necessarily to be found in endur-
ingly elevated IQ scores but rather
in the fact that the disadvantaged
children who were exposed to it
were less likely to be kept back in
school and were leas likely to be
placed in special education classes,
throughout their elementary and
middle school careers. Teak.ners
consistently reported that the
children with preschool experience
behaved better in the classroom
and appeared more interested and
curious than their counterparts.

Finally, the parents of the chil-
dren who attended preschool
indicated greater satisfaction with
their children's elementary and
secondary performance than did
control parents. Further. through-
out the years the children them-
selves have acted as if they place a
higher value on learning than their
peers who did not have the opportu-
nity to share their preschool experi-
ence.

2 Consortium
for Longitudinal
Studies. Lasting

Effects a_ /ter Preschool.
Final report. 1978. And
Persistence of Preschool
Effects: Status. Stress and
Coping Skills. Final report.
1981. Washington. D.C.:
U.S. Government Printing
Office.

Many of the preschool programs
provided for low income children in
the early 1960s were based on the
belief that early intervention would
contribute to their intellectual and
social growth. By the early 1970s.
however, many critic:- were ques-
tioning whether such programs
were exerting anything more than
a temporary impact.

In 1975. partially in response to
this controversy. the Consortium
for Longitudinal Studies was
formed. The Consortium was
compo4c1 of people who had
indeprinde.ntly co iducted research
on the efficacy of earty'childhood
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programs in the early 1960s,
together with some independent
researchers. Included in it were
researchers who had participated
in the Perry Preschool and Early
Training projects highlighted in
his review.
The original researchers agreed

to send the raw data from their
studies to a common data bank.
and also to launch follow-up proce-
dures with as many subjects as
could be found from tile original
studies. Two follow-up studies were
conductedone in 1976 and one
in 1980. In 1976, the Consortium
was able to find 2.008 children
from 11 projectsa median recov-
ery rate of 74 percent. Four years
later, 1,104 participants from eight
projects were located and provided
follow-up dataa median recovery
rate of 79 percent.

In studying these children.
members of the Consortium de-
cided to collect five kinds of follow-
up informationthe results of
individual IQ tests, data from
school records, scores on standar-
dized achievement tests, interviews
with parents. and interviews with
the children themselves. Analyses
compared the findings for control
hildren with those for children

who had participated in preschools.
These results were then pooled and
analyzed statistically.

In this exercise the Consortium
was seeking answers to such
questions as these: Does participa-
tion in preschool programs affect
children's IQ, achievement, and
success in school? Does such
participation affect their goals and
their attitudes toward themselves
and toward school? Does this early
participation in education affect
the pursuance of further education.
and the kinds of jobs the particip-
ants ultimately oet?

The Consortium found that
children who participated in
preschool programs:

increased their IQ scores signific-
antly, an effect that was main-
tained for three to four years
did better on achievement tests
in reading through the third
grade and better in math tests
through the fifth grade
were less likely to be placed in
special education classes. an

effect maintained through the
twelfth grade
were more likely to be promoted
with their class
were more likely to earn a high
school diploma
had higher occupational aspira-
tions and expectations
In addition to such findings as

these, the Consortium reported
that indirect effects of the preschool
programs included a heightening
of parents' aspirations for their
children and greater motivation on
the children's part. The Consor-
tium noted that in attempting to
analyze the characteristics of
effective preschool programs. It
encountered difficulty in disen-
tangling the various factors in-
volved and felt that that future
research would advisedly examine
the following characteristics:

The earliness with which -early-
intervention is begun
Services provided to the parents
as well as to the child
Frequency of home visits
Involvement of the parents in the
instruction of the child
Teacher-to-children ratios

3 Woodruff, Bobby
J. Two Tennessee
Studies of Kin&-'7.-

garten Relationships to
Grade Retention and Basic
Skills Achievement: A
Comparison of Grade
Retention and of Basic
Skills Test Scores of Pupils
Who Did and Who Did Not
Attend Kindergarten.
Charleston. West Virginia,
and Nashville, Tennessee:
Appalachia Educational
Laboratory and Tennessee
State Department of Edu-
cation. 1980.21 pages. ED
204 368.
BobbyJ. Woodruffs report of two

Tennessee studies focused on two
kinds of information: First,
whether scores on the Tennessee
Basic Skills Test of eighth-grade
students who attended kindergar-
ten in 1971-72 differed from the
scores of those who had not at-
tended kindergarten: and second,
whether the incidence of grade

retention (or non-promotion) of
students who attended kindergar-
ten differed from that of students
with no kindergarten experience.

With regard to the Tennessee
test, in an examination of the
scores of 64.000 eighth-grade
students (66 percent of whom had
attended kindergarten), those for
children who had attended kinder-
garten stood out clearly. Woodruff
concluded that the test results
indicate that kindergarten atten-
dance has a significantly beneficial
long-term inpact on academic
performance. This study is seen as
being especially meaningful in that
it included such a large number of
subjects all of Tennessee's eighth-
grade pupils. representing all
socioeconomic levelsand such a
wide range of kindergarten experi-
ences.

W regard to retention, an
ar ,is of a sample of nearly 6.000
students in fifth through eighth
grade revealed that the incidence of
retention was considerably less for
students with kindergarten back-
ground than for students without
it. The study of retention supports
similar findings elsewhere. In
economic terms, the cost of the
differential retention is estimated
to be nearly $2.5 million annually
in Tennessee.

Seller, E.K.
"The Philadelphia
Study: The Impact

of Preschool on Intellectual
and Socioemotioi.al De-
velopment." In The Consor-
tium for Longitudinal
Studies, As the Twig Is
Bent...Lasting Effects of
Preschool Programs. Hills-
dale, New Jersey: Lawrence
Erlbaum Associates, Pub-
lishers, 1983. (This book
contains an excellent de-
scription of all the projects
cited in these pages.)
The Philadelphia Study, de-

scribed by Belzer. examined
whether the length of attendancy at
preschool affected the intellectual
and socio-emotional development
of economically disadvantaged
children. The study involved 163
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children drawn in 1963 from four
public schools located in an urban
slum area of North Philadelphia.
The children formed three groups.
one having two years of preschool
lotxperience (nursery school and

indergarten). one having one year
of preschool experience (kindergar-
ten). and one with no preschool
experience. The children's progress
was followed through the end of the
fourth grade and then taken up
again six years later. in the tenth
grade, as part of the Consortium for
Longitudinal Studies follow-up.

In evaluating the effect of length
of preschool experience, the resear-
chers used a range of tests dealing
not only '.v: th intellectual function-
ing (aptitudes. achievment, at-
titudes. and motivation) but with
social. motivational, and emotional
functioning as well. They also
examined the interaction effects of
length of preschool with the vari-
ables of sex and family background
(single parent. both parents work-
ing. etc.).

While acknowledging that asses-
sing long -term benefits of preschool
experience is a complex undertak-
ing, the report cited some distinctly
ositive findings. It noted, for

example. that as measured by the
Stanford-Binet and Goodenough
IQ test, and assessed annually from
preschool to the fourth grade.
intellectual aptitude was signific-
antly affected by earlier entry into
preschool. Many other positive
effects of preschool experience were

found in other areas. including
retention in grade. attitude toward
sex roles and family roles, achieve-
ment and endurance. motivation.
ego development, and ego function
in adolescence.

Because of the complexity of its
findings. this study offers some
important lessons for evaluating
the long-term effects of preschool.
Moreover it clarifies the basic
question, which becomes: "Which
children benefit in what way at
what age from how much preschool
experience ?"

5 Gray, S.W ;
Ramsey, C.; and

R.A. From
3 to 20: The Early Training
Project. Baltimore: Univer-
sity Park Press, 1982.
The Early Training Project from

May 1962 to the summer of 1965
involved 90 children in a preschool
program that combined an inten-
sive 10-week summer group experi-
ence with a series of weekly home
visits during the school year. Most
of the children were enrolled for two
or three summer sessions.

The program was designed in
response to concern by local school
officials over what seemed to be a
pattern of progressive retardation
for many children enrolled in the
public elementary schools of a
Tennessee town of 22.000.

The Early Training Project
concentrated on enhancing two
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aspects of development deemed
necessary for success in school but
frequently missing in the children's
home environment: (1) aptitudes
in the areas of language. forming
concepts, and perceptual develop-
ment; and (2) particular attiudes
that produce motivation to achieve
in the classroom, ability to delay
gratification, persistence, and
iuentification with appropriate role
models.

The findings of this longitudinal
study suggest that "the experimen-
tal children in the Early Training
Project were superior to the controls
through the end of the fourth
grade." The most significant long-
lasting difference was in indexes of
meeting school requirements. an
example being that fewer of the
experimental children were to be
found in special education classes.
Researchers Gray, Ramsey, and
Klaus further suggest that the
Early Training Project aided in the
preliminary development of a
"proactive life style" that enabled
children to view school more
positively and receive greater
benefits from their school experi-
ence.

Research Roundup is issued as a service to
members Copies may be purchased from
the National Association of Elementary
school Principals, 1920 A.ssociation Drive,
Reston, Virginia 22091 One copy 50: 2-9
copies $ 45 each, 10 or more copies $ 40
each.
Payment most accompany order.
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As the Twig Is Bent . o .

When we started to asse-able the spe-
cial report on Early Childhood Ed-

ucativi for th' :site. we envisioned a
smaighttorward look at the kindergarten as

gateway tr., formal learning. There seemcl
be aeneral agreement among ed' -.ators

that wnile the traditional half-rs Y kinder-
gartens had done an adequate iob of pre-
pan ig five-year-old children for the first
gn.Je and beyond. they could be much
b-tte: if they went to full-day programs
and enrolled four-yew-olds Right')

W-ong.

The more tha' we learned about early
childhood educate .he more we came

WaMr understand the dilemma tne principal
ttempting to structure tt'f. kindergarten to

meet demands that seer.: almost impos-
sible to satisfy.

On one side are those who insist that
children are never too young tc learn. Ir.
The Patdeia Proposal. Mortimer J. Adler
insists that "from the moment of birth
children are , ap;.ole of learning.- and that
as many as three years of preschool tu-
telage might he needed to overcome learn-
ing deficiencies in the home environment.

On the other side are those who warn
that most five-year-olds :we physically and
en,otionaliv aready for the rigors of a

Lull -day kindergarten. and four-year-olds
even more so. We have data which say
absolutely that if you *ste.cture' ioo quickly
you kill creae thinking.- says Sharon
Lynn Kagan. a- assistant professor of ed-
ucation at Yale Universty 'Kindel-ger-ter
should be a . time to socialize.: time
to elevate the child's motivation."

Taking both sides of the Great Kinaei-
earten Debate is a great and cal army
of working mothers who want then young

children in school at the earliest possible
age and for the longer. pos,ible school
day Some of : :rem insist mat k derganen
be a learning year. where children master
math and reading skills now usually de-

4

ferred until the first grade. Others are con-
tent to use putflic schoo,s as day care cen-
ters for children as young as three years
old.

If there is one indisputable fact about
early childhood co-cation. it is that there
is :cling to be a lot more of it in the years
a ad. In the statistical section of our spe-
cial report. the numbers are impressive.
Moir- than 80 percent of all five-year-olds
are now enrolled in preschc al programs.
compared to 70 percent in 1970. So are

more than 35 percent of all three- and four-
year-olds. up from aboat :0 percent in
19'/0. Combined. they form a preschool
.short of 6.2 million cl-inai en than will
increase by a million in the next decade.

and what should they be tali:nt'?
About a third of the kindergartens in the

U.S. now o. er fellday programs .dou-
ble the number that existed in 1970. Many
states and distncts that once offered kin-
dergarten as a voluntary program have made

mandatory. and some have gone a step
`other and made the kindergarten year
manda y for four-year-olds.

In ma :y kindergartens. blocks and dolls
have given way to penc :s. workbooks.
and even computers. In Los Angeles. kin-
der.artners ge, homework assignments In
Minneapolis. kindergarten students lust
pass a competency test for promotion. They

have to recognize the letters of the alpha-
bet. name the basic colors. )(noir numbers
up to 31. add coins to equal 10 cents. and
answer 60 oral questions. Last year. 291
of 3.010 failed. Of that number. only 54
were able to pass when retested after a
summer of remedial work.

Maybe that is a fo !taste of the kinder-
gerten of tomorrow But we fee' there are
more painless alternatives that rece_nize
and try to accommodate children of very
different family backgrounds and maturity
levels. We are presenting t.everal of these
alternatives in our special report.
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In "Parents as First Teachers." Mikiree
Winter tells about an innovative ivlissour
program where parents are taught to de-
velop learning skills in children from birth

the age of three.
In "A Two-Year Kindergarten That

Works." NAESP President James L. Doud
and Judith M. Fihkelstem explain how four-
and five-year-olds can be successfully
combined in a two-year cumculum.

Carol Seefeldt upholds the virtues of the
tradition.' kindergarten in "Tomorrow's
Kindergarten: Pleasure or Piessurer She
feels that children can have fun ana learn.
with the right kind of classroom and the
right kinr! of teacherone who special zes
in early childhood education.

The lead article in the special section
makes ilo specific reccmmendations In
"The Three Worlds of Childhood.- Une
Bronfenbrenner warns of the changes in
family structure that threaten a child's links
to home. school. and community. An in-
ternational authority on family organiza-
tion. Bronfenbrenner presents a thoughtful
and soberni, case for the school as a pri-
mary source of human development.

Perhaps. after reading the special re-
port. some of you would like to share your
thoug'nts on early childhood education. We
feel that it is one of the most important
areas in education today. and we intend
to present additional information in forth-
coming -ues

We 't promise to resolve the debate
over .vhether preschccl education should
aegin e the age of four instead of five,
but we can provide a warning of what to
exoect if.you decide tip te4ch three-year-.
old:.

Confroeting three -year -olds
as part of an experimental pr1/4ram in New

Jersey. th^ teacher asked the children to
form a lin ,. When they faded to respond.
the teacher was puzzled until one of them
piped up. Vhat's a line- L.E.G.
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1 THE THREE WORLDS
OF CHILDHOOD

1

Uric Broafenbrenner

In an era of rapid social Oange, can schools
accommodate the broader needs of a

sedile nev, generation?

Bwas trained originally in educau-n, and
stated my career as a school psychol-

ot.ist because I was convinced the school
ifered the best hope for realizing un-

tapped human potential. With more than
40 years of experience behind me, I can
reassure myself that I was not wrong in
that oeliefjust incomplete. Indeed, the
research rmults of the last 20 years incl.,-
cate that schooling has even more pre-
found effects, is e'en more consequential
for human development, than was previ-
ously recognized. But the same also holds
true for the peer group, the work place,
the neighborhood, religious institutions,
and other aspects of - ommunity life. Im-
portant as school and community are, the
family is even more critical for our de-
velopment as human beings. This is so for
three tuasons that emerge from scientific
findings of the past two decodes:

Ft.st, the research reveals that the fam-
ily is the rr it humane, most powerful,
and most economical system for making
and keeping human beings human.

Second, the evidence shows that the
family determines our capacity to function

Uric Bronfenbrenner is the Jacqb Gould Schuman
Professor of Human Developme it and Farr, ly Stud-
,los and a Psychology at Cornell I. nivcrsiri in Ithaca.
New York.

This article it adapted from a presentation for tt t
first national conference of the Australian Assoc's-
nor, for Early Childhood Education, delivered ri June
1984

effectively and tc profit from experience
in the other settings of lifeschool, peer
group, higher education, business, com-
munity, and the nation as a whole. In all
these settings, what we learn, as well as
Whrt we can contribute, depends on the
families we come from and the famiiies
in which we now live. This is true from
early childhood until the day we die.

The th rd reason why the family is so
important is :tc vulnerabilities. To a far
greater extent than ye have previously
imagined, the capaciq of the family to
function c;;ectively to ,:reate and sustain
competent and comni,Lsionate human
beings , depends on what happens in the
other contexts that 1 have mentionedin
the school, the peer group, the work place,
the community, and the nation. Al' 4. these
contexts, including the family, are mu-
tually interdependent.

What has been happening to families,
set...is:As, and communities in the United
States?

One critical change has been an increase
in maternal cmployncnt. Everywlere,
mothers are entering the labor force. Among
two-parent families in the United States,
that proportion is now 57 percent of aa
mothers of children unle: 18, and 46 per-
cent for mothers with children under three
the fastest-growing group of working
--,others.

Clearly, here is a situation ..hat requires
tn accommodation. Somebody has to take
care of the children while the mother woncs.
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If her children are not in school, then
somebody has to take care of them quite
a bit of the time. If the youngstes are in
school, then somebody has to take care of
the-.1 after sch%. I.

We have created many such arrange-
ments, most of them ad hoc and infor-
Mothcrs lifve rhea children looked ,dter
by a relative, a friend, a neighbor, an older
child, a retired person, or a day care cen-
ter. Often the arrangements differ fro^
one day to the next, or even within the
same day. A child may go to a day care
center n the morning and be watched by
a ncighoor 'n the afternoon. The next day
the ch:id ma) require a babysitter. The
mother must keep it all stra:6ht and ar-
range for the transportation. It a hectic
world, even for the well-to-do.

Another critical change is th Increase
in single-parent families, which presently
include more than a fifth of all the nation's
children. It is estimated that, within the
next decade, half of all the children in the
inited States will be spending a signifi-

cant part of their lives in a single-parent
;airily. Although the divorce rate in
America hoc begun to 'evil off, this trend
has been more don counterbalanced by a
marked increase. in unmarried mothers
particularly teenagers. In the United States
today, fou. uut of every ten females under
the age of 19 become pregnant, and half
of them have a child. Accommodating them
is far more complex than accommodating
working mothers.
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There are many other changes that af-
fect both the f. mily's internal structure
and the external circumstances under which
the family lives. For example, more ant'
more unmarried couples are living to-
gether, and often having children. There
is also increased remamage of divorced
parents, producing sc.- called "merged"' or
"reconstituted" families. More and more
persons are iiving alone, especially those
between the ages of 25 and 34the op-
timal years for w omen to bear children.

Families are also getting smaller. Not
only are there fewer children per family,
but fewer adults. Extended families, con-
taining other members besides husband,
wife, and children have been disappearing
in the United States.

Still another striking difference is the
shorter period devoted to childbearing in
a woman's life. It has gone down from 14
years a couple of decades ago to less than
seven years today. Nowadays, mothers are
having all their children within that rela-
tively short timespar. Women no longer
spend most of their lives raising

Notice what all this means. On me one
hand, mothers can now engage In other
kinds of activities besides childrearin& for
most of their adult lives. On the, other
hand, both fewer people and less time are
available for taking care of children, or of
anyone else for that matterbe it the old.
the sick, the handicapped, the or
someone who may need the uf an-
other human being. Everyboi . ..o busy.
This also means that neithe, children nor
adults are acquiring as much experience
with, understanding of, or motivation for
caring. Caring is becoming a lost anbut
a ;rowan, and profizat1e profession.

We hay- moved from family care based
primarily on the personal Lies of kinship
and neighborhood to care provided through
specialized, impersonal, professional
services. Rec-ndy, a major social agency
in a large city distributed copes of its
brochure. Here - an excerpt:

Services art , vzilable to all: the married
ana unmarried, couples, singles, youths
111011vhg away from home. single- parents.
the separate.., the divorced. the widowed,
all income level: and all races.

The rest of the booklet contains a series

CHILDHOOD EDUCATION

Not only ere there fewer
children per family, but
fewer adults. F:.-lended
families, containing other
members besides husband,
wife, and children have been
dIsappearing

of paragraphs under such headings as: In-
dividual Counseling; Marriage and Rela-
'onship Counseling; Family Counseling;
1- rent-Child Counseling; and Separation
and Divorce Counseling.

In providing such professional care for
families, most agencies rely on what can
be called a "deficit model." To qualify
for help, potential recinients must fast prove
thy they or their families are inadequate.
They must do so in writing, with corro-
borating documentation, sc that there can
be little doubt that they are, in fact, the
inadequate persons they claim to be.
Moreover, to obtain needed help, potential
ecipients must first be ctassified by the

types of problems they represent. The only
way in which they become whole human
beings again is to have enough things found
wrong. Then they can be defined, and dezit
with, a) 'problem families"or, better
still, "multiproblem families."

The deficit model threatens to become
a pervasive feature of the world in which
many of today's families are living. But
there are other pr- dominant features as
well. Here an some of them:

Geographic mobility. Nowadays, families
frequently move from place to place. Tt
well-to-do move to better jons, the poor
to find a job, or to avoid pairing the rent
on housing they can no longer afford. Even
game who maintain a permanent residence
.often have to commute long dist-nces in
slow rush-hour traffic. Modern Pimilies
are on the move.

The complexity of daily schedules. in the
United State?, the tynicrl family is one in
which both parents work. This fact, com-
bined with the 3ther socia. r'-anges men-
tioned earlier, often produces a situ ion
in which families are living by a daily
schedule that is extremely hectic Gind
stressful, as both parents ry to coordinate
the disparate demands of family and job
in a woad in which everyone has to be
transported at least twice a day in different
directionsoften at the same time.

The r'sion c' ueishborhood,-. The lives
of fain: lies are further complicated by a
breakdown of interpersonal links at the
local level. With everyone in the aeigh-
borhood going to _'cool or work during
the daytime, with kin scattered all ove:
the county, and with neighbors frequently
changing, there are fewer persons to whom
one can turn for practical assistance or
emononal :n times of emergency
or strer H 3w many of you know the
tames of the children who live two houses
or two apar nests away from you? For
that matter, how many of you know the
names of the ea:Li:a who live there?

The segregation of neighborhoods. If you
do know your neighbors, who ale they"
How different are they from you? Neigh-
borhoocs have long been segregated by
social class and ethnic background, but
today there are new lauds of segregation.
To name but a few, there is now segre-
zation by age, with young marrieds living
in one part of town. those with school-age
children in another, and those with teen-
agers in yet a third. Then there is segre-
gation by sex. with entire neighborhoods
comprised almost, exclusr:iy of cIn.,le-
parent farni1ies, or neighborhoods in whici
there are nu children at all.

Finally, there are the decaying neigh-
borhoods that Dived crime, drugs, and
clanger, arid where it is unsafe for a .woman
and her chi.-'4 even in bright daylight. Such
community Agre gation used to be found
only in large metropolita i centers, but
within the past ten years the same trends
have begun to appear in smaller cities and
townsand oven in rural areas.

Indeed, if owe compares the statistics
is ng eparent families, two-wage-earner
f flies, teenage pregnancy, delin-
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quency, and crime, the %arcs in the United
States for middle-class families today re-
semble those for working-class and poor
families in the 196Cs.

The poverty gap. The mnct rapid, the most
recent, and the most consequential change
is the widening gap between poor families
and the re:: of Americans. In 1983 one-
fit.. of all American children under three
were living in families below the poverty
line. Only a year later, that figure had risen
to one-fourth.

American poverty comes primarily from
two sources. The first is single parent-
hood. In tne United States, to become di-
vorced, or to become an unwed mother.
usually a:so means tming poor. This phe-
nomenon has been referred to as the " fe-
minization of poverty. " But in recent years.
single-pare mothers ,re not alone in
lackir.i adt quii:e finar. 11 resources to
maintain their families. The second grow-
ing group of poor families are those headed
by unemployed :hen. In the United States.
we are moving toward a two -class society:
those who have credit cards, and those
who don':. As the rich get richer, the poor
get poorer.

What about schools? Are they also
cl-a+-iv,ieg? Yes, but mainly in ways that
we have failed to recognize and accom-
modate. What has changed mainly about
schools is who is going there.

The first fact to recognize in this regard
is that schools must now meet the needs
of the child' on of family chargenew kinds
of famili-4 living under new kinds of cir-
cumstances. Today the majority of chil-
dren are going to school from homes in
which both parents work, often full time.
The implications of that simple fact are
perhaps best recognize° by the often un-
answered questions tIlat it raises. For ex-
ample, who is there for t) cs children wher
they come home from .hooi? What often
happens is that children are most inftu-
enced not by adults, but by their peer
groups, youngsters of their own age.

Consider another contemporary trenu.
The iatest data reveal that 50 percent of
all high school students are now working
part-time, sometimes up to JO or 50 hours
per week. This is posing a major problem
for he schools. For example, how can

What has changed mainly
about schools is whc is
going there ... Today the
majority of children are
going to schcol from homes
in which both parents work,
often full time.

NIMMIIIMIIIV

teachers assign homework with any ex-
pectation that it will be done?

Given these facts. can schools simply
continue to deal with children and parents
as they always h.ive, or are new ap-
proaches needed? And if so, are schools
alone equal to the task? Do we need to
evolve additional kinds of structures to
meet the new needs of school-age children
and their parents? This grestior. takes on
a new dimension in the light of yet another
changing reality.

It is not just children who are coming
to s, pool from "another world": so too
are many of their teachers, their princi-
pals, and ,ther school personnel. For more
and more of them are also parents in fam-
ilies where both husband and wife are
working, or one is a solo parent. Ana all
have to contend with the growing dislo-
cations and stresses of modern family life.
Under these circumstances. can school
personnel be expected to step into the breach
for otoer people's children at the risk of
neglecting their own'?

To answer this question, we need to
know the nature of t"e cost avolved and
of the possible berefirs gained. First. what
are the consequences of perpetuating he
..tutus quothat is, failing to acromrro-
date the social changes that are taking place?
Second. if we wish to accommodate, what
are the - a:titer-strategies that can be used-
4-.:Nunte ,rrategies for caring ? Let me be-
gin with an analogy.

Human development can be thought of
as taking place oii a moving train. You
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can, of course, walk L'Ick and forth fro
car to car, but what really matters is where
the train is headedto heaven or tc hell.
The question then, becomes: which rain
are you on, and r. .a you change trams at
stations afore , the line? Some societies
provide such opportunities; others don't.
Whenever a change is possible, there will
be people who will try to switch, and will
even succeed, often against what may seem
to be overwhelming odds. Bin, most of us
stay on the same train, so let as take a
look at the various stations along the line.

The first stop on the road to hell comes
almost immediately after you get started.
It has a curious name: "deat.h at birth."
In the United States. which probably has
the lowest death rate at birth of any nation
in the world, the train rarely stops here.
That's the good news.

Now for the bad news. It CCr."....1 at the
next station along the road that is so well
paved with good intentions. In the United
States, the chances are fairly high that this
same human belog, having survived child-
birth, will be dead within a year. In terms
of infant mortality 'death it the first year
of life), about 17 countries have lower
rates than we do. If the mother': skin hap-
pens to be black, sit.: is twicc as likely to
have her baby die in iis first year of life
than if she happened to he white.

And it is not only a matter of dying.
Those who survive the first stop remain
at risk, for :l: -y are likely to suffer other
complications and to experience trounin
later on in the form of school proble ms.
with all the consequences that brings for
their future.

I Helping Hand to Change Trains

Are these consequences inevitable, or
can they be averted^ To re.urn to our met-
aphor. is there some possibility to change
trains'? Yes, there is a: alternate route
available. It is perhaps best depicted in a
recent TV series called Your Children,
Our Children.' 1r one segment we see
what happens when a young, poor Loui-
siana mother brings, her newly-saved baby
home from a well-equipped medical center
in New Orleans. The baby soon dies de-
spire the heroic efforts and anguish of the
mother and her friend next door. The mother
was told to take the baby t acl..or a check-
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up, but there was no public transportation
and she couldn't find anyone to dnyt her
to the hospital.

The scene shifts to another 1..,...,;siana
parish wbere an unpretentious. elderly black
woman, w:th a car at her disposal, regu-
larly visits pregnant teenage girls. As she
sits among a group of pregnant teenagers,
one of the young women says, "Mrs. Jones,
you're just like a mother to us." Mrs.
Jones answers. "That's right, honey. That's
what I am paid to be." In fact, Mrs. Jones
is a practical num. practical social worker,
and a practical everything else, for which
she is paid the handsome salary of 54,000
a year. On that salary she has managed to
reduce the infant mortality in the parish
by half and. rio doubt. prevented much
damage to those who have survived.

The specific program I have just de-
scribed illustrates one of the most pow-
erful principles that has been discovered
in the realm of constructive intervention
strategies. I call it the third party principle.
and in recent years. a whole series of in-
vestigations have demonstrated the power
of third parties to enhance the course of
pregnancy, the subsequent quality of the
parent-child relationship. and the well-be'nig
of the infant. When such third parties are
present, the mother .s able to get in tune
with her infant sooner, and the infant de-
velops more rapidly. Recently. I came upon
a study in which the children of such as-
s'sted mothers were followed up through
entry into school. The results indicate that,
coma -aced with a matched control group,
these youngsters exhbited fewer behavior
problems, had less ;asocial behavior, and
scored higher on cognitive tests.

Even with effective intervention strat-
egies, the long-range prognosis for teen-
age motherhood is not favorable, either
for the mother or for the children. In the
United States these mothers often drop out
of school, remain single, or experience
unstable or conflictful marriages. They also
have a poor work history; and their chil-
dren, as they grow older, are also likely
to becol,,. unwed teenage parents.

Teenage pregnancy s but one in a series
of station stops that occur along our met-
aphorical journey to hell after children en-
ter school. For children of teenage moth-
ers, tux ride through the elementary school
years often is marked by withdrawn or

For children of teenage
mothers, the ride through
the elementary school years
often is marked by
withdrawn or aggressive
behavior. Such youngsters
are frequently inattentit e;
their schoolwork is poor ...

aggressive behavior. Such youngsters are
frequently inattentive; their schoolwork is
poor, mere is increased truancy and drop-
ping out. ks the youngsters approach ad-
olescence, there comes a familiar set of
station names: smoking, drinking, early
sex activity (often leading to unmarried
parenthood), juvenile delinquency, and
drugs. Beyond lie stations with names like
mantal discord, divorce, joblessness, and
adult criminality.

Of course. only a minority of children
travel down this road. Most are able to
take the othe: trackthe one that goes to
heaven. But the important thing is that
even the downward journey is not inevi-
table. for the sequence can be broken
through counter-strategies that are now
being discovered, applied, and proven
effective.

If no counter-strategies are applied. if
there are no accommodations to the social
changes that are taking place in contem-
porary societies, then there is every reason
to expect that more and more, children.
adolescents. and young adults will find
themselves impelled on the rocky road that
I have described. risk is 'specially
great, but still avoidable, for childr-n and
youths who today live under certain con-
ditions that are occurring more frequently
as a result of social changes.

As revealed by recent research, these
circumstances of special vulnerability -nt,
in descending order of risk: poverty; in-
adequate health care; unemployment of the
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breadwinner; unwed motherhood (espe-
cially in adolescence); divorce (but not
widowhood); families in which both p, -

ents work full-time in the absence of third-
party support or the husband's prticipa-
tion in child-rearing activities; families
living in unstable environments, charac-
terized by frequent changes and irregular
schedules; and families in which the wife
is neither working nor active in commu-
nity affairs.

Diverse as these conditions may appear
to be, all contribute to an unravelling of
the social fabric that sustains and connects
the child's three worlds of school, family,
and community. What we need to do is
to reweave that unravelling social fabric.
How can that be done?

First, and foremost. there are certain
conditions that are sine qua nonthey have
to b: met. These include quality healtl,
care, adequate income. and employment
for the breadwinner. Needed resources and
services must be provided without regard
to the type of family structures, and in a
fashion that avoids a deficit model and
preserves the dignity and status of family
members. This can be best accomplished
by policies and practices that minimize
bureaucratic procedures and maximize re-
sponse to human needs. Here arc some
illustrations.

On a recent visit to Alice Springs, Aus-
tralia, I noticed a large poster on the ho-
tel's bulletin board. At the top, in large
letters: "KIDS IN ALICE." Below, a list-
ing of addresses and phone numbers of
every kind of Service for children and fam-
ilies that you could imagineNursing
Mothers' Association, Aboriginal Child
and Family Services Centre. Speech Ther-
apist. Toy Library, Emergency Home Help
Service, you name it. Identical posters could
be seen all over town. Alice Springs is a
community that cares. What is important
is not only that thz services are there, but
that everybody knows they are there. Here
is a formal devicepostets in riulic
placesthat fosters the development of an
informal support syttem a network con -
necting people to the services they need,
and to, each other.

Australians are not only ones to be in-
ventive r behalf of children and famiiies.
In Switzerland. some cantons have a law
requiring that any new' multiple-housing
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project must provide for residents of dif-
ferent kinds: families with children, stu-
dent-age youth, older people, the handi-
capped all the varieties of people or
families that mightwant to live there. An-
other law prohibits building any housing
for the elderly without facilities that can
be shared in c..mmon with a preschool or
a schoolfacilities like a gym, a swim-
ming pool, or an arts and crafts room. I
was partly responsible for getting some-
thing similar started in my hometown of
Ithaca, New York, several years ago. Our
eighth graders attend itassic and singing
classes jointly with senior citizens, and
they give concerts together.

Another setting that is being revolu-
tionized is the world of work. Many coun-
tries, especially in Europe, have intro-
duced a new kind of fringe benefit
paremai leave. For a prescribed number
of days each year, either parent can take
time off from the job for no other reason
than to spend time with one's children.
Another beneficial change is flcxtimea
flexible work schedule that permits one to
be at home when most needed, for ex-
amp!a, when the children return from
school.

Effective support systems can also be
based on custom. For example, many work
places allow employees to make and re-
ceive telephone cats to and from their
families during working hours. In the So-
viet Union, there is a custom that each
office, tacto. j unit, or work organization
"adopts" a group of children, such as a
classroom, a hospital ward, or a preschow
group. The workers visit the children, and
invite them to l is it in return. They take
the youngsters on outings, get to know
their teachers and parents; in short, the
adults and children become friends.

Eq-ally important is the building of
linkages between home and school. Here
I would like to cite one of my favorite
American examples. More than a decade
ago a woman named Mildred Smith de-
signed an experimental program to im-
prove school performance among low-in-
come minority pupils in the elementary
grades. The project involved approxi-
mately LOGO youngsters from low-income
families, most of them black. The prin-
cipal strategy employed for enhancing the
children's school performance was that of

Pe'haps what we need to do
is to film documentaries of
such innovative school
programs ... Children who
are learning are the most
photogenic creatures in
God's world.

involving parents and teachers "as part-
ners, nor competitors in the child's learn-
ing process."

A core group of low-incr ne parents was
asked to carry t a door-to-door cam-
paign mobilizir all parents to become
involved in a program to help their chil-
dren's learning .n school. Youngsters were
given tags to wear home that said: "Please
read to me." Older children wore tags
imprinted: ' May I read to you?" Business
students from the high schoo: typed and
duplicated teaching materials. thus freeing
teachers to work directly with the children.
Teachers' inservice sessions focused on
the influence of environmental factors on
classroom behavior and performance.

In short, reciprocal support systems were
established for all participants in the pro-
gram. Unfortunately, measurements of
outcome were limited only to gains on
tests of reading achi iement. which were
substantial. One other item deserves spe
cial mention: the :..er.vhelmingly favor-
able reactions to the program obtained in
a questionnaire sent to the par its. It
brought a gratifying response rate of 90
percent. unusually high in work with low-
income families.

Perhaps what we need to do is to film
documentaries of such innovative school
Drograms. Research reports are important.
but there is nothing more contagious than
seeing the reality of a program chat works
arm the joy of success in the faces of par-
ents, teachers, and the children them-

selves. Children who are learning are the
most photogenic creatures in God's world.

Let me end with an example from Aus-
tralia. At airports and many public places.
one sees a poster distributed by the Aus-
tralian Department of Social Security. On
that poster, this sentence appears in 15
languages: "If you need an interpreter.
call this number." In the center of the
poster is the following in English:

If you have friends who cannot sr, _ak Eng-
lish. give this number to phone for assis-
?ance. Interpreters are there 16 how's a
day, seven days a week. They can help get
a doctor, ambulance, fire brigade. or po-
lice. They can often help with practical
and personal problems. This service is free.

When I praised the Minister of Social
Security for making translators available
un so broad a scale, he gently corrected
me: "These are not translators, professor.
they are interpreters. Yo ze, we are
training a new cadre of personnel who can
walk and talk between two worlds to make
sure that all citizens know and use the
benefits for which they are eligible, and
that the society is aware of the needs of
all its children."

I commend such strategies to you as
ways chat can help to reweave the social
fabric of our changing society. and to re-
build the essential linkages between the
family , the school, and the community.
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TOMORROW'S
KLNDERGARTEN:

PLEASURE OR PRESSURE?
Carol Seefeldt

Don't give up on the kindergarten.
The kids may be noisy, but they are learning a lot more

than you think. e

1,0116.-____.
.4

..

A.

Nhe room is noisy and alive with ac-
tivity. A group of children wearing

hats, their shoes stuffed ink, oversize adult
footwear, is preparing for a "shopping
trip," arguing loudly over who has mis-
placed the "car keys." Two children are
nainting at a double easel, splashing huge
dollops of red and green pain' over large
sheets of paper. Others are building with
blocks on the floor, and a number are sit-

Carol Seefeld, is professor of education at the
Institute for Child Study of the University of Mary-
land in College Park.
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ting together at a table, chanting nonsense
words as they glue bits of shiny paper,
feathers, and leaves to cardboard squares.

Th.. teacher is hard to find among all
the activity. Finally you spot her on the
floor playing a board game with several
children. As you watch, she leaves this
group and joins some children playing with
Mike/. Toys at a table.

This happy scene of children living and
learning together in the kindergarten has
been a part of public education in our nation
since 1873, when the first public-scht..ol
kindergarten was established in St. Lout :.
Over the last half-century, the kindergar-
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ten has become a familiar, pleasant, and
profitable experience for five-year-olds.
In half-day programs, they played to-
gether, took part in small and large group
activities, became familiar with the sym-
bols of words and numbers, and eagerly
anticipated the first grade and the com-
mencement a formal schooling.

There was no need to hurry them into
early academic achievement. Everyone
accepted the fact that five -year-old chil-
dren needed.time to grow, to learn con-
cepts, to solve problems, to learn to work
with others, There would be pt -my of time
for academic achievement late: on.
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EARLY

But in the 1960s some disturbing events
intruded into the blissful world of the kin -
dergatten. Sp lined first by the race for
space that followed the successful launch-
ing of Sputnik, and then by the war on
poverty, public attention focused on im-
proving American education at all lev-
elsincluding the kindergarten. The the-
ory that took hold was that it was never
too soon to begin educating children, and
that early education& experience could be
related to later academic achievement. Jer-
ome Bruner (1960, p.12) added fuel to the
fire by stating that a child could be taught
anything in some intellectually honest fonn
at any age. Suddenly Head Start, Home
Stan, and a seemingly endless succession
of achirnment-oriented models appeared
on the early childhood education scene.

The pressure was on. Terms like be
havioral objectives, mastery teaming, an
accountability became part of the kinder
garten teacher's vocabulary as the five-
year-olds were pushed. molded, and readied
to get us to the 'noon or break the poverty

de by gaining a year of early educa-
tional experience. It was no longer enough
for children to experience a happy, suc-
cessful year of learning in kindergarten;
now kindergarten had to provide an edu-
cationa., payoff for the taxpayers.

And pay off it did! A 16-year study of
a Head Start program in Ypsilanti, Mich-
igan, reveals that early educational ex-
periences can pay off to the tune of 58,000
per student per year. There is convincing
evidence that children who experience a

of Head Start are more likely to grad-
ua r. from high school, to enter college,
Ie. to hold jobs. They are im likely to
repeat grades, to require remedial edu-
canon, or to wind up in ja!l or on welfare
rolls.

These documented payoffs have spawned
a new movement in the field of early ed-
ucation. In many states, kindergartens are
no longer voluntary. Delaware. South
Carolina. and Kentucky now require a year
of kindergarten as a prerequisite for the
first grade. In Minneapolis, kindergarten
hildren have to pass a promotion test to

enter the first grade. If they don't pass,
they must participate in a year-long re-
medial program to qualify, a regimen that
led of educator to exclaim, "Once upon
a time only Harvard, Stanford, MIT, and
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places like that were hard to get into"
(Hymes, 1984, p. 12).

More than a third of all kindergartens
now have full-day programs, and their
numbers are growing. Some full-day kin-
dergartens have been established in re-
sponse to changing family patterns. With
so many children under the age of five
living in single-parent families, and half
of all mothers of children under the age
of five employed outside the home, to-
day's fragile American family needs t le
support of a full-day kindergarten.

More frequet ly, however, the full-day
programs are promoted because of an at-
titude among some educators that "chil-
dren need a longer kindergarten day in
order to get ready for first grade. [Longer
days] allow students more time for hard-
core learning activities in reading, math.
and writing" (Hymen, 1984, p. 12).

Today, kindergarten is no longer just
for five-year-olds, but for four-year-olds
as well. Texas. Michigan, Alaska. Wash-
ington, South Carolina, and Maryland are
among the states either consider n im-
plementing kinds garter programs for four-
year-olds. The justification seems to be
that if early educational experiences do
"pay off" or save money in the long run,
why not begin eariie- and reap even greater
payoffs?

Not only has the kindergarten been ex-
panded to a full day, with four-year-olds
included, but the program has changer as
well. That hapt kindergarten scene of
children dressing up, building with blocks,
and pamtirg is too often being replaced
by ,istas of workbooks, rote memonza-
tion, and high-pressure academics.

When the goal is to ensure a payoff,
there is no time to waste. The children's
garden is becoming a pressure cooker where
"two workbooks in a 21/2-hour session.
with a maximum of IG minutes of play,
are not uncommon" ( Hy ma, 1984, p.
12).

Will the new kindergartens pay off.' Or
will the new pressures mean the end of
the kindergarten's traditional role? Maybe
it's time to take a good look at the stakes.

At four and five, children are ready for
school, but not for academic pressure.
Driven by boundless curiosity, they ar
eager to' :ow and to lerum. They want to
explore the world around them, to le it

apart, to por..e at it, to try it out, and to
ask endless questions about it.

They are good learners. In their few
short years on this earth they have learned
to dist.nguish sounds, faces. and people.
They know many concepts. They have a
firm grasp of language. They can run, jump.
climb, and skip. But they can't be pushed.

If the pressures for early achievement
have changed and intensified, the way that
four- and five-year-old children grow and
learn has not. If the world around them
has changed, they have not. There is no
way to speed up the way they grow, de-
velop, and learn.

If k'-dergarten is to really pay off,
whether f'' fours or fives, foll-day or half-
day, programs must be based on the chil-
dren's need for mental, physical. and so-
cial activity. The curriculum must revolve
around play activity and language, and it
must accommodate different rates of growth
and development.

But it's noisy! Don't they ever sit still?

Playing, arguing, singing, and many
other kindergarten activities are noisy. But
they are essential if children are to learn.
Because they are so physically and men-
tally active, children must be able to move
about. to select their own activities, and
to solve small but real problems.

Kinaergartai children who must sit still,
fill out worksheets, memorize facts, and
recite the alphabet are not really learning.
They are not thinking or solviag problems.
and there are only limited opportunities
for them to act on, or interact with. other
people and the physical wet!''
children learn ve-y little. And when they
are active, they are noisy.

!n a good kindergarten, the teachers are
equally active. They must observe the en-
tire group. while keepin9 211 eye on in-
dividual children. They must lead one child
to face a challenge, and guide another to
master a specific skill. They must ask
questions to help children to clarify their
thinking, and they must inmogiluce words
that will ',yelp them to develop their vo-
cabulary. Vihile they are doing all these
'things, chef Must also evaluate the chil-
dren's ability to master skills. to use lan-
guage. to solve problems. and to work
with others. They must con.ttantly chink
of ways to provide new and appropriate
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challenges for each child as well as the
group.

#lut all they do is play! How in the world
can that pay or

Play in our cult. tre is often thought of
as unproductive and alien to intellectual
pursuitssomething that should be done
during recess or after school. For kinder-
garten children, however, play is the way
they :earn and develop cognitive skills.
We have clear anti strong evidence that
play is absolutely necessary if these chil-
dren are to learn. Play is highly related
not only to their intellectual functioning,
but to their later school achievement as
well.

Play begins with sensory and motor ac-
tiorr, and evolves to include language and
symbolic activity. Play has been found to
be correlated with children's information-
seeking, competence, and effectiveness.
The tasks of making decisions and choices,
accomplished through play, are prereq-
uisites for intellectual growth and a
demic achievement.

Educational playthe kind that takes
lace in a Icindergarteclassroomdiffers

from children's play at home or in the
playground. In school, the teacher care-
fully plans the play activity, arranges the
room, selects materials, and provides chil-
dren with co ninon experiences that serve
as a basis for group play.

Play can provide a vehicle for children
tc, learn math, science, social studies, and
language arts. As they play, children ma-
nipulate, count, compare, sort, and ar-
range objects. The fundamentals and the
vocabulary of math are introduced.

In the same manner, children are en-
couraged to play with science materials.
They weigh things on scales, observe things
with magnifying glasses, and perform
simple experiments.

By playing travel games. in which they
pretend to be pilots, flight attendants, or
passengers, the children gain an under-
standing of geograohy and job diversity.
Or they may use road maps to plan a trip,

lirveloping map skills in the process.
Art ma vials paints. crayons, paper,

glue, and scissorsprovide opportunities
for creative play. Producing art is a high**,

icognitive actrity, requiring children to re-
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call experiences, ideas, and feelings, and
to -epresent them in a symbolic way.

In fact, symbolic or make-believe play
is thought to be the richest type for chil-
dren's growth and learning. It is here that
children often dress up as a izother, father,
baby, or worker, acting n . .tie roles they
have observed either at dome or in use
neighborhood.

Mak? believe play requires children to
hold images in their minds for long periods
of time, to take the ideas of others into
account, and to use a great deal of lan-
guage to communicate their ideas to others
and sustain the play. They utilize numeral'
as they imetend to use the telephone,
write receipts, to make grocery lists, or to
pay bills, thus reinforcing their concepts
of mathematics.

Board games, card games, and the fa-
miliar organized games of "Ring Around
a Rosie" or "Farmer in the Dell" help
children to remember and followrules, to
plan strategies, and to think ahead, even
as they practice counting ,?.nd language
skills.

They should be learning to read and write
their ABC's, not playing.

Surprise! E. -n during those peaceful
days of the past, when kindergarten was
just thought to be good for children and
didn't have to pay off, children !earned to
read. But the way that they .arn to read
at four or five differs from the structured
or formal instruction appropriate for older
children. In the kindergarten, learning to
read is an informal process, directed to-
ward each child's maturity level, readi-
ness, interest, and past experiences.

First, the ability_ to read requires a solid
foundation of oral language. In kinder-
gartens of high quality, all of a child's
play, experiences, and activities are cov-
ered with language. Opportunities for lis-
tening and speaking continually take place.
Children listen to and learn songs, poems,
and finger plays. The favorites are dupli-
cated and sent home to parents, so that
families can share in the child's joy of
learning.

Because four- and lye-year-olds have
little understanding of the meaning of
"words," "letters." or "sentences." nor
do they grasp the tact that the symbols,,

printed in books stand for the words they
hear and say, the goal of reading instruc-
tion in the kindergarten is to teach these
concepts.

The teacher may act as a secretary, tak-
ing dictation as cY tldren describe a picture,
recite a poem, compose a letter. or make
up a list of things to do. When the children
see their spoken words transcribed iri.o
written symbols, the meaning of reading
becomes clear.

When teach.= point out letters, words,
and sentences as they read children's work
back to them, some of the children will
begin to note likenesses and differences
in letters and words. These children are
ready for the word cards, dictionaries, and
books that help them match words that
loeic alike, and to pick out words they
know.

Books are everywhere in a good kin-
dergarten classroom, and story time is usu-
aRy the highlight of the day. Stories are
read to individuals, to small groups, or to
the entire class. Favorite stories a.e read
and reread until children begin to predict
words znd sentence patterns, skills that are
integral to the reading process.

Learning to write is also part of the
kinder linen cturiculum. Experiences with
puzzles. toys. and paints help children gain
control over small finger muscles. Many
kinds of print brushes, pens. crayons, felt-
tip markers, and pencils are available for
children to practice the strokes required in
writing. The need to writeto make signs
for block buildings or labels for paint-

t' ere as well.
Because reading and writing are com-

plex tasks, slowly mastered, teaching tools
like worksheets, dittos, coloring sheets.
and workbooks have no place in the kin-
dergarten. Not only are they develop-
mental y inappropriate for four- and five-

year -olts, but they may actually negate
children's desire to read and write. Work-
sheets nave no mearana to children of those
ages and, because they are not connected
to any of their experiences, may mike
children think of reading and wnung as
worthless, meaningless activities.

Another adverse effect of the work-
sheets is that they may tarn children off
to all learning. The use of wcricsheets re-
quires fine motor skills !hat many children
do not possess. Feelings of failure can
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become so extreme that they could innibit
children from ever learning in an acade:

What group is my child in?

When there are only 15 or 20 children,
a teacher, and an aide in a kindergarten
classroom, then is no need for any forma
groupings. In fact, grouping isn't possible
even if it were desirable, given young chil-
dren's growth patterns and divergent ex-
periences. Children's growth is very un-
even. Some spun ahead for days at a time
and then seers to stagnate for months.
Others gain skills at an even pace, and still
others lag behind only to exhibit fully de-
veloped skills seemingly overnight. It is
because of this uneven and unpredictable
rate of development that all kinds -gatten
instruction must be individualized.

This doesn't mean that children won't
be in groups. They form their own groups
as they play and work together. And they
may all come together to sing songs. listen
to a visitor, play games, or put on a puppet
show. At other times, the teacher may

iistructure group activities designed to as-
sess specific skill development, to intro-
dace a new skill, or to provide practice
and nnnforcement in mastering a task.

In this fragile environment, pressures
for early academic achievement can de
stroy the purpose, value, and benefits of
kindergarten for children. But school ad-
ministrators have the knowledge and in-
telligence--as well as the right and re-
sponsibility-4o preserve the kindergarten
as a garden of growth for four- and five-
year-old children. and make it pay off
as well. Here is what they must do:

Provide adequate resources. Kin-
dergarten classrooms should have no more
than 20 five-year-olds or l5 four-year-olds.
Each classroom should 1-m staffed with a
full-time teacher and a paid aide. Provide
plentiful supplies of equipment and con-
sumable materials. All of these require a
strong financial commitment.

Hire tualified teachers. Piaget be-
lieved that a teacher of young children
must be highly intelligent and highly
trained. "The younger the child the mon.
difficult it is to teach him, and the more

Children's growth is very
uneven. Some spurt ahead
for days at a time and then
seen to stagnate for months
.. others lag behind only to

exhibit fully developed skills
seemingly overnight.

preg.:ant that teaching is with future con-
sequences . . . [a teacher] should begin
by acquiring his baccalaureate and then go
on to spend three years receiving his spe-
..alized training (Piaget, 1970. pp. 126-
127). Highly trained. competent kinder-
garten teachers use their knowledge of
growth and development to direct chil-
dren's learning through activity and play.

A good teacher must be a strong teacher.
When pressures from the community in-
tensify. and demands are placed on kin-
dergartners for academic performance,
teachers must face them with the strength
and courage of their convictions.

Open lines of communica. m. Have
your kindergarten teachers explain how
children learn through play and activity to
parents Ind to the community. The knowl-
edge of how children grow and develop
and the futility of trying to speed up the
processmust be communicated with
others. Cate technique is to send home
weekly newsletters, describing things
children will learn in the coming week,
and how they will learn them. This in-
formation can help parents to reinforce the
learning.

Kindergarten teachers must also be able
to describe their program to the teachers
in the lower primary grades. Working to-
gether. these teachers can develop a uni-
fied cumculum tha; will enhance the
learning process beyond kindergarten.

Evaluate children carefully.When a
cumculum is based on play and activity.
the progress of individuals must be deter-
mined by careful evaluation. This may be
accomplished in various waysobserva-

tions of children in the classroom, rating
scales and checklists, and even standard-
ized tests. The goal of evaluation is not
to rank children, or to determine program
progress, but to help teachers improve their
instruction and to help each child'. effort
to gain knowledge and skills.

If principals and teachers work to-
gether, a child's kindergarten experience
can be a pressure-free i-.4troduction to
learning that will pay off for a lifetime.
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THE STATISTICAL TRENDS
Preschool Enrollment Rate by Age:
19T0 to 1982 Put and Projected Annual Births: U.S., 1940 to 1990

4
3 ane

sews old 1 yews MS Thiel

1970 20.5% 69.3% 37.5%
1972 24.4 76.1 41.6
1974 28.8 78.6 45.2
1976 31.3 81.4 49.2
1978 34.2 82.1 50.3
1980 36.7 84.7 52.5
1982 36.4 83.4 52.1

Comparisons of School
Enrollments: 1970, 1980,
nd 1990

Nursery and Kindergarten enrollment
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Projected Trends in Preschool Enrollment by Age: 1985 to 1993
(in thousands)
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1985 3,865 352 728 2,490 295 2.339 721 1,06., 508 41
1986 3,931 364 754 2,614 299 2,404 745 1,106 510 43
1987 4,007 376 779 2,550 302 2,468 770 1,142 512 44
1988 4,079 3C8 805 2,580 306 2,533 794 1,180 515 44
1989 4,152 399 830 1,614 309 2.599 816 1,217 522 44
1990 4,220 409 853 2,644 314 2,664 838 ,251 529 46
1991 4,279 419 875 2,667 318 2,719 857 1,283 533 46
1992 4,324 426 894 2,683 321 2,766 872 1,311 537 46
1993 4,3;9 432 910 2,693 323 2,802 88.: 1,335 538 46

Labor Force Participation of Women by Age Group: 19T0-80
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WI I cum rwgram. lulu to
(All numbers in thousands)

1970 1973 19110

vd:i

1983

rimanni IWO ere II

AP NO Pf9Vam Number Pct. Nwmber Pet. Number Pet Number Pct

3 years 454 100.0 683 100.0 857 100.0 1.005 100.0
Full-day 142 31.3 239 37.9 321 37.5 357 35.5

illNursery
Kindergarten

127
IS

28.0
3.3

246
13

36.0
1.9

313
8

36.5
0.9

319
38

31.7
3.8

Part-day 312 68.7 423 61.9 535 62.4 648 64.5
Nursery 305 67 2 407 59.6 512 59.7 626 62.3
Kindergarten 7 1.5 16 2.3 24 2.8 22 2.2

4 years 1.007 100.0 1.418 100.0 1.423 100.0 1.619 190.0
Full-day 230 22.8 411 29.0 467 32.8 441 27 2

Nursery '35 13.4 305 21.5 336 23.6 317 19.6
Kindergarten 95 9.4 106 7.3 131 9.2 124 7.7

Part -day 776 77.1 1.008 71.1 956 67.2 1.178 72.8
Nursery 436 43.3 671 47.3 728 51.2 898 55.5
Kindergarten 340 33.8 337 23.8 228 16.0 280 17.3

5 years 2.643 100.0 2.854 100.0 2.598 100.0 2.762 100.0
Full-day 315 12.3 625 22.0 763 29.4 888 32.2

Nursery 28 1.1 40 1.4 32 1.2 57 2.1
Kindergarten 297 11.2 585 20.5 731 28.1 831 30.1

F-rr-day 2.317 87.7 2.228 78.1 1.836 70.7 1.873 ,,, .8
Nursery 62 2.3 75 2.6 61 2.3 1.30 4.7
Kindergarten 2.255 85.3 2.153 75.4 1,774 68.3 1,743 63.1

Total Enrollment 4.104 100.0 4.955 100.0 4,878 100.0 5.385 100.0
Full-day 698 17.0 1.295 26.1 1.551 ;1.13 1.686 31.3

Nursery 291 7.1 591 11.9 681 14.0 693 12.9
Kindergarten 407 9.9 704. 14.2 870 17.8 993 I? 4

Part-day 3.406 83.0 3.660 73.9 3.327 68.2 3.699 68.7
803 19.6 1.154 23.3 1.300 26.7 1.654 30.7

Kindergarten 2.603 63.4 2.506 50.6 2.027 41.6 2.045 38.0

leNursery

Effects of Preschool Progitur in First Grade Achievement
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A TWO-YEAR KINDERGARTEN
THAT WORKS

James L. Doud and Judith M. Finkelstein

Are you ready for the four-year-olds? Here is
an innovative program that succe Hy

groups them with five- year -olds.

ale3.11.1.

rei

6fi e ormal education should begin at
11 an earlier age. Schools should be-

gin the developmental education of stu-
dents at ae, four." This recent recom-
mendation by the National Education
Association lent added weight to similar

James L. Doud. President of the National As..o-
moon of Elementary School Principals. is an as
mate professor of teaching at the Univers* of
Northern lows in Cedar Fails. lowa, and is principal
of the university's Malcolm Pnce Laboratory School.

Judith M. Finkelstein is an associate professor of
teaching at the University of Northern Iowa and a
team leader at Malcolm Price Laboratory School.
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statements from a number of organiza-
tions, including the National Association
of Elementary Schooi Principals. Pres-
sures are steadily mounting for the inclu-
sion of four-year-olds in public schools.

Although many principals may vow
"Never in my school!" pre-kindergarten
programs are likely to become as common
in public schools within the next decade
as kindergartens are today. Now is the
time to prepare for the four-year-olds. Let's
examine the trends of the 1980s.

A Different Crop of Four-Year-Olds

The familiar family of the Dick. Jane,
and Sally readerswhere the father is the
major source of family income, the mother
works within the home, and there are no
stepparents or step-siblings presentis
representative of only 7 percent of the
American families today. Statistics show
stead., increases in both single-parent fam-
ilies and the numbers of mothers of chil-
dren under six I° are entering or re-
turning to the work force. Birthrates today
are increasing, and preschool enrollment
(ree- and four-year-olds) is projected to
grow by approximately 30 percent be-
tween 1982 and 1990. Minority popula-
tion growth will increase while the white
population decreases. The trend toward
integration of handicapped children into
regular classrooms is likely to continue.
Greatly increased family mobility, the in-
undation of knowledge created by the elec-
tronic age, and the availability of multiple
preschool options mean that the four -year-
old of today is living a life vastly different
from his or her counterpart of even two
or three years ago.

The "typical" four-year-old is likely to
be living either in a single-parent family
or a family in which both parents work.
and has probably been in a clay care or
nursery school program for at least one
year. The child has probably encountered,
through television or personal expenence,
other children of diverse backgrounds and
personal attributes. For the majonty of to-
day's .hildren, kindergarten is no longer
the first exposure to a school setting. The
child may even have been introduced to
beginning reading and math skill devel-
opment. In some areas, competition for
entry into the "right" preschool and kin-

dergarten may be as keen as that for en-
trance into a top-ranked college or uni-
versity. In such instances. parental and
teacher pressure to succeed and achieve,
may begin shortly after birththe "sti-
perbaby" syndrome.

The elementary school is not immune
from the changes in society, at least two
of which relate directly to early school
learning. One of the most obvious changes
affecting schools, particularly those deal-
ing with young children, has been a pa-
rental demand for increased involvement
in all phases or school lifeincluding a
voice in policy development and curricular
decisions. Schools also face a demand for
simultaneously strengthening basic sk
instruction while continuing to provide
quality experience for children in the so-
cial studies, sciences, and the arts.

Thus, while the recommendation to lower
the school entrance age to four is perceived
by some as a call for public schools to
take on the responsibility for providing
quality day care, others believe that the
four-year-old of today is ready to begin
formal " sc hoc ':hg." Support for the latter
point of view has grown rapidly in recent
months.

Dealing With Diverse Development

A major question we must address, then,
is how can elementary schools integrate
four-year-olds into existing school pro-
grams so that they will receive the highest
quality educational expenence? A look at
existing programs seems an appropnate
place to start.

Most schools already are faced with
meeting the needs of kindergarten children
at various stages of development. Some
are reading; some have been in a day care
or nursery school situation almost from
bil.h. And yet, for a few, kindergarten is
the first school expenence. Such diversity
requires teachers to address the individ"aJ
needs of .ach child. This should not be
confused with attempting to plan an in-
dividualized program for each child, but
rather to get to know the children well
enough as individuals to be able to provide
learning expenences geared to their par-
ticular levels of development.

For nearly 16 years, Malcolm Plc:
Laboratory School in Cedar Falls Iowa,

has operated a program in which four- and
five-year-olds are grouped together in a
two-year nursery-kindergarten classroom.
Starting with a philosop' belief that
the greater the difference among children
in a classroom, the richer the learning en-
vironment for thn child. three program goals
were established:

1. Each chile should develop verbal lan-
guage skills to make needs. wants, ideas.
and feelings clearly understood.

2. Each child should develop self-
confidence to tackle new learning tasks.

3. Each child should have opportunities
to achieve maximum potential in all areas
of developmentphysical, social, emo-
tional, and intellectual.

Once these instructional goals had been
established, it was necessary co determine
v, hat type of organizational structures would
enhance the smooth running of such a pro-
gram. It was decided to assign two adults
(one a teacher, one an aide) to each class-
room, and to limit class size to 18 students.
To accomplish these objectives, three ele-
ments were also built into the program:

Multi-aged Grouping. There are many
advantages of grouping four- and five-year-
olds in the same class. Such grouping:

I . Emphasizes the idea that children are
unique individuals rather than "kinder-
gartners" or "four-year-olds."

2. Provides a wider range of individual
differences in the mental, social, physical.
and emotional development of ch iren
within the class.

3. Provides an opportunity for the im-
mature five-year-old and the mature four-
year-old to interact with others at similar
levels of development.

4. Minimizes the tension and stigma of
retention for those children not ready for
formal first-grade work.

5. Facilitates the promotion cf those
children who are ready for formal first-
grade work.

6. Provides teachers with an opportu-
nity to work with the same group of chil-
dren for twoyear?. This allows the teacher
to better know the children and their home
situations4 to identify more ,specifically
learning styles and needs, and to plan and
teach accordingly.
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Cooperative Teaching. This implies
that two teachers will work cooperatively
to plan and execute the program for the
children assigned to them. It is not to be
confused with "team teaching," where
responsibility for the total group is shared
by more than one teacher. Cooperative
teaching:

1. ,Irovides mor flexible and indivi-
dualized instructional programs.

2. Facilitates teachers' efforts to react
promptly and effectively to needs of small
goups or individuals.

3. Facilitates the planning of activities
suited to the needs of these small groups
or individuals.

4. Increases the variety of instru, anal
methods and materials.

5. Makes more effective and efficient
use of a teacher's time and skills.

6. Prcvides for individual differences in
teachers as well as pupils.

7. Facilitates the early identification,
.lagnosis, and treatment of special emo-
tional, physical, or intellectual needs of
the children through combined efforts of
the "full tearn"including the principal,
classroom teachers, teacher aides, guid-
ance counselor, nurse, speech pathologist,
librarian, and others.

Structured Planning Time. In order to
assure time for communication:: and plan-
ning of small group activities, a scheduled
time for teacher planning must be set aside
each week. We -se one half-day each Fri-
day. The cooperating teachers use this time
to plan for such activities as small-group
instruction for children with similar needs,
readiness groups, curriculum develop-
ment, planning and scheduling field trips
or resource visits, meetings with parent
groups, and individual parent confer-
ences. The "full team" attends these
weekly meetings whenever possible so that
they might share pertinent information or
learn of significant progress by a child or
group of children. Thus, continuous mon-
itoring and evaluation of student progress
is enhanced.

One concern often expressed by parents
of child en in a two-year program such as
our, is "How will the second year be dif-
ferent from the first?" A two-year instruc-
tional sequence was developed to alleviate

this concern. Our cumculum consists of
teacher-developed units which utilize the
language arts, social studies, and science
disciplines as the true from which a com-
prehensive program of student activities
arises. The units provide a unifying theme
for instruction, and encourage in-depth ex-
ploration of special-interest areas as a way
to meet the needs of more advanced chil-
dren, regardless of their age.

The unit topics and the cycles in whicn
they are taught are ,fisted below:

Year I

You Are Special
Thanksgiving
Christmas Around the World
Fairy Tales
Valentine's Day and Post Office
Patriotism
Transportation
Careers
Farms
Machines
You Have Grow

Year II

Circus
Fall
Halloween
Indians, Pilgrims, and Exploration
Christmas runugh the Senses
Toys
Winter
Easter Through the Senses
Spring
Neighborhood
Summer

An early curriculum must maintain a
constant focus on building the expressive
language abilities of children. This is best
accomplished through learning experi-
ences that emphasize creativity, manipu-
lation of objects, and other active learning
involvements. In our orogram, language
development approaches to instruction are
used throughout the school day. Formal
readiness workbooks and ditto master sheets
are not employed. While teaching children
to read ha- never been a formal goal, many
students do learn to read during the two-
year sequence. The fast that this is ac-

complish%d in an environment free of man
of the pressures associated with early mac
mg programs is one of the most positi%
aspects of the program.

Social, emotional, and physical skill ch
velopment is also important. Students swu
once a week throughout the year, and ha%
daily instruction designed to improve cc
ordination. Classroom teachers utili2

--techniques that aid in social and emotion
development, and the guidance counsel(
establishes play groups designed to a
dress specifically identified needs.

Two major student groupings are ut
lized in the instructional program, and e
forts are made to keep all children in eac
unit together for such large-group achy
ties as viewing films, outdoor play, fiei
tips, and birthday celebrations.

During weekly planning meetings, ti
teaching teams identify children who ha%
similar needs and form them into sma
subgroups. As the specific task (readiness
social or emotional development, or col
nitive skill development) for which eac
group was formed is accomplished, it
disbanded and new groups are assemble(
These small groups generally meet aboi
15 minutes each day.

Each school year hegira with a confe
ence during which parents, teachers, an
children are able te meet one another, di:
cuss specific goals for the year, and ides
tify any needs or problems before the yeA
begins. This has proven to be valuable i
the establishment of communication as
rapport between parents and teac'rers.
critical element in the program's susses

Communications with parents eolith
ues through a variety of activities dunr
the year. The teaching teams and paren
have classroom meetings at least twice
year, and parent discussion groups ai
sometimes conducted during the Fncia
planning periods. Weekly newsletters di
scribing upcoming student activities as
units of study are sent to parents. The
keep parents informed about what the
child will be learning and include ail
gestions for ways in which this learnir
can be. extended at home.

Reporting of pupil progress is accon
plisled through parent-teacher confe:
ences in the fall and spring. An option:
mid-year conference may be initiated t
either the parent or teacher. Parents a
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. encouraged to call or stop by the school
diwhenever any deviation in behavior is
111.noted. Parents are also encouraged to visit

the classrooms, accompany the children
on field trips, and attend special parent
programs at the culmination of some units
of study. Parents also contribute to the.
educational program by ..erving as re-
source speakers.

One of the major advantages of a two-
year kindergarten program is that child
growth and development can be monitored
over an extended period of time. Check-
lists have been developed and are used
throughout the two-year sequence as a way
to record developmental growth. (See box.)
Specific skill evaluation checklists are used
La evaluate progress in each unit of study,
and daily use of an anecdotal card file
help teachers to record progress and per-
tinent information.

While many schools have moved to pre-
test children for their "readiness" to enter
kindergarten, the two-year program is de-
signed to deal with wide differences rather

EDUCATION

than homogenous groupings. Although
routine speech and hearing tests are ad-
ministered, and speech therapy is provided
for all children in need of it, standardiied
testing is not routinely conducted until the
children enter the first grade. Teachers are
aware of the skills which will ensure suc-
cess in first grade, and it is their judgment
along with that of the "full team" (in-
cluding parents) that is used to determine
promotion to first grade.

The Principal's Polo

Establishing a program to bring four-
year-olds into the elementary school places
the principal in a crucial leadership role.
We believe it would be a major error ro
bring four-year-olds into existing kinder-
gatten programs that might attempt to teach
them reading, writing, and other cognitive
skillsand place them under learning
stressone year earlier than at present.

Principals are the most important key
in assuring that programming for four-year-
olds is beneficial rather than harmful. They

must see that programs are developed not
so much to accelerate the intellectual growth
of ..he child as to provide enriching ex-
periences which build a solid base for suc-
cessful learning in later years. Tea 'hers
need their support and help in adapting the
%tool program to the child's learning ;vie
rather than forcing the child to conform
to any precast educational mold.

The two-year nursery-kindergarten pro-
gram at Malcolm Price Laboratory School
provides a workable model for inclusion
of four-year-olds in public schools. In the
16 years this program has been in oper-
ation, children entering first grade have
scored as well or better on the Clymer-
Barrett Readiness Test as do other children
entering the first grade. More importantly.
children moving from this program into
the first grade seem to possess a confident
and realistic attitude about their abilities
as people and as learners, and a tremen-
dous eagerness and enthusiasm about
school. This may be the best preparation
for school and life that a child can have.

A Developmental Checklist
At Malcolm Price. Laboratory School,

developmental checklist is main-
tained throughout the two-year kinder-
garten period:These are the skills, ca-
pabilities and behaviors that are
monitored to show each child's phys-
ical, social; emotional, and learning
pmgress:

Visual Motor Skills:
Ties shoes.
Prints name.
Holes pencil and crayon correctly.
Holds and uses scissors correctly.
Traces a figure.
Draws a recognizable figure.
Uses paste effectively.

Gross Motor Skills:
Hops.
Runs.
Climbs.
Skips.
Jumps on one foot.
lumps on two feet.

Crawls.
Walks balance beam.
Stands on one foot.
Stands straight.
Shows dominance of right or ;eft hand.
Uses outdoor equipment.
Dresses self.

Language Development:
Speaks when in a group.
Speaks with an adequate volume.
Speaks clearly.
Speaks in sentences.

Math Readiness:
Recognizes numbers 1 to 10.
Names sets 1 to 10.
Counts.
Classifies.
Patterns.

Reading Readiness:
Recognizes own name.
Recognizes letters of alphabet.
Relates rounds to symbols. 3

Self-Concept:
Shows confidence in front of group.
Shows confidence in play situation.
Shows confidence trying motor tasks.

Creative Tendencies:
Offers many ideas during experiences.
Thinks of new ways to use material.
Offers novel but relevant approaches.
Investigates new tasks and materials.

Social-Emotional Development:
Attends in group setting.
Stays with chosen task.
Uses sell- control.
Shows personal responsibility.
Shows desire for independence.
Respect; rights of others.
Responds, to authorities. ,
Finds acceptable emotional outlets.
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PARENTS AS
FIRST TEACHERS

Mildred M. Winter

When parents are taught to teach, ale first
three years of a child's life become an

invaluable learning time.

It was Plato who said. "The Jegmning
i is half of the whole." A father of a two-
year-old in rural Missouri puts it more

Ie.

:10

qtr

t

plainly: "A lot of parents just more or less
take care of their kids until they go to
school. They expect the teachers to teach
them. But while our children are at home,
we. are their teachers at a time when they
are learning the most the fastest."

Few would argue the fact that all formal
education is influenced by the learning ex-
penence..; of the first years of life. Al-

Mildred M Winter. a consultant in early child-
hood educancn for the Missouri Department of El-
ementary and Secondary Educ_tion. is state project
director of the Parents as First Teachers program.

though most parents want the best for their
children, few are adeqvately prepared for
their roles as their child's first teachers.
"You get more information with your new
car than you do with your new baby,"
says Burton White, an authority on early
childhood development.

As a consequence, too many parents
learn the art of child-rearing and educating
the hard waythrough trial and error. As
every parent knows, those trials can be
trying and those errors can lead to under-
achievement and classroom failure. Ac-
cording to White, relatively few of our
children receive as much education during
the first years of life as they might. We
need to train parents as teachers, he says,
and give them the tools to do the job.

What makes these early years, when the
home is the child's school, so critical?
Studies in the 1950s and early 1960s by
developmental psyc'..ologists, as well as
by specialists in education and medicine.
generally agree on the importance of the
first years of life in terms of the devel-
opment of language, intelligence, and
emotional well - being. Studies of early ed:
ucation programs initiated in the 1960s
showed that working with the family, rather
than bypassing the parents, is the most
effective way of helping children get off
to the best possible start in life.

Research on the development of chil-
dren has increased dramatically since 1965.
and we now have a much clearer picture
of how a child grows and learns in the
beginning years. and how the home en
vironment influences that development.
The 13-year study of early development
(1965-78) by the Harvard University Pre-
school Project contributed significantly to
this body of research evidence The goal
of the project. directed by Burton White.
was to determine how experiences during
the early years influence the development
of all major abilities. The extensive ob-
servations of children and parent-child in-
teractions in homes representing a variety
of educational and economic backgrounds
rnake this study of particular value.

The Harvard study provided fresh in-
sights into the four areas that are the foun-
dations of educational capacitylan-
guage. curiosity, social skills. and cognitive
intelligence. According to the study, the
degree of a child's competence in these
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fuur areas at an six can be predicted at
age three, with few exceptions. Our ed-
ucation system, however, essentially ig-

Apores the formative years, despite the fact
What ii is very difficult to compensate for

a poor beginning with any means we now
have available.

To provide a good beginning for their
children, the father from rural Missouri
and some 300 other families in four of the
state's public school districts are now en-
gaged in a unique educational project. The
Parents as First Teachers project was im-
plemented in l93 I to provide educational
guidance and support for parents during a
child's critical years from birth to age three.

The model program is a cooperative ef-
fort of the Missouri Department of Eie-
mentary and Secondary Education and four
school districts--Farraington, Ferguson-
Florissant, Francis Howell, and Indepen-
dence. Departmental grants of $30,000 per
site per year have been augmented by in-
kind contributions and some local funds.
The Danforth Foundation of St. Louis con-
tributed funds for the consultative services
of Burton White, who is now director of

Aikthe Center for Parent Education in New-
Won, Massachusetts.

The goal of the Parents as First Teachers
program is not to create superbabies. Its
intent is to demonstrate that education can
get children off to the best possible start
in schooland lifethrough a partner-
ship with the home that begins at the onset
of learning.

The model program is restricted to first-
time parents fo two reasons. Fin, the
Harvard Preschool Project found that first-
time parents are far enure eager fur this
type of educational support. Second, the
effects of the program can be more clearly
assessed with new parents and their first-
born children than with parents who had
previous child-nearing experience and with
children who had older siblings.

Each of the four participating school
di-tricts was required to recruit a minimum
of 60 prospective parents who were ex-
pecting their first child between December
1981 and September 1982. The parents
were to be broadly representative of new

7
families in each community. It was hoped
that at least 50 families per site would
remain in the program for the three-year
duration of the project. All the districts

recruited more than their quotas, witn one
district enrolling 102.

The recruits represented a broad range
of socioeconomic and educational levels
from rural, suburban, and urban com-
munities. They included single-parent and
two-parent families, families in which both
parents worked, and families with either
a mother or father at home. The ages of
the mothers at the time of birth ringed
from 16 to 40-plus years.

In each school district there was an ex-
tensive effort :o seek out eligible families
in order to avoid a self-selected sample.
Community advisory groups assisted with
referrals and recruitment, but personal
communication between staff metribers and
prospective parents was an important fac-
tor in the final selections.

Parents as First 7eachers offers the fol-
lowing services from the third trimester of
pregnancy until the child reaches the age
of three:

Information and guidance before the
baby is horn, to help first-time parents
prepare themselves psychologically.

Information about things to look for
and expect, in a growing child, and guid-
ance in fostering language, cognitive, so-
cial, and motor skill development.

Periodic checkups of the child's ed-
ucational and sensory (hearing and vision)
development to detect possible problems
or handicaps. If serious problems are dis-
covered, help is sought from other agen-
cies or professionals.

A parent resource center, located in
a school building, which provides a meet-
ing place for parents and staff. and facil-
ities for child care during parent meetings.

Monthly hour-long pnvate visits in
the home or at the center to individualize
the education program for each family.

Monthly group meetirgs with other
new parents to share experiences and dis-
cuss topics of interest.

Personnel at each district site include a
district administrator who provides overall
program supervision in addition to other
duties, a teacher/director, a parent edu-
cator, and a part -time clerk-typist. The
teacher/director, who is also a parent. is
responsible for program planning and ma-
terials development, and shares respon-

sibility for home visits and group meetings
with the parent educator. Both are trained
in child development and early childhood
education, and are skilled in working with
adults.

Each of the sites also includes an ad-
visory committee made up of health care
and social service professionals, as well
as representatives of religious and civic
organizations. These committees have
helped to build a broad base of community
awareness, involvement, and support. A
state supervisory committee provides
guidance to the program.

Parents as First Teachers seems to be
working. Parent responses to question-
naires and telephone interviews by an in-
deNndent evaluation team indicate that
families highly value the services they are
receiving and are proud of their children's
accomplishments. The best evidence of
parent enthusiasm for the program may
well be the low attrition rate.

Families openly credit the project with
reducing the stress and increasing the
pleasure of child-rearing. Although not
designed as a child abuse prevention pro-
gram, the project addresses some of the
root causes of abuseunrealistic expec-
tations, inability to cope, low self-esteem.
and social isolation. Teenage parents liv-
ing in multi-generational homes are often
provided biweekly hone visits to help them
through difficult rimes.

Comprehensive testing of project chil-
dren is done as close as possible to the
children's third birthdays, even though each
child's progress has been mom', Jred by
parent and educator since birth. Any minor
or major problems receive prompt atten-
tion, and the project has been particularly
watchful for any indications of hearing
loss that could impede the progress of lan-
guage development.

The participating school districts stand
to benefit from this investment in several
ways. They expect the program to have a
carry-over e: ect on the project children's
self-esteem and positive attitudes toward
learning when they enter school. They also
anticipate improved academic achieve-
ment and a reduced need for remedial ed-
ucation. The development of trust and good
will between parents and professional ed-
ucators, based on mutual concern for the
young child, bodes well for a continuing
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positive home-school relationship during
the school years.

Programs patterned after Parents as First
dpb Teachers are now being implemented in
Wjr other school districts through use of local

school budgets or federal Chapter 2 ECIA
funds. Parents as First Teachers will be-
come the model for parent education in
school districts across Missouri under the
Early Childhood Development Act passed
in 1984. Parent education for all parents
of children under the age of three who
wish to participate is authorized for state
funding by this bill. Governor Christopher
Bond, who becar ie a father for the first
time at age 40, was instrumental in getting
this legislation passed.

Early childhood education programs such
as this, which affect the total well-being
of the child, have benefited from resources
outside of education that are concerned
about family life. In Missouri, Commis-
sioner of Education Arthur Mallory ap-
pointed prominent Missourians to a Com-
mittee on Parents as Teachers. Responding
to the challenge to promote parent in-
volvement in their children's education,
this group has successfully raised money

from foundations and the corporate sector
to fund training of parent educators.

The state's leading marketing service
company, which is represented on the
committee, has developed and made avail-
able to school districts a Parents as First
Teachers Marketing Plan. The plan tailors
messages and steps for program imple-
mentation for the different groups within
a community that stand to benefit in some
way from the program. This same com-
pany also produced and donated multiple
copies of an audiovisual presentation for
dissemination to a broad range of audi-
ences in the state.

Even without a state initiative, some
form of Missouri's Parents as First Teach-
ers program could be implemented in most
school districts throughout the country. A
congratulatory message from a school on
the oirth of a child would be a modest
beginning and a pleasant surprise for most
families. A visit by an administrator,
teacher, or trained volunteer to deliver In-
formation on child development and early
learning would be an effective follow-up.
An invitation might be extended to par-
ticipate in get-togethers with other new

The First ThreeYears

Language Development: By age three
most children have the potential to un-
derstand about 1,000 wordsmost of
the language they will use in ordinary
conversation for the rest of their lives.
Language has its own primary value
and has direct relevance to all intellec-
tual learning. lust as important, it un-
derlies healthy social growth.

Curiosity: Simple curiosity is the
birthright of every child and is a key
to successful learning. Although dif-
ficult to stamp out in the first eight or

illnine months cf life, curiosity can be
suppressed dramatically or forced into
aberrant patterns in the next yezr or
two.

Social Development: "A human per-
sonality is formed during the first two
years of life, and there is no job more

important than helping to form that per-
sonality," says Burton White. The so-
cially competent three-year-old is a
warm, loving child, capable of ex-
pressing a full range of emotions. Such
a .;:aid is comfortable with most peo-
ple, uses adults as resources, shows
pride in achievement, and can lead, fol-
low, and compete with agemates.

Cognitive Into:Him= During the first
three years children learn the basic skills
they will use in all of their later learning
both at home and at schoolhandling
things, solving problems, and learning
about cause-and-effect relationships
(such as flipping a light switch). The
well-developed three-year-old has the
capacity to deal with ideas, can predict
upcoming events, and is beginning to
be able to see the world from another's
viewpoint.

parents involving topics of mutual inter
est. There are people in every school any
community who have valuable informa
non to share with parents of young chil
dren, and who can listen and respond ti

their concerns.
A corner of the school library might b,

allocated to parents for articles and book
on parenting and recommended books fo
reading aloud to children. A display o
lending library of commercial and home
made toys that have child appeal and also
foster learning at different ages would bi
of interest. "Make-it-and-take-it" to
workshops are always popular.

Many of the current efforts toward ed.
ucational reform appear to be targeted tc

thew rong end of the continuum. The pres.
ent practice of spending increasingly large
amounts of money on children's program!
through 12 years of schroi, beginning at
age six, is inconsistent with what we know
about human development. Missouri, in

conducting what one major newspaper calls
"A quiet revolution in education," has
taken a significant step in the other direc-
tion. Providing families with tu ely, prac-
tical information they can use .a teaching
their young children and fostering optimal
development may be the wisest and least
expensive investment that can be made to
improve our schools.
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For districts or schools interested
in providing comprehensive services
for parents and preschool children,
the Parents as Firm Teachers pro-
gram has developed a planning and
implementation guide, lesson plans
for private visits and group meet-
ings, and attractive materials for
parents. These materials are avail-
able at minimal cost from the Mis-
souri Department of Elementary and
Secondary Education, Box 480, Jef-
ferson City, MO 65102.
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Day Care and the Public Schools: Friends or Foes1
by Myrna Greenfield, CCRC

There are times when day care advocates and
representatives of the public schools resemble
two rival street games fighting for the same
turf: early childhood education. Each side is
convinced that it is the most capable of serv-
ing the needs of young children, and neither side
trusts the other. Yet, their common interest in
the same turf reflects the fact that, fundamental-
ly, both parties share similar hopes and concerns
about early childhood education.

The Day Care Community

Most day care advocates believe in the value
of universal early childhood education, and even
believe that much can be gained from collabora-
tion between day care and the public schools
(e.g., more funding for early childhood education,

more professionalization and respect for day
care, better salaries for day care teachers, etc.
At the same time, day care advocates fear that
funding for early childhood education could mean
less funding for state-subsidized day care: they
want public school involvement to augment the ex-
isting day care delivery system, not to replace
it. If the pub?ic schools provide free or nearly
free early childhood education programs, day care
providers are concerned that their enrollments
would drop or consist only of children from

wealthier families able to afford private tui-
tion. Furthermore, if public schools establish
only part-day programs, the vast majority of
working parents would still require child care
for the rest of the day: advocates argue that go-
ing back and forth between programs would be
stressful for young children.

In addftion, day care advocates al-e concerned
about who would 1-e hired to teach in public
school early childhood education programs. Day
care teachers fear that they could be out of a
joh if public schools decide to recvle unem-
ployed e' nentary school teachers to teach early
childhood education. Advocates are concerned
that elementary school teachers may be neither
qualified nor suited to work with young children.

Finally, many day care advocates are criti-
cal of the pub/ c schools and how they are run.
They pint to the extremely big), child:teacher
ratios in many public school kl,dergarten and
first and second grade classrooms as evidence of
the public schools' failure to meet the needs of
young children. They fear that a new level of
bureaucracy will be created which will not build
oh the expertise and experience of the existing
early childhood community.

Continued an Page Five...
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Friends or Foes?
...Continued from Page One

The Public School Position

Advocates of public school involvement in
early childhood education respond that public
school teachers are better trained and more
qualified to teach early childhood education
than most day care workers. They argue that
elementary school teachers could easily be re-
trained to teach age-appropriate early childhood
ednoation. Many public school advocates are
members of the "anyone can babysit" school of
thought; they view day care as primarily a cus-
todial, not an educational, service.

In addition, proponents of public school in-
volvement point out that the public schools pro-
vide universal, equal-opportunity access to edu-
cation for all families, regardless of income.
The existing day care delivery system could not
possibly accommodate every child of preschool
age. Public schools are established in every
community, and already are staffed and equipped
to educate children on a mass basis.

H5900: A Middle Ground

Most members of the day care community are,
in fact, not a member of either "gang." They
accept that public school involvement in early
childhood education is inevitable, and even ex-
press a degree of cautious optimism about the
prospect. The successful collaboration between
day care and the public schools in developing

school -age child care is a positive source of

encouragement that peaceful coexistence is pos-
sible and even desireable. The qu.otion is- now
that the end of the rumble is in sight--how can
d.y care and the public schools make friends?

The early childhood po=tion (Section 52) of
the Massachusetts Education Reform Bill (H5900)
is a step in the right direction. After two
years of effort to iraft a bill which would be
.-ceptable to many disparate groups, the state
legislature finally Tppcars ready to pass an
education reform bill in some form. At press
time, H5900 had just been approved by the House
of Pepresentatives; most observers believe that,
if education reform is ever going to pass; this
is the year and this is the bill.

'Section 52 was drafted by Senator Gerry
D'Amico with the input of many well-respected and
diverse members of the child care community. The
bill--if passed into law without substantial
amendments--would establish an early childhood
discretionary grant program. Local school com-
mittees would be able to apply for three-year
grants to develop 'innovative early childhood
programs in the following three areas: 1) pre-
kindergarten programs for uses- and four-year-
old children; 2) enhanced kindergarten and tran-
sitional first grade classes; and 3) programs
which seek to develop creative approaches to

combining early childhood education and day
care." At least 75 percent of the funds appro-
priated are to be used 2or programs serving low-
income sites.

Continued on Page Seven...
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Friends or Foes?
...Continued from Page Five

The bill rpeeifies that funds shall be used
"only to establish new programs or supplement
existing early childhood programs." The Poard of
Education will develop standards for pre-kinder-
garten programs which meat or exceed existing
Office for Children standards for programs serv-
ing three- and four-year olds. Applications for
funds will be developed by local school commit-
tee-appointed advisory councils--comprised-of
community and early childhood peopleand must
include a needs assessment and description of
existing resources. The bill also states that
school committees may contract with other public
and private agencies to provide services....Pro-

posals which describe linkages with other human
service agencies and which seek-to combine a num-
ber of funding sources will be given priority by
the Board."

In addition, the bill establishes an early
childhood office in the Board of Education which
would develop program standards, provide techni-
cal assistance, conduct program evaluations, and .

develop certification standards for early child-
hood teachers (in conjunction with the Bureau of
Teacher Certification). The Board would also ap-
point a State Advisory Council to study future
trends in early childhood education and day care,
review and evaluate the programs, and recommend
needed changes.

The Significance of the Bill

Although the initial fundieg for the early
childhood discretionary grant program is small
(SS million for the first year, $10 million for
each of the next two years), its long-term im-
plications are significant. Some advocacy groups
withheld their support for the bill becaure they
have serious reservations about same of the pro-
visions. They want to ensure that public schools
can--and will--contract with existing day care
providers for services. .Many are worried that
the Department of Education will develop inds-
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pendent operating standards which are incampati
ble with the standards of the Office for Chil-
dren. They are also concerned about what the
certification standards for early childhood
teachers will loo like.

Supporters of the bill recognize these pots
tial problem areas, but point to the high level
of community input built into the bill as a pro
tection against the creation of a system which
could harm the welfare of young children or the
livelihood of the child care community. Should
H5900 pass in its current incarnation this ses-

sion, the participation and good will of both t
public schools and the day care community will 1
neceisary to ensure the growth of young children
rather than the growth of turf wars.

This article could not have been written withou
the helpful comments of Howie Baker, Director o.

the Lemberg Children's Center and Chair of the
Dept. of Education Program Committees Alms Fin-
neran, CCRC1 Mindy Fried, OFC CZ= Project;
Andrea Genstar, CCRC; Bruce Johnson, District 65
UAW, Day Care and Human Services Local; Kathie&
Lynch, aide to Sen. D'Amico; Irma Napoleon, Depi
of Education; Karen Schaeffer, Cambridge/Somer-
ville Day Care Alliance and Director, Cambridge
Head Start; Michelle Seligson, Director, School.
Age Child Care Project; Beverly Weiss, OFC Stat4
wide Advisory Committee; Joanne Williams; Direr!.
tor, Lesley-Ellis School and member BAEYC Public
Policy Committee; and Steve Wellman, Director tu
Communications, Mass. Teachers Association.
James Levine's book, Day Care and the Public
'Schools, was also a source for this article.
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Early Childhood and the
Public Schools

An Essential Partnership

What role should the public schools
play in meeting the diverse child care
needs of families? This question is sur-
facing again, this time as an outgrowth
of increased interest in public schdol
prekindergarten programs. As advo-
cates for young children, we must not
ignore the challenges and opportunities
the question raises. Our involvement is
essential to ensure that programs are
appropriate for young children and
their families. Early childhood educa-
tors can

stay informed about new proposals
and critically examine state and
local early education initiatives
pose more effective alternative
strategies if needed
aggressively participate in the ex-
pansion of early childhood pro-
grams within the educatio, al
system.

State and local initiatives

Several states have considered or
passed legislation to increase the public
school's role in serving young children.
For example, the South Carolina Edu-
cation Improvement Act of 1984 allows
the state to reimburse local districts for
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Helen Blank

one half the cost of programs for 4-year-
olds who have "predicted sihnificant
readiness deficiencies." Funds wilt it
crease from $2.4 million in 1984 to Slam
million by 1988-89.

Texas has enacted legislation that
mandates most districts to provide a
part-day program for 4-yeer-olds who
cannot speak English or are from low -
income families.

Mksou ri passed a bill to fund school
districts to conduct developmental
screening, parent education programs,
and early childhood programs for de-
velopmentally delayed children.

Baltimore, Maryland has approved
pilot programs for 4-year-olds in kin-
dergarten. Maryland considered a bill to
mandate a state-wide preschool pro-
gram for 4-year-olds that would be par-
tially funded by a 65 a week parent fee.

Other governors and legislators have
expressed interest in lowering the age
at which children are eligible to attend
public programs. Vermont's former
Governor Snelling proposed that pilot
projects in local districts be set up to
screen all 3- to 5-year-olds for devel-
opmental problems, and provide early
intervention to ensure that children
enter primary education "fully prepareci
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to learn." Both New York raid Connect-
icut's Commissiocers of Education sup-
port starting school at the age of 4.
These initiatives are spurred not only
by the series of reports on the crisis in
our education system but also by the
research that demonstrates the signifi-
cant positive effects of early interven-
tion for the futures of low-income chil-
dren.

The Perry Preschool Project, a com-
preheretive program started in the early
1960s by the High/Scope Educational
Research Foundation, has identified the
long-term effects of preschool on low-
income children (Berrueta-Clement.
Schweinhart, Barnett, Epstein, & Wei-
kart, 1984). The project includes a
follow -up study of 123 19-year-olds who
had attended the Perry Preschool. The
researchers found marked differences
in school performance, employment
rates, adolescent pregnancies, and
crime rates when participants were
compared to other low-income children
who did not attend the program.

Helen Blank, M.U.P., is Director of
Child Care at the Chi'dren's Defense
Fund, Washington, D.C.
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Almost twice as many preschool par-
ticipants held jobs or went to college or
vocabona! school after high school.

Eighteen percent of the preschool group
were on welfare, compared with 32% of
those who did not attend the program.
"Seventeen pregnancies or births were
reported by the 25 women who had at-
tended nreschool; 28 pregnancies were
reported by ter 24 women who had not
attended preschool" (p. 69). While 31%
of the preschool group had been ar-
rested or detained at some time, 51% of
the nonpreschool group hid been. The
total economic savings of the invest-
ment in two years of preschool (as op-
posed to the expenses required by the
nonpreschool groupspecial educa-
tion classes. repeating a grade in
school, etc.), was calculated to out-
weigh the costs by seven times!

While policymakers seem to quickly
grasp the potential economic impact of
early intervention, they are less likely
to focus on the cost per child that is
necessary to achieve the impressive re-
sults described by Bemmta-Clement, et
al. The Perry Preschool Project cost
$4,818 per child in 1961 dollars, while
tile average cost of Head Start was

$2300 per child in 1984. The programs
that are Wag organized today appear
unlikely to be able to replicate the com-
prehensive Perry Preschool and Head
Start model programs. For example,
Texas plans a staff-child ratio of 1:22 for
4- yea- -olds for a part-day program. The
early childhood community can play an
important role by reminding legislators
that by skimping in the short term they
will likely not Main the scope of posi-
tive, long-term results achieved by
High/Scope.

It is also important to see that these
new programs will be coordinated with
Head Start. It is conceivable that the in-
terest in early childhood education
could result in expanded Head,Start -er-
vices. For example, an initiative sup-
ported by the governor of Maine in-
cluded a $1.7 million appropriation ,o
expand Head Start. The program cur-
rently serves about 14% of the eligible
children. The new funds will a:low every
county using a pe- child cost of $2,500
a year to reach 25% of those eligible.
Although the concept was part of an ed-

ucation package, the Department of
Community Services distribute the
Head Start monies.

Many other questions need to be
raised as children's advocates work
more closely with educators in the
public schools who are considering ser-
vices for 4-year-old children.

What performance standards will
guide pro grans toward long-term
success?
How will the curriculum tie de-
signed? What role will early child-
hood/child development special-
ists play?
What will the staff:child ratios be?
(In New York City's 3 o'clock kin-
dergarten classes, they are 130 or
135.)
What credentials will be required

for teachers? Will adequate oppor-
tunities be provided for those
skilled in working with children
who do not have college degrees
to work in the classroom?
What policies will guarantee parent
involvement?
How will programs demonstrate
sensitivity to minority families?
Will existing early childhood pro-
grams have the opportunity to op-
erate the new 4-year-old pro-
grams?
What criteria will be used to grant
entry into the programs? To deter-
mine readiness for kindergarten?
Will inappropriate testing proce-
dures and labeling of children be
avoided (see Meisels, 1985)?
What arrangements are being
made for children of working par-
ents? Can a full day be offered at
the school site? Will transporta-
tion be provided to community
child care lacilities? Will school
space be offered to community
child care programs to provide
child care for the remainder of the
day? lf schools run a part-time pro-
gram, what considerations will be
given to the economic impact on
child care programs if they are
asked to reduce the hours of their
services?

Other questions should be asked
which concern an expanded role for the
schools in help'ng to meet a wide va-

nety of child care needs. For working
families and the child care community,
the key question may not be whether to
lower the school-entrance age. Rather,
we must find ways to meet other uuid
care needs.

Kindergarten expansions
Before children's advocates respond

to proposals for early school entrance,
we should step back and consider how
such an expansion would fit into a com-
munity's child care needs.

Schools could first be asked to ex-
pand the roles they play in meeting the
child care needs of the kindergarten
children they now serve. Most public
school kindergarten programs meet
only half days. This policy means that
young children are shifted between two
or three caregivers in a single day. Con-
tinuity of care and stability could be in-
creased with a longer kindergarten day
in which children learn through play.

The definition of a full-day kinder-
garten must also be reconsidered. When
New York City implemented an all-day
kindergarten program, many automati-
catly assumed 211 day was from 6 a.m.
to 5 p.m. instead, the children's school
day ended at 3 p.m. Does a 3 o'clock
closing fed kindergarten encourage
more working parents to leave their 5-
year -olds home alone or with older sib-
tins for the remainder of the day?

An all-day kindergarten operated by
the schools, and a before- and after-
school program to supplement it, pos-
sibly operated by community child care
organizations, is a logical extension of
the schools' involvement with younger
children.

After-school programs
While there has been considerable

public attention on the millions of chil-
dren left alone in the early morning or
early evening hours, most public
schools do not offer school-age child
care programs. Now that more than
one-half of the private schools. provide
these services, public schools may be
more interested in school-age child
care as a community support. Many
parents pre!er a school-based program
that is less complicated because it al-
leviates mid-day transportation prob-
lems.

Young Children May 1985 53
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Programs for young children in
public schools?

Many state legislatures are considering bills that could arid local and
state resources to child care and early education programs. However, this
enhanced role for the school system will have positive effects only liter-
tato conditions are spelled out in the legislation for these early childhood
programs. Funds should be available for early education through the
school system: .

only if this money adds to the total resources for child care and early
education programs. Not if legislators simply shift or reduce
funding from Head Start and the slal service system (,13 support
school-based programs. .

only U schools can choose to institutc such programs. Not if schools
lacking interest in early childhood programs are mandated to start them.

only if early childhood experts are involved In planning with the
schools. Not if sctwols initiate early childhood prugrarns without input
from those in the community who know about child development and
early education

only U the schools have the option to centred with an ex4sting early
childhood program or to offer vouthers to parents who can select their
own programs. Not U community resources are ignored In favor of exclu-
sively school-based programs.

.

only U knowledge about early childhood development is required for
all lead teachers in Tin:primary pogroms. Not if any teaching credential is
the sole requirement for teaches of young children in these programs.

only If standards are established, including minimum staff-child ratios
and group sizes, to assure that the early childhood programs offer quality
care and education. Not U schools are permitted to operate programs that
tail to meet, at a minimum. the state licensing standards that apply to
other programs serving 4-year-olds.

only U the funding mechanism assures an adequate per child reim-
bursement based on the cost of providing quality care to 4-year-olds. Not
if kindergarten and first grade costs are used to determine funding levels
for the 4.year-old programs.

only if the needs of kindergarten children are addressed as well. Not If
schools with low quality kindergarten programs are required to add 4-
year-old programs without simultaneously upgrading their idndergarten
program. I 1

only if the schools are required to have a plan to make 4-year-o:d
programs accessible to all children, with parent fees on a sliding cale, if
necessary. Not if school-based programs serve only certain children based
on income, social class, or race.

only U provisions s ensure that the nets of children of full-time em-
ployed parents are met by the addition of school-based earl childhood
programs. Not U these programs are likely to Increase the number of
latchkey children in the community.

only If parents would be welcome and respected as partners In early
childhood programs for their children. Not if the orientation is to Ignore
both parent input and children's family and cultural heritage.

Gwen 'Morgan

Note This list is dented from "Child Care and Early Education: What Legislators
Can Do" by Gwen Morgan. which is available from NAEYC upon request for $2.00.
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Several programs run by schools or
contracted to community groups are
available to serve as models from which
to learn 'see Baden, Censer. Levine. &
Seligson, 1982). The School-Age Child
Care Project offers technical assistance
and publications for local communities.

Adolescent pervnt needs
Each year approximately 523,000

teenagers give birth, and more than half
of these young mothers have not com-
pleted high school. Without education
or training, they face the prospect of
low-paying jobs at best, or welfare at
worst.

Few programs provide them with par-
enting skills or enable teenage mothers
to return tt. school. A signiffcant unmet
need for teenage mothers and their ba-
bies is the provision of facilities, funds,
and staff for infant care. Child care is an
absolutely essential service if young
mothers are to be able to complete high
school. Schooia are a logical and con-
imnient place in which to locate pro-
grams to meet the special child care
needs of adolescent parents.

Become an equal partner
Early childhood professionals and ad-

vocates must become equal partners
with schools and legislators when de-
cisions are made affecting young chil-
dren. Early childhood representatives
can be included within the education
bureaucracy at many levels.

Serve as an early childhood rep-
resentative to the State Board of
Education Committee on Instric-
don and Curriculum.
initiate an Early Childhood Devel-
opment Advisory Committee ap-
pointed by the governor.
Join the staff or Early Childhood
Board from the state department of
education to act as liaison with
other departments responsible for
child care.
Establish Regional Early Childhood
Speciaasts.
Require local boards of education
to have an early childhood depart-
ment.
Mandate early childhood training
for administrators and principals.
Demand a public hearing process
to deteinikih.the 4-yeavoldcurric-
ulum and other child care pplicies.

.,'
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While child advocates must continue
ddip press for expanded federal and state

ollars for child care, we cannot ignore
the possibility of new partnerships with
the public schools. Partnership means
that early childhood educators will be
involved in shaping program? and pol-
icies responsive to the special needs of
younger children as well as improving
child care for school-age children.

The education community will not
necessarily seek our partnership. New
state programs are being started
without taking into account the vaIu-
able contributions early childhood ed-
ucators can make. We can help others
recognize the components of high
quality, appropriate, and comprehen-
sive programs for young children. If
these new programs are tc achieve the
success of their predetessors, early
childhood professionals must take the
initiative to be involved.
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CDA Credential Available for
Infant and Toddler Caregivers
The Child Development Associate (CDA National

Credentialing Program is accepting applications from
infant and toddler caregivers working in centerbased
programs. The competency standards and assess-
ment system for this new credential were developei
through review and field testing by early childhood spe-
cialists and other volunteers across the country.

These new standards emphasize professionalism in
the care of infants and toddlers, the unique qualities of
children from birth to 3 years old the individual caring
relationship between adult and child, and the impor-
tance of cooperation and support between parents and
caregivers.

Individuals who would like applications and copies
of the CDA Competency Standards and Assessment
System for Infant and Toddler Caregivers may write to
CDANCP, 1341 C, .?" . N.W.. Washington, DC 20003, or
call 202.638-6656 or 800-424-4310.
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EFFECTS OF TELEVISION ON TEE DEVELOPING CHILD

I. Introduction

Television has become a permanent fixture in the everyday life of

American children, and those adults who can remember the pre-television

days are now members of a diminishing minority. Today virtually every

household in America includes a television set (98%), usually a color

set (78%), and often one or more additional sets (46%) (Nielson, 1978).

A television set plays for over six hours each day in the average house-

hold (Nielson, 1978), and children typically spend more time watoUng

television than engaging in any other single waking activity (Lyle, 1972).

Thus, the potential socializing influence of television must now be con-

sidered along with the influence of nuniiy, slhool, and peers. The

purpose of this review is to discuss the impact of:television'-on the

developing child.

Research on the effects of television has evolved considerably over

tLe last three decades. In the 1950s, as television was enjoying its

most rapid rate of adoption, researchers characteristically made use of

the "before-after" technique in large-scale studies to assess those

changes in individuals' activity patterns that accompanied the adoption

of television into the community. Research of this period is reviewed by

Maccoby (1964). During the decade of the 1960s, as television viewing

became nearly universal in the United States, researchers generally turned

to the laboratory-experimental technique in small-scale studies to demon-

strate that children often learn and sometimes perform the specific actions
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displayed by film characters. The controlled laboratory setting -- with

its specially constructed films, standard viewing conditions, and struc-

tured opportunities for response -- was generally regarded by researchers

of the 1960s as the best context for testing the effects of specific filmed

content similar to that shown on television. Research during this period

focused prtmarily on. the effects of viewing violence. This body of re-

search is reviewed by Goranson (1970).

In the 1970s researchers have shifted their attention from the

laboratory setting to the "real-life" settings in which television is

normally viewed, and they have simultaneously broadened the range of

topics under investigation. Two major developments in the latter part

of the 1960s were largely responsible for these changes in research ori-

entation. First, "Sesame Strcat" wes created out of an unprecedented pro-

posal to combine the skills of eftcators, programmers, and:reserachers

for the purpose of designing an educationt.1 program for preschool children.

This proposal led to an allocation in 1968 of eight million dollars in

federal and private funds or program development. The research that con-

tributed to the development bf "Sesame Street" and the evaluation of its

effects is reviewed by Lesser (1974). Second, the congressional hearings

on the causes of violence led to an appropriation in 1969 of one million

dollars to generie:e new research concerning the effects of television an

the social behavior of children and youth. The research generated by

this appropriation served as the basis for the report of the Surgeon

General's Scientific Advisory Committee on Television and Social Behavior

(1972). This body of research has been reviewed by Liebert, Neale, and

Davidson (1973); by Leifer, Gordon and Graves (1974); and by Murray (1973).
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Together these developments have served to raise public awareness and

concern about television effects and to create a strong new demand for

further research.

As a consequence of the recent trends toward evaluating the "real-

life" effects of television in a broad range of areas, information of

practical significance has been generated. Although several other re-

views of television effects are available g., Liebert & Schwartzberg,

1977; Stein & Friedrich, 1975), this review will selectively emphasize

the research that is most directly related to behavioral pediatrics.

The focus will be on the most recent research on television's impact on

the ehilA during the first 18 years of development, with emphasis on the

years before adolescence. We will adopt a question-and-answer format in

order to allow the reader to consider each question independently. The

eight main questions to be considered are:

What Are the Patterns of Television Use by Children?

What Do Children See on Television?

How Do Children Learn From Television?

What Are the Effects of Television Violence?

What Are the Effects of Educational and Prosocial Television?

What Are the Effects of Role Stereotypes Portrayed on Television?

What Are the Effects c Television Commercials?

What Can Be Done to Alter the Effects of Television?

II. What Are the Patterns ce Television Use by Children?

Perhaps the most striking conclusion about how children use tele-

vision is that the Pattern of usage varies greatly from individual to
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individual and from day to day for any given individual. Some of the

differences have been related to such factors as the child's age, sex,

socioeconomic status, and ethnic background. Other differences in re-

ports of children's viewing patterns have been related to such method-

ological factors as the technique of data collection, the criterion used

to define "viewing," the season of the year, and the year of the data

collection. Yet, even when these factors related to the child's charac-

teristics and.ihe researcher's methodology are taken into account, any

two children are nevertheless likely to differ considerably in their use

of television. To illustrate, in one group of 100 preschool children,

thJ amount of television watched by each child ranged from 5 to 88 Lours

per week, as reported by their mothers (Stein & Friedrich, 1972). In an-

other group of over 800 sixth-grade children, 25% reported matching no

410)
television on a given day while.25% reported-watching at least 5 1/2 hours

on that same day (Lyle & Hoffman, 1972). Thus, describing the viewing

pattern of the "average" child is somewhat like describing the structural

pattern of the "average" snowflake -- although there are some overall

similarities, each one is unique. Nevertheless, a description of the

general viewing patterns of children can be helpful as long as the averages

are recognized as encompassing a wide range of individual differences.

A. Amount of Viewing for Different Grouns

In a relatively representative national sample of 3600 fpmilies

assessed anntmlly for four weeks in Noveliher, children between tne ages

of 2 and 12 were found to watch television an average of 3 hours and o

minutes each day, or just over 26 hours per week, in 1975 (Nielson, 1976).
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This compares with an average of 221/2 weekly hours of viewing ten years

earlier (Nielson, 1966), and an estimated 19 w2kly hours of viewing twenty

years earlier (Lyle & Hoffman, 1972). It should be noted that these figures

are based on gross estimates of "viewing time" as most people would define

it (e.g., presence in the television room and paying some attention for

most of the program) and not on precise measures of rapt attention to the

television screen. In fact, the time spent actpcilly watching a program

during "viewing time" usrmily ranges between 55% and 76% of the total

time (Bechtel, Achelpohl, & Akers, 1972). In this sense television view-

ing does not necessarily preclude participation in a wide variety of ac-

tivities compatible with viewing, such as eating, talking, playing, draw-

ing, and even studying (Lyle & Hoffman, 1972).

Television viewing usually begins at a very early age. In a limited

sample, six-month-old infants were found to- Ipendlan average of between

1 and 2 hours per day in a location that permitted them to view the operat-

ing television set, and this amounted to abcrii one-third of the time the

television set was operating in the household (Eollenbeck & Slaby, 1979).

When an operating television is within their view, infants are often ob-

served to be quite attentive to the television broadcast. Further data,

based on a relatively small sample, indicates that the average daily amount

of viewing remains in the 1- to 2-hour range throughout the first 2 years

of development, and begins to increase rapidly after the second year

(Anderson & Levin, 1976). During the years 3 to 6, the majority of chil-

dren became regular daily users of television, typically watching nearly

4 hours of television per day (Nielson, 1978).
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When children first enter elementary school, their average viewing

time takes a slight drop to about 3 1/4 hours per day during the months

when school is in session (nelson, 1975). But throughout the elementary-

school years children's viewing time increases to a peak of nearly 1411

hours per day for children 10 to 12 years of age, and their daily use of

the television medium becomes increasingly habitual. For example, on any

given day, 75% of all the 10-year-old children in the country are likely

to watch television at some time during the day, whereas the percentage

of these children who make use of any otber popular medium -- including

radio, movies, reading material:, or records -- is likely to represent

less than half of this figure. Children aged 10 to 12 years not only

tend to make the heaviest use of television, but they also appear to be

in the procesa of makings transition fray the typical child program pre-

ferences for cartoons and situation camedies.to.the typical adult program

preferences for adventure and dramatic shows (Lyle & Hoffman, 1972).

During the adolescent years of 12 to 18, the average use of tele-

vision declines to about 1 hours per day. Although much-of the reduced

television viewing is replaced by the use of other media most notably

radio, records, and magazines television continues to be the most

heavily used medium during the adolescent years. Throughout adulthood,

television viewing increases steadily. It reaeaes 141/2 hours per day among

adults 55 years of age and older. Also, women watch substantially more

television than men, particularly during the early adult years. Between

the ages of 18 and 24, women watch 45% more television than men

(Nielson, 1978).
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Some overall differences in television use have been relpted to chil-

dren's socioeconomic status and ethnic background. Children from lower

social-status homes generally watch :-ore television and more violen4-,

programs than children from higher social-status homes. Black children

tend to watch more television ..nd more violent programs than white chil-

dren, even when social status is controlled (Lyle, 1972). Black children

show a higher preference for shows featuring families add a lower pre-

ference for variety shows than do white children (Surlin.& Dominick, 1970.J.

Children of ethnic minorities prefer programs with performers of the same

ethnicity (Greenberg, 1972; Greenberg & Derrin, 1970).

B. Parental Influences on Children's ragiNriel

Not surprisinay, the television viewing pattern of childrox tends

to resemble the viewing patterns of their parents, rresumably-due to such

forms of influence as direct control, modeling, and joint decision-making.

For example, parents might restrict the types of programs their children

are allowed to watch. However, a number of studies indicate that most

parents put very few restrictions on either the amount or the content of

viewing by their children (e.g., Bower, 1973; Lyle, I972; 711.e & Hoffman,

1972; Stein & Friedrich, 1972). For example, in one study, nearly 70% of

mothers of first-grade children reported that they never restrict the

amount of time their children may view, and about 30% reported that they

never restrict the types of programs their children may view (Lyle &

Hoffman, 1972). Furthermore, children of various ages typically report

less than half the levels of parental control that th-Ar parents report.

(e.g., Lyle & Hoffman, 1972; Rossiter & Robertson, 1975.) When parents
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do attempt to control the content of their children's viewing, their con-

trols seem to have an effect, at least during the prerchool y..tars (Stein &

Friedrich, 1972). It is during the period of 10 to 12 years of age, when

the child is typically viewing most heavily and switching from child-like

to adult-like program preferences, that parents are most 11i 1y to attempt

to ccatrol their children's selection of television viewing (Bower, 1973),

presumably in the hopes of shaping the newly emerging television prefer-

ences of their children.

A second way in which parents might in2luence their children's view-

ing preferences is through modeling, or setting an influential example.

The parents' own use of television does in fact appear to influence both

the content and the amount of television viewing lor their children

(Schramm, Lyle, & Parker,.1961%-though this influence is generally small

(Chaffee & McLeod, 1972)-and:It. tends to decrease as the Child matures

(Lyle & Hoffman, 1972) .

A third woo, that parents and children might affect each other's

viewing patterns is through joint decision-making. There are typically

numerous occasion when family members must jointly decide what to watch,

particularly in single-set households. On these occasions a fairly con-

sistent pattern emerges (Bower, 1973; Lyle & Hoffman, 1972; Wand, 1968).

Disagreements between the parents occur on about half of the occasions

that they both want to watch, with fathers tending to prevail over mothers.

Disagreements between the parents and the children also occur about half

the time, and the children tend to prevail almost as frequently as the

adults. Children tend to have both more disagreements and more success

with mothers alone than with fathers alone. Among siblings, older children
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tend to prevail over younger children. Thus, television decision-making

a;pears to ue a new area for the delineation of roles and the exertion of

authority within the family. Considering the general lack of parental

control of children's television viewing, and the finding that children

win nearly half the disagreements with parents, it ailpears that childrer

are notably more influential in this area of family decision-making than

inmost areas. It has been suggested that "...in the family, television

often has the status of the 'children's medium' for which, by dint of in-

terest and attention, the young have became the acknowledged resident ex-

perts" (Comstock, 1578, p. i1).

C. Television's influence on Daily Activity Patterns

In light of the fact noted earlier that the television set typically

for almosm seven-hours each day, it is clear that tel.:vision often

sets a renew-ark:within which human interaction occurs in the household.

Much of a child's viewing time is spent in the company of siblings or

parents, and conversations among the viewers tend to include a. mixture

of comments related and comments unrelated to the television program

(Lyle & Roffman, 1972). Nevertheless, compared 'rich the behavior pat-

terns found in the American home before the advent of television, it ap-

pears that, among other effects, television has served to reduce the total

time spent in conversations among family members (Robinson, 1972). Further-

more, as the.nunber of multipla-sethouseholds increases each year, the

likely consequence will be to decrease the amount of joint viewing by

family members and to increase both viewing alone and viewing in separate

child-units and adult-units (Bower, 1973). Historical Alanges in children's
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use of television over the past three aecades indicates a steady and con-

tinuing increase in the use of television and a decrease in the amount of

joint viewing with parents.

The advent of television has led to major changes in the daily acti-

vities of individuals in every society that has been investigated. Data

from studies of the adoption and current use of television in the United

States (Bogart, 1972; Coffin, 1955; Robinson I Converse, 1972), together

with comparisons of the time allocations obtained from large samples of

set owners and nonowners in industrialized cities of Western Europe and

Latin Arcrica (Scalai, 1972), provide a broad picture of the impact of

televisiln. The time that people spend watching television represents

reductions in the time they spend in other activities, such as: sleep-

ing; participating in social gatherings away from how; listening to the

radio; reading magazines and books; going to movies; conversing with

others; working on household tasks; and participating in alternative

leisure activities. In the United States, television has increased the

total amount of time people spend on the mass media by 40%. About 75%

of the time spent on the mass media is devoted tl television, and about

33% of leisure time is spent watching television as the primary activity

(Comstock, 1978). Thus, television clearly has a major social impact on

the daily activity patterns of the American family.

111110.)

Ill. What Do Children See On Television?

Considering that television has certainly become one of the most

accessible and broadly used instruments through which children can observe

and learn about human behavior, the question of what children typically see
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of television has become an important one. A number of studies have pro-

vided us leth information about w t types of programs children are likely

to see and particularly about how television portrays: (A) violence;

(B) prosocial acts; (C) role models; and (D) commercials. In general,

these findings indicate that television presents children with a world

the is quite different than the one they inhabit. Thus, much of what is

depicted on television is neither duplicated nor readily testable in real-

life experience -- particularly for children, since their knowledge and

experience is limited (Comstock, 1978).

Analyses of programs typically viewed by children should not be

restricted to children's programming time, defined es "those hours other

than prime time in which programs initially designed for children under

12 years of age are scheduled" (NAB Code News, 1974). It has been

estimated that 85% of children's actual viewing time occurs during.

general audience or "adult" programming (NSF, 1975). Thus, in the process

of analyzing the typical content of television programming viewed by chil-

dren, the diversity of the types of programs they see should not be for-

gotten.

A. Violence

Violence on television has been investigated more thoroughly than

any other content area, due in part to social concern and in part to the

ease of reliable measurement. A violent episode ban been defined as

"the overt Irpression of physical 'orce against others or the self, or

the compelling of action against one's will on pain of being hurt or

killed" (Geehner, 1972, p. 31). Verbal abuse, idle threats, and comic'
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gestures are not included. Rather, the definition focuses on the physical

abuse of one character by another, including such specific acts as murder-

ing, shooting, stabbing, fistfighting, hitting over the head, attacking,

forcing action at gunpoint, and physically restraining. This definition

has been reliably applied to assess the number of violent episodes occurring

in a selected sample of television programs each year since 1967. The

sample has consisted of all the dramatic fiction programs that aired on

the three major networks during prime time during one week in November

(Gerbner & Gross, 1976; Gerbner, Gross, Eleey, Jackson-Beeck, Jeffries Fox, &

Signorielli, 1977; Gerbner, Gross, Jackson-Beeck, Jeffries Fox, Signorielli,

1978). Over 75% of these programs contained at least one incident of vio-

lence. The amount of violence portrayed on these programs remained re-

markably steady over the 97year period from 1967 through 1975. Violent

episodesioccurred-at- a rate of about 8 per hour for each of these years.

The rate of portrayed violence rose to a record high level of 9.5 violent

episodes per hour in 1976 and dropped, to 6.7 violent episodes per hour in

1977, the last reported year.

It should be noted that in a comparison of all types of television

programming, the highest rate of violence was found to occur in a type

of programming designed specifically for children -- that is, in cartoons

(Slaby, Quarfoth, & AcConnachie, 1974). Children's cartoon programs have

been found to portray an average of between 17 and 30 violent episoe

per hour, compared to an average of approximately 8 violent episodes per

hour for all other programs (Gerbner, 1972; Slaby, Quarfoth, & McConnachie,

1974). In another type of analysis applied to all 5acurd.ay morning chil-

dren's programs, 30% of the programs were considered to be "saturated"
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with violence while an additional 58% contained violence that was considered

incidental or minor, for a total of 88% of Saturday morning programs con-

tPining at least some violence (Barcus, 1971).

There has been considerable debate over particular aspects of violence

ratings, such as whether to label certain specific acts as "violent" or as

"slapstick,' and hJ to characterize certain physical acts in sports tele-

casts. There has also been controversy over whether the label "action/

adventure" program is simply used euphemistically to mean "violent" program.

However, the overall perception of violence is generally agreed upon by

both trained and untrained observers, as well as by both children and

adults. For example, adults in the general public were found to be in

very close agreement with television critics on which programs contained

high levela of physical violence (Greenberg & Gordon, 1972a). Likewise;

films and television programs that adult researcher had preselected to

represent either violent or nonviolent programs, were rated as such by

both child and adolescent subjects (Greenberg & Gordon, 1972b; Katzman,

1972; Parke, Berkowitz, Leyens, West, & Sebastian, 1977).

Violence on television is generally depicted in stylized and non-

realistic ways. Much of television violence can be characterized in one

or more of the following ways: (1) clean; (2) ustified; (3) effective;

(4) rewarded; and (5) humorous. For example, since the network codes

generally forbid the showing of such realistic negative consecuences of

physical violence as blood, gore, and immediate or long-term suffering,

television violence is often clean violence. In content analyses of

televised violence, painful consequences have been found .o occur so in-

frequently that observers could not rate them reliably (Gerbner, 1972).
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The long-term consequences of violence for the victim, :Jr for the victim's

family and friends are rarely depicted. Network codes further arecify

that in depictions of criminal acts, it shall be shown that crime does

not pay. In technical adherence to this code, many programs show the

"bad guys" receiving punishment for committing a crime. However, the

punishment often comes in the form of violent acts performed by the

"good guys" and portrayed as justified, condoned, ar even heroic violence.

It has been found that on television the good guys display an equal amount

of violence as the bad guys, and they often break the law in the service

of supposedly justifiable ends (Lange, Baker, & Ball, 1969)- Almost one-

third of all law enforcers on television were found to commit violence;

and 92% of the enforcers who were violent were major characters in the

programs (Dominick, 19T3).

Television violence is also frequently portrayed as being a highly

effective means of attaining a goal. A disturbing finding is that the

use of violent or illegal means vas portrayed as being effective in at-

taining goals more frequently than the use of legal or socially approved

means, and this finding was particularly strong in children's programs

(Larsen, Gray, & Fortis, 1968). Those television characters who use

violence, and particularly "good guys" who use violence, often stand to

gain Lot only the direct reward of attaining their goals but also such

added rewards as praise, social advancement, and material advantage. It

has been suggested that television violence is rewarded at least as c'ten

as it is punished (Stein & Friedrich, 1915).

One additional type of response that frequently accompanies portrayals

of violence on children's programs is laughter. Contrived adult laugh-tracks
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often accompany violent cartoon programming, cuing the viewing child to

recognize that violence is considered to be humorous. For example, in a

recent episode of the "Pink Panther," sound-tract laughter punctuates each

episode as the main character pounds a lifeguard flat on a surfboard,

empties a swimming pool as the lifeguard dives in, causes him to fall in-

to a fire, and tricks him into being run over by J. bus.

B. Prosocial Behavior

Despite the fact that there have been a number of recent investiga-

tions of the effects of viewing "prosocial" television programming, the

precise content of prosocial behavior portrayed on television has not

been thoroughly analyied. Rather, research interest has focused on two

particular public television programs generally considered to contain a

great deal of prosocial content, and specIfically designed for presdhool

children -- "Mr. Rogers' Neighborhood" and "Sesame Street." In one re-

cant attempt to specify the prosocial content of these two programs, ob-

servers assessed the frequency of occurrence of "positive reinforcement"

and "punishment" given by adult, 'hild, and fantasy characters for the

cognitive and social behavior of others (Coates & Pusser, 1975). "Posi-

tive reinforcement" (a type of prosocial behavior) included giving praise

and approval, offering instrumental help, giving physical affection, and

giving tokens. "Punishment" included criticizing, ignoring, physically

abusing, attacking, and withdrawing tokens or privileges. Both programs

were found to contain very high levels of positive reinforcement, given

primarily by adults and fantasy characters, for social behavior. Ccm-

pared to "Sesame Street," "Mr. Rogers" contained more positive reinforcement
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and less punishment, as well as more instances of social behavior mad

less instances of cognitive behavior. Whereas on -Mr. Rogers" the agents

of positive reinforcement and punishment were likely to be adult charac-

ters, on "Sesame Street" these agents were likely to be child or fantssy

characters. Thus, the millions of children who watch each of these public

television programs are exposed to a great deal of televised prosocial be-

havior. Yet, particularly for commercial television, the percentage of

children's programs that clearly emphasize prosocial rather than violent

content remains remarkably low.

C. Role Models

A number of misrepresentations are evident in television portrayals

of such groups as women, ethnic minorities, lower class people, foreigners,

and old people. At times, television may be said to present a relatively 40)

accurate "slice of life " One example is the recent documentary series

consisting of filmed footage of spontaneous interaction within several

American families. At other times television highlights or exaggerates

the stereotypes and biases that can be found in real life. Ekamples are

tough men who use violence to solve crimes (e.g., "Starsky and Hutch")

and sexy women who use their sexuality to solve crimes (e.g., "Charlie's

Angels"). On still other occasions, television introduces new and

unique sets of stereotypes and biases. For example, dramatic character-

izations such as the "Bionic Woman," and the "Incredible Hulk," as well

as commer-ial characterizations such as "Ronald MacDonald" (the happy

hamburger representative) and "Mrs. Olson" (the kindly coffee advocate)

seem to have been borne more out of the unique possibilities and constraints
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of the television medium than Qut of real-life experience. Content

analyses are of interest in revealing the specific ways and the extent to

which television portrayals deviate from the patterns one would preiict

from real life.

Between 70% and 75% of the leading characters in prime-time television

were found to be male (Gerbner, 1972; Tedesco, 1974), and the overrepresenta-

tion of males in children's programming has been even greater (Gerbner,

1972; Streicher, 1974). In one analysis, it was concluded that half of the

most popular children's programs portrayed too few females to analyze

(Sternglanz & Serbin, 1974). Even on the careftlly researched. "Sesame

Street" program, a large majority of the appearing characters (787; by one

analysis) are male, and all of the major muppet characters are male

(Cantor, 1978).

-Besides disproportionate representation, males and females are

frequently presented on television in stereotyped roles and activities.

For example, male and female characters on commercial television differ

markedly from each other on a number of rated personality dimensions retre-

sentative of culturally held sex-role stereotypes -- including aggressive-

ness, ambition, independence,emotionality, and sensitivity (Busby, 1975).

During ;rime-time programming, women characters are about 10 years younger

on the average than men (Aronoff, 1974), and they engage in less varied and

less prestigious occupations (Tedesco, 1974). In children's programs,

females are portrayed as more deferential, and less aggressive, construc-

tive, an effective than males (Sternglanz & Serbin, 1974).

Violence on television is typically depicted in aifferent ways for

=ales and females. In an analysis of all the television programs aired. on
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three network affiliated stations during one week in 1974, it was four:

that 86; of all violent episodes occurred exclusively between males, and

only 2% of the violence occurred exclusively between femiaes. Females

were the victims of male violence in 7% of the cases, and =ales were

tins of female violence in 5% of the cases (Slaby, Quarfoth, & McConnachie,

1974). In other analyses, it has similarly been found that women are por-

trayed as less likely to be violent than men, as well as more likely to be

the victims than the performers of violence (Gerbner & Gross, 1973;

Tedesco, 1974). Although women's roles on television have typically been

restricted to family and romantic contexts, there has been a recent in-

crease in programs that feature nontraditional women characters involved

with violence (e.g., "Police Woman," "Bionic Woman," "Wonder Woman,"

"Charlie's Angels"). However, even these characters-continue to display

as:pects of the female sex-role stereotype..-...

With the exception of Black Americans, most ethnic minority groups

in America are virtually absent from television or they are presentee as

ridiculous characters (Barcus, 1971; Mendelson & Young, 1972; Ormiston &

Williams, 1973). Likewise, old pe ple, and people involved in labor or

service occupations are underrepresented on television compared to their

numbers in the -eal world (Gerbner, 1972). Non-Americans are generally

negatively stereotyped, particularly on children's programs. On prime-

time television programs, foreigners were found to be more often cast as

villians than were Americans ( Gerbner, 1972). In one analysis of chil-

dren's programs, over half of the "bad" characters and none of the "good"

characters spoke with foreign accents (Mendelson & Young, 1972). The por-
Irj

trayal of Black Americans on television has undergone substantial change
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over the last decade. In the late 1960s, the portrayals of Black charac-

ters increased and shifted from the earlier demeaning roles to new roles

of higher status (Clark, 1969; Dominick & areenberg, 1970; Roberts, 1973).

Nevertheless, more recent analyses indicate that Blacks are less often

portrayed in work roles than Whites, and -;hey are almost never shown in

leadership positions without a White co-leader (Mendelson & Young, 1972;

Ormiston & 1973). On children's television, some analyses have

found Blacks to be portrayed with generally positive attributes (e.g.,

Mendelson & Young, 1972), while other analyses have found Blacks to be

portrayed as either secondary or villainous characters more often than

Whites (Ormiston & Williams, 1973):

D. Commercials

Children are exposed to an estimated ammawof.2C,000 commerrials

taloa 3 _
television advertising eacn...,

week (NSF, 1975). In contrast to adult commercials, commercials directed

toward children most frequently present edible products, the most promi-

nent categories being cerealE, snact.s, desserts, candies and drinks. Toy

commercials increase sharply in the pre-Christmas months, but are out-

numbered even then by food commercials (Atkin & Heald, 1977; Barct:a,

1971; 1976; Schuetz & Sprafkin, 1978; Winick, Williamson, Chuzmir, &

Winick, 1973). In light of the current debate concerning the extent to

which heavy and frequent use of sugar may be linked to such health prob-

lems as tooth decay, diabetes, malnutrition, hypertension, obesity, and

possibly even behavior problems, it should be noted that a high percent-

age of the products advertised on children's television are heavily sugared
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edibles. It was found that 25% of all commercials on weekend morning tele-

vision were for candy and sweets, 25% were for ready-to-eat cereals (most

of which were pre-sweetened to contain 40 -605 sugar), 10% were for eating

places and fast-food restaurants, and 4% were for "snack foods," many of

which are of questionable nutritional value (Barcus, 1975).

In children's advertising, and especially in commercials for food, the

major type of message claim emphasizes the fun associated with the product.

Although current children's commercials almost never overtly compare

products or suggest that children ask their parents to purchase the

product, many ads use jingles and frequent repetition of the brand name

in an attempt to gain product recognition by children (Atkin & Heald, 1977).

Females have been found to be underrepresented in television com-

mercials (about 37% of all characters), even though child characters in
411)

commercials are about evenly divided Ildb*wdbm-, --d boys

Sprafkin, 1978). Women in commercials are typically shown in the home

representing domestic products, whereas men are generally shown outside

the home representing non- domestic products (Courtney & Whipple, 1974;

O'Donnell & O'Donnell, 1978). A consistent finding has been that men's

voices are used almost exclusively (84% to 93% of the time) as the unseen,

authoritative speaker who imparts product information to the viewer (i.e.,

the "voice-over"), even for commercials involving women characters and

domestic products (Courtney & Whipple, 1974; Cully & Bennett, 1976; Marecek,

Piliavin, Fitzimmons, Krough, Leader, & Trudell, 1978; O'Donnell & O'Donnell,

1978). Yet, certain aspects of the portrayal of women's roles in commercials

changed over the period from 1972 to 1974 (Marecek, et al., 1978). Although

the overall percentage of women characters depicted in occupations outside

the home remained relatively small during this period (about 25%), women
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appeared with increasing frequency in the higher status occupations of

managers and professionals.

The portrayal of Nonwhite characters in commercials has also changed

in particular ways from several decades ago when Nonwhites were virtually

absent from commercials. Although Nonwhites have been found to appear in

about 20% of children's commercials, it is interesting to note that only

about 2% of children's commercials portray Nonwhites in the absence of

Whites (Atkin & Heald, 1977). It seems that the practice has been to add

Nonwhite characters to White group settings in order to depict an ethnically

"integrated" setting. Thus, it can be seen that ')esidesbeing carefully

designed to attract, teach, and persuade the viewer, television commercials

present extensive incidental information .cerning social attitudes and

behaviors.

IV. How Do Childron Tabs:ern F'r molm/4e4cn?

Questions about how children learn are often addressed to the educator

and answered by describing the success of specific teaching methods. In

this sense, it might at first seem appropriate to direct the question of

how Children learn from television to an Armlysis of "educational" tele-

vision which is designed specifically to teach. This narrow view of learn-

ing has been challenged by social learning theory which has provided the

major theoretical framework guiding much of the research on television.

This approach, and particularly Bandura's (1969) refinement of the concept

of "observational learning," rests on the explicit assummtion that chil-

dren's abilities to learn through observation are not limited to a narrow

set of circumstances and materials.
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More than 15 years of research on observational learning from tele-

vision has demonstrated that children can learn from "entertainment" tele- 411-

vision not specifically designed to teach the viewer, as well as from both

educational television and television commercials; and children can learn

from material that is incidental to the program (e.g., gratuitous violence),

as well as from material that is central to the plot or purpose of the

program. Furthermore, a considerable amount of "observational" learning

can occur without any opportunity for children to practice what they have

seen and without the occurrence of any obvious reinforcement given either

to the television performers or to the children themselves. In light of

the available research evidence, many social scientists have been emphatic

in pointing out that, whether it is intended to be or not, television is

definitely a. teacher (e.g., Comstock, 1978; Rothenberg: 1975; Siegel in

Liebert, Neale, & Davidson, 1973; .Stein & Friedrich, 1975) . The.question-

is no longer whether children learn from television; rather, the question

is how and what they learn.

One cif the primary tenets G: observational learning theo:y is that a

distinction must be made between learning and performs/lee. That is, chil-

dren may learn a particular behavior from television without ever acting

it out. Yet, given the "right" circumstances -- even though these circum-

stances may be unusual or delayed -- children may indeed perform what they

learned from television. This distinction, though not a strict dichotomy,

has helped researchers to focus separately on those processes that underlie

learning (e.g., attention and comprehension) and those processes that under-

lie performance (e.g., cues of permissibility, probability of reinforcement,

and instigation). In this discussion we -411 consider the research evidence O.,
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related to two aspects of learning from television: JO attention; and

(B) comprehension.

A. Attention

Learning begins when the viewer pays attention to the displayed

material. Although a minimum amount of attention is necessary for a viewer

to learn what has occurred on television, apparent attention is no guarantee

that the viewer is actually processing the information portrayed, since

the viewer may be "staring blankly" or "tuning out" the material. On the

other hand, relatively low levels of visual attention to the screen may

be sufficient in some cases to permit the viewer to gain a sense of what

has occurred on television, particularly for relatively simple and repeti-

tive material and for material that is presented in both the visual and

audio channels.

Children as young as 6 months'of age have been found to "watch tele-

vision," as indicated by the fact that they showed greater visual atten-

tion to the patterned picture stimulation of television than to an un-

patterned glowing television screen, especially when the patterned pic-

ture was accompanied by sound (Hollenbeck & Slaby, 19T9). Yet, while

"
watching television" in the usual way children typically attend to the

screen less than one might think For example, in a sample of young

children who viewed "Sesame Street" in a naturalistic laboratory with

their rlrent present, the average proportion of the program during which

they visually attended to the screen varied from 12% for 1-year-old chil-

dren 'to 58% for 4-year-old children (Levi n & Anderson, 1976). In an

assessment of the viewing habits of all family members as they viewed in
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their homes, the average proportion of attention to the screen was 52% for

the 1- to 10-Tear-old viewers, 69% for the 11- to 19-year-old viewers, and

655 for the 20- to 75-year-old viewers (Bechtel, et al., 1972). However,

the amount of time a viewer attends to the screen varies considerably de-

pending on such factors as: (1) the overall viewing habits of the in-

dividual (Bechtel, et al., 1972; Levin & Anderson, 1976); (2) ;he presence

of other viewers and play materials (Bechtel, et al., 1972); (3) the type

of program or commercial content (Bechtel, et al., 1972); and (4) the

production techniques or "formal features" of the program, indf -ndent

of the content (Anderson & Levin, 1976; Huston-Stein & Wright, 197).

Children generally show a lower level of attention to commercials

than to program material; a decrease with age in their attention to com-

mercials; and a drop in their attention from the beginning to the end of

each commercial (Bechtel, et el., 1972; Wartella & Ettema, 1974;

Zuckerman, Ziegler, & Stevenson, 1978). These findings have been in-

terpreted as indicating "habituation," a simple farm of learning which

involves children becoming selectively inattentive to the estimated 20,000

repetitive commercials they see annually (Zuckerman, et al., 1978).

Program category or type has beer found to strongly influence the

amount of attention paid by viewers of various ages (Bechtel, et al.,

1972). In one sample, children 1 to 10 years of age showed particularly

high levels of attention to children's programs and particularly low

levels of attention to sports, news, melodrama, and game shows. Children

10 to 19 years of age showed particularly high levels of attention to

suspense shows and children's shows (both of which tytically contain high

levels of violence), and, in this sample, they di:? not select melodrama,
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game, or talk shows often enough to pe:mit analysis. Ir. should be noted

that children's level of attention may be more strongly related to the

form in *which the mrogram material is presented than to the content itself.

For example, preschool-age children were found to show the same levels of

attentiveness to high-action programs regardless of whether they were high

or low in violence (Huston-Steam, 1977). Violence Ls..se did trot account

for a significant amount of the children's attention independent of the

non-content features of the programs, This finding suggests that although

violence is often inAdental to the plot, it may frequently be added to

high-action programs based on a mistaken assumption that it will increase

ale child viewer's interest or level of attention.

Research has indicated that the formal features of programming hat

can enhance young children's attention to the screen include: (1) visual

features; such as portrayals of puppets, children, characters in eye con.

tact with the audience, characters engaged in lively activities, scene

changes, and reverse motion; and (2) auditory features, such fts peculiar

voices, sound effects, lively music, individual singing, rhyming, ,eti-

tion, alliteration, sound changes, and frequent changes cf speaker

(Anderson & Levin, 1976; Huston-Stein, 1977). :11 addition, for children

1 to 4 years of age, the shorter a program segment is, the higher the

proportion of time children are likely to attend to it (Anderson & Levin,

1976).

B. Comprehension

Research on children's understanding of television, tested immediately

after vievfmg indicates that young children often comprehend only part of
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what they see. For example, in a study of children 4 to 5 years of age,

most of the children were found to comprehend less than half of the ex-

plicit statements of fact related to the central educational theme of a

3-minute program segment designed specifically for children, despite the

fact that the children watched closely and reported that they enjoyed

what they saw (Friedlander, Wetstone, & Scott, 1974). Similarly, chil-

dren 5 to 7 years of age were found to comprehend only 38; to 67% of the

material in a 30-second prosocial commercial (Poulos, 1977). However, .

eta* the commercial had been carefully refined for children, comprehen-

sion increased substantially to include 93% of the basic content. Con-

sidering how poorly young children understood the original versions of

these brief and simple segments, it would seem that their understanding

of the longer and more complex programs that they typically watch is

likely to be even less. accurate....

These ilndings underscore the need to make use of assessments of

comprehension'in designing television materials tailored to the charac-

teristics and limitations of child audiences. For example, techniques

which have been shown to enhance children's learning from "Sesame Street"

include making sharp distinctions between relevant and irrelevant content,

repeating concepts, and using a rate Rad level of presentation that is ap-

propriate for the age group (Ball & Bogatz, 1970; Bogatz & Ball, 1971;

Lesser, 1974). In some cases, the needed refinement may be relatively

simple. For example, whereas less than half of the 5-year-old children

in one study were able to understand the standard disclaimer used in com-

mercials, "partial assembly required," all the 5-year-old children tested
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were able to understand the disclaimer message when it was restated as,

"It must be put together before .1 can play with it." (Liebert, Spray sin,

Liebert, & Rubinstein, 1977).

For elementary and high school viewers, a consistent finding has been

that there is a steady increase with age in the learning of plot-related

content (either directly observed or inferred); whereas the learning of

peripheral content (non-plot related material) generally increases to a

certain age (e.g., 12 years) and decreases thereafter (Coll!..ng, 1970;

Collins, Wellman, Keniston, & Westby, 1978; Hale, Miller, & Stevenson,

1968; HaLlahan, Kaufman, & Ball, 1974; Bawkins,:1173; Katzman, 1972; Ward,

1972). The age trends in the learning of peripheral content seem to vary

with the viewer's level of interest in the program content. Thus, the

ability to comprehend certain types of material while simultaneously

ignoring other-types of material appears to show age-related changes.

Children also show steady improvement with age, which is to say

they show clear developmental changes, in their understanding of a number

of aspects of televised material, including: (1) sequences of events

(Leifer, Collins, Gross, Taylor, Andrews, & Blackmer, 1971); (2) rotiva-

tions underlying behavior (Collins, 1973; Collins, Berndt, & Hess, 1974;

Leifer, et al., 1971; Leifer & Roberts, 1972; Meyer, 1973); (3) con-

sequences of tihavior (Collins, 1973; Collins, et al., 1974; Leifer &

Roberts, 1972); (4) links between temporally separated events (Collins,

1973); (5) content and purpose of commercial messages (e.g., Blatt,

Spencer, & Ward, 1972; Wackman, Wartella, & Ward, 1977); and (6) distinc-

tions betw.:en human, puppet, and cartoon characters (Leifer, et al., 19711;

Quarfoth, 1978).
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Since children's overall understanding of televised material is based

on their understanding of a combination of aspects of television portrayals,

such as those listed above, at different points in development, children's

overall understanding and interpretation of television material will differ

in particular ways from that of adults. For example, in one study, chil-

dren in kindergarten, 2nd, 5th, and 8th grade were shown an edited version

of an "action /adventure" program and then tested to determine what they

recalled' (Collins, et al., 1974). Whereas chiliren in kindergarten and

2nd grade tended to remember either aggression alone or aggression and

its consequence, children in the 5th and 8th grade remembered both the

motives and the consequences of a number of different behaviors in addi-

tion to aggression. When asked to evaluate the televised cham4ter, the

young children tended to evaluate the aggressor solely in terms of the

consequences of his.actionsi--Jheror. the older children based -their.;

evaluations on a combination 0' the aggreosnr's motives and consequences.

The extent to children's comprehension of televised material

may differ from that of ad-;lts is further illustrated by their failure

to make adult-like dirUnctions between cartoon, puppet, and human tele-

vision characters. In nne study, children in kindergarten and 1st grade

were found to be more likely than children in the 3rd and 4th grade to

judge cartoon and puppet characters as being "ali.e" and able to "walk

and talk by thmselves;" the majority of these younger children did not

fully differentiate human and cartoon characters (Quarfoth, 1978). When

asked to explain their choices, about 25% of the younger children said

that cartoon characters could move and talk because, "there's people
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inside them." In general, kindergarten children showed confusion about

the mechanics of television that seemed to affect their perceptions about

the reality of the characters. Many believed that the people shown on

television are really standing inside the set, having gotten there, for

example, because "those people are made smaller than us and when you turn

the TV on, they're lowered down by a rope" (p. 13).

V. What Are the Effects of Television Violence

This topic has generated more research evidence and received more

public attention than any other single area of television research.

Indeed, research related to this topic has involved over 10,000 American

children and youths tram a wide variety of backgrounds. It has involved

laboratory experiments, correlational field studies, and naturalistic in

v4sAgations, documented in over 150 published scientific papers and

30 substantive reviews of the evidence. Public debate on the topic has

occupied no less than seven congressional hearings since 1952 and several

recent national hearings by citizens' groups such as the Parent Teachers

Association. Although it is clearly beyond the scope of this discussion

to fully review this area, we will identity and briefly discuss evidence

related to the following potential effects of viewing television violence:

(1) an increase in the viewer's own level of aggression; (2) an increase

in the viewer's indifference to the violence cf others; and (3) a dis

tortion of the viewer's perception of the realistic role of violence in

our society.
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A. Level of Aggression

Based on a review of the research evidence available in 1972, the

Surgeon General's Scientific Advisory Committee on Television and Social

Behavior offered the f'Dllowing conclusion:

"...there is a convergence of the fairly substantial

experimental evidence for short-run causation of aggression

among some children by viewing violence on the scre-Ja and

the much less certain evidence from field studies that ex-

tensive violence viewing preceded some long -run, manifestations

of aggressive behavior. This convergence...constitutes some

preliminary indication of a causal relationship..."

In evaluating this rather tentative statement, it should be noted that

the advisory group was mot strictly neutral on this issue since the group

was formed by permitting representatives of the television industry to

blackball a number of outstanding behavioral scientists and to replace

them with individuals who bad longstanding links to the television in-

dustry. It has been claimed that "the Congress and the public might well

have gotten a rather different report than the one written by the Committee"

had such professional associations as the American Psychological Association

and the American Psychiatric Association been given the same reviewing

privilege that Nits given to the networks and the trade association (Siegel,

1975, P. 21) . Also, re-evaluation of the conclusion is warranted in light

of the additional evidence generated since this report in 1972.

Viewing television violence can, and sometimes does, increase the

level of aggression of the viewer. Empirical support for this conclusion
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now exists for a broad range of viewing stimuli and circumstances, includ-

ing: (1) cartcon violence, as well as realistically portrayed violence

(e.g., Bandura, 1965; Bandura, Ross, & -ass, 1961; 1963; Ellis & Sekyra,

1972; Steuer, Applefield, & Smith, 1971); (2) unedited programs that have

actually been broadcast on television, as well as material that has been

edited or constructed for purposes of research (e.g., Bandura, 1965; Stein &

Friedrich, 1972); (3) violence presented on the television screen, as well

as violence presented by live models or on a movie screen (e.g., Bandura,

1965; Bandura, et al., 1963; Parke, et al., 1977; Stein & Friedrich, 1972);

(4) naturalistic viewing circumstances, as well as controlled laboratory

circumstances (e.g., Bandura, 1965; Steuer, et al., 1971); and (5) single

exposure to a violent program, as well as repeted exposure to many violent

programs (e.g., Bandura, et al., 1963; Parke, et al., 1977).
411

Empiriaal'suppart for increases in levels of aggression has been found

for a variety of types of viewer, including: (1) adults, as well as chil-

dren (e.g., Berkowitz, 1971; Liebert & Baron, 1972); (2) viewers with no

history of unusually aggressive behavior, as well as viewers who have ha:

such a h..story (e.g., juveniles who are considered delinquent for reasons

of unlawful aggression) (e.g., Hartman, 1969; Park, et al., 1977; Stein &

Friedrich, 1972; Stever, et al., 1971; Wolf & Baron, 1971); and (3) viewers

who have not been subjected to a frustrating experience before viewing, as

well as viewers who have been experimentally frustrated (e.g., Hartman,

1969; Liebert & Baron, 1972).

Furthermore, an increased probability of viewer aggression has been

found for: (1) aggressive responses different from those directly por-

trayed, as well as aggressive responses that have been directly imitated
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(e.g., Bandura, 1965; Liebert & Baron, 1972); and (2) long-term measurements

of the effect, as well as measurements immediately following exposure (e.g.,

Lefkowitz, iron, Walder, & Huesmann, 1972; Liebert & Baron, 1972). For ex-

ample, one of the most important studies reported to the Surgeon General's

Committee as a 10-year follow-up investigation of over 200 children

(Lefkowitz, et al., 1972). It was found that the amount of violent tele-

vision watched by boys at age 9 was the best single predictor of their

juvenile delinquency offenses related t aggression at age 19 -- somewhat

better than a number of other well-established predictors of juvenile

delinquency. The effect did not hold for girls, hoveTer, presumably be-

cause the sample of girls who were Inquent for reasons of aggression

was too small. The investigators concluded that watching television

violence leads to the building of long-12sting aggressive habits;

The general conclusion that television violence can and sometimes

does increase the viewer's level of aggression may now be considered as

established scientific findtng, since it is based on a large and diverse

body of independently replicated findings, both correlational and experi-

mental in nature. for example, evidence supportive, the elicitation of

aggression effect was found in a correlational study with delinquent boys

who had chosen to watch violent television at home (Lefkowitz, et al.,

1972). This finding was strengthened when the same effect was found in

an experimental study-in which delinquent boys in a residential center

were randomly assigned to view either violent or nonviolent films and

their behavior was independently observed (Parke, et al., 1977). However,

the general conclusion does not mean that the effect occurs of necessity
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on a given occasion or for all children. There can never be certainty that

a particular television portrayal will have a specific effect for all chil-

dren, nor that a particular aggressive act was completely determined by the

observation of television violence. Rather, the conclusion is based on the

demonstrated likelihood that, on the average, a given group of children who

view violence will show higher levels of aggression than an appropriate

control group of children who view either neutral programming, nonaggres-

sive programming, or no programming.

It should be noted that this conclusion reverses the earlier

"catharsis" hypothesis that the observation of television violence will --

through a process of draining the viewer's emotional energy lower the

viewer's level of aggression. Although there are several findings suggest-

ing that there may be limited circumstances in which children's level of

aggression is lowered following the viewing of television violence (e.g.,

Feshbach, 1955; Feshbach, 1961; Feshbach & Singer, 1971), the weight of

the evidence contradicts the catharsis hypothesis.

Although no individual child or group of children has been shown to

be immune to the effect of television violence and no set of circumstances

has been shown to preclude the effect, it appears that certain types of

viewers are more susceptible than others, and certain types of portrayals

are especially likely to elicit the effect. For example, it appears that

boys are more susceptible than girls. Presumably part of the explanation

for this sex difference derives from the fact that, in general, males re-

ceive greater encouragement and reinforcement than do females for perform-

ing aggressive behaviors that they have learned. In addition to other
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societal influences, it may be that telev-,sion itself teaches children

that agzression is more appropriately performed 111, males than by females,

since aggression is portrayed on television as more often performed by

males and more often rewarded when performed by moles. Thus, although

boys and girls may learn ecually about the content of television violence,

their performance of what they have learned may also be influenced by tele-

vision cues of the permissibility of aggression for their own sex (Bandura,

1965).

A number of factors related to the way violence is typically portrayed

on television have been found to heighten the elicitation of aggression

effect. For example, in the previous discussion of content analyses, it

was noted that violence is frequently depicted on American television as

being clean, justified, effective, or rewareed. Research evidence in-

dicates that each of these characteristics of violence portrayals tends

to increase the likelihood that observed violence will be performed

(e.g., Goranson, 1970). For examp3,,, "clean" television violence .is more

likely to elicit aggressive behavior than is realistically portrayed

violence in which the consequences of physical and emotional suffering

are depicted. The same is true for portrayals of justified violence,

such as acts performed by the "good guys," as opposed to unjustified

violence; and for effective or rewarded violence, as opposed to violence

that is ineffective, unrewarded, or punished (Goranson, 1970).

Although the influence of humor combined with violence has not in

itself been investigated, it is interesting to note that in one study,

thcze children who sailed the most while violence vas being portrayed 410)
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were found to show the highest levels of aggressive behavior following ex-

posure to violence (Ekman, Liebert, Friesen, Harrison, Zlatchin, Malmst-aa,

Barron, 1972).

B. Indifference Toward Violence

Exposure to televised violence may "desensitize" or make the viewer

less likely to respond both physiolJgically and behaviorally to the aggres-

sion performed by others. Children typically show greater emotional re-

sponse (as measured by skin conductance) to those cartoons and films that

contain violence, as compared to those that contain no violence (Osborn &

Endsley, 1971). However, children with a history of high levels of ex-

posure to television (and thus presumably to the violence portrayed on

television) show some evidence of densensitization. That is, they have

been found to.show lower levels of emotional arousal (as measured by skin

conductance and blood volume pulse amplitude) in response to a moderately

violent television program than children with a history of low levels of

exposure to television (Cline, Croft, & Courr4'.r, 1973).

In addition to emotional desensitization to televised violence, it

appears that the viewing of violence can contribute to behavioral indif-

ference to real-life aggression. In several laboratory studies, children

who had previously watched a violent program (as compared to children who

had watched a neutral program) were found to be far slower to intervene

themselves or to call for adult interrention when younger children for whom

they were "babysitting" began to play destructively and to fight (Drabman &

Thomas, 1974; 1975; Thomas w Drabman, 1975; Thorns Horton, Lippincott, &
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Drabman, 1977). These findings of increased indifference to violence are

not incompatible with the previously discussed findings that television

violence can increase the viewer's own level of aggressiveness, any more

than callousness is incomnatible with meanness (Comstock, 1977).

C. Perceptions About Real-Life Violerce

A growing body of evidence suggests that heavy television viewing may

lead both children and adults to form distorted perceptions about a number

of aspects of real life, including the role of violence in our society

(Gerbner & Gross, 1976; Gerbner, et al., 1977; Gerbner, Jackson-Beeck,

Jeffries-Fox, & Signorielli, 1978). The general research strategy 'in

this area has been to compare the questionnaire responses of individuals

who differ in the amount of television they watch, but who we matched on

major variables, such as age, sex, social:class, in:;elligence quotient,

and use of other media. Individuals are defined as "heavy" viewers if

they watch 6 hours or more per day, "medium" viewers if they watch between

2 and 6 hours per day, and "light" viewers if they watch 2 hours or less

per day. To the extent that the perceptions of heavy television viewers

are consistently more likely than those of medium or light viewers to re-

semble the distortions of reality found on television, it is concluded

that television may contribute to these distorted perceptions.

Heavy viewers show a pattern of responses that has been described as

the "mean world" syndrome (Gerbner, et al., 19771. That is, consistent

with television's portrayal c. the world, heavy viewers are more likely

than light viewers to mistrust others and to hold an exaggerated view of

both the prevalence of violence and the appropriateness of its use. In
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particular, heavy viewers are more likely than light viewers to give mean-

world responses when asked about each of the follT7ing issues: (1) the

chances of encountering violence in everyday _ife; (2) the percentage of

men employed in crime detection; (3) the percentage of crimes that are

violent; (1) whether they would be afraid to walk in the city at night;

(5) whether they have actually taken such precautions as installing new

locks, keeping a gun, avoiding certain areas of town; (6) whether it is

generally all right to hit someone when mad at them; (7) whether people

generally look out only for themselves; (8) whether a person can't be too

careful in dealing with others; and (9) whether people will generally

take advantage of you if they get the chance.

Since the differences between heavy, medium, and light viewers were

found consistently even though a variety of social and personal character-

istics of the individual were controlled, it seems fair to conclude that

the expe ience of heavy television viewing may contribute to a "mean

world" perception of reality. However, further research involving experi-

mental manipulation is needed to assess the possibility that individual

Characteristics may directly contribute to both a "mean world" perception

of reality azi a propensity to watch television hea7ily. For example, au

anxious individual who is afraid to go out at night for reasons independent

of televison, may therefore stay at home and become a heavy television

viewer. This situation would not rule out the rossibility that heavy

television viewing might then further heighten the indlvidnal's fears,

setting up a potential vicious cycle.

A. ;hough the major portion of research in this area has been limited

to adults, similar relationships have been found between heavy television
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viewing and social perceptions for children. For example, for children

9 to 14 years of age, heavy viewers were more likely than light viewers

to answer that they would be afraid to walk in the city at night. In

fact, this relationship between heavy television viewing and fear appeared

to be even stronger for children than for adults (Gerbner, et al., 1978).

Additional research in this area will help to evaluate the Ilvpothesis that

television will most influence children in those areas where opportuni

ties for direct experience and exposure to other sources of influence are

minimal (Comstock, 1978).

VI. What Are the Effects of Educational and Prosocial Television?

One suggestion repeatedly made in the 1972 Surgeon General's Report

by researchers of televised violence was that programmers and researchers

should turn. their -attention to. developing and assessing the largely

untapped potential of television for teaching various positive and socially

desirable forms of behavior. The general term "prosocial behavior" was

initially used to provide a needed con+rast to the antisocial behaviors

being studied. In this context, the term refers to a broad class of be

haviors that generally have the endorsement of society. Partially in

response to these suggestions, a moderate amount of research evidence has

recently been generated on how television may enhance such positive social

behaviors as cooperation, helping, sharing, self- regulation, and imagina-

tive play. In addition, research activity promises to increase in the near

future, as indicated by a recent survey in which television researchers

listed the study of prosocial behavior as the top priority (Comstock &

Lindsey, 1975).
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A second and converging line of research h been generated in connec-

tion with the fornatior e..nd early evaluation of "educational" Programs,

such as "Sesame Street" and "Electric Company," -which were designed prima-

rily to teach young children academic and cog.liivs skills with a secondary

purpose of encourrging prosocial behavior. In keeping with these two l'nes

of research, we will briefly discuss television's potential for

(A) increasing the viewer's acaLamic skills; and (B) increasing the viewer's

prosocial behaviors.

A. Academic Skills

"Sesame Street" was designed with the primary objective of preparing

young children, and particularly inner-city low- income for school

learning. The production and evaluation of the program was guided by the

specific goals of impr.ving children's performance in four areas of school

readiness: (1) symbolic represe:+ation (e.g., using and recognizing letters,

numb 's, and geometric toms); cognitive organization (e.g., classifying,

sorting, an 1)erceptualay discriminating objects,; (3) reasoning abilities

(e.g., making causal inferences '.nd solving basic prlblems); and (4) physical

and social knowledge (e.g., identifying and distinguishing elements of the

natural and human-made environments).

In evaluations of "Sesame Street" that were ,var=ied out during the

first 2 years of broadcasting, child viewers showed significantly improved

performance on E....en of the school readiness skills (Ball & Bo tz, 1970;

Bogatz & Bel], 1971). Tests specifically designed to measure skills taut vt

tn the program were admin4stered before and after the viewing season to

children who were encouraged to watch the program ani tc others who were

not. Surprisingly, in the first year's sample a ca=ariscn group who never
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watched "Sesame Street" could not be found since nearly every child who war

contacted watched at least occasionally. Consequently, children we "e

divided into groups according to the relative amount they watched. Improve-

ment was found to be directly related to the amount of viewing. Zn the

seco:.d year's sample, particular sites were chosen at which "Sesame St_ et"

was unavailable exccpt by special cable or UEF reception. One group of

children was given reception capacity and parental encouragement to watch,

while a control grcap was given no such experience. Again, it was found

that improvement on these school-related skills was directly related to the

children's amount of viewing of the program. Improvement also appeared to

generalize to a wider'range of verbal skills than those specifically taught.

It should be noted that a recent reanalysis of the overall effects of watch-

ing "Sesame Street" has indicated that the improvements, while substantia,- 411)

were not as large as WAS first reported (Cook & Connor, 1976).-.''

Several other findings are noteworthy. Younger children (3 years of

age) improved more than older children (5 years of age). Among freauent

viewers, disadvantaged and advantaged children showed equal improvement;

whereas among infrequent viewers, advantage! children showed relatively

greater improvement, presumably because they had other sources for learning

the tested skills. The encouragement given to parents to expose their

children to "Sesame Street" resulted in greater improvement b.,' their chil-

drer than by control children, even when the amount of viewing time was

equated. It may be that encouraged pa:7ents watched and/or discussed the

program with their children more often than control parent:" thereby

increasing the impact of this educational programmirg cn their children.

Contrary to the prediction of some critics that children who watch "Sesame
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Street" would be bored in school (where learning would presumably be less

exciting), children who freauently watched "Sesame Street" were ranked

higher on school performance by the teachers, and they showed more

positive attitudes toward school than children who did not watch the show

frequently.

The program "Electric Company" was developed by Children's Television

Workshop, the same organization that created "Sesame Street." Iv. was de-

514 ed to teach specific reading-related s%ills to elementary-school chil-

dren. Children who watched "Electric Company" in school showed greater

improvement than children who received the usual reading instruction with

no viewing in school (Ball & Bogatz, 1973). However, improvement appeared

to be limited to the specific skills taught by the program since no improve-

ment was found in a test of general reading skills Although -the.snecific

improvement associated with viewing in school occurred acrcss age,-sex,

and ethnic group, ,laildren in the first and second grades showed greater

improvement than children in the third and fourth grades. Children whose

reading skills were in 4.'fle 1,ottom 10% of the distribution showed no

benefit. Disappointingly, children who watched "Electric Company" at

home showed no impro7ement, even if they watched frequently. Thus, the

success of "Electric Cmpany" when vieued in schools may have been due in

part, to various aspects of the viewing context in schook, such as in-

creased attentiveness and rehearsal by children and supplementary dis-

cussion and explanation by teachers. An important area of future research

is the evaluation of various aspects of the viewing context that may

heighten or diminish the impact of program material on the viewing child.
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Several other experimental programs have been shoup to be successful

in particular contexts in teaching children educational lessons and cog-

nitive For example, a series of televises Programs called

"MulligLn Stele" vas designer in association with the U.S. Department of

Agriculture to teach child:en about nutrition. Children's tendency to

eat a balanced diet as directly related to the number of shown they had

seen (Olien, Tichenor, & Donohue, 1975). However, in the absence of

school support, the program had little effect because it was rarely viewed

by children. In another example of experimental programming, a series

shown on videotape to a group of Native American preschool children was

found to be successful in improving a variety of cognitive skills such

as conservation, seriation, and effective techniques for answering ques

tions (Henderson, Swanson, & Zimmerman, 1975a; 1975b).

B. Prosocial Behavior

Although the effects of prosocial television has not been investigated

as thoroughly as the effects of televised violence, early indications are

that the processes that have been proposed to explain the learning and per

formance of aggressive behavior can also be related to prosocial behavior.

A number of studies conducted in both laboratory and field settings have

demonstrated that the observation of televised prosocial content can and

sametimes does lead to an increase in the prosocial behaviors performed

by the child viewer. Following the v: erring of prosocial programming, in

creases have been found in a variety of interpersonal behaviors of young

children, including helping, sharing, cooperating, showing nurturance,

verbalizing feelings, showing empathy, and playing iluaginatively (Coates,
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Pusser,-& Goldman, 1976; Collins, 1976; Collins & Getz, 1976; Cosgrove &

Mc:ntyre, 1974; Friedrich & Stein, 1973; 1975; Leifer, 1975; Paulson, 1971.;

Poulos, Rubinstein, & Liebert, 1375; Singer & Singer, 1976; Shirley, 19716

Stein & Friedrich, 1972; 1975).

In most of these studies prscial material has been Limited to the

program "Mr. Rogers," and the age level of the viewer has been limited to

preschool-age children. But there are several exceptions. A program from

the "Lassie" series has been shown to increase elementary-school children's

willingness to help others in a situation similar to the cae portrayed

(Poulos, et al., 1975). Also, a "Sesame Street" program has been she .

to increase the cooperative behavior of prescb-,o1 children in situations

that directly paralleled those portrayed in the program; however, in several

evaluations, the effect has failed to generalize to other prosocial be-

llhavior not directly portrayed (Leifer, 1975; Paulson, 1974). For "Sesame

Street," the goal of stimulating various forms of prosocial behavior is of

secondary importance relative to the main objective of stimulating academic

skills. Although the two goals need not necessarily interfere with one

ano%her, it has been sugbested that the lack of a strong prosocial effect

for "Sesame Street" nay be partially attributable to its relatively freouent

use of negative behavior (or "punishment"), often presented in the form of

slapstick gestures, to heighten the entertainment value of segments designed

primarily to teach academic skills (Coates, et al., 1976).

In order to compare the effects of the two popular children's

programs, "Mr. Rogers" and "Sesame Street," on preschool children's

social behavior during free-play periods in 'he classroom, children were
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exposed to one of these two programs each day for a week and their be-

havior was observed (Coates, et al., 1976). Particular cements of "Mr.

Rogers" were preselected to represent its usual emphasis on social and

emotional development, with high levels of positive reinforcement and an

absence of punishment; and particular segments of "Sesame Street" were

chosen to represent its usual emphasis on academic skills, with moderate

levelJ of both positive reinforcement and punishment. Results were con-

sistent with predictions based on content analyses of the levels of

positive reinforcement, punishment, and general social contact behavior

portrayed in these programs. Children who watched "Mr. Rogers" showed

general increases in their levels cf both reinforcement and

social contact directed toward other children and adults in the pre-

school. Children who watched "Sesame Street" shoved no nvwall changes

in their social behavior. For those children who shored. lower than -average

bt;eline levels of social behavior, both programs were apparently effec-

tive in stimulating all observed forms of social interaction, although

neither a nonviewing control group nor a control group which observed a

nonsocial program were included for comparison. More recently, "Sesame

Street" has increased its emphasis on such rrosocial behaviors as coopera-

tion, safety, fear reduction, and understanding of another's point of

view. Preliminary results indicate that these messages are generally

understood and sometimes implemented by young children (12,-ulsc.4., 1974;

Silverman, 1977).

Prosocial programming for older children is a relatively new

phenomenon. Elementary-school children's understanding of the prosocial

themes included in five children's programs (e.g., "Fat Albert and the

Cosby Kids") has recently been tested (Columbia Broadcasting System, 1977).
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The themes included the arrival of a new baby, the divorce of parents,

the child's piri.de in a father's job even when it is menial, and the cul-

tural uniqueness of Native Americans. Children who watched a Program at

home or in the laboratory reported many of these prosocial messages cor-

rectly, and there was little relation between enjoyment and understanding

of the program's content. Although no attempt was made to determine whether

the viewer's behavior yam affected, these findings demonstrate the poten-

tial for communicating prosocial messages to children through television.

VII. What Are the Effects of pole Stereotypes Portrayed, on

As we have discussed, American television often underrepresents and

misrepresents such groups za -women, ethnic minorities, lower class peop.e,

foreigners, and old people. Although many social scientists have spec -

1e.ted that stereotyped portrayals on television may-play a major role in

shaping the social attitudes and behaviors of children (e.g., Cantor, 1;78;

Comstock & Cobbey, 1978), there is unfortunately only indirect evidence

related t.r, this hypothesis. The most common research strategy in this new

area has been to test the broader hypothesis that the more television chtl-

dren watch, the more closely their attitudes will reflect the general

stereotypes portrayed on television (as has been established in other

studies of television content). Thus, this research is designed. to be

explorato__, and, at best, the results can only suggest the possibility of

a causal effect without specifying causal factors.

A. Sex-Role Attitudes

In one study, elementary-school children who normally watched over

25 hours of television per week scored higher on a measure of identificstion
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with traditional sex roles than did children who watched less than 10

hours per veek (Freuh & :4cGhee, 1975). A similar findinj resulted from

an exploratory study using the same se::-role measure (Gadberry & Schneider,

1978). Fcr 6 weeks, the television viewing of one group of 5-year-old chil-

dren was experimentally restricted (to about 50 minutes per day), while the

viewing of a control group was unrestricted (averaging about 100 minutes

per day). Whereas boys and girls whose television watching had been re-

stricted did not differ frcm each other in the subsequent test of tradi-

tional sex-role identification, boys and girls whose television watching

was unrestricted did differ, with boys scoring as more "male-identified"

and girls as more "female-identified." Although the generalizabilit7 of

these findings is limited by the small sample size and the absence of pre-

test measures, this study illustrates the potential importance of experi-

mental manipulation,. in addition to correlational research strategies,

in establishing causal links.

In a recent naturalistic experiment, 6th- and 9th-grade Canadian boys

showed increased sex-stereotyping in their ratings of the appropriateness

of sex-typed behaviors years after television had first been introduced

into their community, conzared to their scores before its introduction

(Kimball, 197). The finding did not hold for girls, which may be par-

tially explained by the relatively small number of female models tyvically

shown on television. Although there were some inconsistent findings in

other related components of this study, making the overall findings dif-

ficult 'co interpret, the gtudy represents a bold methodolegics1 acproach

that could prove plductive in a number of different areas of television

research as television use is initiated, increased, or reduced in V2Zi=5
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Television can serve as a major supplier of information about various

occupations with which children typically have no direct contact. Children

in the elementary-school years generally understand best those occur,ations

with which they have direct personal contact (e.g., teacher, supermarke7,

clerk, school janitor). More importantly, those non-personal-contact occupa-

tions which are featured on television (e.g., lawyer, reporter, butler) are

understood significantly better than those non-personal-contact occupations

for which children must rely on the general culture as their source of in-

formation (e.g., bank president, general accountant, shipping clerk)

(Deileur & DeFleur, 1967). Also, boys and girls have eaual knowledge of

those occupations which are featured on television, whereas from general

cultural sources, boys gain more knowledge about unfamiliar occupations

than do girls. Children give muc_ more consistent ratings :among them-

selves, and they show more agreement with adults, in their ratings of

the social status of those occupations which are featured on television

as compared either to occupations observed directly or to unfamiliar

occupations not featured on television. These findings suggest that by

watching television, children may gain a considerable amount of informa-

tion about occupational roles not normally "visible" to the children in

the community. However, television may have the "homogenization effect"

of offering uniform interpretations of the relative social status of these

occupations, apparently resulting from the sterotylded ways in which tele-

vision portrays occupational roles. Considering that boys and girls often

must begin to formulate their occupational preferences and to select their

in society's work force based on incomplete information about to

range of options, the type of information Supplied by television. can have

an important influence on their choices.
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An incompletely rep.rted study suggests that heaTy television viewing

may strengthen the appeal of traditionally sex.-stereotyped careers (Beef,

1974). In answer to the question, "What do you want to be when you grow

up ?" 76% of the 3- to 6-year-old children who were heavy television

viewers chose sex-stereotyped careers "appropriate" for their own sex

(e.g., "policeman," "sports superstar," or 'cowboy" for boys; and "nurse"

for girls), as compared to 50% of those children wile viewed less television.

Given the current content of television, children who view heavily

are likely to learn traditional sex-role stereotypes. However, several

recent findings point to the potential of television either for reversing

the current stereotypes about the "sex-appropriateness" of particular

cc apations (Miller & Reeves, 1976) or for fostering egalitarian attitudes

about sex-roles (Flerx, Fidler, & Rogers, 1976). In the latter study,

4- and 5-year-old children were-foundto.display more of the traditional*

sex-role stereotypes than did 3-year-old children, and boys displayed more

stereotypes than did girls. An attempt was made to foster egalitarian

attitudes about sex-rolez either by showing zme children films depicting

egalitarian sex roles (e.g., "Free to Be. . . You and Me"), or by reading

to other children stories from egalitarian picture books. In contrast to

a control group of children who were read typical children's stories which

contain traditional sex-role stereotypes, children in both egalitarian

groups reduced their stereotypic thinking after just two hours of exposure

distributed over one week. Also, the film presentations produced more

enduring changes in several of the stereotyping measures than did similar

picture book presentations. While these findings demcnstra+e rather

dramatically the potential of television foil fostering egalitarian sex-role
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attitudes in young children, it is noteworthy that the lack of commercial

films portraying the sexes in an egalitarian manner meant that the re-

searchers had to produce several such films themselves (:Ti lliams, 1978).

3. Attitudes About Ainorities

The portrayal of minority characters on television may serve several

important functions. Television can provide nonminority children with ea

important sou.ece of social knowledge about groups of individuals. with whom

they have limited actual social contact. For example, rural and suburban

White children were found to be more likely than urban White children to

state that they use television to find out "how to behave with Black

people" (Greenberg, 1972). Findings such as these emphasize the impor-

tance of presenting an accurate portrayal of minorities on television,

since the value of television portrayal for.the viewer depends directly-

on its accuracy. Even within one's own group, television may provide

influential social cues. Black children tend to be heavy television

viewers, particularly of shows featuring Blacks, and they are generally

more likely than White children to believe that television portrayals are

realistic and true to life.

Although there is unfortunately very little evidence on the attitudinal

and behavioral effects of viewing television portrayals of minority charac-

ters, several experimental studies of children's imitation of models are

suggestive. Black children three to five years of age were found to im-

itate a White peer model presented on videotape more than a Black peer

model, and to imitate a ewarded model more than a punished model (Neely,

Heckel, & I-ichtman, 1973). Furthermore, the race of the model appeared
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to be as important as the reinforcement given to the model, since the

White punished model was imitated about as much as the re-;aried Black

model. Similarly, first- and second-grade Black boys were found to imi-

tate White adu2t models presented live more tam Black adult models, and

rewarded models more than punished models (Liebert, Sobol, & Copeman, 1972).

In another sample of second-grade children, balanced by sex and race, it

was found that White girls imitated boy models of both races presented on

videotape more than they imitated girl models, and Black girls imitated

Black boys more than they imitated other models (Nicholas, McCarter, &

Heckel, 1971). Taken together, these results support the interpretation

that the model's similarity to the viewer (in terms of race and sex) may

have less ialueace on the viewing child's imitative behavior than the

model's culturally ascribed status (Comstock & Cobbey, 1978). That is,

Whites and males are influential models for children in all groups.

These findings suggest that even young children have an awareness of the

social status discrepancies between races and sexes.

Children's attitudes about the desirability of minority children as

playmates appears to be amenable to change based on their television ex-

posure to minority children. While English Canadian preschool children

showed a greater preference, as compared to control children, to choose

minority playmates after exposure to either Nonwhite children (Oriental

and Native American) or White children of different ethnicity (French

Canadian) presented by way of videotape segments inserted in the program

"Sesame Street" (Sorn, Goldberg, & Kanungo, 19T6). Assessment of the

generalizability of fir dings such as these to portrayals of other minLrity

groups, to child view.trs of other backgrounds and ages, and to long-term

changes in attitudes and behaviors is an important area for future research.
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VIII. What Are the Effects of Television Commercials?

Television commercials differ from standard television programming

in several important ways. Comm....cials are designed around. the primary

goal of selling products, they are constructed to make the products appear

as appealing and irresistible as possible, and they present persuasive

messages that carry with them the inherent authority associated with tele-

vision. Recent rel:arch findings suggest that young ehilAT.en show limited

ability to understand, interpret, and use objective judgment in responding

to these aspects of commercials. This limited understanding potentially

leaves young children highly susceptible to persuasion by commercials.

As discussed previously, children are exposed to an estimated 20,000

commercials each year, many of which may be conAdered to run contrary

to their own welfare. Thus, research evidence related. to children's.

understanding of the nature of cammercials an their susceptibility-to-

commercial persuasion takes on added importance.

A. Understanding the Nature of Commercials

Several studies have indicated that although young children may

understand the most obvious content aspects of commercials, they generally

fail to fully understand the basic nature of commercials and the differ-

ences between commercials and other programming (e.g., Robertson & Rossiter,

1974; Wackman, Wartella, & Ward, 1977; Ward & Wackman, 1973). For example,

in an interview study of children 5 to 12 years of age, the 5 to 8- year -old

children typically gave undifferentiated descriptions of commericals, such

as "commercials show things," "commercials are short and programs are long,"

or "commercials interrrupt the show" (Ward & Wackman, 1973). In contrast,
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9 to 12-year-o1d
children typically gave differentiated descriptions 011

,f volmercials, such as "commercials try to sell things," "commercials
isy &ood things about the things they're showing," or "they get you to
witch so you'll see commercials." Those young children who failed to
fully understand what commercials are and how they differ from programs,

generally save the following pattern of responses: (1) they had little
awareness of the selling motive of commercials; (2) they had no unified
recall of the commercial message, but focused instead on the single most

obvious image; (3) they based their evaluation of individual commercials
on the entertainment value (e.g., funny; boring) rather than on the tech-
nical aspects of the quality (e.g.,

original; unclear); (4) they tended
to believe that commercials always tell the truth; (5) they cited percep-
tual reasons if they believed that commercials sometimes do not tell the

410)truth "people don't really walk out of rattier than reascos
related to a test of the sales message (e.g., "I bought the car and it

didn't work right"): and (6) they gave as much attention :o commercials
as to progrnmA, rather than attending less to commercials.

Taken together, these findings suggest that an understanding of the
nature of commercials may provide viewers with a filter ticrough which to

evaluate the content cf the persuasive message with respect to its rela-
tive credibility and its personal value to themselves. Those viewers

who fail to fully understand the nature of commercials, including most

young children, may lack a key ingredient necessary for making informed
consumer responses that protect &id promote their own welfare. Since
young children are more likely than older children to naively accept com-
mercials as simple, unbiased informational messages, they are potentisoly
more susceptible to persuasion by commercials.
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B. Susceotibill`y to Commercial Persuas:ua

Young children have been found to make more requests than older chil-

dren to purchase products advertised on television (Robertson & Rossiter,

197). It has been suggested that young children ore highly persuasible

not only with regard to ss.es messages for individual products, but also

with regard to a broader composite message of television advertising --

that fulfillment and happiness are to be derived primarily from the con-

sumption of products and services (Ewen, 1976)". Indeed., it has been found

that ever 25% of children's television commercials carry at least an im-

plicit promise of personal enhancement or benefit from using the ad-

vertised product (Barcus, 1975). Yount/ children lack =oh of th real-

life experience by vaich to make objective comparative judgments about

such implicit or explicit promises, and frequently they-sly on the

judgmert Of'those'individuals who have greater ex..erience and authority.

The fact that over 90% of children's commercials make use of adults or

older children as spokespersons for the advertised products (Barcus,

1975) presumably increases the persuasive ess of c=mercials directed

at young children.

It has been estimated that 500 million dollars are spent each year

on television advertising to children, blazed on the 'mlatively safe as-

sumption 'hat commercials have a persuasive effect on children. Although

a great dea: of marketing research is often used in the process of de-

signing and evaluating individual commercials, very little published

psychological research evidence exists on the various ways children may

be influencea by watching nl.merous commercials. In one recent r rrela-

tional study with preschool children, it was found that children's rate
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of ask lag their mother to buy items in the supermarket was highly predict-

able from, the children's amount of commercial television viewing (Geist &

'kite, 1976). Although no attempt was made to specify how any of tht:

requested products had actually been seen in television commercials 'oy

the children, it was noted that cereals and candies, which are the most

frequently advertised items in children's commercials, were the its

most often requested by children. Children's noncommercial television

witching did not correlate with their supermarket behamilr, a finding

that is consistent with the hypothesis that watching eammercials vas the

critical factor influencing children's behavior. Similarly, far elementary-

school children, a positive correlation was found between level of tele-

vision exposure and number of requests for toys and games at Christmastime

(Robertson & Rossiter, 1977).

In an important study, preado, chilAren's level cf exposure

to the numerons television commercials for over-the-counter drugs was

found to be correlated not only vich their personal use of propeLetary

drugs, but also with their tendency to hold a vide variety of commercially

wamoted attitudes ^bout the role of drugs in our society (Atkin, 1978).

For example, those children vho received heaPy exposure to drug c=mercialz,

as compared to those who received light exposure, Awe more likely to hold

the following beliefs: (1) illness is a frequent occurrence in our

society; (2) people frequently use drugs for such problems as colds and

stomach- aches; (3) drugs are likely to give effective relief from these

problems; (4) drugs are likely to give speedy relief from these problem's;

(5) drugs such as aspirin are generally good things for people to use.
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a addition, children who received heavy exposure to drug commercials-.

as compared to those who received light exposure, indicated that they

themselves were more concerned about. becoming 41:, they felt greater

relief after taking medicine when ill, and they were more likely to per-

sonally use commercial drugs.

Thus, preliminary correlational findings indicate that watching

commercial television is related to a variety of behaviors for children

of various ages, including preschool children's requests for food,

elementary-school children's requests for toys, and 7readolescent Chil-

dren's use and attitudes about commercial drugs. Further experimental

investigation is certainly necessary to determine the specific cause and

effect linirages suggested by the correlational studies and to determine

the extent of the influence. In the absence or such research, it never-

theles appears ..ikely that children's behaviors and-attitudes are being

snapee. in ways that serve commercial interests, but not necessarily the

interests of the children or of the society as a whole. Currently in

the United States the Federal Communications Commission and the Federal

Trade Comm.4.Lsion are holding hearings for the purpose of considering

whether to adopt rules that would alter, limit, or ban the presentation

of television comwercials to young children. Many other nations have

already adopted such limitations on children's advertising, including

Canada which has recently banned commercials on children's programming.

C. What Can Be Done to Alter the Fffects of Television?

The research we have reviewed on the effects of television leaves

largely unanswered the questinns of how the effects may vary depending
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on such factors as the child's own activities related to viewing, the

social context of v- .ewing, and the quantity and types of programs vie-wed.

Although the answer to these questions are of obvious practical significance,

the evidence relating to the possibilities of altering television effects

is only indirect.

.. Activi-Gies Related to Viewing

Young children's learning and performance of televised content can

sometimes be enhanced through the use of special techniques related t.)

viewing, such as verbal labeling, rehearsal, role playing, and providing

relevant materials. For example, increased learning an,1 understanding of

filmed Program material has been found under the following conditions:

(1) when children were asked to verbally label the actions of the film

model (Bandura, Grusec, & Menlove, 1966; Friedrich & Stein, 1975); (2)

when an experimenter described the actions of a film model and asked

children to repeat the description (Coates & Bartup, 1969); and (3) when

a teacher helped children identify important elements of a television

program with the aid of written materials related to the program (Friedrich

& Stein, .i975). Increased subsequent performance of actions displayed on

film have been found: (1) when children were guided ir, rehearsing the

observed behaviors immediately aftbr viewing (Rosenhan & White, 1967;

White, 1972); (2) when children )1e-played a behavic.: sim4lar to the one

observed (Staub, 1971); and (3) when children were provided with relevant

play material (hand puppets) and encouraged to role -play the events of

the observed program (Friedrich & Stein, 1975). These studies have

generally been limied to preschool and early elementary-school chi:dren.
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Thus, television

ha e beenresearch

found to 11e effective w4th cider children and adv.7ts in enhanc4ng per-

formance in other areas of research (e.g., Bandura, 1969).

B. Social Context

Certain aspects of the social context of viewing can also alter the

way in which television material affects children. In particular, adults'

on-the-spot evaluation of the contents of television programs observed

'ogether with children (i.e., as co-observers) has been shown to influence

the child:an's subsequent behavior (e.g., DeRath, 1963; Grusec, 1973;

Hicks, 1968). The potential 'Practical importance of this finding is

highlighted by the fact that children frequently, and increasingly as

they get older, view television in-the presence of parents and siblings.

During television viewing, family members frequently talk to each other,

and their comments are often related to events occurring in tb programs

(Lyle, 1972; Lyle & Hoffman, 1972).

In one study, an adult and child co-observed a number of novel

aggressive behaviors presented on a television scr, while the adult

made either positive (approving), negative (disapproving), or neutral

comments about the aggressive behavior (Hicks, 1968). In a subsequent

toy-play situation with the adult nresent, those children who nad heard

positive evaluative comments about the television aggression were the most

aggressive, those who heard negative comments were the least aggressive,

and the who heard neural comments showed an intermediate level of

aggression. When the adult was not present during the subseq-ant toy
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play session, children did not demonstrate differential levels of aggression.

However, in another study, negative adult evaluations of filmed aggression

were effective in inhibiting aggressive behavior not only when the adult who

had made the evaluations was present, but also in the presence of a differ-

ent "neutral" adult (DeRath, 1963). In a third study, negative adult evalua-

tions of filmed aggressive behavior were found to be effective in inhibiting

the aggressive behavior of 10-year-old children, but not of 3-year-old chil-

dren, in the absence of the adult (Grazed, 1973).

In ..ight of the evidence that televised Aolence can elicit aggressive

behavior in children, the potential for adults to counteract television's

influence by co-observing and, negatively evaluating the portrayed aggressive

behavior should be investigated in the naturalistic setting of the home.

Based on the incomplete evidence available, it appears that such adult

eluations.may be more effective with older children, whereas younger

children's subsequent thavior may be affected only when they are under

the supervision of an adult. It Should be noted, however, that these

findings are based on cne-time treatment set:dons with a strange _cult.

Repeated evaluations by the parent, a far more poweful socializing-agent,

may well produce more extensive and lasting effects even for younger

children.

Several studies have indicated that when adults watch a television

program together with children, the children are more likely to learn the

presented material (e.g., Salomon, 1977; Singer & Singer, 1916). For

example, asking lower-class mothers of 5-year-old Israeli children to co-

observe "Sesame Street" with their children was found to have a major ef-

fect on the amount of viewing, the level of comprehension, and Ipart:icularly
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the level of erjoyment of tne child viewers (Salomon, 197). As a con-

sequence of this mother -child viewing situation, the lower-class children

immroved significantly in a variety of academic skills taught by "Sesame

Street." Surmrisingly, asking riddle-class mothers co-observe with

their children had no effect on the children, perhaps because c_-observa-

tion with the mothers had previously been a more typical occurrence for

these children and thus did not represent a major change.

These findings are generally consistent with the evidence discussed

earlier t:.,:an when children view such television programs as "Sesame Street,"

"Electric Company," and "Mulligan Stew" in the social context of the school-

room, they are likely to learn more of the program content than when they

view as frequently at home in what may be a less motivating social con-

text (Ball & Bogatz, 1970; 1973; Bogatz & Ball, 1971; Olien, et al., 1975).

However, it is not clear which aspects of the social context of co-observa-

tion play a key role. Co-observers may enhance children's learning from

television by guiding children's attention to the relevant aspects of the

presentation, by helping them structure tae stimuli, by providing opportuni-

ties for verbal labeling, rehearsal, and role-playing, or by providing

children with the general encouragement, arousal, and motivation necessary

for learning from television. Co- observers may also encourage children to

form their own evaluations and critical pagm^nts about what they view.

Although research on the influence of co-observer evaluative comments has

focused on the content of television programs, it would follow from the

previous discussion of children's sus-emtibility to comme-cials that

adult co-observers may well be able to help children to understand the

nature of television commercials and to help them de,:elcm an objective

evaluative ac=cach towards commercials.
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C. Television Diet

In the foregoing review of the 7.esc!arch evidence on television effects, 411

.a number of factors have been identified that serve to mediate the influence

of television cn the viewer. These mediating factors incl.ade: character-

istics of the viewer (e.g., age, sex, race, cognitive level); circamstances

of viewing (e.g., viewer attentiveness, physical setting, social context,

co-observer behaviors); and aspects of the p esentation (e.g., reality of

the characters, clarity of the message, intent in presenting the message).

Nevertheless, the major portion of television's influence on the viewer

appears to derive from the amount and the content of television vieviug --

what might be regarded. as the "television diet."

The research literature offers much support for the broad generaliza-

tion that television influences the viewer in different ways depending on

the content viewed; with the extent of this influence-depending largely 41/)

on the amount of viewing time. Based on the evidence we have reviewed,

it might be stated that children generally learn some of the aggressive

behaviors presented in violent programs, some of the academic concepts

presented in educational programs, same of the prosocial behaviors pre-

sented in prosocial progromming, some of the role stereotypes presented

in all type; of programs, and some of the consumer values presented in

commercials. Though television was once regarded as "mere entftrtainment,"

research evidence has demonstrated that television has a teaching influence

on the viewer regardless of whether or not the vi ewer is watching for the

specific purpose of learning. Also, the sheer quantity of time spent

viewing, independent of content, will influence the viewer to the extent

that it replaces other activities in life. Thus, the relative influence
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of television vfewing on a child's life will lareely depend on the child's

television diet.

Some parents who considr- the typical television viewin; habits as

basically "unhealthful" for their children have consciously rejected the

use of television in their homes (e..z., Edgar, 1977). Other parents have

experimented with reducing the amount of television watching by themselves

and their children (e.g., Gadberry & Schneider, 1978), or they have regu

lated the content of television watching by their children (e.g., only

noncommercial, "educational" programs designed for children). However,

as we have discussed, most parents put very few restrictions on either

the amount or the content of television viewing by their children (Lyle &

Hoffman, 1972), and children's appetite for television generally increases

slowly but steadily each year (Nielson, 1967 to 1978). It appears that a

major challenge for the future will be to develop effective methods for

viewers to regulate their own television diets so as to take full advantage

of the potential benefits of -'llevision.
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What Can You Do?
React and Write!

ecause children do most
of their TV viewing at
home, helping young peo-
ple make sensible viewing

choices is ultimately up to parents.
Action for Cluldren's Television, thl
national children's advocacy organi-
zation, suggests that parents try to
treat TV with TLC: Talk about TV
with your child, Look at TV with
your child, Choose TV programs
with your child.

For parents to help children set up
a healthy TV diet, however, broad-
casters and the government must do
their part, too. Broadcasters must
offer a range of children's program-
ming from which to choose, and the
government must enfOrce those parts
of the law that require broadcasters
to program in the public interest hr
exchange for the use of the pubP.,.'s
airwaves.

Treating TV with TLC is a good
first step for parents. But mothers
and fiithers who are concerned about
children's television can do more
than turn off the set when something
bothers them. They can try to change
the TV picture by writing to those
.vho are responsible for what appears
on the screen. Nielsen ratings aren't
the only influences shaping television
schedules; parents need to talk back
to the TV screen (and encourage
their children to talk back, as well) by
praising what's meaningful program-
ming for them and panning whiz,
isn't.

Here are some places to direct let-
ters (or phone calls):

LOCAL STATIONS
Check your phone book for
addresses and telephone numbers

If you're lucky enough to have a
local stationcommercial, public, or
cable TVproducing innovative chil-
dren's programs that your family
enjoys, let the station manager hear
from you. Your support will help
bolster the argument that families
appreciate a commitment to chil-
dren's television.

If broadcasters and cahlecasters in
your area aren't servicing children,
protest. TV stations won't know theres
a demand for children's shows if they
don't hear from the audience.

NETWORKS -
ABC -TV, 1330 Avenue of the

Americas, New York, NY 10019,
(212) 887-7777

CBS -rv; 51 West 52nd Street,
New York, NT 10019,
(212) 975-4321

NBC -TV, 30 Rockefeller Plaza,
New Y. IVY 10020,
(212) 684-4444

PBS, 475 L'Enfant Plaza, SW,
Washington, DC 20024,
(202) 488-5000

Nickelodeon, Warner Arne'
Satellite Entertakimem Cc_opany,
1133 Avenue of the Americas,
New York, NY 10036,
(212) 9445513

The Disney Channel, 4111 West
Alameda Avenue, Burbank, CA
91505, (213) 848 -6681

(Your local cable company can
provide addresses and phone
numbers for other cable servicaL..)

L.

If you're tired of the overcoat-
mercialization of Saturday morning
TV, tired of shows that do little more
than promote products of the same
name, then talk to tile source: the
networks. Tell the networks if you or
your children feel a particular show
is racist or sexistor if you feel women
and minorit,es are being left out .3f
the picture altogether. Don't forget
to applaud when the networks get it
right: when an afternoon special treats
a sensitive subject sensitively, or infor-
mational spots help your children
learn important health and safety
messages. Say you'd like to see more
such programming on TV.

.. paontrarats, AIM:TA
TO= - Closing credits on children's
shows will tell you who put together
the program you'd like to boo or
cheer. Do it, in a letter.

SPONSORS - If you've got
a gripe against certain ails, write to
the advertisers themselves. And don't
forget to tell sponsors hoc. you feel

ro or conabout the shows on which
their ads appear.

PRErdS - The letters to the
editor column of your local newspa-
per or favorite magazine is a perfect
way to let your neighbors know about
broadcasters or cablecasters who atria
responsive to the needs of the com-
munity. It's a gooc.i way to offer a
public pat on the back, too. And don't
forget about radio talk shows and the
forum they provide.

FEDERAL TRADE
COMITTSSION - FTC,
Penrisylv-:;Ja Avenue at



6th Street, NW,
Washington, DC 20580

It's up to the FTC to take action
against TV conimercials that are un-
fair or deceptive. Lately, unfortu-
nately, this public watchdog agency
has closed its eyes to commercial
abuses on children's television. Pub-
lic outcry may make the FTC wake
up and rid children's television of
speeded-up shots of toy racing cars
or ads for "7ruit" cereals without a
drop of real .. -uit.

rEnzrar,
contravracitztom
COMMISSION - FCC, 1919 M
Street, NW, Washington, DC 2055f.

The FCC's role is to regulate broad-
cast policies. With the Reagan Admin-
am, ;on in office, however, the FCC

,osen to deregulate, to get rid
ernment restraints on broad-

-Is and let the marketplace deter-

mine wltat gets on the air. With no
voice in the marketplace, young peo-
ple obviously lose out. As broadcast-
ers get the message that the FCC isn't
worried about children's television,
most children's shows are quietly dis-
appearing from commercial TV. The
FCC believes that public TV can ful-
fill children's viewing needs, and that
parents can buy a sufficient number
of services to supplement PBS: videc
cassettes, video disks, cable services.
FCC Commissioners need to hear
that children's television should be
available to everyone, not just those
who can afford to pay for i:.

cop:mums- Call the local
offices of your senators and repre-
sentatives to get the best address
at which to reach them.

Representative Timothy Wirth of
Colorado has introduced to the House
of Representatives the Children's
Television Education Act, which

4S2

would require every broadcast sta-
tion to air a minimum of one hour
per day, Monday through Friday, of
programming "specifically designed
to enhance the education of chil-
dren." If every member of C-ngress
were urged by his or her constituents
to support the Wirth billH.R.
4097children's television might
have a secure future. And children's
television might become an impor-
tant source not only of entertavi-
ment, but of information.

Wherever you direct ;our com-
plaints or compliments, make copies:
if you've got something to say to the
FCC, share it with your local stations.
the networks, and the press.

You may never have a chance to
speak your piece on television. But
you can certainl say what you want
about children's television, and have
an impact. Don't just grouse: write it
down, and send it off!

Cynthia AI perowic
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Changing Chamois: Living (Sensibly) with
Television, by Peggy Marren and Martin
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727-3270. Discussion of the state of chit-
dren's TV, with strategies for guiding
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commercials, programs, and children's
and parents' comments.
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1977. 11 minutes, 16mm, color. Rental,
$25; purchase, $200. Contact Mass Media
Minibtr,ers (see above). Exploration of the
impact of TV food advertising on children.
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cussion of the role of women and minori-
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television.
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nowt, ACT's semi-annual news magazine.
Yearly subscription, $15; free with ACT
membership.

ACT Speaker's Kit $7.50. Resources to
help teachers, students, parents, and pro-

fessionals plan discussions or do re-
search about children and TV.
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of ACT's activities since 1968.
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"Sex Roles on TV," and -Social and
CJ1tural Roles on TV." Specify titles.

ACT Studies Resource List $1. List of con-
tent analyses of children's TV commis-
sione y ACT.

Aar Legal Materials Resource List. Z.
Catalogue of FCC and FTC petit'lns,
complaints, filings, and testimony by ACT
about children's TV.

ACT TV Time Chart $2. Ideas for families
on controlling TV viewing, with a game
that measures family viewing time.

Tieet TV with T.LC. $1.50 Guidelines for
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Nutrition Gameehluegos de Nutrickin. $1.
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children alternatives to TV-advertised
snacks. Teacher's guide included.
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re:act & join
MICT sometimes gets accused of talking out of both sides of its
mouth. Haw can we work so hard to increase the e,vailability of

programming designed for children, we are asked, when, at the same
time, we worry about the fact that children are watching almost
thirty hours of television each week. If we think children are
watching too much television (and they are), why are we enooursging
broadcasters, cable operators, and home video oompanies to offer
more children's programmine

The answer is, because the more television programming that is
aired for children, the greater the diversity of pograms they will.
have to choose from. Diversity is the greatest resource that television
has to offer children, a diversity of faces, places, ideas, and values
that can broaden their horizons as no other educational force can.
There is room on children's television for "Sesame Street" and
"Mister Rogers' Neighborhood." with their very different pacing and
appeal, and for silly cartoons and monster movies, too. But there is
room for much, much more: where is it? Broadcast television, with a
few exemptions, offers children a diet of unrelenting sameness,
because sameness is rate if you're esliine, the child audience to
advertisers, And cable television will not live up to its potential to
serve young audienoss unless communities actively negotiate for com-
mercial -free children's channels and public access programming.

People woo work to improve children's television run the danger of
blooming censors. Aar hse never made that mistake. Our goal is a
broadening, not a narrowing, of children's choices. With the support
of our 15,000 nations/ members and of Acre ooalition of supporting
organizations (the American. Academy of Pediatrics, the Consumer
Federation of America, and the NAACP, for eremple), Aars eleven-
person staff publishes newsletters, books, and educational materials.
We speak at national oonferenoesi hold workshops and symposia for
the television industry, educators, artists, and governm.ent officials:
encourage legal action against deceptive advertising to children; and
sponsor annual Achievement in Children's Television Awards.

One of Acre greatest strengths is its membersthousands of
parents, grandparents, teachers, health professionals, and other
concerned citizens who want television's tremendous influence to
benefit children, not exploit them.

You can increase tars effectivenessby joining Action for -

Children's Television. Your membership oontribution of $20 or more
will underwrite publications, educational campaigns, testimony
before regulatory agencies and even legal action to protect the interest
of children. Please join us. . . today.

You count on me!
$20 S25

6, name:

Street

$50 S73 $100 Others

(pleu Prim)

City:

State:

0 New member

Zi

0 Membership renewal

Please make your tax-deductibl gift(s) payable to

Action tot Children's TWEIVISiCkl
46 Austin Street
Nrwitomille, Massachusetts 02160.

Thank youl
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Investigating Educational Television and the
Curriculum for Young Children:
some pilot phase features

E Choat. H Griffin and D Hobart
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Abstract
The absence of a previous large-scale investigation into educational television and the
cumculum for young children necessitated establi:thing appropnate research pro-
cedures. This paper descnbes the salient features of the pilot study phase. A descriptive
methodology based on questionnaire replies and classroom oservations was resolved.
but the work highlighted the desirability for constant contak.1 ith the participating
teachers and the need for in-service education. The alignment of in-service education
with research is examined and accepted providing the in-service elements are taken into
account and not allowed to bias the research findings.

The pilot study
The lack of substantive research into educational television and young children
necessitated the first year of our three-year project being spent on devising means tocare, out a full-scale investigation. It was necessary to identify the range of
programmes of interest and establish research prcxeciures to use wit the fuli-scale
inquiry. The research which has been undertaken is mainly American and orientated
towards skill acquisition while the methods used do not fully acknowledge the function
of the teacher in relation to educational television. This implies that efficacy in the
potential of the medium cannot be gauged ir.iiess its role rs recognized by a teacher. In
zither words, effectiveness has a prerequisite in the person of the teacherhow he or
she incorporates educational television into the curriculum and how he abides by the
psychology of learning to promote motivation and the fulfilment of children's needs
and interests (Choat. Griffin and Hobart. 1984). The objective therefore was to devise
strategies which would indicate the attitudes teachers have towards television, whether
educational television programmes tntiuence teaching methods, and the extent that
educational television is recognized as part of the normal curriculum or treated as a
separate entity (Choat. 1983a).

Although procedures were needed which allowed data to be statistically analysed to
measure how effecdvely teachers of young children were using television. further
procedures were needed to complement the statistical evidence by indicating what
happens in classrooms. Moreover, evaluation of the ' eachers' use of educational
television was not the only consideration as an examination of the medium should also

The research is funded by the Leverhulme Trust assisted by donations from
Thames Television and the Independent Broadcasting Authority
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attempt to enhance its potential in the classroom. Further. the final research design
would have to be cautiously impemented and be seen as a means to benefit teachers
while fulfilling its function ofconducting valid investigation. The initial procedure was
crucial to icquinng the confidence of teachers if these criteria were to be met and if
consistency was to be acquired throughout a sample. Value judgements in schools. or
through discussions with teachers in classrooms or in groups. do indicate current
practices and provide insights for further avenues of investigation, but overall
evaluation was essential to obtain valid conclusions. The pro forma and questionnaire
technique was eventually adopted to achieve this. It is a reliable technique as each
teacher in a sample is subjected to the same. questions while scale. ratings and checklists
can be Included.

A methodology of interaction with teachers had been resolved but impartiality was
still retained. Eleven pilot schools in and around London were established to carry out
observations at source to ascertain relevant areas of inquiry, to determine the
appropriate questions to ask, to disseminate support material available to teachers, to
indicate restrictions which may he encountered. etc. The schools ranged from inner city
schools to schools in more favourable areas and village schools. Some were assigned by
the inspector /adviser while others were obtained through personal contact with the
headteacher. but none of them claimed any special expertise in their use of educational
television. Each school was allocated to a member of the research team and was visited
at least on seven occasions. This enabled the teachers to become familiar with the
researcher. apart from allowing the researcher to assess the approach towards
educational television in the school and in individual classrooms.

In addition to the pilot schools, five discussion groups were set up in different local
education authorities. These groups met twice a term on average and each meeting was
attended by one and sometimes two members of the research team. Pilot school
teachers were encouraged to attend the discussion group sessions along with the other
Leachers and many did so. Seventy-eight teachers in all participated in the pilot work.
and the close personal contact generated with them enabled the procedures for the
full-scale investigation to be tested. During the first term, each pilot school and
discussion group teacher monitored an educational television series which he or she
was using by completing a form on his intentions with the series, filling in weekly
checklists on programmes and his use of them, and reporting whether his intentions
nad been fulfilled on a form at the end of term. It became apparent from the responses
to these forms, and the visits to schools and classrooms, that the range of programmes
of interest were language and reading. mathematics. and topic work. The weekly
monitoring of series ceased at the end of the first term, and questionnaires were
designed and tested over the next two terms to analyse the relationship teachers had
between educational television and language development, mathematical develop-
ment. and topic work.

The format which evolved during the pilot work provided evidence of teachers'
attitudes towards educational television through the first form when they stated their
reasons for using a particular series, the extent to which the published material
influenced their choice, how children in their classes were organized fc,, viewing dna
whether curriculum objectives were implicit within these considerations. The weekly
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checklist indicated the use of the medium by showing whether the teacher relied on a
regulanzed format each week for the treatment of broadcasts or whether he or she
vaned his teaching according to the type of programme which had been viewed. An
overall attitude pattern materialized when statements on the first form were correlated
with respective answers on the end-of-term form One term wz:s sufficient for this
procedure. It provided ten weeks of continuous evaluation for the relevant information
to be acquired and allowed two terms for in-depth study of the range of programmes of
interest. In addition to the language, mathematics and topic work questionnaires. a
final questionnaire was constructed to analyse the overall views the teachers held
between educational television. the curnculu.-n, and learning. All four questionnaires
provided for explanations from those teachers who did not use the medium for the
areas concerned.

Testing the questonnaire with the pilot school and discussion group teachers proved
valuable. Some questions did not elicit comprehensive responses and required revision.
Other questions needed reframing to obtain specific answers, while further questions
appeared irrelevant and were deleted. The pilot work emphasized how important it is
for questions to be framed explicitly and deliberately while not inhibiting teachers'
responses or demanding theoretical expositions. Questions had to be worded to
elucrdate straightforward but Informative replies. Only when complying with these
prerogatives was the questionnaire technique an appror ,te means to monitor how
teachers were using educational television with young children.

The pilot work did reveal uncertainty and misapprehension associated with the
teachers' use of educational television. School visits and the discussion sessions
developed into in-service forums when matters appertaining to the incorporation of
educational television in the curriculum were raised. The teachers responded by
outlining their practical difficulties, commenting on series which were currently
available, stating whether tt,ey felt educational television was part of their curriculum,
etc. The input received dunng these sessions had to be taken it to accoulit when
designing and assessing the final questionnaire which sumrr anzed the extent
educational television is recognized by teachers as a curriculum component.

Combining scientific research by the questionnaire technique with research at a
practical ;eve' introduced an unusual methodology for research into educational
television. The pilot work had indicated a need for constant contact with respondents
(the teachers) th,oughout the research penod to overcame the impersonal relationship
which can persi : between researchers and r actitioners. Most educational television
research abides by an expenmental design (observation and analysis of what happens
under carefully controlled conditions) (het employs a cross-sectional methodology
(one-time studies which involve subdividing subjects into expenmental and control
groups). This approach does not provide for an in-depth analysis of change in
individuals, while 'ts one-time nature restricts any form of rapport between teachers
and research personnel Neither is it always essential to make comparisons when
researching into educational television. The fundamental concerns should focus on
existing conditions, prevailing practices, the beliefs and attitudes held, ongoing
processes. and developing trends. This implies the need for a descnptive methodology
which cathers data from a reasonably large number ofcases while not being concerned
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with individuals as individuals but with the generalized statistics that result when data
are abstracted from a number of individual cases. Descriptive research does 1101involve the use of experiments per se but it seeks to uncover the nature of factors
involved in a given situation, to determine the degree in which they exist and to
discover the links or relationships which exist between the factors (Lovell and Lawson.
1970, p 3(1). A descriptive survey therefore should not be construed as solely !outincfact - gathering, but as a means to interpret and then describe through questionnaires.interviews and appraisal instruments.

Only longitudinal studies of the same individuals over a relatively long period of
time can provide information about crucial ultra-individual changes as well as
inter-individual differences (Amabile, 1982). The longitudinal approach is not so much
a research design as a research perspective (Vesta. 1979. p 51). It overcomes the
limitations imposed by the cross-sectional approach and enables a variable to bestudied over a period of time. A single analysis can provide useful information but it is
not able to examine cause and effect. On the other hand, the longitudinal approachallows identified vanables to be correlated at appropriate Inttrvals. and this is
particularly important with educational television research. For example. teachers
may be questioned on their use of an educational television series in the second or thirdweek of the series being broadcast. This only gives impressions at that point of time
whereas continuous appraisal may reveal whether opinions of the series have changed.whether the same viewing pattern is constantly adopted, whether the children weresubjected to the same follow-up procedure. etc. This function was fulfilled by the
procedure adopted in the pilot work when a teacher monitored a series she intended to
use.

Choat (1982, 19b3b) indicated that teachers of young children primarily used
educational television as a means to assist young children's language development and
mathematical development, and as an inspiration for topic work The monitoring
procedure confirmed this view as the majority of appraisals. comments and cnticILms
were concerned with these three areas of cumcul um content. Teachers are restricted to
some extent in their use of educational television by the material being broadcast ana
most current series are geared towards language, mathematics and topic work.
Moreover, the monitoring also confirmed Choat's (1982) conclusion that certain series
were more popular than others and that a health education series was not widelyviewed. Given the option therefore, teachers will select their favourite series to
monitor. This could cause misrepresentation in the research findings as each series had
not been equally appraised. It is necessary therefore to attempt to arrange for an even
distribution throughout the total series being monitored. For example. ifa teacher haddecided to watch three series, one of the series may be common to most teachers and
the other two series less popular. It would be judicious therefore for this teacher to
monitor one of the less popular series as other teachers who watch one series only are
likely to choose the popular broadcast.

Although indications of how teachers used educational television to assist with
language development. mathematical development and topic work matenalindduring the monitoring phase; the procedure was not intended as the means to
rationalize why the medium was used for these three curriculum areas A more detailed
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analysis was necessary to secure these interpretations. Neither was tt possible to
investigate the three areas simultaneously. Each was dealt with separately by the
appropriate questionnaire, while further details from observations in schools and
discussion sessions supplemented the data.

The research team's presence in schools and classrooms enabled further evidence to
be gathered on booklets which accompany programmes, the place of broadcasts
dunng off air transmission or by replaying vid-to recordings. children's participation
during broadcasts, teachers' provisions subsequent to broadcasts, chudren's reactions
to programme content.. and teachers' attitudes to programmes. Discussion on these
aspects with the teachers was unavoidable. Some defended their existing practices
while others were prepared to look more objectively at their use of educational
television. Apart from these conversations, the discussion group meetings developed
from mere mutual exchanges between teachers and researchers. The programmes of
interest, ie, language. mathematics. educational opic work, the structure and quality
of programmes, and the place of educational television in the curriculum increa.;:ngly
featured as major discussion points. Consequently. tt wi.'s decided to devote individual
sessions to these aspects by using a planned schedule of items for discussion.

As mentioned previously, it became increa.ungly obvious that these sessions were
developing as in-service forums. Allowance was made to tike them into account when
designing the final questionnaire on curriculum and learning. out they could influence
the programme monitoring and replies to earlier questionnaires. This was not
particularly disturbing during the pilot phase but would be unacceptaole during a
full-scale investigatiou as bias would enter the research findings. Nevertheless. apart
from detailing and interpreting existing practices. educational television research
should encourage changes in attitudes. The introduction of in-service education
alongside research was seriously considemd and eventually accepted providing it
followed and did not precede the specified areas of inquir;, Moreover. the procedure
strengthens the links between researchers and teachers. but the interaction should not
be allowed to cloud the research issues. The research objectives remain the foremost
task.

The pilot phase was used to experiment ar d devise appropriate research procedures
There was no intention to produce ci..nclust .mF The work enabled research strategies
to be devised that complied with the Bates' (1981) stipulation of carefully collected
data which could be analysed to provide information about the effects of educational
television and the conditiors which appear to influence whe.her or not it is

educationally effective. These procedures are row being implemented in the full-scale
inquiry which we are carrying out in 18 local education authorities in England and
Wales. Apart from establishing the monitoring procedure. other salient features
emerged dunng its pilot work that could influence research into educational television
Although visits to schools and classrooms are regarded as integral to the research
design. they should continue over a period of time. This compares with brief visits to a

classroom to see work resulting from a programme or a cross-sectional study based on
Lompansons between subjects These do not provide the same insozhts as constant
lOntact with schools Ind teachers. and a survey o\rer a period of time The alienment of
1n-service education with research is unusual but the possibility ot this happening trh.re
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often should not be ignored. Participation in a research survey can motivate teachers to
look more closely at their practice and to revise their teaching methods. It is then that
they need the in-service training, not when the research has been completed and the
stimulation lost.
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